Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
Sale No. 724 - Public Auction Sale

The
Series

To be held at our office:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Tuesday, May 21 -Thursday, May 23, 2019
featuring

The “Boca” Collection
The Charles Covell Collection of Confederate States
The “Midwest” USA Holding
The Norman G. Jacobs Collection of British “KGV” & Philippine Islands

Tuesday, May 21 10:00 a.m.
Session 1
Lots 1-572
British, Foreign, U.S. Postal History and U.S. Stamps
Wednesday, May 22 - 10:00 a.m.
Session 2 - Lots 573-1212
U.S. Postal HIstory and U.S. Stamps
Thursday, May 23 - 10:00 a.m.
Session 3 - Lots 1213-1746
U.S. Stamps and U.S. Possessions

Viewing
Schedule

May 6-10

Connecticut Office, By Appointment Only

May 13-17

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM

May 23-24

Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold.

kelleherauctions.com
Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com
Connecticut Mailing Address:
22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit 53
Danbury, CT 06810
Phone 203-830-2500 Fax: 203-297-6059

Boston Office:
181 Wells Avenue
Suite #105
Newton, MA 02459
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Session 1: British and Foreign
Tuesday, May 21, 2019, at 10:00 A.M.
British Commonwealth
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ascension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Australia and States . . . . . . . . . .
Bahamas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bahrain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barbuda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Basutoland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bechuanaland . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bermuda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
British Forces in Egypt . . . . . . . . .
British Guiana . . . . . . . . . . . . .
British Honduras . . . . . . . . . . . .
British Occupation of Italian East Africa
British Offices in the Turkish Empire . .
Burma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cameroons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canadian Provinces . . . . . . . . . .
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cayman Islands . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ceylon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cook Islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dominica . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Falkland Islands . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fiji . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gambia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gold Coast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grenada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jamaica. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika . . . . .
Kuwait . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Malaysia Area . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Muscat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nauru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Niger Coast Protectorate . . . . . . . .
Nigeria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Niue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Borneo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Northern Nigeria . . . . . . . . . . . .
Northern Rhodesia . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . 1-68
. .
. . 69-70
. . .
. . 71-72
. . .
. .73-105
. . .
. 106-108
. . . .
. 109-110
. . . .
. . . 111
. .
. . . 112
. .
. 113-120
. . . .
. . . 121
. .
. 122-125
. . . .
. 126-127
. . . .
. . . 128
. .
. . . 129
. .
. 130-131
. . . .
. 132-136
. . . .
. . . 137
. .
. 138-162
. . . .
. 163-206
. . . .
. . . 207
. .
. 208-209
. . . .
. 210-216
. . . .
. 217-221
. . . .
. . . 222
. .
. 223-234
. . . .
. . . 235
. .
. 236-238
. . . .
. 239-246
. . . .
. . . 247
. .
. . . 248
. .
. . . 249
. .
. 250-265
. . . .
. 266-274
. . . .
. . . .275
.
. 276-280
. . . .
. . . 281
. .
. 282-286
. . . .
. . . .287
.
. . . 288
. .
. 289-290
. . . .
. 291-292
. . . .
. . . .293
.
. . . 294
. .
. 295-297
. . . .
. . . 298
. .
. 299-302
. . . .

Palestine . . . . . . . . .
Papua New Guinea Area .
Rhodesia . . . . . . . . .
St. Helena . . . . . . . .
St. Kitts-Nevis . . . . . .
Samoa . . . . . . . . . .
Sarawak . . . . . . . . .
Seychelles . . . . . . . .
Shihr & Mukalla. . . . . .
Sierra Leone . . . . . . .
South Africa and States .
South West Africa . . . .
Southern Nigeria . . . . .
Southern Rhodesia . . . .
Straits Settlements . . . .
Swaziland. . . . . . . . .
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. . . 303
. .
. 304-314
. . . .
. 315-322
. . . .
. 323-329
. . . .
. . . 330
. .
. 331-334
. . . .
. . . 335
. .
. 336-339
. . . .
. . . 340
. .
. 341-344
. . . .
. 345-362
. . . .
. . . 363
. .
. . . 364
. .
. 365-371
. . . .
. 372-374
. . . .
. . . 375
. .
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. . . 376
. .
. 377-389
. . . .
. 390-438
. . . .
. 439-462
. . . .
. . . .463
.
. 464-466
. . . .
. 467-489
. . . .
. . . 490
. .
. 491-493
. . . .
. . . 494
. .
. . . 495
. .
. . . 496
. .
. 497-502
. . . .
. 503-511
. . . .
. 512-513
. . . .
. 514-530
. . . .
. 531-535
. . . .
. . . 536
. .
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. . . 537
. .
. . . 538
. .
. . . 539
. .
. . . 540
. .
. 541-545
. . . .
. . . 546
. .
. 547-548
. . . .
. . . 549
. .
. . . 550
. .
. 551-552
. . . .
. . . 553
. .
. 554-572
. . . .

Europe and Colonies
Albania . . . . . . .
Austria . . . . . . .
France and Colonies
German Area . . . .
Greece . . . . . . .
Hungary . . . . . .
Italian Area . . . . .
Liechtenstein . . . .
Monaco . . . . . . .
Netherlands. . . . .
Poland . . . . . . .
Portuguese Colonies
Russia . . . . . . .
Scandinavia . . . .
Spain and Colonies.
Switzerland . . . . .
Vatican . . . . . . .
Yugoslavia . . . . .
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Asia, Africa and Latin America
Argentina . . . . . . . . .
Bolivia . . . . . . . . . .
Chile . . . . . . . . . . .
China (People’s Republic)
Colombia . . . . . . . . .
Honduras . . . . . . . . .
Iran . . . . . . . . . . . .
Korea . . . . . . . . . . .
Lebanon . . . . . . . . .
Paraguay . . . . . . . . .
Saudi Arabia . . . . . . .
Turkey . . . . . . . . . .
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Session 2: U.S. Part 1

Session 3: U.S. Part 2

Wednesday, May 22, 2019, at 10:00 A.M.

Thursday, May 23, 2019, at 10:00 A.M.

U.S. Postal History

U.S. Stamps

Autographs and Baseball Memorabilia . . . . . . . . 573-577
. . . .
Postmarks by State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 578-584
. . . .
The Herbert Kagen Collection of West Virginia . . . 585-616
. . . .
Railroad and Waterway Covers . . . . . . . . . . . 617-619
. . . .
Foreign Mail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620-623
. . . .
Advertising/Illustrated Covers . . . . . . . . . . . . 624-642
. . . .
Exposition Covers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 643-646
. . . .
Fancy Cancels on Cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 647-653
. . . .
Civil War Postal History including Campaign Covers. 654-670
. . . .
Civil War Patriotic Covers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 671-684
. . . .
Sanitary Fair Covers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 685-687
. . . .
Confederate Civil War Postal History. . . . . . . . . 688-777
. . . .
Misc. Postal History and Ephemera . . . . . . . . . 778-795
. . . .
Regular and Commemorative Issues. . . . . . . . . 796-829
. . . .
Airmail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 830-846
. . . .
Offices in China and Officials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .847
.

1901 Pan-American Issue . . . . . . . . . . . .
1902-1908 Regular and Commemorative Issues
1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL Wmk
1909 Bluish Paper Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1909 Commemorative Issues . . . . . . . . . .
1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL Wmk.
1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue . . . . . . . .
1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues . . . . .
1918-1923 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1922-1925 Regular Issue. . . . . . . . . . . . .
1923-1998 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Airmail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special Delivery and Registry . . . . . . . . . .
Postage Due . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Offices in China. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newspaper Stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parcel Post . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postal Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Revenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Duck Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Computer Vended Postage. . . . . . . . . . . .
Confederate States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

U.S. Stamps
Postmasters’ Provisionals . . . . . . .
1847 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1851 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1857 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue . . . .
1861-1866 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . .
1867 Grilled Issues . . . . . . . . . . .
1875 Re-issue of the 1861-1866 Issues
1869 Pictorial Issue. . . . . . . . . . .
1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues . . .
1890 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1893 Columbian Issue . . . . . . . . .
1894-1898 Bureau Issues . . . . . . .
1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue. . . . . .
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. . 848-851
. . . .
. . 852-870
. . . .
. . 871-891
. . . .
. . 892-912
. . . .
. . 913-920
. . . .
. . 921-942
. . . .
. . 943-972
. . . .
. . 973-982
. . . .
. 983-1026
. . . . .
.1027-1086
. . . . .
.1087-1099
. . . . .
.1100-1153
. . . . .
.1154-1188
. . . . .
.1189-1212
. . . . .

.1213-1221
. . . . .
.1222-1257
. . . . .
.1258-1270
. . . . .
.1271-1282
. . . . .
.1283-1288
. . . . .
.1289-1303
. . . . .
.1304-1309
. . . . .
.1310-1387
. . . . .
.1388-1407
. . . . .
.1408-1417
. . . . .
.1418-1459
. . . . .
.1460-1515
. . . . .
.1516-1530
. . . . .
.1531-1555
. . . . .
.1556-1576
. . . . .
.1577-1615
. . . . .
.1616-1624
. . . . .
.1625-1639
. . . . .
. . . .1640
. .
.1641-1647
. . . . .
.1648-1659
. . . . .
. . . .1660
. .
.1661-1683
. . . . .

U.S. Possessions
Canal Zone .
Hawaii . . .
Philippines .
Puerto Rico .
Ryukyus . .
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.1684-1686
. . . . .
.1687-1689
. . . . .
.1690-1742
. . . . .
. . . .1743
. .
.1744-1746
. . . . .

Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Recommended Auction Agents
		Frank Mandel						Purser and Associates			Trevor Chinery BA				Lorenz Kirchheim GBR				Charles E. Cwiakala				
		P.O. Box 157 						PO Box 369							United Kingdom					Op de Höh 21								1527 S. Fairview Avenue
		 New York, NY 10014			 Bronxville, NY 10708			 Tel: 01205-330026				 D - 22395 Hamburg 					 Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
		Tel: 212-675-0819				Tel: 857-928-5140				Fax: 01572-813226				D - 22395 Hamburg 					Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
		Fax: 212-366-6462				Fax: 781-658-2567				trevortrilogy@aol.com		Tel: 040-645-322-41					CECwiakala@aol.com
		busybird1@me.com			info@pursers.com															lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de
		Jochen Heddergott				Nick Martin						Jean Lancaster		
		Bauerstrasse 9 D-8000		LoveAuctions						United Kingdom
		Miinchen 40 Germany		United Kingdom					Tel: 020-8547-1220
		Tel: 089-272-1683				Tel: 01-20546-0968				Fax: 020-8547-3739
		Fax: 089-272-1685				Cell: 0770 376-6477			jean.lancaster@lineone.net
mail@philagent.com
nick@loveauctions.co.uk

		

Bid Live at
www.StampAuctionNetwork.com
Or call us for phone bidding at
203-830-2500

Symbols Used

êê
Mint Never Hinged								* Cover							NYFM New York Foreign Mail
ê
Mint with Gum										
Used							TC		 Trial Color Proof
		(ê)			Unused, No Gum/Regummed			S			Specimen					SL		 Straight Line
		R				Reprint														E			Essay							MS			Manuscript
		P				Proof															r
Piece		
		o.g.			Original gum														Block											

Grading and Condition
Superb			
Extraordinary item in the finest condition
Extremely Fine		
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
			centered than Fine.
Fine			
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
			
imperforate stamps will not be cut into to any significant degree.
Very Good (VG)		
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.
Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th-century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include
light cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist on most 19th-century
covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2018 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return
privileges.

N

Norman G. Jacobs
Philatelic Collection on Buddhism

orman Jacobs first began collecting stamps as a child in New York City in the 1930s. His uncle nurtured
his love of stamps, and a love for the British Empire. Norman later inherited this uncle’s stamp collection.
Curious about the Chinese writing he saw at a local laundry, he befriended the woman who worked there.
At every chance he visited her to talk about China.
After graduating Townsend Harris High School in 1939, Norman attended City College. Upon graduation in
L942, at the age of 18, he joined the military. Norman was assigned to the Japanese language program in Army
Intelligence. Upon completion, he served in the Philippines, translating captured documents and maps, including
early versions of the Japanese Articles of Surrender document. Once the war ended, he was stationed in Japan with
the Occupation Forces working on agricultural reform. In Tokyo, he again began his search for philatelic items.
This experience fueled Norman’s interest in Asia. Upon returning to the United States, he attended Harvard
University. He focused on
East Asia, studied Chinese,
and was granted a PhD in
Sociology in L951. Unable to
find an academic position,
he moved back to New York
in 1951.
Working at Gimbals coin
counter, he had close contact
with the stamp counter as
well. Here he forged lifelong
friendships with the great
dealers and legends of New
York Philately. In 1955
Norman procured a position
as visiting lecturer at Taiwan
Normal University. While
at Ann Arbor for special
classes, he met his future
wife Margaret on a blind
date. The following year she travelled to Taipei, where they were married, first at a civil Chinese ceremony and then
at a western service presided over by Madame Chiang Kai Shek’s personal pastor. At this time Norman’s interest
in Buddhism began. In 1965 he was awarded a Fulbright grant to teach at Thommasat University in Bangkok,
Thailand. During that year he converted to Theravada Buddhism and began collecting Buddhism on stamps.
Upon returning, he was appointed Professor of Asian Studies at University of Illinois. He authored numerous
books on Asia, as well as sabbaticals to Japan and Korea. He retired in 1989, moving to Central Pennsylvania. At
this time, Norman and Margaret travelled to Asia extensively, with emphasis on Buddhist sites. Norman left this
world in 2004, to continue his journey to enlightenment.
This collection was assembled with love and heart over many years. May you enjoy it’s content as much as Norman
did.
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

British Commonwealth
GREAT BRITAIN

1

1

2
3
4
5
m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 2, HJ, exceptionally fresh with
ample to large margins and a sharp magenta Maltese cross cancel; very faint, insignificant corner bend at upper
right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a gorgeous example of this rare colored Maltese cross cancel, SG £3,000
($3,900). Scott 1; $320 ++.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black, inverted watermark (SG 2), plate 1b, DE,
three large margins, close or just toucing at top; small, shallow thin spot, F.-V.F. appearance. A rare variety, SG
£2,500 ($3,250). Scott 1 var.
Estimate $350 - 500

3

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 4, BA, large to extra large margins, including partial sheet margin at left, bright red Maltese cross cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, SG £400
($520). Scott 1; $320.
Estimate $250 - 350

4

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 4, DA (“D” slightly doubled), irregularly cut large to extra large margins, including partial sheet margin at left, red Maltese cross cancel, Extremely
Fine, SG £400+ ($520). Scott 1; $320+.
Estimate $250 - 350

5

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 8, QC, ample to om and neat
black Maltese cross cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a lovely example from this scarce plate, SG £375 ($490).
Scott 1; $320.
Estimate $250 - 350

6

6
7
8
9
m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 1b, CL, distinctive signs of
re-entry, large balanced margins and light red Maltese cross cancel, Extremely Fine, SG £400+ ($520). Scott 1;
$320+.
Estimate $200 - 300

7

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 8, EG, ample to large margins
and neat red Maltese cross cancel, Very Fine, a lovely example from this scarce plate, SG £575 ($750). Scott 1;
$320+.
Estimate $200 - 300

8

s

9

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 6, TI, ample to large margins,
red Maltese cross cancel, Very Fine, SG £400 ($520). Scott 1; $320.
Estimate $150 - 200

2

Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 8, JE, exceptionally fresh with
large balanced margins and a light red Maltese cross cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a choice example of a
scarcer plate, SG £525 ($680). Scott 1; $320+.
Estimate $200 - 300
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10

11

)
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 1d black (SG 2), tied by red Maltese cross with large
complete four margins, on printed business form folded letter for Dundee and Hull Steamship-Packet Company,
addressed to Hull, deep rich shade, backstamped Dundee SE 26E 1840 and SEP Z27 M 1840, Very Fine. Scott 1;
$640.
Estimate $300 - 400

11
12
13
m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 2d blue (SG 5), light red cancel, four full ample to large
margins all around, Very Fine. Scott 2; $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

12

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 2d blue (SG 5), plate 2, DA, bright color and ample to
large margins with a slightly heavy black Maltese cross cancel, Very Fine, SG £900 ($1,170). Scott 2; $700.
Estimate $300 - 401

13

m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria First Issue, 2d blue (SG 5), plate 2, GJ, fresh and bright with clear
to large margins and a somewhat heavy red Maltese cross cancel, F.-V.F., SG £1,000 ($1,300). Scott 2; $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

14

Ha
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria, 2d pale blue, “white lines” (SG 13), a lovely block of 4 from plate
3, positions GG/HH, o.g., large balanced margins all around; few barely noticeable creases, one vertical crease
end in a sealed tear at the top of GG, Very Fine appearance, a very rare block, SG £42,000 ($54,600). Scott 4a;
$42,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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15

15
16
17
18
H
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria, 2d blue, “white lines” (SG 14 var.), plate 3, SJ with shifted transfer, nearly full o.g., exceptionally bright and fresh looking with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2014
B.P.A. certificate noting “treated to reduce sulferization” [of blue], SG £6,250+ ($8,120). Scott 4 var. S.G. Spec.
ES11c.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

16

H
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria, 2d blue, “white lines” (SG 14), large part o.g., fresh color with a
slt ivory head and margins close but clear all around, Fine, SG £6,250 ($8,120). Scott 4; $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

17

ma
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria, 2d blue, “white lines” (SG 14), an attractive used block of 6, margins all around, though barely clear at lower right; couple faint “bends”, F.-V.F., a very scarce used multiple. Scott 4;
$1,850 for block of 4 & 2 singl. S.G. Spec. E1; £1,980 for block of 4 & pair ($2,570).
Estimate $400 - 600

18

m
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria, 2d deep full blue, “white lines” (SG 15), a spectacular “jumbo”
with full top & bottom margins and a good bit of the adjacent stamps at left and right, as well as neat black Maltese
cross cancels, which are scarce on the 2d “white lines”, a Superb gem, SG £275 ($360). Scott 4b; $55 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300

19

19
20
21
H
Great Britain, 1854, Queen Victoria, 2d deep blue on bluish, Small Crown watermark, perf 16, plate
4 (SG 19 var.), a striking vertical pair with a dramatic shift of the horizontal perforations leaving both the “TWO
PENCE” and “POSTAGE” labels at the top of each stamp, large part o.g., F.-V.F. Quite a stunning perforation
error., SG £9,400 ($12,220). Scott 10 var.; $8,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

20

m
Great Britain, 1864, Queen Victoria, 1d rose red, letters in all four corners (SG 43), a very nice example from the rare plate 225 with the plate number clearly visible on both the left and the right, neat Grantham “321”
barred oval fro a duplex canceller, Fine, SG £800 ($1,040). Scott 33; $825.
Estimate $250 - 350

21

H
Great Britain, 1869, Queen Victoria, 2d deep blue, letters in all four corners, “thin lines” (SG 47),
plate 15, HI, o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and well centered, Very Fine, SG £525 ($680). Scott 30 var.;
$500.
Estimate $250 - 350

4
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22

22
23
24
m
Great Britain, 1854, Queen Victoria Embossed issues, 1s, 10d & 6d (SG 55, 57, 58), each with an
1855-type numeral cancel: “155” (Buxton), “75” (Birmingham) & “466” (Liverpool), respectively); all fresh and sound
but with margins close to just in, Fine, SG £3,500 ($4,550). Scott 5-7; $3,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

23

HH
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 3d rose, Spray of Rose watermark (SG 103), plate 9, GA-HA,
horizontal pair, with wing margin at right, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; left stamp with a few shorter perfs at
bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Rarely seen in a true never hinged state., SG £1,250 ++ ($1,620). Scott 49; $1,200
++.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

24

H
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 10d red brown, Spray of Rose watermark (SG 112), slightly disturbed o.g., difficult mint stamp to find so fresh appearing; diagonal crease at bottom left, V.G.; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott 53; $3,500.
Estimate $300 - 400

25

25
26
27
m
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 5s pale rose, Maltese Cross watermark (SG 127), plate 2, quite
well centered with a bold central strike (inverted) of a Callao, Peru “C38” barred ellipse, Very Fine. SG Z56 but seriously undervalued at £450, SG £1,500+ ($1,950). Scott 57a; $1,200+.
Estimate $400 - 600

26

m
Great Britain, 1878, Queen Victoria, 10s greenish gray, Maltese Cross watermark (SG 128), somewhat heavy barred ellipse cancel, fresh and sound, Fine, SG £3,200 ($4,160). Scott 74; $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

27

m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, 5s rose on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 134), somewhat smudgy London “96” duplex cancel; few clipped perfs at lower left, otherwise F.-V.F., SG £4,250 ($5,520).
Scott 90a; $5,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

28

m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, £5 orange on white paper (SG 137), bold Liverpool “L.S./5”
barred ellipse cancels, well centered with fresh color; few missing perfs at right and slightly rounded lower right corner, otherwise Very Fine, SG £4,750 ($6,180). Scott 93; $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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29

29
30
31
H
Great Britain, 1881, Queen Victoria, 3d rose, Imperial Crown watermark (SG 158), plate 20, o.g.,
lightly hinged, bright fresh color, Fine, SG £900 ($1,170). Scott 83; $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

30

H
Great Britain, 1881, Queen Victoria, 1s orange brown, Imperial Crown watermark (SG 163), plate
13, o.g., lightly hinged, quite fresh with rich, warm color, F.-V.F., SG £875 ($1,140). Scott 87; $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

31

H
Great Britain, 1881, Queen Victoria, 5d indigo, Imperial Crown watermark (SG 169), o.g., lightly
hinged, exceptionally fresh with deep rich color, F.-V.F., SG £725 ($940). Scott 85; $725. Estimate $250 - 350

32

32

33
34
35
H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 5s rose on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 180), o.g.,
nicely centered with bright color; horizontal crease through value tablet, otherwise Very Fine, SG £1,100 ($1,430).
Scott 108; $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

33

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 5s rose on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 180), a gorgeous used single, well centered and canceled with a central “Quayside/ Newcastle-on-Tyne” c.d.s., May 23, 1889,
Extremely Fine. For well centered, lightly canceled examples, Scott suggests a premium of 25%, Gibbons 50%.,
SG £250 ($320). Scott 108; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

34

H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 5s crimson on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 181), o.g.,
exceptionally fresh with brilliant color, F.-V.F., SG £975 ($1,270). Scott 108b; $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

35

H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 5s crimson on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 181), o.g.,
fresh and well centered, Very Fine, SG £975 ($1,270). Scott 108b; $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

36

H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 183),
a choice mint example, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Very Fine, SG £2,250 ($2,920).
Scott 109; $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

6
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37

37
38
39
40
H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 183),
o.g., bright, fresh and well centered; couple faintly toned perfs at top visible only on reverse, Very Fine, SG £2,250
($2,920). Scott 109; $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

38

H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s pale ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG
183), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh with bright color; ironed out crease, otherwise Very Fine; with
2018 R.P.S.L. certificate noting Type K14(3), SG £2,500 ($3,250). Scott 109; $2,250+.
Estimate $500 - 750

39

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 183),
a exceptional used single, well centered and canceled with a central “Tenbury/ B” c.d.s., Nov 30, 1889, Extremely
Fine. For well centered, lightly canceled examples, Scott suggests a premium of 25%, Gibbons 50%, SG £525
($680). Scott 109; $550.
Estimate $350 - 500

40

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 183),
fresh and nicely centered with a clear “Registered/ Gracechurch Street” oval, Nov 13, 1891, Very Fine, SG £525
($680). Scott 109; $550.
Estimate $350 - 500

41

41

42
43
m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 183),
canceled Gracechurch St. Registered oval and part of a violet transit marking, well centered, Very Fine, SG £525
($680). Scott 109; $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

42

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s pale ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG
183a), exceptionally well centered with a neat central “West Hartlepool/B” c.d.s., May 31, 1889, Extremely Fine. For
well centered, lightly canceled examples, Scott suggests a premium of 25%, Gibbons 50%, SG £550 ($720). Scott
109 var.; $550+.
Estimate $350 - 500

43

m
Great Britain, 1888, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, Orbs watermark (SG 186), canceled London “71”
hexagonal duplex; small thin spot, F.-V.F. appearance, SG £4,250 ($5,520). Scott 123; $4,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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44

45

46

47

48

44
45
H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 5d dull green (SG 193), o.g., hinge remnants, nicely centered with
strong color, Very Fine, SG £580 ($750). Scott 104; $575.
Estimate $200 - 300
m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), canceled three strikes London “O.E.” c.d.s.,
Nov 13, 1896, F.-V.F., SG £800 ($1,040). Scott 124; $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

46
47
m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), fresh and exceptionally well centered with a
neat “Registered/ Threadneedle St. B.O.E.C.” oval, Feb 7, 1896, Very Fine. A premium used £1 green; Gibbons
suggests a premium of 50% for “well-centered, lightly used” examples, SG £800 ($1,040). Scott 124; $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), a striking used example, socked-on-the-nose
BELFAST/T c.d.s., Apr 2, 1895, exceptionally fresh with full color and decent centering, F.-V.F., SG £800 ($1,040).
Scott 124; $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 48
49
50
51
HH
Great Britain, 1902-11, King Edward VII, ½d to 1s, unclassified as to printings (no chalky paper), o.g.,
never hinged except the 3d (very lightly hinged), an exceptionally bright fresh set, Very Fine. Scott 127-138; $729
as the cheapest varieties.
Estimate $300 - 400

49

HH
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, 5s bright carmine (SG 263), an extraordinary mint single, o.g., never hinged, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed A. Diena. Scott 140; $600.
S.G. Spec. M51[1]; £850 ($1,100).
Estimate $350 - 500

50

HH
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, 10s ultramarine (SG 265), another extraordinary, post office fresh mint single, o.g., never hinged, virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed A.
Diena. Scott 141; $1,600. S.G. Spec. M53[1]; £2,000 ($2,600).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

51

m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, 10s ultramarine (SG 265), an exceptional
used example, fresh and well centered with a neat WELWYN double circle datestamp, Apr 3, 1908, Very Fine, SG
£500 ($650). Scott 141; $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

8
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52

53

54

55

52
53
H
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 266), full o.g. with
just the barest trace of hinging, remarkably well-centered; gum toned affecting paper and color, otherwise Extremely Fine, a choice example of the £1 King Edward VII; with 2018 R.P.S.L. certificate noting Type M55(1), SG
£2,000 ($2,600). Scott 142; $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 266), an exceptional
used example, canceled light Liverpool registered ovals, 29 Aug 1903, fresh and perfectly centered, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, SG £825 ($1,070). Scott 142; $825.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 54
H
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorses”, Waterlow printing, 2s6d to £1 complete (SG
399/404), o.g., fresh set; 5s appears never hinged (with gum skips); £1 with barest trace of a hinge, but perfect face,
Very Fine+ as a set. Scott 173-176; $4,625.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

55
Ex 56
57
m
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 404),
beautifully centered with strong color; canceled somewhat heavy parcel c.d.s.s, otherwise Very Fine, SG £1,600
($2,080). Scott 176a; $1,800.
Estimate $600 - 800

56

H
Great Britain, 1918-19, King George V “Seahorses”, Bradbury, Wilkinson printing, 2s6d to 10s
complete (SG 413a/17), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptional color and centering on the cleanest paper you’ll find,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott 179-181; $725.
Estimate $250 - 350

57

H
Great Britain, 1919, King George V “Seahorse”, Bradbury, Wilkinson printing, 5s rose red and 10s
dull gray blue (SG 416-417), o.g., uncommonly fresh and well centered, Very Fine, SG £800 ($1,040). Scott
180-181; $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
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58

Ex 58
59
60
HH/H Great Britain, 1929, P.U.C. booklet (SG 434Wi/436bw), complete exploded booklet, exploded but complete, each pane intact and solid, with covers and interleaving included as well; individual booklet panes by Scott
are #205b, 206b, 207b and 207c; Gibbons lists only the pane of four plus two labels (#436bw), with other panes valued as six singles; each pane with watermark inverted; 1d pane with hinge remnant (2 stamps affected); all other
stamps never hinged, Very Fine, as pretty as they come, SG £595+ ($770). Scott 205b-207c; $640+.
Estimate $200 - 300

59

HH
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott 209; $1,100. S.G. Spec.
NCom9; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $500 - 750

60

m
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), fresh and perfectly centered with a very light London c.d.s., 4
Ap 1930, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. A very pretty example of this popular stamp, SG £550 ($720). Scott 209;
$800.
Estimate $400 - 600

61

Ex 61
Ex 62
Ex 63
H
Great Britain, 1934, King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (SG 450/2),
o.g., lightly hinged, a bright, fresh set, Very Fine, SG £575 ($750). Scott 222-224; $630.
Estimate $300 - 400

62

H
Great Britain, 1934, King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (SG 450/2), a
remarkable set, with just the faintest whisper of a past hinge, Very Fine, SG £575 ($750). Scott 222-224; $630.
Estimate $200 - 300

63

HHa
Great Britain, 1955-58, Queen Elizabeth II (Wilding Portrait), ½d-1s6d complete (SG 540/56), St. Edward’s Crown watermark, top arrow blocks of 4 except both 2½d are plain blocks, including both types of the 2½d,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1982 E. Diena certificate, SG £640+ ($830). Scott 317-333; $710+.
Estimate $250 - 350

10
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64

HHa
Great Britain, 1997, Queen Elizabeth II, deep green (as used for 2p), light grey (as used for the 29p),
flame (as used for 1st class, undenominated trials), full panes of 100, a limited supply of these were discovered,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; each with photocopies of 2017 R.P.S.L. certificates that were issued for the discovery
set of sheets.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
Machin trials discovered after 20 years
Sheets of three trials of the Machin head, produced in 1997, have come to light in this the 50th anniversary of the
introduction of Arnold Machin’s iconic portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. The Machin definitives were first printed in
lithography in 1980 as Royal Mail expanded its range of suppliers. However, by the mid-1990s it had decided that
all the standard definitives should be printed in gravure. At the time The House of Questa, based in south London,
did not have gravure capability. As the company wished to participate in all future tenders for Royal Mail stamps,
whether printed by litho or gravure, in gummed or self-adhesive versions in sheets or stamp booklets, it decided
to make a major investment in a gravure press and an automated booklet maker. To achieve the best, Questa
partnered with a number of highly qualified and renowned organisations to deliver the skills, processes and
technology required to ensure it would be ready for production in less than 18 months. Courvoisier, based in
Switzerland, was at that time arguably the finest gravure stamp printer in Europe. The company agreed to assist
Questa with technical advice and cylinder making. As part of this process Royal Mail gave permission for a print
trial at Courvoisier using the Machin head: the original material to enable the trial to take place was supplied by
Questa. Part of the thinking at the time was that Courvoisier might undertake the production of the cylinders
needed for final stamp printing on behalf of Questa, but this did not materialise. The undenominated trials were
produced in October 1997 in sheets of 100 (from larger sheets of 200 guillotined in two) with the Courvoisier
imprint along the vertical margins. They exist in three colours: deep green (as used for the 2p), light grey (as used
at the time for the 29p), and flame (as used for 1st class). Courvoisier had printed the then current Kenya
definitives, these being of the same overall size as the Machin definitives. As a consequence, the trials were
printed on coated paper without phosphor bands, and have perforation 15 x 14. However, the stamp image is
slightly smaller than that used on Machin definitives. Barry Robinson, then Design Director of Royal Mail, visited
Courvoisier to see the preparations. It is believed the trial sheets were printed on one of the small gravure printing
presses at Courvoisier, some being printed during the visit. The gravure press and the automated booklet line
were produced by ATN in France. The new machinery would not fit within Questa’s original base in Camberwell:
the move to Byfleet was part of the development. Courvoisier was founded in 1880 and started printing stamps in
1937. It was noted for the high quality of its photogravure work, but sadly it ran into financial difficulties and
ceased trading in 2001.
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65

Ex 65
66
67
HH/H Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1914-57, nearly complete (SG D1-D55), with the exception of SG #D9,
incredibly fresh throughout, F.-V.F. or better, SG £1,880 ($2,440). Scott J1-J54; $1,619.
Estimate $500 - 750

66

m
Great Britain, Inland Revenue Official, 1890, Queen Victoria, 5s rose (SG O9), socked-on-the-nose
CRO(FTO)N (?) c.d.s., Apr 18, 1900, bright, fresh and quite well centered, Very Fine, an extraordinary example of
this rare Official, SG £2,500 ($3,250). Scott O8; $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

67

m
Great Britain, Office of Works Official, 1902, Queen Victoria, 5d dull purple & blue (SG O34), fresh
and well centered with a light Registered oval cancel, Very Fine, SG £1,400 ($1,820). Scott O47; $1,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

68

m
Great Britain, Telegraph Stamp, 1877, £1 brown-lilac (S.G. Spec. L236-2), canceled clear Parliament
St. S.W. c.d.s., Apr 20, 1881, attractive, with partial boxed “C.H.R./ G.P.O.”; light vertical crease at left, otherwise
Fine, S.G. Spec. £850 ($1,100).
Estimate $300 - 400

ADEN through ASCENSION

69

Ex 69
Ex 70
Ex 71
Ex 72
H
Aden, 1937, Dhow, ½a-10r complete (1-12), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $825. SG 1/12; £1,200
for NH ($1,560).
Estimate $350 - 500

70

H
Aden, 1937, Dhow, ½a-10r complete (1-12), o.g., incredible color on paradise-white paper with clean
gum, Very Fine, dhow yourself a favor and bid, Scott $825. SG 1/12; £1,200 ($1,560).
Estimate $250 - 350

71

m
Ascension, 1922, “ASCENSION” on St. Helena, ½d-1s complete (1-9), a nicely used set, F.-V.F.,
Scott $636. SG 1/9; £475 ($620).
Estimate $300 - 400

72

m
Ascension, 1924, Badge of the Colony, ½d-3s complete (10-21), a lightly canceled used set, the ½d &
1d each on small piece, F.-V.F., Scott $712. SG 10/20; £600 ($780).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Australia and States

AUSTRALIA AND STATES

73

Ex 73
74
75
76
HH
Australian States: New South Wales, 1897, Consumptives Home complete (B1-B2), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Rarely seen in an original never hinged state, Scott $423 for hinged. SG 280/1; £300 for hinged
($390).
Estimate $400 - 600

74

H
Australian States: South Australia, 1855, Queen Victoria (London Print), 2d rose carmine, imperf
(2), Large Star watermark, part o.g., a real beauty with four clear margins, sharp printing and great color, Very Fine,
rarely found this nice; with 2018 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $825. SG 2; £800 ($1,040).
Estimate $250 - 350

75

H
Australian States: South Australia, 1856, Queen Victoria (Local Print), 2d blood red, imperf (6),
Large Star watermark, part o.g., a flawless gem with perfect centering, Very Fine+; with 2018 R.P.S.L. certificate,
Scott $3,250. SG 8; £3,000 ($3,900).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

76

(H)
Australian States: Tasmania, 1856, “Van Diemen’s Land”, 1d deep red brown, imperf, pelure paper (10), unwatermarked, unused without gum, a beautiful Chalon Head with intense color; margins well clear right
and bottom, closer top and left, Very Fine and attractive; signed Georg Bühler and another, with 2018 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $8,250. SG 24; £8,000 ($10,400).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

77

78

Ex 77
78
79
80
HH/H Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, ½d to 5s (1-12), an exquisitely fresh set, with more than a couple
stamps near-perfectly centered; 5s value never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,319. SG 1/13; £1,380+ ($1,790).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
P
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo, 1d Die II, trial color plate proof in green (2d P), perf 12½ on thick,
unwatermarked white wove, o.g., Very Fine, ACSC $9,000 ($6,750). ACSC 3PP(2)A. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
ONE OF ONLY NINE RECORDED EXAMPLES.

Photo on the front cover
79

H
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink (13), 1st watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, eye-popping color to enhance any album page, Very Fine, Scott $1,600. SG 14; £900 ($1,170).
Estimate $500 - 750

80

H
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink (13), 1st watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and
well centered; couple slightly blunted perforations at left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,600. SG 14; £900 ($1,170).
Estimate $400 - 600
www.kelleherauctions.com
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Australia and States

81

81

Ex 82
83
84
Ex 85
H
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, £1 brown & ultramarine (14), 1st watermark, a gorgeous example on clean paper with sharp colors and impression; clean, white original gum, with part of hinge lip still attached,
Very Fine, a real beauty, Scott $3,250. SG 15; £3,000 ($3,900).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

82

H
Australia, 1915 Kangaroo and Map, 2d to 5s complete (38-44), 2nd watermark, o.g., a pretty set, the
key 5s particularly bright and well-centered, Very Fine set, Scott $2,120. SG 24/30; £1,300 ($1,690).
Estimate $600 - 800

83

H
Australia, 1915, Kangaroo and Map, 2s brown (43), 2nd watermark, exceptionally fresh, o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,050. SG 29; £700 ($910).
Estimate $600 - 800

84

H
Australia, 1915, Kangaroo and Map, 5s gray & yellow (44), 2nd watermark, vibrant color, o.g., F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,500. SG 30; £1,000 ($1,300).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

85

H
Australia, 1915-24, Kangaroo and Map, 2d to 5s (45-54), o.g., good color and centering; a few low values slightly discolored from previous hinging, F.-V.F. or better, Scott $903. SG 35-42, 73-74; £981 ($1,280).
Estimate $250 - 350

86

86

87
88
89
90
H
Australia, 1917, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink (55), 3rd watermark, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Very Fine, who knew a ‘Roo could be so pretty in pink? Scott $650. SG 43; £550 ($720). Estimate $200 - 300

87

H
Australia, 1916, Kangaroo and Map, £1 chocolate & dull blue (56), 3rd watermark, o.g., barest trace
of hinge (appears never hinged), just a remarkable example, with excellent color, clean paper, and virtually perfect
centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, you do not want to miss this one, Scott $3,000+. SG 44; £3,000 ($3,900).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

88

HH
Australia, 1924, Kangaroo and Map, £1 gray (57), 3rd watermark, an absolute beauty, with full fresh
original gum which is never hinged, F.-V.F., would grace any album as fine as yours, Scott $1,750. SG 75; £650 ++
($840).
Estimate $500 - 750

89

S
Australia, 1919, Kangaroo and Map, £2 black & rose (58), 3rd watermark, o.g., hinge remnant, phenomenal color and impression (as you’d expect), F.-V.F., Scott approximately $550. SG 45S; approximately £500
($650).
Estimate $200 - 300

90

H
Australia, 1924, Kangaroo and Map, £2 purple black & pale rose (59), 3rd watermark, nice color on
generally fresh paper; hinge lip still attached reverse, Fine, an affordable copy of a difficult stamp, Scott $4,250. SG
45b; £4,500 ($5,850).
Estimate $600 - 800
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Australia and States

91

Ex 91
92
93
Ex 94
H
Australia, 1929-30, Kangaroo and Map, 6d to 10s (96-101), a lovely, fresh set, each stamp with clean
original gum ranging from barely hinged to partial hinge remnants, Very Fine, Scott $928. SG 107-112; £953
($1,240).
Estimate $250 - 350

92

H
Australia, 1930, Kangaroo and Map, £2 black & rose (102), Small Multiple watermark, o.g., light hinge
remnant, sharp color and crisp impression, near-perfectly centered; extraneous black ink at bottom, very faint diagonal crease lower left, still Very Fine appearance, Scott approximately $400. SG 114S; approximately £450 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300

93

H
Australia, 1930, 1½d Sturt, Lord Howe Island provisional (104 var), bold, clear “2d/paid/LHI” in manuscript across a nearly perfectly centered Sturt; pencil notations on reverse, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, an incredibly fresh example of this scarce stamp. SG 117 var; £750 ($980).
Estimate $500 - 750
Due to a shortage of 2d stamps between Aug. 23 and Oct. 17, 1930, the Island’s Postmaster endorsed these 1½d
(plus a smaller number of 1½d King George V issues) by means of a manuscript surcharge.

94

95

H
Australia, 1931-36, King George V and Kangaroo & Map, ½d to £1 (113-128), as fresh a set as you
could hope for, nearly all with exceptional centering, Very Fine, Scott $1,511. SG 124-137; £750 ($980).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 95
Ex 96
Ex 97
Ex 98
H
Australia, 1932, Sydney Bridge complete (130-133), no troubled waters here, just a beautiful set of
these iconic stamps, all incredibly bright and clean with centering well above average; the 5s lightly hinged, the 3d a
left margin single, Very Fine, Scott $591. SG 141/4; £425 ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300

96

HH/H Australia, Officials, 1913, large “OS” perfins, ½d to 5s (SG O1-O12), a beautiful set, with crisp printing, bright color and outstanding centering on the whole, 4d (light crease) and 2s never hinged, Very Fine overall,
SG £4,406 ($5,730). Scott OA1-OA12; $4,973.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

97

H
Australia, Officials, 1914, small “OS” perfins, ½d to 2s (SG O16-O21, O23-O26), missing just the 5d
chestnut in this range, o.g., lightly hinged, clean paper, crisp color and fully punched perfins; 2d pulled perforation
top center, F.-V.F.; several signed with “RN” handstamp, SG £3,102 ($4,030). Scott OB1-OB6, OB8-OB11; $2,909.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

98

H
Australia, Officials, 1915, small “OS” perfins, 2d to 2s (SG O31, O33-O34, O36-O37), o.g., most
lightly hinged, exceptionally clean and fresh; 5s trimmed perforations at upper left, Very Fine, SG £5,325 ($6,920).
Scott OB38-OB41, OB43-OB44; $4,430.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Australia and States

99

100

101

H
Australia, Officials, 1914-30, selection of King George V small “OS” perfins (SG O38//O120), presented on a double-sided stock page, a nice array from each issue of the period; denominations range from ½d to
1s4d, all vibrantly colored and clean; gum is equally fresh, ranging from never hinged to one or two hinge remnants;
a range of watermark types, plus a couple commemoratives as well, F.-V.F. or better, see the complete lot online,
SG £1,395 ($1,810) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 100
101
Ex 102
HH/H Australia, Officials, 1915-28, small “OS” perfins, 2d to £1 (SG O43/O51, O76/O78), narrow Crown &
A watermark, a simply breathtaking set with the best colors you could hope for; 6d brown, 1s, 2s never hinged; 2s a
top right corner singled hinged in margin only, with interesting second perfin in upper margin, Very Fine; £1 signed
Haasy Biey/Bs Aires, SG £4,850+ ($6,300). Scott OB45-OB55, OB57; $4,859+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H
Australia, Official, 1915-24, small “OS” perfin, £2 rose & black (SG O53), small Crown & A watermark, o.g., barest trace of hinge, a heart-stoppingly pretty perfined ‘Roo, with great color, sharp printing and exceptional centering, Very Fine, the highlight of any collection, SG £5,500 ($7,150). Scott OB58; $5,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Photo on the front cover
102

103

HH
Australia, Officials, 1929-30, Small “OS” perfins, 6d to 5s (SG O114-O116, O118), four of the last
perfined ‘Roos for Official Mail; 9d an upper left corner single with full (and partially perfined) margins; all fresh,
bright and clean, o.g., never hinged (!), Very Fine, a lovely foursome, SG £970+ ($1,260). Scott OB96-OB98,
OB100; $941+.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 103
105
H
Australia, Officials, 1931-33, “OS”-overprinted, 2d to 1s complete (SG O123/O136), comprising the
Kingsford Smith, King George V, Kangaroo & Map, Sydney Harbour Bridge and Lyrebird issues, each with bold,
solid “O S” overprint in black; clean paper, vibrant colors and many with incredibly pretty centering, F.-V.F. with
much better, SG £689 ($900). Scott O1-O14; $698.
Estimate $200 - 300

104

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1926-67, selection of panes, comprising panes of six of King George V SG #96w,
99aw, 127w; King George VI #184w and 206w; pane of ten of Opening of Parliament Building (#105); pane of four
#115a, plus complete unexploded booklets #MB1 and MB2, vibrant and clean across the board, F.-V.F. with better,
uncommon material, SG approximately £633 ($820). SG 96w//MB2 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

105

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1928, 2s3d, green on pale green cover, complete unexploded booklet, measuring
83 x 62mm (Gibbons states 83 x 58mm); light foxing to booklet covers, but stamps unaffected, F.-V.F.+. SG SB23;
£450 ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Bahamas - Barbuda

BAHAMAS through CAMEROONS

106

106
107
108
H
Bahamas, 1882, Queen Victoria, 1d scarlet vermilion, perf 14 (20), Crown CA watermark, part o.g.,
lovely, vibrant color, F.-V.F.; signed in Hebrew, with 2018 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $575. SG 42; £475 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300

107

(H)
Bahamas, 1882, Queen Victoria, 4d rose, perf 14 (21), Crown CA watermark, regummed and lightly
hinged, lovely color and centering amid very tight margins, Very Fine; with 2018 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $1,500.
SG 43; £850 ($1,100).
Estimate $300 - 400

108

HH
Bahamas, 1920, King George V, 3d Peace, watermark reversed (68 var.), upper right corner margin
single with control number, Crown to right of CA (as seen from the front), o.g., stamp never hinged, Very Fine. SG
109w; £300 for hinged ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300

109

Ex 109
Ex 110
Ex 111
HH/H Bahrain, 1938-41, King George VI India issues overprinted “BAHRAIN”, 3p to 25R complete
(20-37), a beautiful set, each stamp with outstanding color, lily-white paper and exceptional centering; most lightly
hinged, the 4a and 10R to 25R values never hinged, 1R and 2R values right margin singles, Very Fine, brave the
two seas for this set, Scott $934. SG 20-37; £1,000+ ($1,300).
Estimate $250 - 350

110

HH/H Bahrain, 1938-41, King George VI India issues overprinted “BAHRAIN”, 3p to 25r complete less
the 2a scarlet (20-23, 25-37), o.g. (8a, 12a 5r & 10r never hinged!), Scott $813. SG 20-23, 25-37; £995 for NH
($1,290).
Estimate $300 - 400

111

m
Barbuda, 1922, “BARBUDA” on Leeward Islands ½d-5s complete (1-11), a lovely used set, each
centrally canceled, either Oct 2 or Nov 27, 1922, or Jan 22, 1923, Very Fine, Scott $414. SG 1/11; £375 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Basutoland - Bechuanaland

112

Ex 112
113
114
Ex 115
HH
Basutoland, 1961, definitives surcharged in cents and rands, complete with varieties (61-71 vars),
Post Office fresh set including all major varieties of overprint styles and fonts; several position pieces, including a
2½c on 3d with partial imprint capture; an R1 on 10s with overprint misplaced to lower left (unlisted in Gibbons), plus
an upper left corner margin single showing a large “2c.” overprint (footnoted in Gibbons; value £325), o.g., never
hinged, bright and clean throughout, Very Fine, an uncommon complete set; inspect, Scott $442 ++. SG 58/68 vars;
£839 ($1,090).
Estimate $300 - 400

113

HH
Bechuanaland, 1961, definitive series surcharged in cents and rands, complete with varieties, a
beautiful set; includes Type II wide and “thick c” 3½c surcharges, Type I 1R on 10s surcharge (Gibbons #167a),
plus typeface and placement varieties unlisted in Scott or Gibbons, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, one to view; imaged in full online. SG 157/167 vars; £439+ ($570).
Estimate $200 - 300

114

H
Bechuanaland, 1888, Queen Victoria, 4d on 4d lilac & black (26), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; signed
Oliva, Scott $450. SG 25; £425 ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300

115

H
Bechuanaland, 1888, “Protectorate” overprint on 1d-6d surcharges (60-65), o.g., Fine, Scott $890.
SG 41-45; £857 ($1,110).
Estimate $250 - 350

116

116
117
118
m
Bechuanaland, 1915, “Bechuanaland Protectorate” on “Seahorses”, 2s6d brown & 5s rose-carmine (92-93), Waterlow printing, the 2s6d apparently used at Maribogo, South Africa, the 5s canceled LOBATSE,
Feb 9, 1924, Very Fine, Scott $750. SG 83-84; £650 ($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

117

m
Bechuanaland, 1919, “Bechuanaland Protectorate” on Great Britain (KGV “Seahorse”) 5s bright
carmine (93a), De La Rue printing, apparently canceled to order, Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 87; £425 ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300

118

m
Bechuanaland, 1923, “Bechuanaland Protectorate” on “Seahorses”, 2s6d brown & 5s rose-carmine (94-95), Bradbury Wilkinson printing, 2s6d cancel illegible but 5s clearly canceled “Francistown/ Bechd.
Protectore.”, Jun 15, 1920—a very early use, Very Fine. Gibbons notes that the 5s Bradbury, Wilkinson was not issued until July of 1930, Scott $525. SG 88-89; £435 ($570).
Estimate $250 - 350
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Bechuanaland - British Forces in Egypt

119

Ex 119
121
HH/H Bechuanaland, 1932, King George V, ½d-10s complete (105-116), just a gorgeous set—you won’t
find better color or cleaner paper for this issue, 3s and 5s values never hinged; 10s with the faintest hint of having
been hinged, Very Fine, Scott $624+. SG 99/110; £500+ ($650).
Estimate $200 - 300

120

HHa
Bechuanaland, 1961, 3½¢ on 4d Queen Elizabeth II Pictorial, overprint varieties (173 vars), bottom
margin block of 12, with full margins showing registration marks, Waterlow & Sons imprint and plate number 1; a
lovely position piece for the specialist, the overprints being Type I, I, II thick C, II, I, II wide, I, II, I, II, I, I, F.-V.F. SG
161//161c; £198 ++ ($260). (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

121

H
Bermuda, Postal-Fiscal, 1937, 12s6d gray & orange (AR1), phenomenal color and centering on this
“Revenue - Revenue” issue; consignor’s note indicates “6th print of 12/6 only”, o.g., barest trace of hinge; gum
toned, Very Fine, Scott $1,250. SG F1; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $500 - 750

122

)
British Forces in Egypt, 1935 (Dec. 5), Crown Cancel #13 on cover from Cairo to Harpenden, England, reverse bearing 1pi green Letter Stamp (Scott #M7) with two black retta cancels, with black M.P.O. Cairo and
red Crown Cancel on front; envelope opened and unfolded along bottom to show front and back, Very Fine, an excellent start for further research, an unrecorded usage of this Crown Cancel, as there is no record that it was ever
assigned to Cairo (allocated originally to Abu Qir and transferred to Alexandria); further, this M.P.O. Cairo
datestamp is unrecorded, with its measurements not matching any of the five known datestamps used 1932-39.
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: British Forces in Egypt = British Guiana

123

124

125

126

127

20

Pa
British Forces in Egypt, 1932, Postal Seal, 1pi, imperf, red frame only (SG A1), positions 13-14,
17-18, left margin block of 4, pristine o.g., never hinged, margins well clear top, right and bottom; great color as to be
expected, Very Fine, a stunning position piece multiple. Scott M1. Nile Post BF1; $1,000 as four singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 124
125
HHa
British Forces in Egypt, 1933, Christmas Seal, 3m brown lake (SG A4), a trio of varieties: the first a
top left margin block of four showing the non-constant variety in position 7 (blob on left “3"); the second a
misperforated position 10 single; and the last being a full booklet pane of 20; blocks with margin perforation issues
or portions of selvage missing (not affecting any of the stamps); pane of 20 with oblique misplaced perforations in
selvage above position 5, foxing in selvage (only), plus an odd paper/gum separation on back of position 4 (invisible
from the front), F.-V.F.++, a nice selection of specialized material; be sure to view. Scott M4; $1,000 as singles. Nile
Post BF4.
Estimate $400 - 600
H
British Forces in Egypt, Letter Stamp, 1935, Silver Jubilee overprint on 1pi ultramarine (SG A10),
o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F., SG £300 ($390). Scott M9; $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

126
127
m
British Guiana, 1853-55, Seal of the Colony, 4¢ blue, with line above value (10), four large, perfectly
balanced margins, Very Fine; signed Bloch, Scott $850. SG 19; £800 ($1,040).
Estimate $250 - 350
H
British Guiana, 1888, “INLAND REVENUE”, $1 green (124), o.g., very well centered, Very Fine; with
1990 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $575. SG 185; £500 ($650).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: British Honduras - British Offices

128

129

)
British Honduras, 1891, Queen Victoria, 15¢ on 6¢ on 3d ultramarine (37), tied by one of two strikes
Belize c.d.s., Jun 3, 1896, on Official Post Office Business registered cover to Cincinnati, O.; cosmetically reduced
a bit on both ends, Very Fine. SG 50; £700 ($910).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 129
HH
British Occupation of Italian East Africa, 1941, Unissued “British Occupation” surcharges complete, 9 values, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed A. Diena. Sassone 1-9; €5,000 ($5,650).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

130

m
British Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1885-1905, small mounted group (1//12), 29 stamps including
an 1885 12pi on 2s6d bluish paper and 1893 40pa handstamped surcharge on ½d vermilion; also includes 12pi on
2s6d Edward VII (x7) and 24pi on 5s Edward VII (x8), Very Fine, Scott $1,160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

131

s

British Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1906, King Edward VII, 1pi on 2d Beirut provisional (25), horizontal pair, neatly tied on piece by BEYROUT First Day cancel, Jul 2, 1896, Scott $1,400 ++. SG 15; £1,400 ++
($1,820).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Burma - Cameroons

132

133

134

Ex 132
Ex 133
HH
Burma, 1937, King George VI “Burma” overprints, complete (1-18), India postage overprinted for use
in Burma; an eye-catching set with great color, o.g., never hinged; 25R with light overall gum toning, Very Fine, a
beautiful set—and tough never hinged, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H
Burma, 1937, King George V, 3p to 25R complete (1-18), issues of India overprinted “BURMA”, o.g.,
stamps previously hinged, with some hinge remnants remaining, remarkable color on clean paper, excellent centering, even on the tight-margined pies and annas values, Very Fine, Scott $1,457. SG 1/18; £2,750 ($3,580).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 134
Ex 135
Ex 136
HH/H Burma, Officials, 1937, King George V, 3p to 10R complete (O1-O14), both 6a and 2R values are bottom margin singles, o.g., the 2R and 5R values never hinged, many others appearing never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $550+. SG O1/O14; £950+ ($1,240).
Estimate $300 - 400

135

HH
Burma, Officials, 1937, King George V, 3p to 10R complete (O1-O14), India postage with two-line
“Burma/Service” overprint, o.g., never hinged, a remarkably clean set without a hint of toning or tropicalized gum,
Very Fine, Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350

136

HH/H Burma, Officials, 1939-47, King George V, complete (O15-O55), three sets in all, surprisingly fresh
given their tropical origin, all with bright colors; several position pieces (including a 5R upper left corner single); all
5R and 10R values never hinged, most lower values appear never hinged, F.-V.F. with better, a great chance to fill
those album pages all at once, Scott $491. SG O15/O53; £550 ($720).
Estimate $250 - 350

137

HH
Cameroons, 1915, blue C.E.F. 1d overprint on 10pf Kaiser’s Yacht (55), bottom margin pair with Han
number H 756.13 imprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Michel 3 HAN; €1,500 ($1,700).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Canadian Provinces

CANADIAN PROVINCES

138

138
139
141
(H)
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1865, 5¢ Queen Victoria rose, reproduction on card stock
(3F), cut out from Plate IV in Sir John Wilson’s 1954 The Royal Philatelic Collection; according to the Vincent
Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation, there are no known genuine plate proofs of this Vancouver Island
stamp, no trace of hingeing, Very Fine, a lovely collateral item for your collection or exhibit; with 2018 Greene Found
certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

139

(H)
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1865, 10¢ Queen Victoria blue, reproduction on card stock
(4F), neatly removed from The Royal Philatelic Collection (Sir John Wilson, 1952), Plate IV; per the Greene Foundation, this Vancouver Island issue has no known genuine plate proofs, no trace of hingeing, Very Fine, a neat item;
with 2018 Greene Found certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

140

(H)
New Brunswick, Tobacco Tax, 1940, Lorraine Cross, 1¢-2¢ full booklet panes (NBT7c, NBT8d),
panes with various missing letters printing varieties, 1¢ top missing “S” of Tuberculosis, second missing “E” in New
and “C” in Brunswick, third missing “S” of Tuberculosis and “C” of Brunswick, last stamp missing “S” ‘s and “C” of Tuberculosis, 2¢ third stamp Tobaoco printing error, without gum as issued, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

141

m
New Brunswick, 1851, 1s bright red violet (3), red violet shade with very light cancel; close margins,
cut to frameline on left side; small surface scuff upper right, nearly Very Fine; with 2018 Greene Found certificate,
Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

142

143

Ex 142
143
H
New foundland, 1897, Discovery of New foundland complete (61-74), a lovely set, well margined,
brightly colored and sharply printed; gum ranges from barely hinged to hinged, but is complete and otherwise fresh,
Very Fine, Scott $331. SG 66/76; £325 ($420).
Estimate $200 - 300
Ha
New foundland, 1897, 1¢ on 3¢ gray lilac, all 3 surcharge types (77a), block of 4, a beautifully centered
block, the types marked in pencil on the gum (top row both “a”, bottom row “b” then “c”), o.g., thoroughly fresh-faced;
separated perforation between position. 1 & 3 sensibly hinge-reinforced, nearly Very Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $600 - 800
www.kelleherauctions.com
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144

Ex 144
Ex 145
Ex 146
147
148
HH/H New foundland, 1910, Guy Tercentenary complete, lithographed (87a-97), includes 87b, 88b & 91a,
o.g. (87a, 88 & 91 ever hinged), F.-V.F., Scott $721.
Estimate $250 - 350

145

HH/H New foundland, 1910, Guy issue complete (87-97, 98-103), the basic lithographed issue, plus the later
re-issued engraved values, o.g., the engraved 8¢ and 9¢ never hinged, fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine,
Scott $1,143. SG 95/105, 111/116; £775 ($1,010).
Estimate $350 - 500

146

P
New foundland, 1910, Guy issue (Litho), trial color proofs (88, 90, 93-95), all but the 10¢ are gummed
imperforate singles from the miniature sheets of four (the 2¢ present in black gray and in blue), with pristine never
hinged gum and excellent margins; the 10¢ unlisted in NSSC—is a gummed perforated single (hinged), o.g., all
never hinged except 10¢, Very Fine, these Guys are real dolls. Newf. Spec. 82h, 84d, 88d, 89c. Unitrade 88, 90,
93-95.
Estimate $500 - 750

147

E
New foundland, 1920, 2¢ on 60¢, doubled surcharge (126 (footnote)), Henry VII crisply printed on
pristine white paper, showing clear doubling of the red “TWO/2/CENTS” surcharge, o.g., nearly Very Fine, Scott
$1,500. Newf. Spec. TS3a; $790. Unitrade 74E-2; C$1,500 ($1,150).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
These surcharges were required due to a delivery delay of the Trail of the Caribou issue. According to Scott, only
50 Henry VII’s were overprinted—with fewer displaying the surcharge doubled.

148

149

E
New foundland, 1920, “TWO CENTS” red surcharge on 30¢ slate, unissued color trial (127 (footnote)), o.g., a lively stamp and surcharge, nicely centered, nearly Very Fine, one of 25 examples known; signed D.
& Co., Scott $1,250. Newf. Spec. TS4; $1,450. Unitrade 127i; C$1,750 ($1,340).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 149
151
E
New foundland, 1920, “THREE CENTS” on 6¢ Logging, trial surcharges (130 (footnote)), a pretty
pair, one bearing the surcharge between parallel lines in red, the other in black; nice centering on each (the red perfect), o.g., Very Fine, according to Scott, 25 of each trial surcharge color are known; red surcharge signed “D. &
Co.”, Scott $2,000. Newf. Spec. TS1, TS2; $780.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

150

HH/H New foundland, 1923-24, 1¢ & 2¢ Pictorial Issue booklet panes (131a, 132a), crisp color and fresh paper; each pane lightly hinged across third row (other six stamps never hinged); includes two interleaves; 1¢ light
horizontal crease across bottom row, F.-V.F., Scott $800. Newf. Spec. 126a, 127a; $750 (photos on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

151

P
New foundland, 1928, 28¢ St. John’s Central Post Office, brown red trial color (158), a pretty complement to the issued stamp; printed on ungummed, unwatermarked wove with gargantuan margins all around;
partial hinge remnant on back noted for accuracy, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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152

E
New foundland, 1929, “THREE CENTS” on 6¢ River Scene, trial surcharge in black (160 (footnote)), with 3mm between “CENTS” and line below, o.g., lightly hinged, crisp color on fresh paper, nearly Very Fine,
one of only 50; Scott notes 100 essays were printed in total, 50 each with 3mm and 5mm spacing, Scott $1,750.
Unitrade 160ii; C$1,500 ($1,150).
Estimate $600 - 800

153

HH/H New foundland, 1932-37, 1¢ to 3¢ Publicity Issue booklet panes, perf 13½ (183a-187a), featuring
both colors of the 1¢ and 2¢ issues, plus the 3¢; 1¢ gray black and both 2¢ never hinged, 1¢ green hinged, 3¢ appears never hinged; all fresh, clean and sound; includes one interleaf, F.-V.F., Scott $293. Newf. Spec. 176b, 177e,
178c, 180c, 181e; $290+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

154

155

156

154
155
P
New foundland, 1932, 10¢ Salmon, pale red first stage proof (193), on ungummed, unwatermarked
wove; clear outline of die; ragged left edge from production; “WM” penciled on reverse, Very Fine, a lovely study or
exhibition piece.
Estimate $500 - 750
E
New foundland, 1932, 14¢ intense black (194), in issued color on wove, unwatermarked and ungummed, the essay without corner ornaments; two spots of hinge sheen on reverse are of no consequence, Very
Fine, a great Newfoundland or topical collateral item.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 156
P
New foundland, 1933, Gilbert issue, selection of proofs (212, 214-215, 219-220), a beautiful grouping
of the 1¢, 3¢, 4¢, 9¢ and 10¢ values, all ungummed on India; 3¢ showing part of stamp at left, 10¢ a left margin single, all fresh and clean (the 10¢ particularly so); previously hinged, Very Fine. Newf. Spec. 198, 200-201, 205-206.
Unitrade 212, 214-215, 219-220.
Estimate $250 - 350
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157

Ex 157
158
Ex 159
HH/H New foundland, 1933, Gilbert issue, imperforate gummed selection (213 var, 216 var, 222), in colors
as issued; 2¢ single never hinged, 5¢ right margin single very lightly hinged, 15¢ horizontal pair lightly hinged; vibrant color and crisp printing all, Very Fine. Newf. Spec. 199d, 202c, 208c; $443. Unitrade 213 var, 216 var, 222a.
Estimate $200 - 300

158

HH
New foundland, 1933, 8¢ Gilbert, brownish red (color error) (218a), o.g., never hinged,
eye-catchingly deep color on pristine white paper; wiping flaw at lower left adds to its appeal, Very Fine, Scott $525.
Newf. Spec. 204a; $465 ++. Unitrade 218a; C$1,200 ($920).
Estimate $250 - 350

159

E
New foundland, Airmail, 1922, 15¢ Vickers-Vimy essays, two examples, one brown & black, the other
brown & blue, on ungummed perforated stamp paper; black with sheen from a one-time hinge, blue appears never
hinged—and is signed, without gum as issued, great colors, registration and centering, Very Fine, a lovely addition
to any Newfoundland or Aerophilately collection. Newf. Spec. TE2, TE3; $280.
Estimate $150 - 200

160

Ex 160
Ex 161
H
New foundland, Airmail, 1919-33, fresh foursome of flights (C2, C3, C12, C18), a pretty group of
iconic Newfoundland Airs: 1919 Trans-Atlantic Air Post, 1921 Air Mail to Halifax, 1932 DO-X Flight and 1933 Balbo;
all beautifully fresh and clean, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, book them all in one purchase, Scott $950.
Estimate $250 - 350

161

P
New foundland, Airmail, 1933, Labrador issue, set of proofs (C13-C14, C16-C17), the 5¢, 60¢ and
75¢ values imperforate, without gum as issued, on watermarked paper; the 10¢ not a proof, but an imperforate
gummed (never hinged!) variety, all bright and beautiful—and margin copies as well, Very Fine. Newf. Spec.
AM14j, AM15c, AM17e, AM18g; $400+. Unitrade C13-C14, C16-C17.
Estimate $200 - 300

162

H
Prince Edward Island, 1861, 2d dull rose (1), o.g. (sweated and discolored), remarkably centered and
fresh-faced; tiny black pinhole at top of head, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 Greene Found certificate, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
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163

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 10¢ brown violet (57), o.g., never hinged, desirable example in
pristine mint condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$500.
Estimate $350 - 500

164

H/(H)
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 to $5 high values (61-65), a pretty group, the $4 centered to
top, the others with solid margins all around; the $5 regummed, Very Fine group, Scott approximately $6,600. SG
136-140; approximately £5,850 ($7,600).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

165

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1, $2 and $4 high values (61, 62, 64), visually attractive and
presentable group of key high values; some faults, F.-V.F. centering, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

166

166
167
168
HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 lake (61), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, with large
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2009 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

167

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., hinge remnant, gorgeous color; very
small stain at top, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2009 A.I.E.P. certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

168

m

Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500
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169

170

171

169
170
H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), o.g. (slight gum loss from hinge removal),
wonderfully fresh and absolutely perfectly centered; couple small, light corner bends, Extremely Fine appearance.
A gorgeous stamp! Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), light purple face free cancel, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 171
172
173
H
Canada, 1897-98, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢-10¢ complete (66-73), eye-catching colors and
clean paper, F.-V.F., Scott approximately $1,990. SG 141/149.
Estimate $400 - 600

172

P
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 6¢ brown, plate proof on card, horizontal pair, Very
Fine. Unitrade 71P; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300

173

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 8¢ orange (72), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

174

175

28

174
175
HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ purple (76), Ottawa imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged,
choice centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $240 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
HH
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine (77b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, a
beautiful pane; adherences in selvage and on one stamp, otherwise Post Office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $1,600.
Unitrade 77b; C$2,000 ($1,530).
Estimate $300 - 400
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176

177

(H)
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, lavender & carmine, imperf (85a), upper left corner
margin vertical pair, without gum as issued, bright and fresh with huge margins, Extremely Fine. Only 200 imperforate stamps are recorded., Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

177
178
HHa
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, type II, imperf (90A), top margin plate no. 13 block of 8,
o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins, Very Fine; with 1983 Greene Foundation certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

178

HH
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine (90b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, a lovely pane
with each stamp nearly perfectly centered; slight adherence of interleaving paper, and a couple edge faults along
margin, still Very Fine, Scott $1,600. Unitrade 90b; C$2,000+ ($1,530).
Estimate $300 - 400

179

HH
Canada, 1908, King Edward VII, 50¢ purple (95), a beautiful stamp all-around, made even nicer by being never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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180

181

182

Ex 180
181
HH/H Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), o.g., 5¢ never hinged, the entire set Post Office fresh, Very
Fine, Scott $1,123.
Estimate $350 - 500
HH
Canada, 1908, 10¢ Quebec (101), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and quite well centered, Very
Fine, Scott $500. Unitrade C$900 ($690).
Estimate $200 - 300

182
183
E
Canada, 1914, Unissued 10¢ Macdonald-Cartier Centenary, a plate proof on India die sunk on card of
the Victoria Bridge design (one of two considered for the 10¢ value of the series) in a greenish black; India measures 73½ x 63½mm, with the card measuring 140 x 114mm (a size unlisted in Unitrade’s discussion of the issue),
Very Fine, a lovely piece of what might have been.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Photo on the back cover
183

184

30

E
Canada, 1911-25, King George V “Admiral”, unissued 6¢ value, essay in carmine on India on die
sunk card; die number “O-G-421" printed above stamp design’ ”19" penciled on reverse, Very Fine, one of 12
known. Unitrade 112x; C$4,500 ($3,440).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 184
H
Canada, 1911-25, King George V definitives, 1¢ to $1 (104-130, 120a, 131-134), including wet and dry
printings, coils (horizontal and vertical), plus the elusive 50¢ black (#120a), each clean and bright, Very Fine set,
Scott $2,611.
Estimate $500 - 750
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185

186

Ex 185
186
HH/H Canada, 1911-35, King George V, group of booklet panes (105a//218a), 11 in all, spanning the king’s
entire reign, from Admiral issue to Pictorial; each fresh and sound, with not a perforation popped; the lot comprises
Scott #105a, 107c, 108a, 163a, 163c, 166a, 166c, 167a, 196a, 217a and 218a, all but the final two never hinged,
F.-V.F. with better, Scott $2,030. Unitrade 105a//218a; C$2,563 ($1,960).
Estimate $600 - 800
HH
Canada, 1922, King George V “Admiral”, 2¢ yellow green (107b var), booklet pane of 4 + 2 labels, a
beautiful pane with pyramid guidelines (almost the entire pyramid!) in the selvage, o.g., never hinged, pretty color
on white paper with pristine, never hinged gum; pencil notation at top left of selvage, F.-V.F., specialist’s delight.
Unitrade 107bi; C$6,000 ($4,590).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Photo on the inside back cover

187

188

187
188
HH/H Canada, 1918, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ dark green, experimental Toronto coil (131 var.), a
beautiful vertical pair, with crisp design, bright color and clean paper—and perfectly centered to boot; top stamp
lightly hinged, bottom stamp never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Unitrade 131iv; C$350 ($270).
Estimate $200 - 300
HH
Canada, 1926, King George V “Admiral”, 2¢ on 3¢ carmine, thick over thin overprints (139 var), bottom margin vertical pair, a dynamic duo clearly showing the thick/wide overprint on the upper stamp, the thin/narrow
overprint on the lower, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a great item for the plater or the variety hunter. Unitrade 139v;
C$2,500 ($1,910).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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189

Ex 189
H
Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll” definitives, 1¢ to $1 complete, imperf vertically (149d-159b),
horizontal pairs, o.g., lightly hinged; 8¢-20¢ with minor gum toning, heavier on the 50¢ & $1, Scott $2,805.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

190

Ex 190
HH/H Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll” definitives, 1¢-50¢ imperf vertically (149d-157b), horizontal
pairs, o.g., 1¢, 4¢ & 8¢ never hinged, others lightly hinged (5¢ disturbed gum), Very Fine. It’s estimated that only
250 pairs of each were produced., Scott $1,420.
Estimate $600 - 800

191

HH
Canada, 1929, 20¢ Harvesting Wheat (157), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh with nearly perfect
centering, which has proven to be difficult to find as the SMQ doesn’t even list a value for a stamp in this lofty grade,
Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ XF-Sup 95; $400 for 95.
Estimate $400 - 600
The only price we would find is one graded lower in the grade of XF-Sup 95. If the U.S. market can be used to
compare the issues, other Sup 98 stamps from the 1920’s tend to bring two to four times the price of an XF-Sup
95 stamp.

192

192
193
194
H
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), o.g., previously hinged, post office fresh with deep rich color, Extremely Fine, one of philately’s most iconic stamps: the “Bluenose” schooner; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

193

m
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on the mast” plate flaw (158 var.), light roller cancel, F.-V.F. A
nice used example., Unitrade C$1,000 for Fine ($760). Unitrade 158iii.
Estimate $350 - 500

194

HH
Canada, 1929, $1 Parliament (159), with fresh never hinged original gum, simply a stellar stamp, with
magnificent color, dead-perfect centering, Extremely Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
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195

P
Canada, 1930, King George V “Arch/Leaf”, unissued 7¢ value, striking die proof in brown on India on
1mm-thick binder’s board measuring 132 x 143mm; hinging tape at top reverse of no consequence, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Photo on the back cover

196

197

Ex 196
197
198
H
Canada, 1930, King George V “Maple Leaf” definitives, 1¢ to $1 complete (162-177), rich colors,
clean paper, wonderful centering—this set has it all; most lightly hinged or appearing never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$515.
Estimate $200 - 300
HH
Canada, 1932, Quebec Citadel, 13¢ dull violet (245i), o.g., never hinged, vibrant pastel color and balanced margins all around, which has proven to be difficult to find as the SMQ doesn’t even list a value for a stamp in
this lofty grade, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ XF-Sup 98; $400 for 95.
Estimate $600 - 800
The only price we would find is one graded lower in the grade of XF-Sup 95. If the U.S. market can be used to
compare the issues, other Sup 98 stamps from the 1920’s tend to bring two to four times the price of an XF-Sup
95 stamp.

198

HH
Canada, 1932, Quebec Citadel, 13¢ dull violet (201), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and balanced
margins all around, which has proven to be difficult to find as the SMQ doesn’t even list a value for a stamp in this
lofty grade, Superb; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ XF-Sup 95; $285 for 95.
Estimate $300 - 400
The only price we would find is one graded lower in the grade of XF-Sup 95. If the U.S. market can be used to
compare the issues, other Sup 98 stamps from the 1920’s tend to bring two to four times the price of an XF-Sup
95 stamp.
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199

200

201

202

34

Ex 199
P
Canada, 1935, Silver Jubilee complete, plate proofs (211-216), the 1¢, 2¢ and 5¢ on India, the remainder on India on card; exceptionally crisp and clean as you’d want, each with the plate position penciled on reverse
(1¢, 2¢ and 5¢ all “LR85"; 3¢, 10¢ and 13¢ all ”LL21"), Very Fine, from the ABNC Archives. Unitrade 211-216;
C$750 ($570).
Estimate $300 - 400

200
P
Canada, 1946, 50¢ Lumbering (272), not quite the black forest, but definitely deep violet or purple—a
striking contrast to the issued stamp; color proof on India on die-sunk card measuring approximately 226 x 152mm;
some toning to the card, which also has several push-pin holes around its perimeter—but the proof and India are as
fresh as the day they were pulled, Very Fine, sleep all night to bid all day on this one. Unitrade 272.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H Canada, Officials, 1912-39, five-hole “OHMS” perfins, a superb selection, from Admirals to Royal Visit
plus two Airs; complete listing features #OA105, OA107, OA109c, OA110, OA115, OA117-OA118, OA165a,
OA169, OA191, OA212, OA231-OA236, OA241a, OA242, OA246, OA248, OAC4, OAC6, chosen with an eye for
quality, most are incredibly well-centered, with several as close to perfection as is possible, Very Fine, you won’t
see a similar lot again soon; imaged in full online, as these were not available to the public, Unitrade catalogues only
as used—and these are mint, with many never hinged or very lightly hinged. Unitrade C$2,386 as used ($1,820).
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 202
HH/H Canada, Officials, 1937-49, King George VI, four-hole perfined OHMS selection (O231//OCE4),
comprising Scott #O231-O236, O241-O245, O249-O262, O268-O273, O285-O286, OC1, OC6-OC9 and
OCE1-OCE4, o.g., #O273 and OCE1 never hinged, Very Fine set, Scott $939.
Estimate $300 - 400
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203

203
Ex 204
HH
Canada, Official, 1949, $1 Ferry, “O.H.M.S.” (O10), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

204

(H)
Canada, British Columbia Telephone Co., 1918-46, 15 different (Hiscocks 13//41), Hiscocks numbers 13, 14, 16, 22, 24, 25, 28, 29, 34-37 & 39-41, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Panting value.
Estimate $500 - 750

205

H
Canada, Canadian Pacific Telegraph, 1921 Frank in black, complete booklet (Van Dam TCP34),
comprises five panes of 4 with interleaving behind the first four, issued to one “Mr. L. Belcourt”; surprisingly fresh
with just a few small, very faint edge stains, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Van Dam C$1,000 +++ ($760).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

206

Ex 206
H
Canada, 1915, War Tax Stamps, 5¢ blue to 50¢ black, both sets of overprints complete, each with
diagonal “War/Tax” or “Inland/Revenue/War/Tax”, the 5¢ and 20¢ in black, the 50¢ in red, o.g., beautifully centered
sets; small gum thin upper left corner of 50¢ Inland Revenue, still Very Fine. Unitrade MR2B-MR2D,
MR2B1-MR2Di; C$2,080 ($1,590).
Estimate $500 - 750
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207

Ex 207
208
209
m
Cayman Islands, 1932, Assembly Centenary complete (69-80), a choice, neatly canceled used set,
Very Fine, Scott $847. SG 84/95; £750 ($980).
Estimate $300 - 400

208

HHa
Ceylon, 1935, 20¢ Silver Jubilee, diagonal line by turret (262 var.), the two bottom stamps in a lower
left corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £400 ++ ($520). SG 381f. Estimate $200 - 300

209

H
Ceylon, Telegraph Stamp, 1881-82, 50r brown-rose, o.g.; slight toning, mostly visible on reverse, otherwise F.-V.F. SG T21; £1,600 ($2,080).
Estimate $500 - 750

210

210
Ex 211
Ex 212
P
Cook Islands, 1932, Unissued 1s black & violet King George V, in mufti (SG 105 var), lovely proof on
wove paper, in issued colors, but with the King in civil dress rather than military uniform as on the issued stamp; center and guide lines of the frame’s die printed, along with plate number “666" reversed, Very Fine, a great collateral
item. Scott 90 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

211

HH/H Cook Islands, 1936-44, Admiral and Postal-Fiscal overprints complete (SG 116-121), Cowan paper
with single NZ & Star watermark, each fresh and clean, a Very Fine set, SG £279 ($360). Estimate $200 - 300

212

HH
Cook Islands, 1936-44, “Cook Islands.”-overprinted Postal-Fiscals (SG 122, 123a, 123b), a lovely
trio, each vibrantly bright and clean, the 2s6d a bottom margin single, on Wiggins Teape paper, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, SG £780 ($1,010).
Estimate $350 - 500
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213

Ex 213
214
215
Ex 216
HH
Cook Islands, 1943-50, Overprinted Postal Fiscals 2s6-£1 & £5 (SG 131w, 132, 133, 134, 136w),
2s6s & £5 with inverted watermark, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., SG £572 ($740). Scott 124A-128A, 128C.
Estimate $200 - 300

214

HH
Cook Islands, 1943-54, Postal-Fiscals overprinted “Cook Islands.”, complete (SG 131w/136w), the
2s6d through £5 values, each with exceptional color and near-perfect centering, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a
tough set, especially this nice, SG £550 ($720).
Estimate $300 - 400

215

H
Cook Islands, 1943-54, £5 Postal-Fiscal overprinted “Cook Islands.” (SG 136w), o.g., lightly hinged,
a near-perfect example, with fresh white paper, crisp printing and clean gum, Very Fine, the key value of the set, SG
£325 ($420).
Estimate $200 - 300

216

HH/H Cook Islands, 1967, Decimal Currency surcharges, $2 on £1 pink to $10 on £5 dark blue (SG
219-221), the complete trio, each vibrantly colored on crisp white paper with pristine original gum showing none of
the stains so frequently found on this issue; $10 on £5 with just the barest suggestion of having been hinged; the
other two values never hinged, Very Fine, SG £440 ($570). Scott 192-194; $445.
Estimate $200 - 300

217

HH
Cyprus, 1928, King George V, £5 black on yellow (109), o.g., never hinged, a choice, post office fresh
mint single, Very Fine. Rarely seen in its original unhinged state, Scott $3,750 for hinged. SG 117a; £3,750 for
hinged ($4,880).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Photo on the front cover

218

s
Cyprus, 1924, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (110), a marvelous used single, tied on small
piece by light Limassol c.d.s., Mar 14, 1925, Very Fine; with 1980 B.P.A. certificate incorrectly identifying the stamp
as the earlier £1, SG 101, Scott $900. SG 102; £850 ($1,100).
Estimate $500 - 750
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Cyprus - Falkland Islands

Ex 219
Ex 220
221
Cyprus, 1928, Anniversary of British Rule complete (114-123), Scott $412. SG 123/32; £300 ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300

219

H

220

H
Cyprus, 1928-34, 50th Anniversary of British Rule and King George V Pictorial sets complete
(114-123, 125-135), o.g., many lightly hinged, each breathtaking with vibrant colors and clean paper, Very Fine,
Scott $644. SG 123/132, 133/143; £500 ($650).
Estimate $200 - 300

221

s
Cyprus, 1928, £1 Anniversary of British Rule (123), tied on small piece by Nicosia First Day cancel,
Feb 1, 1928, Very Fine, Scott $400+. SG 132; £300+ ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300

222

Ex 222
H
Dominica, 1923-33, King George V, ½d-5s complete (65-82), Mult Script CA watermark, Post Office
fresh and sound, Very Fine, Scott $210. SG 71/88; £375 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

223

Ex 223
Ex 224
Ex 225
H
Falkland Islands, 1898, Queen Victoria, 2s6d-5s complete (20-21), o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $550. SG 41/2; £525 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

224

H
Falkland Islands, 1898, Queen Victoria, 2s6d-5s complete (20-21), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$550. SG 41/2; £525 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

225

H
Falkland Islands, 1904-12, King Edward VII, ½d-5s complete (22-29), a bright, fresh set, o.g. (3s & 5s
very lightly hinged), Very Fine, Scott $591. SG 43/50; £450 ($580).
Estimate $300 - 400
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226

Ex 226
227
228
Ex 229
H
Falkland Islands, 1912-20, King George V, ½d-£1 complete (30-40), a bright, fresh set, o.g. (3s-£1 all
very lightly hinged), Very Fine, Scott $1,391. SG 60/9, 67b; £1,000 ($1,300).
Estimate $600 - 800

227

H
Falkland Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 black on red (40), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$550. SG 69.
Estimate $300 - 400

228

H
Falkland Islands, 1914, King George V, £1 black on red (40), bottom sheet margin single, o.g. with just
the barest trace of hinging, fresh and bright, F.-V.F., Scott $550. SG 69; £550 ($720).
Estimate $300 - 400

229

H
Falkland Islands, 1929-36, Whale & Penguins, ½d-£1 complete (54-64, 60a), vibrant colors, clean paper, and outstanding centering on the whole; gum ranges from partial hinge remnants to apparently never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $875. SG 116/26, 122a; £735 ($960).
Estimate $250 - 350

230

Ex 230
231
232
233
H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, ½d to £1 complete (65-76), o.g., lightly hinged, a bright, fresh mint
set, Very Fine. A marvelous example of this iconic set, Scott $4,800. SG 127/38; £4,250 ($5,520).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

231

H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, 5s King Penguin (74), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and beautifully
centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $950. SG 136; £950 ($1,240).
Estimate $600 - 800

232

HH
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, 10s black & chestnut (75), o.g., never hinged, everything you
could ask for: Post Office fresh color and paper, sharp printing, a bottom margin part-imprint capture, Very Fine, it’s
motto is “Desire the Stamp”, Scott $850+. SG 137; £850+ ($1,100).
Estimate $400 - 600

233

H
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, £1 black & carmine (76), o.g., lightly hinged, exquisite color and
registration, with lovely centering to boot, Very Fine, a master key value, Scott $2,500. SG 138; £2,500 ($3,250).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Falkland Islands - Gibraltar

234

235

Ex 234
HH/H Falkland Islands, 1938-50, King George VI, ½d-£1 complete (84-96, 101-102), o.g., 10s and £1 values
never hinged, a wonderful set, with all the freshness demanded by this collector; 6d brown a corner margin single
with sheet number in margin; 1s, 1s3d and £1 margin singles, the 1s with partial imprint capture, Very Fine, Scott
$375+. SG 146/63; £475+ ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300

235
236
237
Ex 238
S
Fiji, 1912, King Edward VII, £1 purple & black on red, overprinted “Specimen” (78), watermarked
Multiple Crown CA, full original gum, with small fragments of a hinge remaining, a lovely “SPECIMEN” overprint,
fresh as the day it was produced, still, near Very Fine. SG 124S; approximately £400 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

236

H
Gambia, 1869, Queen Victoria “Embossed”, 4d brown (1a), unwatermarked, o.g., deep, rich color
and large margins including partial sheet margin at top, Very Fine, Scott $675. SG 1; £600 ($780).
Estimate $250 - 350

237

H
Gambia, 1880-81, Queen Victoria “Embossed”, 3d pale dull ultramarine (8 var.), Crown CC watermark sideways, Crown to left of CA (as seen from the front), part o.g., Very Fine. SG 14Aw; £500+ ($650).
Estimate $200 - 300

238

HH/H Gambia, 1922-27, King George V Head & Shield, paper varieties (103-120, 121-124), set complete,
showing the multiple crown watermark with both roman and script “CA”; 1s normal “CA” (SG#120) plus script “CA”
5s and 10s (SG #141-142) never hinged, luxuriant color on clean paper, Very Fine, Scott $472+. SG 118/121,
122/142; £420+ ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300

239

240

40

Ex 239
Ex 240
H
Gibraltar, 1886, “GIBRALTAR” overprints on Bermuda (Queen Victoria), ½d to 4d (1-5), o.g. (½d,
2d & 2½d slightly disturbed), exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $702. SG 1-5; £637 ($830).
Estimate $250 - 350
H
Gibraltar, 1886-98, Queen Victoria Sterling currency, ½d to 1s complete (8-21), o.g., a bright, fresh
set, F.-V.F., Scott $839. SG 8/14, 39/45; £780 ($1,010).
Estimate $300 - 400
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241

Ex 241
Ex 242
243
Ex 244
245
H
Gibraltar, 1903, King Edward VII, ½d to 8s (39-47), Crown CA watermark, o.g., Very Fine, Scott $683.
SG 46/54; £550 ($720).
Estimate $250 - 350

242

H
Gibraltar, 1906-12, King Edward VII, ½d to 4s (49//62), 16 stamps, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $1,030. SG
66/73; £800 ($1,040).
Estimate $400 - 600

243

HH
Gibraltar, 1912, King George V, £1 dull purple & black on red (75), o.g., never hinged, a choice, post
office fresh mint single, Extremely Fine, Scott $160 for hinged. SG 85; £140 for hinged ($180).
Estimate $200 - 300

244

H
Gibraltar, 1921-32, King George V, ½d to £1 complete, Multiple Script CA watermark (76-92 & 94),
includes both typres of the 3d and both shades of the 2s on blue paper, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $761. SG 89/107 & 109;
£677 ($880).
Estimate $300 - 400

245

HH
Gibraltar, 1924, King George V, 8s dull purple & green, Multiple Script CA watermark (90), an exceptional mint single, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $325 for
hinged. SG 101; £325 for hinged ($420).
Estimate $250 - 350

246

Ex 246
247
248
Ex 249
H
Gibraltar, 1938, King George VI Pictorials, better perforation varieties (108b//117a), eight different
comprising perf 13½: 1½d, 3d, 1s & 2s; and perf 14: 3d, 6d, 2s & 10s, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $623. SG 123a//130; £935
for NH ($1,220).
Estimate $300 - 400

247

m
Gold Coast, 1935, 1d Silver Jubilee, flagstaff on right-hand turret (108 var.), canceled partial
SEKONDI double oval, Very Fine, an exceedingly rare variety in used condition, SG £500 for mint ($650). SG 113d.
Estimate $200 - 300

248

H
Grenada, 1943, King George VI, 10s slate blue & bright carmine, perf 12 (142a), o.g., lightly hinged,
fresh and well centered, Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 163c; £750 for NH ($980).
Estimate $250 - 350

249

H
Hong Kong, 1882-1901, Queen Victoria, 2¢-30¢ less the 10¢ mauve (36b, 37-41, 43-48), o.g., lightly
hinged (2¢ carmine never hinged), F.-V.F., Scott $653. SG 33-35, 37a, 38, 39a, 56/61; £665 ($860).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: India

INDIA

250

251

H
India, 1906, King Edward VII, ½a green in complete 1r booklet (78a), booklet pane of 4, containing 8
panes of 4, With Royal Cypher of Edward VII but without “Post Office of India”, toned o.g.; a few panes partly stuck to
interleaving, one separated, Fine and rare. SG SB3a; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 251
Ex 252
Ex 253
H
India, 1911-22, King George V, 3p-25r complete (80-98), 19 values, complete by Scott, o.g., lightly
hinged, a bright, fresh set, Very Fine, Scott $544. SG 151//200; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $400 - 600

252

H
India, 1926-33, King George V, 3p-25r complete (106-125), set of 20 (complete by Scott), o.g., a magnificent Post Office fresh set, Very Fine, Scott $616. SG 201/19, 236b, 237, 239; £650 ($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

253

HH/H India, 1937-40, King George VI, 3p-25r complete (150-167), set of 19 (complete by Scott), choice,
fresh as the day they were printed; 5R to 25R values never hinged, many lower values very lightly or appearing
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $407+. SG 247/64, 277; £600+ ($780).
Estimate $250 - 350

254

SHHa Indian States: Nabha, 1885, Queen Victoria, 4a green, overprinted “SPECIMEN.” (10S), top sheet
margin block of 4, slightly toned o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Quite rare. SG 12s.
Estimate $200 - 300
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255

Ex 255
Ex 256
Ex 257
Ex 258
H
Indian States: Nabha, 1938, King George VI 3p to 25R “NABHA STATE” overprints, complete
(69-86), a quality set with outstanding color and centering overall, Very Fine, Scott $567. SG 77/94; £750 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300

256

HH/H Indian States: Chamba, 1938, 5R to 25R Indian King George VI, overprinted “Chamba State”
(84-87), o.g., 25R shows trace of hinging; others appear never hinged, true Post Office fresh color and paper, Very
Fine, Scott $800. SG 94-99; £890 ($1,160).
Estimate $400 - 600

257

HH/H Indian States: Chamba, 1942-47, King George VI 3p to 25R (89-107), India issues overprinted
“CHAMBA” in black, a phenomenally clean set, all on lily-white paper with vibrant color and sharp printing; Rupee
values all never hinged, with manyh lower values appearing so, Very Fine, Scott $1,020. SG 100/120; £820+
($1,070).
Estimate $400 - 600

258

HH/H Indian States: Gwalior, 1938-48, King George VI “GWALIOR” bilingual overprints, 3p to 25R complete (90-96, 112-117), vivid color on the cleanest paper you could want; 4a a top margin single; 9p and 1R to 15R
all never hinged, with most others (including the 25R) appearing never hinged, Very Fine, a lovely set, Scott $631+.
SG 105-117; £475+ ($620).
Estimate $250 - 350

259

Ex 259
Ex 260
Ex 261
Ex 262
HH/H Indian States: Gwalior, 1949, King George VI two-line Alizah Printing Press overprints, complete
(118-126), 3p to 12a values, each fresh and clean; 6a-12a values never hinged; 3p to 1a values showing overprint
varieties/flaws, Very Fine, a neat little set, Scott $862+. SG 129-137; £1,000+ ($1,300).
Estimate $250 - 350

260

HH/H Indian States: Jind, 1937-38, King George VI India issues overprinted “JIND STATE”, complete
(133-150), from 3p to 25R; 5R and 10R margin singles, 2R-25R all never hinged, with 1R-and-below values appearing never hinged; bright and fresh, Very Fine, a cheery set, Scott $841+. SG 109/126; £1,300+ ($1,690).
Estimate $300 - 400

261

HH/H Indian States: Jind, 1941-43, King George VI “JIND” overprints, complete (155-164), a fresh and
beautifully centered set; 5R to 25R values never hinged, many others appear to be never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$430+. SG 127/136; £375+ ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

262

HH/H Indian States: Jind, 1937-40, King George VI “JIND STATE/SERVICE” overprints, complete
(O55-O61), exceptionally fresh and choice set; 5R and 10R values never hinged, others (less 2R, previously
hinged) showing barest trace, if any, of a hinge, Very Fine, Scott $714+. SG O66/O72; £1,000+ ($1,300).
Estimate $250 - 350
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: India - Ireland

263

Ex 263
Ex 264
Ex 265
HH/H Indian States: Jind, 1939-43, King George VI Service issue, complete (O62-O75), overprints on India
stamps, “Service”-inscribed issues overprinted “JIND”, postage stamps overprinted “JIND/SERVICE”; all fresh and
clean, the 5R and 10R values never hinged, others very lightly hinged at worst, Very Fine, Scott $341+. SG
O73/O86; £350+ ($460).
Estimate $200 - 300

264

HH/H Indian States: Patiala, 1937-38, King George V “PATIALA STATE” overprints, complete (80-97),
o.g., 5R to 25R each never hinged, a beautiful, pristine set; 2R, 15R and 25R values margin singles, Very Fine,
Scott $593+. SG 80/97; £750+ ($980).
Estimate $250 - 350

265

H
Indian States: Patiala, 1941-46, King George VI 3p to 1R “PATIALA” overprints, complete (98-101,
115), o.g., virtual perfection in all regards, Very Fine, Scott $379. SG 98/102; £600 ($780).
Estimate $200 - 300

IRELAND

266

267

44

Ex 266
HHa
Ireland, 1907-16 Sinn Féin Propaganda Label, horizontal and vertical Téte-Béche block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, very rare, both horizontal and vertical téte-béche block; small tone spot on top right stamp, Fine.
Hibernian L17a, L17b.
Estimate $300 - 400
HHa
Ireland, 1907-16, Sinn Fein propaganda labels, Celtic Cross in deep blue & black (Hibernian L15),
perforated 11¼, full sheet of 72, o.g., never hinged; selvage faults plus a vertical crease and small tone spots affecting all but about 20 stamps, otherwise F.-V.F., still a scarce item, Hibernian €1,080 as singles ($1,220) (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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268

268
269
270
HH
Ireland, 1922, Dollard overprint on King George V, 1d scarlet, overprint inverted (2a), o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $450. SG 2a; £275 for hinged
($360).
Estimate $200 - 300

269

Ha
Ireland, 1922, Dollard overprint on King George V, 1d scarlet, overprint inverted (2a), block of 4,
fresh and nicely centered, slightly disturbed o.g. in the center of the block affecting all four stamps, Very Fine, Scott
$1,200. SG 2a; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $600 - 800

270

Ha
Ireland, 1922, Thom overprint on King George V, 1½d red brown, “PENCF” corrected (15 var.), the
upper right stamp in a right sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 1970 R.P.S.L. certificate,
Hibernian €750 ($850). SG 10 var. Hibernian T15b.
Estimate $300 - 400

271

H
Ireland, 1922, Thom overprint on George V “Seahorse”, 10s dull gray blue, major retouch (38 var.),
plate 5A, R2/1, showing distinct doubling in “GS” of SHILLINGS and “GE” of POSTAGE, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
MacDonnell Whyte T41b, €9000; with 1987 MacDonell Whyte certificate, Hibernian €7,000 ($7,910). SG 46 var.
Hibernian T41b.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

272

Ex 272
HH/H Ireland, 1935, Free State overprints on King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (93-95), a gorgeous trio, o.g., the 10s value never hinged (!), Very Fine+, Scott $1,353. SG 99/101; £400 ++
($520).
Estimate $400 - 600
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Ireland - Jamaica

273

274

HH/Ha Ireland, 1935, Free State overprint on King George V re-engraved “Seahorse”, 10s indigo (95 &
var.), lower left corner sheet margin block of 4, the upper right stamp with flat accent on “A”, o.g., bottom stamps
never hinged, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $3,000 as normal singles. SG 101, 101a; £2,000
for hinged ($2,600).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 274
HH/H Ireland, 1937, St. Patrick, 2s6d to 10s complete (96-98), o.g., the 10s value never hinged, an absolutely pristine, Post Office fresh set, Very Fine, Scott $425. SG 102/04; £450+ ($580).
Estimate $200 - 300

JAMAICA

275

46

S
Jamaica, 1921, unissued 6d Abolition of Slavery, overprinted “Specimen”, showing clear sideways
Multiple Crown and Script CA watermark, o.g., lightly hinged just below the top perforations, a beautiful stamp, Very
Fine, a rarely seen offering. SG 91S; £800 ($1,040).
Estimate $400 - 600
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KENYA, UGANDA & TANGANYIKA

276

277

278

Ex 276
Ex 277
H
British East Africa, 1895, “British East Africa” on India Queen Victoria, ½a-5r complete (54-59),
o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. with many better, Scott $941. SG 49/63, 64; £770 ($1,000).
Estimate $400 - 600
H
East Africa & Uganda, 1912-18, King George V, 4r, 5r, 10r & 20r (52-55), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $735. SG 56-59; £850 ($1,100).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 278
279
Ex 280
H
Kenya & Uganda, 1922-27, King George V 1¢-£1 (18-37), a bright, fresh set, o.g., Very Fine, Scott
$625. SG 76/95; £500 ($650).
Estimate $300 - 400

279

Kenya & Uganda, 1922, King George V, 2s - £1 Mid-values (30-37), a lovely, postally used set, the
7.50s on a small piece; the £1 with a small repair at top, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,058. SG 88-95; £997
($1,300).
Estimate $400 - 600

280

H
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, 1935, King George V, 1¢-£1 complete (46-59), o.g., stamps range
from previously hinged to apparently never hinged, Post Office fresh set with heart-pounding colors and clean white
paper, Very Fine, Scott $540. SG 110/23; £475 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300

s

KUWAIT

281

Ex 281
HH/H Kuwait, 1939, King George VI, India issues overprinted, ½a to 15R complete (45-57), o.g., 5R to 15R
values never hinged, others very lightly hinged or appear never hinged, incredibly crisp, bright colors on amazingly
clean paper, Very Fine, a nice set, Scott $335. SG 36/51; £375 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Malaysia Area

MALAYSIA AREA

282

283

284

285

286

48

HH
Malaysia: Federated Malay States, 1934, “Malay Tiger”, $5 green & red on green (79), watermarked
Multiple Script CA, o.g., never hinged, full of vim and vigor with great color and pristine like-new gum, Very Fine, be
sure to catch this tiger, Scott $350+. SG 81; £350+ ($460).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 283
Ex 284
HH/H Malay States: Johore, 1922-40, 1¢-$10 Sultan Ibrahim (101-122), watermarked Multiple Script CA, a
pretty set, with nice color and good centering, the $10 (Scott #122) a bottom margin single, never hinged; a few
lower values with gum foxing, still, a Very Fine set, Scott $722 ++. SG 103/25; £700 ($910).
Estimate $300 - 400
H
Malay States: Kelantan, 1937-40, Sultan Ismail, 1¢ to $5 complete (29-43), o.g., a mix of lightly hinged
to barely hinged, a beautiful set with crisp colors and exceptional centering, Very Fine, Scott $1,011. SG 40-54;
£1,400 ($1,820).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 285
Ex 286
H
Malay States: Perak, 1935-41, Sultan Iskandar, 1¢ to $5, two sets complete (69-83, 84-98), the Sultan in profile and full-face, o.g., most very lightly hinged, incredibly bright, fresh paper and colors, crisp printing and
uncommonly good centering, Very Fine, Scott $715. SG 88-102, 103-121; £1,350 ($1,760).
Estimate $300 - 400
H
Malay States: Trengganu, 1921-38, Sultan Badaru’l-Alam, 1¢ to $5 (20-38, 42-44), showing the two
watermark varieties (Scott #20-38 Multiple Crown and Script “CA”, 42-44 same but with Roman “CA”), colors and
paper are exceptional, with better-than-usual centering for these tight-margined issues, Very Fine, Scott $1,166.
SG 23-25, 26-44; £975 ($1,270).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Muscat - Niger Coast Protectorate

MUSCAT through PALESTINE

287

287
Ex 288
m
Muscat, 1956, 1½a on 1½d Queen Elizabeth II, St. Edward’s Crown watermark, now listed under
“British Postal Agencies in Eastern Arabia” in Gibbons, an incredibly scarce stamp, nicely centered and canceled,
nearly Very Fine; signed, SG £1,200 ($1,560). SG 58a.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Only a few sheets exist, having been sent by accident with a printing of the intended Tudor Crown watermarked
stamp. Most used in Dubai, but also known from Muscat, Bahrain and Sharjah (FPO). Only one mint example is
recorded.

288

289

290

291

292

H
Nauru, 1916, King George V, 2s6d-10s “Seahorses”, De La Rue printings (13, 14, 15e), o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine. A choice set, Scott $780. SG 21, 22, 23d; £670 ($870).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 289
290
HH/H New Zealand, Postal-Fiscals, 1940-58, 1s3d to £5 Arms (AR75-AR94, AR95-AR101), the original set
complete (less the astronomical SG #F209, but including #F209a), plus the later overprints and bi-color (including
the blue text error of color); with the exception of the 9s, all values from 7s through £5 are never hinged, as are the
1s3d blue, 11/- on 11s and 3/6 on 3s6d; 9s with heavy diagonal crease; still a pretty set of surprisingly tough stamps,
Very Fine, Scott $2,553. SG F191/F211, F212/F216; £3,355 ($4,360).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH
New Zealand, Postal-Fiscal, 1948, £3 10s rose (AR92), Multiple NZ & Star watermark, o.g., never
hinged (!), a heart-racing right margin single, with incredible color on clean paper, just shy of perfect centering, Very
Fine, a tough stamp missing from most collections; signed in pencil on selvage, Scott $2,300. SG F209; £3,500
($4,550).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

291
292
H
Niger Coast Protectorate, 1893, Old Calabar provisional, ½d on 2½d purple on blue, vermilion surcharge (21), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine; with 1976 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $600. SG
19; £600 ($780).
Estimate $300 - 400
H
Niger Coast Protectorate, 1893, Old Calabar provisional, ½d on 2½d purple on blue, green surcharge (25), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $325. SG 11; £300 ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Nigeria - Northern Nigeria

293

294

295

293
Ex 294
H
Nigeria, 1927, King George V, £1 deep purple & black on red, Die I & Die II (12, 12a), Multiple Crown
CA watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, both fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $465. SG 12,
12b; £465 ($600).
Estimate $250 - 350
HH/H Niue, 1941-45, 2s6p to £1 New Zealand Postal-Fiscals overprinted, complete (86-89, 89A-89D),
o.g., Scott #86-89 lightly hinged, #86A-86D never hinged, sets of each watermark variety, fresh and clean; 5s value
toned original gum, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $870. SG 79-88; £902 ($1,170).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 295
Ex 296
Ex 297
H
North Borneo, 1900, Queen Victoria, ½d-10s complete (193-207), o.g., very lightly hinged, a choice
mint set, Very Fine, Scott $712. SG 303/17; £1,300 for NH ($1,690).
Estimate $350 - 500

296

H
North Borneo, 1931-39, Pictorial sets complete (185-192, 193-207), two breathtaking sets through the
$5 values, crisp white paper, crystal-clear impressions and eye-popping colors, Very Fine, as pretty as they come,
Scott $1,015. SG 295-302, 303-317; £1,600 ($2,080).
Estimate $350 - 500

297

H
North Borneo, 1916, Semi-Postals First Issue, 1¢-5¢ & 8¢-25¢ (B1-B5, B7-B13), a lovely set of Pictorials, overprinted with a red Maltese Cross, fresh colors on pristine paper, Very Fine set, Scott $971. SG 189-193,
195-201; £925 ($1,200).
Estimate $300 - 400

298

50

Ex 298
H
Northern Nigeria, 1900, Queen Victoria, ½d-10s complete (1-9), a fresh mint set, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott
$641. SG 1/9; £550 ($720).
Estimate $250 - 350
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Northern Rhodesia - Papua New Guinea Area

299

Ex 299
Ex 300
Ex 301
Ex 302
H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V, ½d-20s complete (1-17), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $732. SG 1/17; £700 ($910).
Estimate $350 - 500

300

H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V, ½d-20s complete (1-17), o.g., lightly hinged, bright fresh
colors, Very Fine, Scott $732. SG 1/17; £700 ($910).
Estimate $350 - 500

301

H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V, ½d-20s complete (1-17), o.g., lightly hinged, bright fresh
colors, Very Fine, Scott $732. SG 1/17; £700 ($910).
Estimate $350 - 500

302

H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V, ½d-20s complete (1-17), a stunning set, with the shilling
values particularly pretty, Very Fine, Scott $922. SG 1/17; £700 ($910).
Estimate $300 - 400

303

HH
Palestine, Postage Due, 1923, 1st Issue, 2m blue green, imperf (J2 var.), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, SG £450 for hinged ($580). SG D2a.
Estimate $250 - 350

PAPUA NEW GUINEA AREA

304

304
Ex 305
Ex 306
HH
North West Pacific Islands, 1916, Kangaroo and Map, £1 chocolate & dull blue (26), 3rd watermark,
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2019 Calves & Jacquart certificate, Scott $400 for hinged. SG 99;
£300 for hinged ($390).
Estimate $300 - 400

305

H
New Guinea, 1931-32, Birds-of-Paradise, with and without date scrolls, two sets complete (18-30,
31-45), o.g., many appear never hinged, most of the remaining items lightly hinged, all remarkably fresh and bright
with outstanding centering, Very Fine, Scott $801. SG 150/162, 177/189; £675 ($880).
Estimate $300 - 400

306

HH/H New Guinea, Airmail, 1931-32, Birds-of-Paradise, scrolled and unscrolled, two sets of overprints
(C14-C27, C28-C43), with plane and “Air/Mail” overprints in black, o.g., Scott #C37-C38, C40, C42-C43 never
hinged, Post Office fresh with eye-catching colors on pure white paper, Very Fine, Scott $679+. SG 163/176,
190/203; £550+ ($720).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Papua New Guinea Area

307

Ex 307
308
Ex 309
HH
New Guinea, Airmail, 1935, Bulolo Goldfields, £2-£10 complete (C44-C45), o.g., never hinged, each
virtually perfectly centered; couple toned gum spots on £2, otherwise Very Fine, a remarkable set, the likes of which
you won’t see again soon, Scott $1,100+. SG 204/5; £1,100+ ($1,430).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

308

HH
New Guinea, Airmail, 1935, Bulolo Goldfields, £5 emerald green (C45), a lovely mint example, o.g.,
never hinged, bright, fresh and well centered, Very Fine, Scott $750. SG 205; £750 ($980).
Estimate $500 - 750

309

H
New Guinea, Airmail, 1939, Bulolo Goldfields, ½d to £1 complete (C46-C59), o.g., lightly hinged, the
£1 appearing never hinged, a high-flying set, the 10s and £1 as near perfectly centered as one could want; each
fresh, bright and clean, Very Fine, Scott $721. SG 212/25; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $400 - 600

310

Ex 310
Ex 311
Ex 312
HH/H New Guinea, Officials, 1931-32, two sets complete (O12-O22, O23-O25), “O S”-overprinted
Birds-of-Paradise, with and without scrolls, o.g., #O35 never hinged, lively colors, crisp white paper and magnificent centering across the board; Scott #O24-O25 bottom margin singles with partial imprint captures, Very Fine,
Scott $626. SG O31/O41, O42/O54; £500 ($650).
Estimate $250 - 350

311

H
Papua, 1901-05, “British New Guinea”, ½d to 2s6d complete (1-8), all with horizontal watermark, o.g.,
bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $963. SG 1/8; £850 ($1,100).
Estimate $400 - 600

312

H
Papua, 1932, Pictorials complete (94-109), o.g., lightly hinged; small thin 1s3d, otherwise Very Fine,
Scott $641. SG 130/145; £550 ($720).
Estimate $250 - 350

313

52

Ex 313
H
Papua, 1930, 3d to 1s Air Mail Plane overprint complete, yellowish paper (C2a, C3a, C4b), vignettes
in sepia black, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh colors, paper and gum, Very Fine, the scarce Harrison printings, overprinted by the Government Printer at Port Moresby, Scott $3,815. SG 115-117; £4,010 ($5,210).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Papua New Guinea Area - Rhodesia

314

HH
Papua New Guinea, Postage Due, 1960, 6d on 7½d blue (J6), o.g., never hinged, a crisp and clean example of this tough-to-find stamp; very light toning of two perforation tips right top hardly noticeable, F.-V.F., a pretty
stamp, Scott $1,100. SG D1; £850 ($1,100).
Estimate $500 - 750

RHODESIA

315

315
316
317
(H)
Rhodesia, 1892, Arms, £5 sage green (18), bottom sheet margin single, unused without gum, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,750 for o.g. SG 12; £1,600 for o.g. ($2,080).
Estimate $400 - 600

316

(H)
Rhodesia, 1892, Arms, £5 sage green (18), horizontal pair, unused without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $3,500
for o.g. singles. SG 12; £3,200 for o.g. singles ($4,160).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

317

(H)
Rhodesia, 1892, Arms, £10 brown (19), bottom sheet margin single, unused without gum, tiny tear at
upper right, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $3,000 for o.g. SG 13; £2,750 for o.g. ($3,580).
Estimate $400 - 600

318

319

318
319
(H)
Rhodesia, 1892, Arms, £10 brown (19), horizontal pair, unused without gum, fresh, rich color, F.-V.F.
An exceedingly rare multiple, Scott $6,000 for o.g. singles. SG 13; £5,500 for o.g. sgls ($7,150).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
(H)
Rhodesia, 1901, Arms, £5 deep blue (74), a choice top sheet margin horizontal pair, unused without
gum, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Rarely seen in multiples, Scott $7,500 for o.g. singles. SG 92; £6,500 for o.g. sgls
($8,450).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Rhodesia

320

(H)
Rhodesia, 1901, Arms, £5 deep blue (74), a superlative unused horizontal strip of 3, without gum, exceptionally fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, an extraordinarily rare multiple, Scott $11,250 for o.g.
singles. SG 92; £9,750 for o.g. sgls ($12,680).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

321

HH
Rhodesia, 1901, Arms, £10 lilac (75), upper right corner sheet margin pair, o.g., never hinged, extremely well centered; lovely pastel color, Very Fine, another rare high value multiple, Scott $7,500 for o.g. singles.
SG 93; £7,000 for o.g. sgls ($9,100).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

322

Ex 322
H
Rhodesia, 1910, King George V “Double Heads”, ½d-£1 complete (101-118), a gorgeous mint set,
o.g., each with a single small hinge remnant except the 2s6d & 7s6d-£1 are lightly hinged, incredibly bright, fresh
and well centered; 4d with a small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine, probably as fine an example of this iconic set as
we have ever offered, Scott $4,645. SG 119//166; £4,342 for cheapest shades ($5,640).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Photo on the front cover
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: St. Helena

ST. HELENA through SIERRA LEONE

323

323
324
325
S
St. Helena, 1922, King George V, 15s gray & purple on blue, overprinted “Specimen” (94 var.), watermarked Multiple Script CA, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine. SG 113s.
Estimate $500 - 750

324

m
St. Helena, 1922, King George V, 15s gray & purple on blue (94), watermarked Multiple Script CA,
canceled light c.d.s., Jul 28, 1922, fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine, an exceptional used example of this rare
George V high value, Scott $2,750. SG 113; £2,750 ($3,580).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

325

HH
St. Helena, 1922, King George V, £1 gray & purple on red (99), watermarked Multiple Crown CA, upper
left corner margin single, o.g., evidence of a hinge in the top margin only, the stamp itself with beautiful never hinged
original gum, beautifully centered with distinct colors on pristine red paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, don’t let this
one sail by, Scott $475 for hinged. SG 96; £450 ($580).
Estimate $400 - 600

326

327

328

329

Ex 326
Ex 327
HH/H St. Helena, 1934 Centenary complete (101-110), a wonderfully fresh set, o.g., all never hinged except
the 5s, which is lightly, Very Fine, Scott $473 ++. SG 114/23; £425 ++ ($550).
Estimate $300 - 400
HH/H St. Helena, 1934, Centenary complete (101-110), o.g., lightly hinged except 10s never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $473+. SG 114/23; £425+ ($550).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 328
Ex 329
H
St. Helena, 1934 Centenary complete (101-110), all original gum, the 2d and above values (very) lightly
hinged, a spectacular pictorial set, with heart-stopping colors on lily-white paper, Very Fine, a beauty, Scott $473.
SG 114/23; £425 ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300
H
St. Helena, 1934, Centenary complete (101-110), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $473. SG
114/23; £425 ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: St. Kitts-Nevis - Sarawak

330

331

332

Ex 330
331
H
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1920-29, King George V and Tercentenary issues (24-36, 37-51 (no 43), 52-63), a
lovely group from the Roaring 20s; Scott #24-36 with a couple trivial gum flaws but complete to the £1 value; the
1921-29 series missing the 2½d regular paper stamp, but its chalky cousin (#43a) is included, with the 6d and
higher values with margins; the Tercentenary set complete through the 10s value; all clean and fresh, with vibrant
colors on clean paper, Very Fine, Scott $1,207. SG 24-36, 37-47c (less 42), 48-59; £865 ($1,120).
Estimate $300 - 400
)
Samoa, 1914, Overprinted Postal Fiscals, 10s red brown & £1 rose (24-25), each used on a separate
registered cover from Apia to Cincinnati, OH: the 10s via Vancouver, B.C. and Seattle on Sep 17, 1915, with two 6d
Edward VII Admirals; the £1 via San Francisco on Jan 20, 1919, with a 2½d George V; the £1 cover has a small tear
at the bottom edge, otherwise F.-V.F. Quite rare, despite their obvious philatelic origin. SG 125-126.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 332
333
Ex 334
Ex 335
HH/H Samoa, 1935, “WESTERN SAMOA.” on New Zealand 2s6d-£5 Postal Fiscals (175-180), 5s and 10s
right margin singles, o.g., with an amazingly never hinged £5 value—with top margin at that, looking like they came
off the press yesterday, Very Fine, with a couple as close to perfect as you can get, Scott $607+. SG 189/94; £546
($710).
Estimate $200 - 300

333

P
Samoa, 1940, Samoan Chief, 3d on 1½d brown, surcharge omitted (185 var), from the printers’ archives, as the “regular” stamp was never issued without the surcharge, unused without gum, but also no trace of
ever having been hinged, perfectly centered and incredibly fresh, Very Fine, a real beauty, only one proof sheet exists. SG 199 var; £200 ($260).
Estimate $200 - 300

334

HH/H Samoa, 1945-50, overprinted New Zealand Postal-Fiscals, 2s6d to £5 complete (195-202), the 2s6d
and 30s position pieces, o.g., with all but the two low values (Scott #195-196) never hinged, a beautiful set, as fresh
as they come, Very Fine, Scott $1,314. SG 207-214; £1,305 ($1,700).
Estimate $350 - 500

335

HH/H Sarawak, 1932-41, Sir Charles Vyner Brooke, two sets complete (94-108, 109-134), o.g., with the
high values of each (Scott #107-108 and 130-134) never hinged, each set clean and bright, Very Fine, a real
beauty, Scott $512+. SG 91/105, 106-125; £425 ($550).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Seychelles - Sierra Leone

336

336
Ex 337
Ex 338
Ex 339
HH
Seychelles, 1901, Queen Victoria, 3¢ on 10¢ bright ultramarine & brown, surcharge double (29a),
o.g., never hinged, fresh and perfectly centered; gum just a bit toned - mentioned only for strict accuracy, still Extremely Fine; with 1993 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $950 for hinged. SG 37a; £900 for hinged ($1,170).
Estimate $500 - 750

337

m
Seychelles, 1918-20, King George V, 2.25r & 5r Die I (88-89), Multiple Crown CA watermark, bright and
fresh with neat partial Victoria c.d.s.’s, Very Fine, Scott $435. SG 96-97; £435 ($570).
Estimate $200 - 300

338

HH/H Seychelles, 1938-41, King George VI pictorials on chalky paper, 2¢-5r complete (125a//148), plus
plus SG 137c & 138ad; 27 stamps in all, o.g., most very lightly hinged but several never hinged including SG 139,
142, 145, 146 & 149, Very Fine. SG 135/49; £596 for NH ($780).
Estimate $250 - 350

339

H
Seychelles, 1938-45, King George VI Pictorials (125/145a), 25 values showing paper varieties, bright
colors and clean paper, some with margins, all beautifully centered, Very Fine. SG 139/149; £550 ($720).
Estimate $200 - 300

340

HH
Shihr & Mukalla, 1949, 1R on 1s UPU, surcharge omitted (19a), a left margin single whose full original
gum has never seen a hinge, a jaw-dropping example of this highly sought-after item: perfect color and impression
with mathematically precise centering, an absolutely perfect error, Extremely Fine, whether you collect Aden, UPU
or errors, this is your stamp, only one sheet known; signed circular “Stanley Gibbons Limited” in blue, Scott $4,250.
SG 19a; £4,000 ($5,200).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Photo on the front cover

341

Ex 341
m
Sierra Leone, 1932, King George V, 5s, 10s & £1 High values (150-152), fresh and bright with light
Freetown c.d.s.’s, the 5s on a small piece, Very Fine, Scott $448. SG 165-167; £417 ($540).
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Sierra Leone - South Africa and States

342

Ex 342
Ex 343
Ex 344
H
Sierra Leone, 1933 Wilberforce Centenary complete (153-165), a bright, fresh, well-centered set,
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,206. SG 168/180; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $500 - 750

343

H
Sierra Leone, 1933 Wilberforce Centenary complete (153-165), a bright, fresh, well-centered set,
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,206. SG 168/180; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $500 - 750

344

HH/H Sierra Leone, 1933 Wilberforce Centenary complete (153-165), o.g., 5s through £1 values never
hinged, a tour de force set, with spectacular color, sensational printing and registration and lily-white paper; #163
toned gum, otherwise fresh, Very Fine, Scott $1,206. SG 168/180; £1,100 ($1,430).
Estimate $400 - 600

SOUTH AFRICA AND STATES

345

346

347

348

58

345
346
H
Cape of Good Hope, 1855 “Triangular”, Perkins Bacon printing, 4d blue on white paper (4), slightly
disturbed o.g., exceptionally fresh with nice, well balanced margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,000. SG 6a; £1,000
($1,300).
Estimate $250 - 350
H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 1d deep brown red (12a), an exceptional mint single, o.g., very lightly hinged, generous, well balanced margins and rich, warm color, Extremely Fine,
Scott $650. SG 18b; £650 ($840).
Estimate $250 - 350

347
348
H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 6d bright mauve (14), a marvelous
square pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh with ample, well balanced margins, Very Fine, Scott $900. SG 20;
£850 ($1,100).
Estimate $350 - 500
H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 1s bright emerald green (15), o.g.,
lightly hinged, large, well balanced margins with brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $675. SG 21;
£650 ($840).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South Africa and States

349

349
350
351
352
H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 1s bright emerald green (15), another pretty square pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh with large, symmetrical margins, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,450+. SG 21; £1,300 ($1,690).
Estimate $500 - 750

350

H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 1s bright emerald green (15), still
another very nice square pair, o.g., bright fresh color and ample to large margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,450+. SG 21;
£1,300 ($1,690).
Estimate $400 - 600

351

H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 1s bright emerald green (15), an extraordinary mint square pair, o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly fresh with lto oversize margins including a partial sheet
margin on one side, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $1,450+. SG 21; £1,300 ($1,690).
Estimate $600 - 800

352

H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 1s bright emerald green (15), a
lovely square pair, o.g., lightly hinged, large, perfectly balanced margins and bful color, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,450+. SG 21; £1,300+ ($1,690).
Estimate $500 - 750

353

Ex 353
354
Ex 355
356
m
Zululand, 1888-93, “ZULULAND” on Great Britain, ½d-1s (1-10), 10 values, an excellent used set to
the 1s, F.-V.F., Scott $681. SG 1/10; £500 ($650).
Estimate $300 - 400

354

m
Zululand, 1892, “ZULULAND” on Great Britain 5s rose (11), an outstanding used single, canceled
ESHOWE double circle datestamp, Dec 27, 1894, Very Fine, Scott $800. SG 11; £800 ($1,040).
Estimate $400 - 600

355

m
Zululand, 1888-94, Overprints and 1894-96, Key plates ½d to 4s (12-22), 12 stamps including 1888
½d with & without period after “ZULULAND”; a marvelous used group, F.-V.F., Scott $671. SG 12-27, F1; £503
($650).
Estimate $250 - 350

356

m
Zululand, 1894, Queen Victoria, £1 purple on red (23), an exceptional used single, canceled
ESHOWE double circle datestamp, Jun 7, 1897, Very Fine, Scott $675. SG 28; £650 ($840).
Estimate $400 - 600
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South Africa and States

357

357
Ex 358
359
E
South Africa, 1923, 1d Springbok Harrison Essays, group of five, a beautiful unissued design with
springbok in foreground and Table Mountain in the distance, inscribed in Afrikaans; three bicolor essays (green &
red, blue & sepia, blue & violet) plus two monochrome examples (red and blue); all outstandingly bright and fresh,
monochromes without gum, bicolors with original gum previously hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

358

P
South Africa, 1926, Definitives series, ½d to 6d complete, trial colors (23-25), bilingual pairs, the 6d
perforated on gummed stamp paper (hinged), the remaining items all on India (never hinged); ½d Springboks a left
margin pair in black & red; three examples of the 1d Drommedaris: orange & green, carmine & green and black &
carmine; 6d with a deeper red frame than as issued, Very Fine set. SG 30-32.
Estimate $350 - 500

359

P
South Africa, 1926, 1d black & red Drommedaris, proofs on two papers (24), each proof in the issued
colors; single (no gum, previously hinged) on unwatermarked paper; right margin pair (original gum, never hinged)
on a trefoil-watermarked paper stock; each vibrant and absolutely perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. SG 31.
Estimate $250 - 350

360

Ex 360
361
H
South Africa, 1927-28, Pictorials, 2d to 10s complete as pairs (26-32), one stamp in each inscribed in
English, the other in Afrikaans; a beautiful full set, with rich colors on the cleanest paper you’ll find, the 5s particularly
nice, each pair showing just a hint of hinging, Very Fine, Scott $722. SG 34-39; £650 ($840).
Estimate $250 - 350

361

P
South Africa, Airmail, 1929, 1s Biplane in Flight, group of five (C6), all imperforate on ungummed paper of India weight, in shades ranging from a light yellow orange to a deep almost cherry red; lightest orange shade
printed on the back of a map (!), the next three darker shades printed on lined paper; each with full margins all
around and great color; deepest red with slight corner stain upper right well away from design, otherwise Very Fine.
SG 41.
Estimate $350 - 500

362

HH
South Africa, Official, 1950, 2d “Official/Offisieel” reading up (O38), not regularly issued, a stunning
right margin horizontal pair, the margin full stamp-sized, stamps beautifully printed with perfect centering, Very
Fine+, a gorgeous item missing from most collections; here’s the chance to add it to yours, Scott $3,250. SG O35;
£4,250 ($5,520).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South West Africa - Southern Rhodesia

SOUTH WEST AFRICA through SWAZILAND

363

Ex 363
Ex 364
Ex 365
Ex 366
HH/H South West Africa, 1923-26, Setting III & IV overprints on South Africa King George V, ½d-£1 complete (16-27, 28), bilingual pairs, o.g., ½d-1s hinge remnants, others lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $763. SG
16/27, 28; £650 ($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

364

H
Southern Nigeria, 1904-09, King Edward VII, 2s6d-£1 high values (28a, 29a, 30, 31), Multiple Crown
CA watermark, a choice, well centered set, the 2s6d-10s are Head Die B on chalky paper, the £1 is Die A on ordinary paper, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $670+. SG 29ab, 30a, 31, 32; £670 ($870).
Estimate $300 - 400

365

S
Southern Rhodesia, 1924, King George V full-face, ½d & 2d in unissued colors (1, 4), a pretty trio,
the ½d in brown, the 2d in carmine & black and blue & black; each overprinted “Waterlow & Sons/Limited/Specimen” with control punch at lower left; hinge sheen on reverse, but completely fresh and sound, Very Fine, not often
found. SG 1, 4.
Estimate $250 - 350

366

m
Southern Rhodesia, 1931, King George V, ½d to 5s complete less the 2d & 3d Victoria Falls
(16-18b, 21-30), including all perforation varieties — 32 stamps in all, Very Fine, neatly mounted on blank album
pages, Scott $812. SG 15-16d, 19-27; £690 ($900).
Estimate $350 - 500

367

Ex 367
Ex 368
Ex 369
S
Southern Rhodesia, 1932, Victoria Falls, 2d-3d complete, in unissued colors (31-32), a striking
group of three, two 2d examples plus a single 3d; the 2d in either deep blue & red brown or light violet & olive green,
the 3d a monochrome slate blue; each overprinted “Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen” with control punch at lower
left; each 2d original gum (if hinged, we can’t see it), the 3d no gum, Very Fine, a beautiful addition to any collection.
SG 29/30.
Estimate $350 - 500

368

S
Southern Rhodesia, 1935, 1d to 3d Silver Jubilee, in trial colors (33-35), four examples in all, two 1d
plus one each 2d and 3d; 1d a monochrome pale violet or bicolor deep blue and chestnut; 2d pale violet and apple
green, 3d sepia and magenta; each with two-line Waterlow & Sons overprint at top and small security punch at
lower left; 3d showing just the slightest hint of having been hinged, the remaining three with unblemished gum, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, a fearsome foursome. SG 31-33.
Estimate $350 - 500

369

S
Southern Rhodesia, 1937, 1d & 6d Coronation, in unissued colors (38, 41), three examples of the 1d
(black & orange, blue & green, violet & brown) plus a single 6d in green & black; bright, fresh and clean, with diagonal “Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen” overprint and security punch in lower left corner, o.g., barest trace of hinge
(appears never hinged), Very Fine, a gorgeous George & Mary. SG 36, 39.
Estimate $350 - 500
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370

Ex 370
371
372
SHH
Southern Rhodesia, 1947, 1d Royal Visit plus 6d Victory, in unissued colors (66, 70), both printed
on gummed stamp paper and perforated; the 1d a bright blue and black, the 6d a handsome olive; each overprinted
at left (reading up) “Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen” with control punch at lower left; 1d a full top margin single with
black plate number “43352", o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, not often seen; be sure to bid. SG 63, 67.
Estimate $250 - 350

371

HH
Southern Rhodesia, Postage Due, 1951, 4d dull blue (J5a), a great color variety, o.g., never hinged,
near-perfectly centered amid tight margins, Very Fine, as pretty as they come, Scott $275. SG D6; £300 ($390).
Estimate $200 - 300

372

Straits Settlements, 1910, King Edward VII, $100 purple & green on yellow (128B), watermarked
Multiple Crown CA, used on a 1916 Indenture (Conveyance of Land), along with King George V 50c & $2 (3), all tied
by appropriate red embossed seals; top and bottom halves of the document completely separated (stamps all on
top half) with partial separation in bottom half, otherwise Very Fine. A rare use of the $100 Edward VII in combination with George V values. SG 140.
Estimate $500 - 750

373

Ex 373
374
375
H
Straits Settlements, 1906-07, 1¢-$1 overprints and surcharges on Labuan complete (134A-144),
the 2¢ is perf 14½-15 (SG #142a), partly tropicalized (dry) o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $676. SG 141/51; £375 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

374

ma
Straits Settlements, 1907, “STRAITS SETTLEMENTS.” on Labuan $1 claret & orange, perf 13½-14
(144), block of 4, Singapore c.d.s. postmark on each stamp, gorgeous exceptionally fine cancels; tiny translucent
inclusion on top left stamp, Fine centering, Scott $500 as singles. SG 151; £480 as singles ($620).
Estimate $500 - 750

375

HH
Swaziland, 1961, definitives surcharged in cents and rands, complete with varieties, a beautifully
clean and bright set, featuring the key values by Gibbons: #74b, 75b, 76b and 77b, along with the footnoted #66 with
surcharge central and 75c with surcharge bottom left—the last two believed to be from trial sheets released with
normal stock, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a stunning group; these varieties don’t show up often, so here’s your
chance; several stamped “Stanley Gibbons Limited”. SG 65/77 vars; £2,645 ($3,440). Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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ALBANIA

376

Ex 376
H
Albania, 1920, Double-Headed Eagle overprint on Prince zu Wied, 1q-50q complete (120-124), o.g.,
bright and fresh, Very Fine; 25q signed Em. Diena, Scott $744.
Estimate $250 - 350

AUSTRIA

377

378

379

H
Austria, 1919, 4k Parliament Building, center inverted (222a), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh,
F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,100. Michel 287K; €1,500 ($1,700).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

378
379
HH
Austria, 1933, WIPA souvenir sheet (B111), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, unidentified pencil signature. Rarely seen never hinged, due to the fact that 90% of the issued sheets (9,000 of 10,000) were lightly adhered into the Exhibition’s souvenir folder sold with an admission ticket., Scott $3,050. Michel Block 1; €3,600
($4,070).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
Austria, 1933, WIPA souvenir sheet (B111), signed in the lower right margin by famed stamp dealer
“Eugene Klein, Member of [WIPA] Jury”, o.g., lightly hinged; faint bend in the lower right corner, otherwise Very
Fine. And if the autograph in not significant for you, it is written lightly in pencil and could be easily erased—plus the
never hinged stamps catalog $650 each! Scott $2,500. Michel Block 1; €2,600 ($2,940).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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380

381

382

383

64

380
381
H
Austria, 1933, WIPA souvenir sheet (B111), o.g., lightly hinged in the top margin, Very Fine, Scott
$2,500. Michel Block 1; €2,600 ($2,940).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H
Austria, 1933, WIPA souvenir sheet (B111), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,500. Michel Block
1; €2,600 ($2,940).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 382
Ex 383
HH
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$2,000. Michel 772KB-775KB; €2,400 ($2,710).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$2,000. Michel 772KB-775KB; €2,400 ($2,710).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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384

385

386

387

Ex 384
Ex 385
H
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $2,000 for NH. Michel 772KB-775KB; €1,200 ($1,360).
Estimate $600 - 800
H
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), o.g., very lightly hinged; each with a
small, light bend in the upper left corner, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,000 for NH. Michel 772KB-775KB; €1,200
($1,360).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 386
Ex 387
HH
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), o.g., never hinged; pressed corner
crease in the 5s sheet; the 2s & 3s each with a couple small, light stains in margins, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$2,000. Michel 772KB-775KB; €2,400 ($2,710).
Estimate $500 - 750
s
Austria, 1946, Renner miniature sheets complete (B185-B188), each tied on piece of a large cover by
“Wien 117/2c” c.d.s.s, 5 Sep 1946, the First Day of Issue, couple with insignificant, light bends from mail handling,
still Very Fine; 2015 Soecknick certificate ststaing the cancels cannot be proven as contemperaneousl usage, Scott
$1,800+. Michel 772B-775B; €2,300+ ($2,600).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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388

389

388
Ex 389
H
Austria, Newspaper Stamp, 1861 (1.05kr) gray lilac (P7a), o.g., ample, well balanced margins, Very
Fine, Scott $625. Michel 23c; €800 ($900).
Estimate $200 - 300
m
Austria, Telegraph Stamps, 1873, 1fl orange & 2fl violet, lithographed, perf 10½ (Michel 8b, 9), canceled Czernovitz Telegraph ovals; inconspicuous faults, F.-V.F. appearance, Michel €2,000 ($2,260).
Estimate $250 - 350

FRANCE AND COLONIES

390

391

66

390
391
)
France, 1850, Ceres, 15c dark green (2b), clear to large margins, neatly tied by mute Paris star on an
envelope addressed locally, backstamped 4 Nov 1852 with small paper seal reading “Don’t be surprised!” (in English) seal; opened out for display, small, insignificant pinhole, still Very Fine; signed Calves, with 2019 Calves &
Jacquart certificate, Scott $1,550. Yvert 2b. Maury 2c; €2,350 ($2,660).
Estimate $500 - 750
Ha
France, 1872, Napoleon III Laureate, 30c on 90c pale brown (34b), a marvelous mint block of 4, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F., a scarce mint multiple, showing typical misalignment of the vertical perforations; signed A.
Brun and one other, Scott $2,850. Maury 30d; €4,600 ($5,200).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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392

)
France, 1869, Napoleon III Laureate, 5fr gray lilac on lavender (37), used with 30c & pair of 80c Large
Numerals (62, 62), all tied by Paris star “7” (R. des Vlles-Haudtes) on registered cover to Besançon, 1 Feb 1875;
two faint strikes red “CHARGÉ” and ms Declared value of 3,000fr, backstamped “Paris à Besançon” the same day
and Besançon receiver the next; reverse also has five virtually intact “JP” red wax seals; lower left corner of 5fr repaired, as are the back top & bottom flaps of the env, a Fine to Very Fine appearing example of a rare 5fr usage.;
signed Calves, with 2019 Calves & Jaquart certificate. Yvert 33.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

393

)
France, 1869, Napoleon III Laureate, 5fr gray lilac on lavender (37), used with pairs of 10c brown on
rose Siege of Paris & 80c Large Numerals (55, 63), all tied by large numeral “1053” cancels on registered cover
from Clermont-Ferrano to St. Malo, 2 Jun 1874; red “CHARGÉ” handstamp and ms Declared value of 2,785fr,
backstamped “Clermont à Paris” (2 Jun) and “Paris à Rennes” (3 Jun) transits and St. Malo receiver (3 Jun); reverse
also has five virtually intact red wax seals; 5fr has a horizontal crease that appears to be pre-use; cover with a vertical file fold affecting the 80c pair, otherwise a Very Fine and attractive example of a rare 5fr usage.; with 2019
Calves & Jaquart certificate. Yvert 33.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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394

)
France, 1869, Napoleon III Laureate, 5fr gray lilac on lavender (37), used with a 40c Siege of Paris, a
pair of 10c Large Numerals, and an 80c Large Numeral (47, 60, 63), all tied by small numeral “691” cancels on registered cover from Caen to Gien, 16 Dec 1875; red “CHARGÉ” handstamp and a manuscript Declared value of
7,567.10 Francs, backstamped “Cherbourg à Paris” (16 Dec) and “Paris à Montabon” (17 Dec) transits and Gien
receiver (17 Dec); reverse also has five virtually intact red wax seals; the high declared value would have required a
total of 16.40fr for postage and registration; therefore the cover is short by 10fr and accordingly is probably missing
two other 5fr stamps. The 5fr stamp is faulty, the cover reduced slightly at top & bottom with large repaired tear and
small repaired hole on front; nonetheless, a reasonably attractive use of the 5fr Napoleon Laureate on cover. Yvert
33.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

395

)
France, 1869, Napoleon III Laureate, 5fr gray lilac on lavender, “5” & “F” in light blue (37d), tied by
two nice strikes large numeral “1310” cancels on registered cover from Dives to Bayeux, 5 Dec 1873; red
“CHARGÉ” handstamp and a manuscript Declared value of 1,900 Francs; backstamped faint “Creusot à Paris”
transit and Bayeux receiver, but dates unreadable; the stamp has a tiny perf tear at bottom and a very light diagonal
crease, the cover is reduced slightly at top, left & right with top flap missing; still a very attractive and rare single
franking of the 5fr Napoleon Laureate.; signed Calves, Scott $19,000. Yvert 33b. Maury 33c; €3,000 ($3,390).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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396

397

396
397
)
France, 1870, Bordeaux, 1c olive green on pale blue, report 2 (38), five singles, most with four margins, used with a 25c Siege of Paris (57) tied by incomplete “3218" large numeral cancels in folded letter from
Roubaix to Courcoing, 23 Sep 1871, backstamped, Fine to Very Fine. A very scarce franking. Yvert 39. Maury 39 II.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
France, 1870, Bordeaux, 2c red brown on yellowish, forgery (39 F), two 4-margin strips of 5 of an exceedingly well executed forgery by “Paul of Toulouse”, on a cover apparently from Conches-en-Ouche to Bernay
with equally convincing large numeral “1097” cancels and Conches-en-Ouche c.d.s., 22 Mar 1871, no other markings; vertical file fold affecting one stamp in each strip, otherwise Very Fine and very impressive. Maury 40 F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
An extraordinary forgery, comparable to the work of master forger, Jean de Sperati—perhaps even superior to.

398

)
France, 1871, Ceres, 10c brown on rose, small numerals, tête-bêche pair (55a), used with two normal pairs canceled Smyrna large numeral “5098” on outer folded letter to Lyon, handstamped “BM” in oval and red
boxed “PD”, Smyrna postmarks not struck up, backstamped “Marseille à Lyon” transit, 21 Jan, 1875, and Lyon receiver, 21 Jan.; stamps are sound, but name of addressee cut out and replaced and a seventh 10c is missing, cosmetically refolded, Very Fine appearance. A very rare use of a tête-bêche pair from the Turkish Empire.; signed
Calves, with 2019 Calves & Jaquart certificate. Yvert 58c. Maury T58.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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399

399
400
401
HHa
France, 1900, Mouchon, 25c blue, type II, imperf (119b), lower left corner sheet margin block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, bright and fresh with large margins, Very Fine; signed Calves, with 2019 Calves & Jacquart certificate, Scott $3,100+. Yvert 118a. Maury 118; €2,080+ ($2,350).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

400

HH
France, 1903, Lined Sower, 30c on 90c violet (142), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and virtually
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Maury suggests a premium of 100% for perfect centering, Scott $375. Maury
133; €530 ($600).
Estimate $200 - 300

401

m
France, 1925, Paris Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (226), Exhibition First Day cancel in margin
only; very minor edge flaws and reinforcing separation, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,100. Maury BF1; €1,350
($1,520).
Estimate $250 - 350

402

403

70

402
403
HH
France, 1927, Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (241), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $2,300. Maury BF2; €3,000 ($3,390).
Estimate $500 - 750
P
France, 1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition, deluxe proof (246P), Very Fine, Maury €2,000
($2,260). Maury 257A EPL.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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404

405

406

404
405
HHa
France, 1929, 10fr La Rochelle, type I, pale ultramarine (251), a choice mint block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $640 as singles. Yvert 261b. Maury 261 I; €720 as singes ($810). Estimate $250 - 350
HHa
France, 1931, 10fr La Rochelle, dark ultramarine, type III (252), dated corner block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh and perfectly centered; light bend in selvage only, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $560 as
singles. Yvert 261. Maury 261 III; €860 ($970).
Estimate $250 - 350

406
407
HH
France, 1929, 20fr Pont du Gard, perf 13½ (253), o.g., never hinged, fresh and beautifully centered,
Very Fine, Scott $500. Yvert 262A. Maury 262 I; €630 ($710).
Estimate $200 - 300

407

HH
France, 1931, 20fr Pont du Gard, type IIB, perf 13 (254A), o.g., never hinged, fresh and exceptionally
well centered, Very Fine, Scott $450. Yvert 262. Maury 262 IIB; €600 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

408

P
France, 1935, S.S. Normandie, 1.50fr dark blue, deluxe proof (300P), with glassine overlay, Very
Fine. Maury 299 EPL; €550 ($620).
Estimate $250 - 350
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409

410

411

412

413

72

HH
France, 1936, S.S. Normandie, 1.50fr turquoise, imperforate (300c var.), o.g., never hinged, a choice
top sheet margin single with generous, perfectly balanced margins, Extremely Fine. An exceedingly rare imperf.
Maury 300a var.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

410
411
HHa
France, 1936, S.S. Normandie, 1.50fr turquoise (300c), sheet number block of 4, o.g., never hinged
but slightly glazed (subsequent to the certificate), Very Fine; signed Calves, with his 1985 Calves certificate as
never hinged, Scott $1,100 + as hinged. Maury 300a; €1,200 + as hinged ($1,360).
Estimate $500 - 750
P
France, 1935, S.S. Normandie, 1.50fr turquoise, artist’s proof (300c P), signed in pencil, “Decaris”,
o.g., never hinged but lightly glazed, Very Fine and rare. Yvert 300b EPA. Maury 300a.
Estimate $200 - 300

412
413
H
France, 1917, 5fr+5fr War Orphans (B10), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and absolutely perfectly centered, Superb, an extraordinary example of this iconic French Semi-Postal, Scott $1,600. Maury 155;
€2,500 for perfect centering ($2,820).
Estimate $600 - 800
H
France, 1917, 5fr+5fr War Orphans (B10), full o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, a bright, fresh
mint single, F.-V.F., Scott $1,600. Maury 155; €2,000 ($2,260).
Estimate $500 - 750
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414

415

416

414
Ex 415
P
France, 1928, 1.50fr+8.50fr “Work”, deluxe proof (B27P); minor flaws in the upper right corner, otherwise Very Fine, Maury €700 ($790). Maury 252 EPL.
Estimate $300 - 400
HH
France, 1931, Caisse d’Amortissement (5th issue) complete (B39-B41), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and quite well centered, Very Fine for the issue, Scott $535. Maury 275-277; €660 ($750).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 416
Ex 417
Ex 418
HH
France, Airmail, 1927, 2fr & 5fr First Issue complete (C1-C2), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh,
F.-V.F., Scott $800. Maury A1-2; €1,100 ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500

417

H
France, Airmail, 1936, Plane Over Paris, 85c-50fr complete (C8-C14), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $977. Maury A 8-14; €1,180 ($1,330).
Estimate $350 - 500

418

H
France, Airmail, 1936, Plane Over Paris, 85c-50fr complete (C8-C14), disturbed o.g., bright and fresh,
Very Fine, Scott $977. Yvert €1,180 ($1,330). Maury A 8-14; €1,180 ($1,330).
Estimate $250 - 350

419

H
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr Plane over Paris, trial color large die proof in dark blue (C14P), small format, signed M. Lapierre and Ouvrê, Extremely Fine. Maury PA 14 EPA var.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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420

420
421
HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), Post Office fresh and virtually perfectly centered with immaculate, never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury PA 15; €1,700 ($1,920).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

421

HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., never hinged, a choice, well centered mint single,
Very Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury A15; €1,700 ($1,920).
Estimate $500 - 750

422

HHa
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), lower left corner margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
exceptionally well centered; slightly toned o.g., Very Fine, Scott $6,800. Maury PA 15; €6,800 ($7,680).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Photo on the inside front cover

423

74

HHa
France, Postage Due, 1931, 2fr olive brown (J65), dated corner block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, a real showpiece, Scott $1,100+. Maury T62; €1,750 ($1,980).
Estimate $400 - 600
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424

424
425
426
H
French Offices in Hoi Hao, 1919, 2pi on 5f blue & black, triple surcharge (83a), o.g., previously
hinged; pulled perforations at lower left, otherwise F.-V.F.; signed Calves, Scott $750. Maury 81a.
Estimate $200 - 300

425

m
French Offices in Zanzibar, 1904, 1½a on 15c green (62), used as always with clear postmark, Fine;
with 2000 Brun certificate, Scott $1,000. Yvert 70. Maury 81a.
Estimate $350 - 500

426

H
French Colonies, 1946, “Chad to the Rhine” March, complete set of deluxe proofs, six proofs for
each of the 15 Colonies, 90 in total, each with the official embossed seal, Very Fine, extremely rare as a complete
set.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

427

427
Ex 428
429
H
French Colonies: Diego Suarez, 1892, 35c black on yellow (22), o.g., hinge remnant, expert
handstamp on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800

428

H
French Colonies: French Guiana, 1892, 1c-1f overprinted complete (18-30), fresh color and perforations clear of design on most; 25c with nibbed perforation left, 35c with pulled perforation top, overall Very Fine,
Scott $1,250. Yvert 16-28.
Estimate $400 - 600

429

HH
French Colonies: French India, 1941, 18ca “France Libre” (123A), o.g., never hinged, quite rare;
small faults, Very Fine appearance; signed Calves, Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
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430

430
431
HHa
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Airmail, 1965, 30f I.T.U., imperforate (C8), dated corner of
4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800 ++. Yvert PA 9; €1,160 ++ ($1,310).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

431

HHa
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Airmail, 1965, 30f I.T.U. (C8), dated corner of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800+. Yvert PA 9; €1,160+ ($1,310).
Estimate $300 - 400

432

)
French Colonies: Madagascar, 1904, 50c carmine on rose, bisect, tied to small cover with blue
Diego-Suarez, 17 Mars 04 Madagascar postmark and matching “Affranchissement - exceptionnel - faute de timbres” overprint, addressed to Diego Suarez, Madagascar, Very Fine. Maury 87; €450 ($510).
Estimate $200 - 300

433

76

Ex 433
H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, 1932, Paris-Nouméa Flight issue (180-181), o.g., previously
hinged, F.-V.F.; both signed Brun and Kessler, Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500
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434

435

436

434
435
H
French Colonies: Obock, 1894, 50fr red violet & green (64), o.g., exceptionally fresh with large margins except clipped lower left corner, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000. Yvert 64; €1,100 ($1,240).
Estimate $350 - 500
H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1894, 25fr rose & blue “diamond” (21), o.g., bright color and clear
margins all around; small, insignificant tone spot on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $1,000. Yvert 20; €1,200 ($1,360).
Estimate $350 - 500

436
437
(H)
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1894, Triangular, 25fr brown & blue (63), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh with ample, well balanced margins, Very Fine, Scott $875 with o.g.
Estimate $250 - 350

437

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1894, 50fr Crossing Desert (22), o.g., small hinge remnant, Very
Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

438

H
French Colonies: Togo, 1914, French Occupation overprint on German Kaiser’s Yacht (161), o.g.,
small hinge remnant, Very Fine; signed Champion, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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439

439
440
441
m
German States: Bavaria, 1849, 1kr gray black, plate I (1), light millwheel cancel, ample to large margins including full dividing line on three sides, Very Fine, Scott $2,250. Michel 1 Ia; €3,000 ($3,390).
Estimate $500 - 750

440

m
German States: Helgoland, 1876, 3pf pale green, red & yellow (20a), canceled light rimless c.d.s., Au
16, 1882, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F.; signed W. Engel BPP, Scott $1,000. SG 12. Michel 17b; €1,300 ($1,470).
Estimate $300 - 400

441

m
Germany, 1872, Large Shield, 18kr bister (26), canceled partial boxed datestamp, fresh and nicely
centered, F.-V.F.; with 1985 P.E.S.A./Bohne certificate, Scott $1,900. Michel 28; €2,800 ($3,160).
Estimate $500 - 750

442

442
Ex 443
444
m
Germany, 1900, 5m slate & carmine, type I (65d), clear Coln (Rhein) 1z 3.1.01 7-8N postmarks, Very
Fine; with 2005 B.P.P. Oechsner certificate, Scott $400. Michel 66 III.
Estimate $200 - 300

443

HHa
Germany, 1934, Colonial Explorers complete (432-435), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $616. Michel 540-543.
Estimate $200 - 300

444

HH
Germany, Airmail, 1931, 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42), o.g., never hinged, a choice mint example of
this difficult high value, Very Fine, Scott $1,750. Michel 458; €4,000 ($4,520).
Estimate $500 - 750
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445

445
446
447
H
Germany, Semi-Official Airmail, 1912, 1m on 10pf “Gelber Hund”, o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh color
and clean perforations; certificate notes heavier horizontal “creases” are production related and should not be considered faults, Very Fine, a lovely example of an iconic stamp; with 2018 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Michel IV;
€600 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

446

HH
Germany, Semi-Official Airmail, 1912, “E.EL.P.” on 10pf, with plate variety of open-topped cloud below pigeon (position 67), o.g., never hinged, excellent color and near-perfectly centered, Very Fine; with 2018
Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Michel V; €2,200 ($2,490).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

447

m
Germany, Official, 1920-21, 10pf orange (O3), vertical pair, bearing two clear strikes of Breslau/6.11.22
bridge-type cancels, bright and clean; slight diagonal corner crease top right, otherwise Very Fine, unusual as a
pair; signed “Infla Berlin”/Bechtold BPP and Dr. Oechsner BPP, with copy of 1985 Bechtold certificate, Scott $900.
Michel D65; €1,200 ($1,360).
Estimate $300 - 400

448

Ex 448
Ex 449
Ex 450
H
German Offices in Morocco, 1906-11, 1p on 80pf to 6p25c on 5m high values (41-44), Scott $970.
Michel 42-45; €1,280 ($1,450).
Estimate $300 - 400

449

m
German Colonies: Cameroun, 1900, Kaiser’s Yacht, 3pf-5m complete (7-19), an excellent used set,
F.-V.F.; 5m canceled BUEA, 7 Jun 1910, and signed Richter, Vollroth, Scott $723. Michel 7-19; €950 ($1,070).
Estimate $250 - 350

450

m
German Colonies: Togo, 1900, Kaiser’s Yacht, 3pf-5m complete (7-19), an outstanding used set,
F.-V.F., Scott $807. Michel 7-19; €1,000 ($1,130).
Estimate $250 - 350
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451

452

453

451
452
H
Germany: Saar, 1920, 5m deep blue (38), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800. Michel 30; €1,000
($1,130).
Estimate $250 - 350
s
Germany: Danzig, 1920, “DANZIG” overprint in red on German 2m blue (48), tied on piece by
Danzig/Langfuhr circular datestamps, 4 Mar 1921, Very Fine; signed Richter, with 1998 Oeschner certificate noting
a genuine cancel, but noting that “it is no longer possible to determine whether it is timely”, Scott $2,100. Michel 49;
€2,500 as a favor cancel ($2,820).
Estimate $600 - 800

453
Ex 454
455
Ex 456
HH
German Occupation of Reichenberg-Maffersdorf, 1938, Liberation overprint on 5k brown Airmail
(Michel 41), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. A rare stamp—just 50 were issued; signed Mahr BPP and AB, 2018 Robert
Brunel photo certificate, Michel €1,000 ($1,130).
Estimate $400 - 600

454

HH
Germany: WWII Occupation of Reichenberg-Maffersdorf, 1938, Liberation overprint on 1Kc dark
rose carmine & 2Kc gray blue, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh, both front and back, F.-V.F.; each signed
M.E. Sieger. SG 102-103; £2,000 ($2,600).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

455

m
German WWII Occupation of Laibach (Ljublana), Postage Due, 1944, 30c on 50c violet, overprinted in red instead of black (NJ14 var.), canceled lightly April 1944 c.d.s., Very Fine. Unpriced used; signed J.
Bar & A. Diena. Sassone S5A; €700 for mint ($790).
Estimate $200 - 300

456

H
Germany, 1943, Military Issue, Tunisia, with forgery for reference, o.g., previously hinged; tiny tone
speck and smear on ink on face, Very Fine; with 1976 A.P.S. certificate. Michel 5a; €180 ($200).
Estimate $100 - 150

Please Visit Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
You can view images of every lot, bid directly online - and search for what you're looking for.
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457

Ex 457
Ex 458
Ex 459
HHa
Germany: Soviet Zone - Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, 1946, 20pf & 40pf Pictorials, imperf horizontally (12N23, 12N25 vars.), tsmat blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, also includes a 30pf block of 4 (lightly
hinged) with dbl vertical perfs in center, Michel €1,200 ++ ($1,360). Michel 38yaUw, 40yaUw.
Estimate $300 - 400

458

m
Germany: Berlin, 1948, Black Overprints complete (9N1-9N20), a scarce and valuable set of First Issue overprints used, F.-V.F. with better, a rare opportunity; 9N19 (Michel #19) with 2018 Andreas Schlegel BPP
“Kurzbefund” certificate, Scott $1,836. Michel 1-20.
Estimate $350 - 500

459

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Red Overprints complete (9N21-9N34), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1m, 2m &
couple low values signed Schlegel, Scott $1,000. Michel 21-34; €1,400 ($1,580).
Estimate $300 - 400

460

461

462

Ex 460
461
HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims souvenir sheet and set (9NB1-3, 9NB3a), natural inclusion
in margin, with extra set of singles, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,275. Michel Block 1.
Estimate $350 - 500
HH
Germany: Saar, Airmail Semi-Postal, 1948, Flood Relief souvenir sheet (CB1a), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $800. Michel Block 2; €600 ($680).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 462
HH
Germany: Federal Republic, 1951-52, Post Horns complete (670-685), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,750. Michel 123-138.
Estimate $500 - 750
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Greece - Hungary

GREECE
463

H
Greece, 1940, National Youth Organization, presentation
folder (427-436,C38-C47), large promotional folder with text in Greek and
in French; inside are beautiful color reproductions of the Regular and Airmail
stamps issued to commemorate the 4th anniversary of the founding of the
organization, along with full technical details of the issue; a single of the 3d
Regular Issue and a block of 4 of the 2d Airmail have been affixed to the front
and canceled Athens, 4 Aug 1940 (the stamps were only valid for postage
on Aug 3, 4 & 5) and the same postmark has been applied to the “stamps” on
the inside. The folder has a few minor edge bends, none of which affect the
“stamps”, Very Fine and very rare.
Estimate $400 - 600
It is believed that only about 500 of these folders were distributed to the
philatelic press and organizations, and that a good number were cut up
and sold as imperforate “proofs”.

463

HUNGARY

464

Ex 464
Ex 465
Ex 466
HHa
Hungary, 1925, Sports, 100k-2500k complete, imperforate (B80-B87 vars.), a pristine set of blocks of
4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,800 for hinged singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

465

H
Hungary, Airmail, 1936, Pictorials, 10f-5p complete, imperforate (C35-C44 vars.), a matched set of
left sheet margin horizontal pairs, o.g., lightly hinged, a bright fresh set, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,350 for NH singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

466

HH
Hungary, Airmail, 1927-30, Allegories, 4f-5p complete, imperforate (C12-C23 vars.), a bright, fresh
set of pairs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500 for hinged singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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ITALIAN AREA

467

H
Italian States: Modena, Newspaper Tax, 1859, 10c black, unissued 2nd printing with vertical dividing line (PR5b), most o.g., large margins including virtually complete dividing line at left, Very Fine, ex-Walske; with
1975 P.F. certificate as a normal P5 with “part o.g.”, Scott $1,000. Sassone 5/I.
Estimate $250 - 350

468

(H)
Italian States: Naples, 1860, Cross of Savoy, ½t deep blue (9), position 12, unused without gum, exceptionally bright and fresh with extra large margins at top, left and bottom, clear to just touching at right, F.-V.F.;
signed J.W. Scott and Sismondo, with 2009 Sismondo certificate, Scott $16,500 without gum. Sassone 16; €38,500
without gum ($43,500).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
An exceptional, completely sound unused example of this rare half-tornesi Cross of Savoy.

469

Ex 469
P
Italian States: Naples & Sicily/Two Sicilies, 1858, ½g, 1g & 50g, 1898 Reprint die proofs from original dies (1R, 2R, 6R); lightly toned, otherwise Very Fine; signed Avi, with his 2018 certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
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470

471

H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 4b black on gray brown (5c), o.g., an exemplary mint single, incredibly fresh with dividing lines on all sides, Very Fine. Quite on extraordinary example of this rare stamp;
signed M. Raybaudi, with his 1995 certificate, Scott $11,500. Sassone 5; €30,000 ($33,900).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

471
472
H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 7b black on gray (7a), o.g., amazingly fresh and bright with
large balanced margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,500. Sassone 7a; €3,000 ($3,390).
Estimate $300 - 400

472

Ha
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 6b black on grayish lilac (7b), a lovely mint block of 4, o.g.,
ample to large margins all around; top stamps each with a small thin, otherwise Very Fine, Sassone €16,250
($18,360). Scott $6,800 as singles. Sassone 7A.
Estimate $600 - 800

473

)
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 50b dull blue (10), four clear to large margins, used with 7b
and 8b (8, 9) on outer folded letter from Rome to Naples, 10-12 Dec 1861; endorsed “Via di Mare” and rated “56”
(decimes), with Roma departure c.d.s. and red oval “Piroscafi Postali Francesi” and Naples arrival backtamps,
F.-V.F., . A rare and attractive three-color franking. Sassone records just one cover (not this one) with this franking
combination.; signed Em. Diena and three others, Scott $6,750. Sassone 10; €13,000 ($14,690).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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474

474
475
476
H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1867, 10c black on vermilion (15), bright and fresh with dividing
line on all four sides and full o.g., Very Fine; signed Em. Diena & “SS&CCO.” (Scott Stamp & Coin Co.), Scott
$1,900. Sassone 17; €4,000 ($4,520).
Estimate $300 - 400

475

m
Italian States: Parma, 1859, Provisional Govt., 40c red, broken “ATI” of “STATI” (15 var.), position
13 in the first composition of the plate of 60, and position 32 in the second, canceled partial BORG(O S. DONNINO)
c.d.s., 2 Jan 18(60), large margins except barely touched at upper left and lower right, F.-V.F. A marvelous example
of this rare variety.; signed Bloch, Em. Diena & Sismondo, with 2006 Sismondo and 1964 Diena certificates,
Sassone €25,000 ($28,250). Sassone 17cD.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

476

m
Italian States: Parma, 1859, Provisional Govt., 40c red (15), canceled “PIACENZA/ 20/ DEC/ 59”, four
nice, perfectly balanced margins, Very Fine, hinged onto a small piece of the cover to which it was originally affixed;
signed Sismondo & Thier, with 2006 Roumet certificate, Scott $8,000. Sassone 17; €20,000 ($22,600).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
An outstanding example of this rare used stamp.

477

)
Italian States: Romagna, 1859, ½b black on straw, diagonal bisect (1a), in a pair with a full ½b, large
margins except barely shaved at lower left, tied by light diamond grid cancel on reverse of a small folded letter sent
mailed locally in Bologna, front bares a Bologna c.d.s., 1 Dec 1859 and the reverse a lightly struck “P.L.” in circle distribution marking, Very Fine. An exceptional example of this rare bisect.; signed Em. Diena, Sorani, Sismondo, and
one other, with 2006 Sismondo and 2002 Briefmarken Prüfstelle certificates, Scott $16,250. Sassone 1; €32,500
($36,720).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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478

478
479
H
Italian States: Sicily, 1859, Ferdinand II, ½g orange, Palermo consignment (10g), o.g., bright color
and good margins including full dividing line at left & bottom, Very Fine; signed Richter, Scott $700. Sassone 1;
€1,200 ($1,360).
Estimate $200 - 300

479

H
Italian States: Sicily, 1859, Ferdinand II, Palermo issue, 1g grayish olive, plate II (12g), o.g., large
margins including full dividing line at top and right, Very Fine; signed A. Brun & A. Diena, Scott $875. Sassone 4;
€1,650 ($1,860).
Estimate $250 - 350

480

)
Italian States: Tuscany, 1857, 6cr deep blue (15), vertical pair, three large margins, but is just clear to
just touching at left, tied by two of three FIRENZE ribbon c.d.s.s, 24 May 1858, and by framed “PD”, on folded address leaf from Florence to Milan, backstamped MILANO, 26 May, Very Fine. A marvelous cover; signed Oliva, with
his 1999 certificate, Scott $4,800. Sassone 15b; €7,500 ($8,480).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

481

)
Italian States: Tuscany, 1860, Provisional Govt., 20c blue (20), vertical pair with nice margins (barely
touching at lower left due to slight misalignment of the clichés), tied by two of three strikes LIVORNO c.d.s., 29 Sep
1860, on folded address leaf to Messina; handstamped double-lined “P.D.”; backstamped Messina 2 Oct, Very
Fine; signed Avi, with his 2018 certificate, Scott $2,700. Sassone 20; €3,500 ($3,960).
Estimate $500 - 750
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482

482
483
Ex 484
Ex 485
m
Italy, 1862, Victor Emmanuel II, 80c orange (21), absolutely perfectly centered (!), canceled FIRENZE
c.d.s., 11 Dec 1863; small cut, Extremely Fine, . An extraordinary example of this rare used stamp; with 1994
Craffaz certificate, Scott $1,900. Sassone 4; €3,750 ($4,240).
Estimate $250 - 350

483

HH
Italy, 1926, 1.25L St. Francis of Assisi, perf 13½ (182a), o.g., never hinged, well centered and fresh,
Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100. Sassone 196.
Estimate $500 - 750

484

HH
Italy, 1934, World Soccer Championship, complete set (324-328, C62-C65), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

485

m
Italy, Airmail, 1930, Virgil complete (C23-C26), a neatly canceled used set, F.-V.F., Scott $1,205.
Sassone A21-24; €1,600 ($1,810).
Estimate $300 - 400

Extremely Rare Italian Offices Error

486

H
Italian Offices in the Levant, 1874, Numeral, 2c orange brown, without overprint (2a), virtually perfectly centered with rich color and a trace of o.g.; small surface abrasion at bottom, just above the “A” of “ITALIANE”,
otherwise Extremely Fine. A lovely example of this exceedingly rare stamp; signed Colla, with 2004 Avi and Colla
Asinelli certificates, Scott $75,000. Sassone 2b; €95,000 ($107,350).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Photo on the front cover
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487

Ex 487
489
488
HH
Italian Colonies: Libya, 1934, 8th Tripoli Sample Fair complete (64AA-64G, C14-C18), a bright, fresh
set, o.g., never hinged; tiny natural paper inclusion 25L Airmail, Very Fine, Scott $1,248. Sassone S.27; €2,125
($2,400).
Estimate $350 - 500

488

HH
Italian Colonies: Somalia, Airmail Official, 1934, Mogadiscio - Rome Flight, 25c slate blue & red orange (CO1), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a choice and rare stamp, only 1500 of which were issued; signed A.
Diena, Scott $3,500. Sassone SA 2; €6,500 ($7,340).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

489

H
Italian Colonies: Somalia, Airmail Official, 1934, Mogadiscio - Rome Flight, overprint inverted
(CO1 var.), slightly toned o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, An exceedingly rare error - one which we have never
before seen offered; signed I. Heiman and two others. Sassone SA 2b; €6,000 ($6,780).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

LIECHTENSTEIN

490

Ex 490
m
Liechtenstein, 1930, Landscapes, 3rp-2fr complete (94-107), F.-V.F., Scott $1,117. Michel 94-107.
Zumstein 84-97.
Estimate $300 - 400

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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MONACO

491

Ex 491
(H)a
Monaco, 1885, Prince Charles III, imperf plate proofs on colored bristol card, 1c-5fr complete
(1P-10P), each in a full pane of 25, ungummed, the 5fr, as well as the 10c & 15c, are faded, probably from exposure to sunlight, otherwise Very Fine, Yvert €65,000 as singles ($73,450). Yvert 1-10 vars. Maury 1-10.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
A VERY RARE SET—ESPECIALLY SO IN FULL PANES.

Photo on the inside back cover

492

493

Ex 492
493
HH
Monaco, 1891-1921, Prince Albert I, 1c-5fr complete (11-29), a marvelous mint set, Post Office fresh
with bright colors and never hinged o.g., except for the 10c carmine ($4), which is lightly hinged; the 5c yellow green
($1) has a nibbed corner, otherwise F.-V.F. An extraordinary set of these early definitives, which are rarely seen in
a never hinged state., Scott $1,700. Yvert 11-25,44-47; €1,940 ($2,190).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH
Monaco, 1920, 2c-1fr Princess Charlotte’s Marriage (B9-B17), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh,
F.-V.F., Scott $698. Yvert 34-42; €850 ($960).
Estimate $250 - 350
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Netherlands - Portuguese Colonies

NETHERLANDS

494

Ex 494
H
Netherlands, Marine Insurance, 1921, 15c-7½g complete (GY1-GY7), o.g., lightly hinged, a remarkable mint set, incredibly bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $635. Michel 1-7. NVPH 1-7; €850 ($960).
Estimate $250 - 350

POLAND

495

Ex 495
HH/Ha Poland, 1919, Cracow overprints, 40h, 50h & 50h with thin “Z” in “POCZTA” (Fischer 41B1, 42B1,
43B1), all in blocks of 4 (two blocks of the 60h) from the first setting of the overprint, the thin “Z” in all four positions of
each block; both the 40h & 50h blocks are position. 4-5/14-15; the 60h blocks are position. 21-22/31-32 &
24-25/34-35, o.g. (two 40h, three 50h & seven 60h never hinged), Very Fine; signed and plated by Kronenberg; also
signed Barzecki and Ra, Fischer Zloty 4,660. Scott 46, 47, 48 vars.; $260 as normal hinged singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

496

90

Ex 496
HH/H Portuguese Colonies: Nyassa, 1901 Camels & Giraffes, 10 different inverted centers (26-38 vars.),
missing only the 20r, 25r & 100r, o.g. (2½r, 50r, 75r & 150r-300r never hinged), F.-V.F., an excellent group of these
popular inverts, Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
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RUSSIA

497

498

499

500

497
498
m
Russia, 1857, First Issue imperforate, 10k brown & blue (1), horizontal pair, lightened pen cancel (appears unused), clear to mostly large margins, F.-V.F. and attractive, a scarce multiple; with 1980 Friedl Committee
certificate, Scott $950. Michel 1.
Estimate $300 - 400
m
Russia, 1884, 7r black & orange (40), fresh and neatly canceled, Very Fine; signed Müller-Basel, with
2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $675. Michel 39y; €1,000 ($1,130).
Estimate $300 - 400

499
500
(H)
Russia, 1913, Romanov Tercentenary, 2r Winter Palace, imperforate (102a), left sheet margin horizontal pair, unused without gum, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,600. Michel 93U.
Estimate $500 - 750
HHa
Russia, 1922, 10,000r in red on 40r type I, surcharge inverted (200a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged
(few small natural gum skips), Very Fine; signed Soviet Philatelic Society, Scott $1,000. Zverev 32v; $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 501
Ex 502
Russia, 1935, Spartcist Games complete (559-568), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $940.
Estimate $400 - 600

501

HH

502

HHa
Russia, 1948, 5-Year Plan, Coal & Oil Production complete (1280-1283), sheet margin blocks of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $840.
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Scandinavia

SCANDINAVIA

503

m
Denmark, 1851, 2rs blue, 2nd (Thiele) printing (1), an outstanding used example, large balanced margins and clear Copenhagen 3-ring “1”, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 L. Nielsen certificate noting plate I,
no. 83, Scott $1,000. Michel 2 II. Facit 1 II; SKr 11,000 ($1,210).
Estimate $300 - 400

504

)
Denmark, 1851, 4rs brown, fifth printing (2), a lovely four-margin block of 4, tied by Holstein Post Office “168”s on a heavyweight, linin-lined cover to Kiel; postmarked blurry Altona Station/Trip 2 c.d.s. (date not legible) with red manuscript rate markings; insignificant vertical file fold at left; open on two sides with three intact red
wax seals on reverse, Very Fine for this, quite an extraordinary cover, with only one other example recorded, Ex-Dr.
Gene Scott; signed Calves, A. Diena, En. Diena, and Holcolme, with 1981 Diena and 2000 Postiljonen certificates.
Facit 4f.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

505

)
Finland, 1873, 3-color franking on cover from Helsinki to Raumo, pair & single 5p roulette II (6a), two
singles 8p roulette III (7), and a single 10p roulette III (8), tied by weak blue Helsingfors 1873 c.d.s.s on a neat blue
cover with a boxed “ANK 11/6” and a perfect “PG” monogrammed red wax seal on the reverse; very few missing
teeth, Very Fine and rare; signed Behr, with 1999 Herbert Oesch certificate.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
A spectacular cover, the 41p overpaying by 1p the domestic letter rate for a distance of over 200 kilometers.

Photo on the back cover
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506

s

507

HH

508

508
509
H
Iceland, 1873, First Issue, 2sk ultramarine and 8sk brown, imperf (1a, 3a), o.g., hinge remnants,
large margins all around, Very Fine, Scott $975. Michel 1C, 4C. Facit 1var, 3var.
Estimate $300 - 400

509

(H)

510

Ex 510
Ex 511
H
Sweden, 1924, U.P.U. Congress complete (197-212), including both 10ö, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $692.
Facit 196-210, 197cx.
Estimate $250 - 350

511

Finland, 1873, 8p black on green, roulette I (7d), horizontal strip of 3, neatly pen canceled, lower left
and lower right corners rounded, otherwise all teeth intact, F.-V.F., Scott $975 as singles. Facit 6v3C1; SKr 2,400 as
singles ($260).
Estimate $250 - 350

Finland, 1987, 1.7m Europa, brown and green omitted (756 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Iceland, Official, 1873, 4sk green (O1), expertly regummed, F.-V.F., Scott $8,500. Michel 1A. Facit 1v2.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H
Sweden, 1924, U.P.U. Congress complete (197-212), including both 10ö, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $692.
Facit 196-210, 197cx.
Estimate $250 - 350
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Spain and Colonies - Switzerland

SPAIN AND COLONIES

512

513

512
513
HH
Spain, Airmail, 1938, 45c+2p+5p Madrid Defense (CB6), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $550. Edifil 759.
Estimate $200 - 300
H
Spanish Colonies: Philippines, 1854, Queen Isabella II, 1r slate blue (4a), o.g., ample to oversize
margins; bit of very minor toning, edge fault, otherwise Extremely Fine, a very scarce to locate item, Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

SWITZERLAND

514

514
515
m
Switzerland, Zürich, 1850, “Wintherthur”, 2½rp black & red (1L5), exceptionally fresh with a lightly
struck black and fancy red dividing lines visible on all four sides, Very Fine; signed Oliva and Sorani, with 2019
Sorani and 2015 SBPV certificates, Scott $4,200. Michel 4. Zumstein 12; 4,200 SFr.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

515

H
Switzerland, Geneva, 1847, Large Eagle, 5c black on yellow green (2L3), o.g., minor hinge remnant,
exceptionally fresh with four nice margins, Very Fine, rarely seen with original gum; signed Köhler and Sismondo,
with the latter’s 2016 certificate, Scott $2,350. Michel 4. Zumstein 6; 2,800 SFr.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

516

)
Switzerland, Geneva, 1847, Large Eagle, 5c black on yellow green (2L3), four margins, though a bit
close at right, tied by red rosette on a clean cover front from Geneva to Carouge with red Geneva c.d.s., 3 Jun 1848;
cover with small internal tear at right not affecting stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott’s value for a full cover is $3,750,
Zumstein’s CHF4300; signed Filpius, with his 1949 certificate, Scott $2,000+. Zumstein 6; 2,200+ SFr.
Estimate $500 - 750
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517

517

518
519
520
521
P
Switzerland, Basel, 1845, Dove, 2½rp plate proof in black, crimson & green (3L1 footnote), ungummed, position 29 from the sheet of 40, three nice margins, close but clear at right, F.-V.F., ex Walske; with 1991
R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $6,000. Michel 1. Zumstein 8I; 7,500 SFr.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
An excellent example of this rare proof and a more affordable way to fill this difficult space in your album.

518

m
Switzerland, 1850, Orts-Post, 2½rp black & red, without frame around cross (3), position 33, neat
blue lozenge cancel, ample to large margins with full dividing line at right, F.-V.F.; signed A. Diena and Richter, with
1974 Diena certificate, Scott $2,950. Michel 5 II. Zumstein 13 II; 3,500 SFr.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

519

m
Switzerland, 1850, Orts-Post, 2½rp black & red, without frame around cross (3), large margins to
just cut to frame line at right, Fine; signed Bloch, Scott $2,950. Michel 5 II. Zumstein 13 II; 3,500 SFr.
Estimate $350 - 500

520

m
Switzerland, 1852, Rayon III, 15rp vermilion, small numerals (11), position 10, four margins with dividing line visible at top and full at bottom, black lozenge cancel, Very Fine; signed Caffaz and A. Diena, with 1999
Caffaz certificate, Scott $775. Michel 10. Zumstein 18; 800 SFr.
Estimate $200 - 300

521

m
Switzerland, 1855, Sitting Helvetia (“Strubel”), 1fr lavender, black silk threads (30), a lovely used
example with four full frame lines and a lightly struck Basel c.d.s., Very Fine to Extremely Fine; signed Sorani, with
his 1990 certificate, Scott $1,000. Michel 18 II A ys. Zumstein 27C; 1,300 SFr.
Estimate $350 - 500

522

Ha
Switzerland, 1862-63, Sitting Helvetia, 10c blue (44), an extraordinary mint block of 4, o.g., remarkably
fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a super rare multiple of a very scarce stamp;
signed Franx and Hofmann, with 2016 U. Hermann certificate, Scott $2,800 ++. Michel 23. Zumstein 31; 3,600 SFr.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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523

523
524
Ex 525
526
m
Switzerland, 1881, Sitting Helvetia on granite paper, 40c gray (66), an exceptional used single, fresh
and nicely centered with a clear Zurich-Aufgabe c.d.s., 13 Mar 1882, Very Fine; signed Zumstein “Zco”, with their
1995 certificate, Scott $3,875. Michel 42. Zumstein 50; 4,200 SFr.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
A choice example of a very rare postally used 40r Seated Helvetia on granite paper.

524

m
Switzerland, 1881, Sitting Helvetia on granite paper, 1fr gold (68), canceled light Geneva c.d.s., 12
Apr 1882, F.-V.F.; signed Thier, with 1994 Guinand certificate, Scott $1,400. Michel 44. Zumstein 52; 1,400 SFr.
Estimate $400 - 600

525

m
Switzerland, 1882, Numeral on white paper, 2c-15c complete (77-81), a fresh, neatly canceled used
set, F.-V.F., Scott $1,020. Michel 45-49. Zumstein 53-57; 1,165 SFr.
Estimate $350 - 500

526

m
Switzerland, 1888, Standing Helvetia, 40c gray, perf 9½ (91), wide control mark, canceled Zurich-Aufgabe c.d.s., 20 Mar 1889, F.-V.F.; with 2019 BPS Basel certificate, Scott $925. Michel 61 X B. Zumstein
69B; 900 SFr.
Estimate $250 - 350

527

527
528
529
530
m
Switzerland, 1915, Pro Juventute, 5c Appenzell Boy, tête-bêche pair (B2a), canceled neat Rütli
c.d.s., 8 Dec 1915, bright and fresh, F.-V.F., exceedingly rare in used condition; with 2000 Renggli and undated
Marchand certificates, the latter (unnecessarily) noting “bottom perforations slightly close”, Scott $1,400. Michel
128. Zumstein K11; 1,500 SFr.
Estimate $400 - 600

528

m
Switzerland, 1944, Olympics, 30c Apollo, right eye retouched (B173 var.), canceled partial Basel
c.d.s., Extremely Fine, a rare and quite striking variety, adding an iris to the right eye of the statue of Apollo; signed
Liniger, with 2019 BPS Basel and 1984 Liniger certificates. Zumstein 261w.3.01; 2,000 SFr.
Estimate $500 - 750

529

m
Switzerland, Airmail, 1936, 40c on 90c Disarmament Conference (C25a), canceled partial Zurich
c.d.s., bright and fresh; small, light crease at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 BPS Basel certificate, Scott $800.
Michel 293a. Zumstein F/24a; 950 SFr.
Estimate $300 - 400

530

H
Switzerland, Telegraph, 1868, 3fr gold & lilac red, o.g., exceptionally well centered with full gold color,
Very Fine, a rare stamp. Michel T 4; €1,300 ($1,470).
Estimate $300 - 400
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VATICAN through YUGOSLAVIA

531

532

533

534

535

536

Ex 531
Ex 532
HH
Vatican, 1934, Provisional Surcharges, 40c-3.70L complete (35-40), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.;
signed R. Diena, most also signed Bloch & A. Diena, with 1996 Diena certificate stating “perfect”, Scott $3,680.
Sassone 35-40; €4,000 ($4,520).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H
Vatican, 1934, Provisional Surcharges, 40c-3.70L complete (35-40), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very
Fine; signed Fiecchi, with 1966 Fiecchi certificate, Scott $1,565. Sassone 35-40.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 533
Ex 534
HH
Vatican, 1936, Catholic Press Conference, 5c-5L complete (47-54), o.g., never hinged, a choice, post
office fresh set, Very Fine, Scott $495. Sassone 47-54.
Estimate $200 - 300
HH
Vatican, 1936, Catholic Press Conference, 5c-5L complete (47-54), o.g., never hinged, another post
office fresh fresh set, Very Fine, Scott $495. Sassone 47-54.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 535
Ex 536
HH
Vatican, Airmail, 1948, Raphael & Tobias complete (C16-C17), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$640. Sassone S.502.
Estimate $200 - 300
H
Yugoslavia, Croatia-Slavonia, 1918 Postage Dues complete (2LJ1-9), includes the rare 50f watermarked Crown, as well as both the horizontal & vertical patriarchal cross watermarks on the same value, o.g.,
F.-V.F.; each signed Ercegovic, accompanying attests/certificates, Scott $986+. Michel 27-34X, Y, Z; €1,360
($1,540).
Estimate $350 - 500
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Asia, Africa and Latin America
ARGENTINA through SAUDI ARABIA

537

537
538
539
m
Argentina, 1864, Rivadavia, watermarked, imperf, 15c blue (10), ample to large margins with fresh
color and a neat corner cancel; small thin spot (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), otherwise Very
Fine, a very attractive example of the rare imperf 15c Rivadavia on watermarked paper; signed 1975, with clear
1975 Maury certificate, Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

538

(H)
Bolivia, 1868-69, Nine-Star Coat of Arms, 500c black (14), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh
with typical average centering, about Fine, a very scarce stamp, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

539

)
Chile, 1927 (May 5), Santiago - Valparaiso & Return First Flights, two covers mailed May 5, one
cancelled Valparaiso addressed to Chuquicamata “Via Santiago”, the other a Lady’s Envelope sent Santiago to
Chuquicamata “Via Valparaiso”; each bearing official “Correo Aereo/Chile” bridge cancel and 60c postage, comprising 40c Scott #C1 (specially issued for inaugural SANC airmail service), plus 20c in 10c O’Higgins and/or 5c
Cochranes; ordinary postmark used as backstamp receiver, Very Fine with a high-value #C1 to boot. Muller 11:
40,000 points.
Estimate $600 - 800

540

98

Ex 540
HH
China (People’s Republic), 1964, Chinese Peonies (S61) complete (767-781), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $499. Yang S336-350.
Estimate $300 - 400
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541
542
543
Colombia, Airmail, 1920, Colombia Air Navigation Co., 10c Woman & Boy (C2), an interesting var
with the black inscriptions printed diagonally, lightly tied on piece by violet special cancel, large balanced margins;
light all-over toning (typical of the used stamps, due to the fact that they were issued without gum and had to be
glued to the envelopes), otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

541

s

542

s

543

s

544

545

546

Colombia, Airmail, 1920, Colombia Air Navigation Co., 10c Pilot in plane watching another (C5),
lightly tied on piece by violet special cancel, large balanced margins; typical light all-over toning of the used stamps,
otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Colombia, Airmail, 1920, Colombia Air Navigation Co., 10c Plane & Pilots on ground (C9), tied on
piece by violet special cancel, large balanced margins; light all-over toning (typical of the used stamps, due to the
fact that they were issued without gum and had to be glued to the envelopes), otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

544
545
H
Colombia: Antioquia, 1878, 2½c blue on pelure paper (24a), o.g., small hinge remnant, large margins,
including partial bottom sheet margin; slight thinning in center breaking the parcel post in the form of a minute pinhole, Very Fine appearance, a most attractive example of this rare stamp; with 1987 R.P.S.L. certificate
heavy-handedly noting
“Thinned and a hole”, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
H
Colombia: Bolivar, 1863, 10c green (1), o.g., lightly hinged, uncommonly fresh with large balanced
margins; faint horizontal crease, Very Fine appearance, exceedingly scarce stamp to find, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 546
H
Honduras, Airmail, 1925, First Issue, 6 different (C1, C4, C6, C8, C9 & C13), o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,863.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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ASIA, AFRICA AND LATIN AMERICA: Iran (Persia) - Saudi Arabia

547

Ex 547
Ex 548
549
H
Persia, 1909, Shah & Lion imperf set overprinted, 1ch to 30kr complete (464-480), just a breathtaking set, with each stamp possessing four large margins, bright colors, crisp printing and fully legible overprints
(showing correct structure and composition under 630x magnification), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine(accompanying certificate states “superb and fresh”), only 500 sets believed printed; signed Champion, with 2015
Ceremuga certificate, Scott $3,400. SG 320-326.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

548

H
Iran, Airmail, 1930, Reza Shah Pahlavi and Eagle, complete set (C34-C50), o.g., previously hinged,
bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300

549

H
Korea, 1900, Imperial Symbols, 1wn rose, black & blue, perf 11 (32), typical “crackly” o.g., Very Fine,
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

550

Ex 550
HHa
Lebanon, 1945, Falls & Cedars, imperforate (C97-C100 vars.), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, large
margins, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

551

551
552
m
Paraguay, 1878, 5c on 3r black, blue surcharge sideways (6), canceled Asuncion star in double circle,
ample to large margins, Extremely Fine; signed Darteyre, Schlesinger, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

552

m
Paraguay, 1878, 5c on 3r black, blue surcharge upright (6), canceled Asuncion star in double circle,
ample to large margins, Extremely Fine, several signatures, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

553

HH/Ha Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line blue overprint on 1922 “Kingdom” Issue, ¼pi green
(L70), sheet of 50 broken into blocks of 6 (2), 8, 9 (2) & 12, o.g., 40 stamps never hinged; at some point someone
hinged the sheet together damaging one stamp and there is vertical edge crease affecting three of the never hinged
stamps, otherwise Very Fine, extremely rare, Scott $7,000. SG 79; £5,500 ($7,150). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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TURKEY

554

555

556

557

554
555
)
Turkey, ca. 1863, cover sent to Bilecik, light blue cover, missing backflap but flap tip with gartered
“1863" emboss, sent to midwestern Anatolia; franked with second printing 1pi black on dull violet/gray, plus second
printing 2pi black on greenish blue showing two distinct areas of pre-printing paper folds; both tied by 26 x 20mm
mute dotted-grid handstamps (Pulhan Type I); cover soiled from travels and stains reverse from previous mounting
(plus someone’s accounting work), F.-V.F., a rare Tughra error or variety on cover.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Turkey, 1863, two-page folded letter sent to Filibe [Plovdiv, Bulgaria], a magnificent folded letter, bilingually addressed, and franked by a second printing thin paper 1pi black on gray, fully tied by Pulhan Type I
20 x 26mm mute cancel; a few hinge remnants and contemporary fingerprints on reverse, still Very Fine, a real
beauty all around—and if you can figure out the script, you’re better than our describer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

556
557
)
Turkey, 1863, folded letter to Tarsus, with a remarkable multicolor franking of second printing 5pi, 2pi
(2) and 1pi with horizontal pre-printing paper fold; each incredibly centered and displaying control band at bottom,
and tied by dotted grid Battal cancels, adding to its charm is the fact that it is written and addressed in Armenian, a
nice reminder of the multi-ethnic composition of the Ottoman Empire; one stamp removed upper left, damage to
front top center and to reverse, still Very Fine and attractive, a scarce tri-color franking with variety.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Turkey, 1864, folded letter sheet to Filibe [Plovdiv, Bulgaria], franked by thick paper third printing 1pi,
tied by dotted-grid Battal handstamp; interesting geometric designs below address; reverse with penciled auction
information (H.C. Barr Sale, July 9, 1932) with “Dan Kelleher Gift” at lower left, bright cover; heavy vertical file fold,
F.-V.F., despite the fold, a pretty cover.
Estimate $500 - 750
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558

559

558
559
)
Turkey, 1864 (Mar. 30), folded letter sheet to Dersaadet, Istanbul, addressed and message in Greek;
franked by two lovely examples of third printing thick paper 1pi and 20pa stamps, each with four clear to large margins and red control band at bottom; both canceled (with 1pi tied) by dotted-grid Battal handstamps; slight damage
to back of sheet only, with previous mounting hinges remaining as well, Very Fine appearing.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Turkey, 1864 (Oct. 30), 2pi20pa on folded letter sheet sent Beirut to Damascus (4, 6), on quadrille-pattern blue embossed “M. Trümpy & Co./Beyrouth” lettersheet (no writing on interior) with blue green oval
company cachet at upper left; bottom left bears a first printing 2pi (Scott #4) overlaid by third printing 20pa (#6), both
tied by dotted-grid Battal cancel; the 2pi with red control band at top and huge margin beneath the yellow 20pa;
postage paid the 6 dirham weight (19.2g) and up to 50 route hours rate (Beirut to Damascus was 24 route hours),
amazingly fresh; hinges from prior mounting remain on reverse, Very Fine, first printing adhesives on cover are
scarce.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Photo on the back cover

560

561

102

560
561
)
Turkey, 1893 (Mar. 13?), cover sent from Hudaida to Istanbul, a spectacular cover from one of the farthest-flung Ottoman territories, Yemen, to its heart of power in Istanbul; franked by a bisected 2pi 1892
Coat-of-Arms issue (Scott #98), tied by an absolutely perfect two-ring “Hudaida” cancel (A&P Type 1), with a bilingual MAR [day unclear] 93 origin c.d.s. alongside; the receiver on reverse is a bit interesting, as it is dated (bilingually and bi-calendrically) AVR 6, but reads as an origin with “Depart Cons/ple S. Porte” in roman characters (the
Ottoman equivalent is blurred); reduced at left with vertical file fold center, still Very Fine; signed lower right.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Turkey, 1897 (Sept. 16), cover sent from Larissa [Greece] to Istanbul, franked on reverse with 1892
1pi Coat-of-Arms issue (Scott #97), tied by bold bilingual Yenisehir/Larissa c.d.s. (A&P Type 3); bilingual Dersaadet
receiver directly above dated SEP 21, with very faint “Cons/ple S. Porte” receiver to left; reduction at top of no consequence to stamp or markings, Very Fine, sent immediately before (and received the day after) the Greco-Turkish
War armistice of Sept. 20.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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562

m
Turkey, 1863, 20pa black on yellow paper, second printing (1), a breathtaking right margin even-row
single (red control band at bottom inverted) on thin surface-colored paper, fully struck by two Battal (“Cancelled”)
handstamps, one in the margin, one over the stamp; luxurious color with a control evenly located at the foot of the
stamp; cut close on left but otherwise full or wider margins, even capturing dividing/guide line above, Very Fine, a
seldom-seen margin example.
Estimate $200 - 300

563

E
Turkey, 1863, 20pa black on yellow, two trial prints (1 var), on thin paper as issued, but rather than a
red band at bottom, these are printed on a paper with distinct mesh background; yellow background color is
printed—reverse of stamps are a bone white; one without gum, the other large part original gum; both well
margined, Very Fine, a great find for the Ottoman specialist, scarce.
Estimate $250 - 350

564

m
Turkey, 1863, 1pi black on dull violet paper (2), horizontal pair, the paper shading perfectly between
dull violet (Scott #2) and gray (#2a); remarkably fresh with a light dotted cancel with full margin at bottom showing
the odd-row control mark (reading upright), with partial offset of red control band on reverse (showing through the
thin paper just below the value tablet); gargantuan margins all around, with dividing lines showing left, top and right,
Extremely Fine to Superb, a scarce offset example, especially as a multiple.
Estimate $300 - 400

565

m
Turkey, 1863, 2pi black on greenish blue, first printing (4), a magnificent top margin single on almost
cloud wisp-thin deep blue paper; magnificently margined, showing full design all around, dividing/guide line at right
and red control band (overlapping the bottom of the stamp’s border—a mark of the first printing) below, Very Fine, a
more impressive position piece you won’t find. ISFILA #1PV03 (catalogue value $500).
Estimate $300 - 400
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566

566
567
568
569
m
Turkey, 1863, 20pa black on yellow, third printing (6), on thick paper, canceled by dotted-grid negative seal Deraliyye (Istanbul) handstamp in black; solid margins with portion of red control band below, with vibrant
color, Very Fine, cancel is A&P Type 21, rated RR.
Estimate $250 - 350

567

m
Turkey, 1863, 20pa black on yellow, worn-stone third printing (6), on thick paper with guide line at
bottom only, indicative of the third setting, with major design breaks across the stamp (mainly left quarter, but also at
top and top of right side of crescent), with a partial control band at bottom extending only half the width of the stamp;
close cut top with small knick out of top right corner outside the design, otherwise a great-margined stamp, Very
Fine, a great variety for your collection or exhibit.
Estimate $200 - 300

568

m
Turkey, 1863, 20pa black on yellow, canceled Filibe [Plovdiv, Bulgaria] (6), beautifully centered example with inverted red overprint below and part of stamp above; blue dotted handstamped cancel (A&P Type 21;
Pulhan T. IIB), Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

569

m
Turkey, 1863, 1pi black on dull violet, third printing (7), sharp color and printing, canceled by
Deraliyye (Istanbul) black dotted negative seal handstamp, Fine, a rare A&P Type 21 cancel (noted RR).
Estimate $200 - 300

570

Ex 570
Ex 571
H
Turkey, 1914, Views of Constantinople, complete set (254-270), o.g., previously hinged (gum disturbance on 5pi), the key 200pi high value, which represents the majority of the value of the set, is sound and attractive,
Very Fine, Scott $785.
Estimate $300 - 400

571

HH/H Turkey, 1923, First Issue of the Republic, Ahmed Nazmi Printer, complete (605-623), a lovely set, either very lightly hinged or never hinged, Very Fine set, Scott $1,436 for o.g.
Estimate $600 - 800

572

H
Turkey, Revenue, 1859-71, Bazaar Fee stamps selection, a fascinating little grouping, with over 60
Bazaar Excise (Pazar Rusumati) stamps; sets of ten, each a different color, inscribed 10, 20 and 40 and only in Ottoman Turkish, the last of which bears a “21/D” handstamp; a second set again multiple colors in various denominations with booklet-like tabs at left, inscribed in Ottoman, Greek, Armenian and French; surprisingly fresh; all wetted
down by some type of adhesive on tissue paper (with care could probably be removed), o.g., Very Fine, get these
while you can—you won’t see their like again soon (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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AUTOGRAPHS AND RELATED: Including Baseball Memorabilia

Autographs and Related
Including Baseball Memorabilia

573
573

574

Babe Ruth autographed photograph, real photo of Ruth’s swing during batting practice with excellent
contrast and clarity, with complete signature at bottom right in pen “Sincerely/Babe Ruth”. A gem for your collection,
also includes Hall of Fame postcard, Excellent to Near Mint 6.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
George Herman “Babe” Ruth Jr. was an American professional baseball player whose career in Major League
Baseball spanned 22 seasons, from 1914 through 1935. Born: February 6, 1895, Pigtown, Baltimore, MD, Died:
August 16, 1948, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York City, NY.

Photo on the inside front cover
574

Lou Gehrig autographed photograph, real photo of Gehrig’s swing at batting practice, an iconic image
with excellent clarity & contrast, signed with pen at lower right “To James/Best Wishes/Lou Gehrig”, complete bold
signature, also includes Hall of Fame postcard, Excellent to Near Mint 6.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Henry Louis Gehrig (born Heinrich Ludwig Gehrig;[1] June 19, 1903 - June 2, 1941), nicknamed “the Iron Horse”,
was an American baseball first baseman who played his entire professional career (17 seasons) in Major League
Baseball (MLB) for the New York Yankees, from 1923 until 1939. Gehrig was renowned for his prowess as a hitter
and for his durability, which earned him his nickname “the Iron Horse.” He was an All-Star seven consecutive
times,[2] a Triple Crown winner once,[3] an American League (AL) Most Valuable Player twice,[3] and a member
of six World Series champion teams. He had a career .340 batting average.632 slugging average, and a .447 on
base average. He hit 493 home runs and had 1,995 runs batted in (RBI).

Photo on the inside front cover
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575

Babe Ruth & Lou Gehrig autographed photographs. The previous two lots sold as a single lot if bid
exceeds individual lot prices, Excellent to Near Mint 6.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

576

Mickey Mantle signed bat, genuine K55 Mickey Mantle style Louisville Slugger bat, the exact type of
game bat that he used. Boldly signed in blue, with letter of authenticity from James Spence Authentication, Near
Mint to Mint 8.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

577

Project Mercury Astronauts, full sheet of 50 of the 4¢ Project Mercury stamp (Scott 1193) autographed
in the wide selvage on the right side of the sheet by six of the “Original Seven” Mercury astronauts: John Glenn, Jr.
(“JH Glenn Jr”), Alan Shepard, Jr. (“AB Shepard Jr”), Wally Schirra, Jr. (“WM Schirra Jr”), Virgil “Gus”
Grissom (“VI Grissom”), Leroy Gordon “Gordo” Cooper, Jr. (“Leroy G Cooper Jr”), and (Malcolm) Scott
Carpenter (“M. Scott Carpenter”)—Deke Slayton is the only one of “The Seven” not to have signed. The sheet is
believed to have been presented to a Mr. Leslie Williams at a post-mission gathering. Mr. Williams worked as an engineer for one of the subcontractors on the Mercury project, possibly A.B. Dick Co., as evidenced by the Souvenir
Apollo 11 Man on the Moon envelope that was mailed to him and in which the sheet has been stored for many years.
The narrow selvage on the left has been folded under to fit into the envelope and there is some slight gum loss from
improper storage, none of which affect the signatures or the importance of his historic item. Overall Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Postmarks by State

U.S. Postal History
Postmarks by State

578

579

580

578
579
)
[Illinois] Shabbona, red scroll “Shabbona Grove/Aug 7 Ill” fancy town cancel with matching “Paid 3" rate
in scroll on 1851 cover addressed to Addison VT; indications of previous mounting, F.-V.F., this is the only example
of this type we have ever seen.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
[Maryland] Urbana, 1846 stencilled “Urbana MD” town cancel with “5" rate, manuscript ”circular", addressed to Frederick City MD, printed circular for Landon Female Seminary; reinforced with tape, F.-V.F., a rare
find. ASCC $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

580
581
)
[Massachusetts] Barnardston, blue double circle “Barnardston MA Feb 14" town cancel with matching
”5" rate & “Paid”, on a truly first rate valentine cover with allover design front & back, addressed to Concord NH, a
stunner, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

581

)
[New Hampshire] Hillsboro, green straight line town marking with manuscript date “Apl 2" and rate
”Paid 5" on 1849 folded lettersheet addressed to Pittsford VT, business letter, choice example, Very Fine; with 2014
P.F. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

582

)
New Hampshire post master & county cancels, 36 covers with unusual P.M. & County postmarks,
better includes 1880"Bethlehem NH/G.F.Abbott P.M.", sawtooth “Chandlerville NH/Benj. Chandler P.M./Apr 27
1882", ”Conn-Lake Coos Co NH", blue “Freedom NH/G.I. Philbrick PM/Jan 5 1887", double circle ”North Hinsdale
Cheshire County NH/Mar 8 1880", violet “So. Newburry NH/W.E. Cilley P.M./Dec 21 1883", with many full strikes, a
rousing good collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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583

584

583
584
)
[Ohio] Cincinnati, 1842 outer lettersheet entrusted to a steamboat in Louisville which had no mail contract, it was delivered to the post office in Cincinnati from where it was sent along an official mail route to Charleston
via Guyandotte, Charleston & Guyandotte were both later in WV, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
)
[Ohio] Waterford, 1818 manuscript town cancel, addressed to Benjamin Bartlett, with manuscript “12½”
rate, on folded letter sheet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

The Herbert Kagen Collection of West Virginia Postal History
Including West Virginia Towns as Part of Virginia Prior to Statehood

585

)
Berkeley Springs, 1845 red Berkeley Springs VA c.d.s., with manuscript “5" rate on folded lettersheet
addressed to Hedgesville VA; business letter, the oldest health resort in VA, later a town in WV; piece out of bottom
edge, F.-V.F., possibly the earliest handstamp of Berkeley Springs.
Estimate $300 - 400

586

)
Charleston, over 210 covers and cards; includes corner ad covers with many illustrated, Executive Department cover, postal stationery, “Return to Sender”, special delivery, hotel, 1939 Harley Davidson illustrated ad
cover, fancy cancels, WWII patriotics, postage dues; mixed condition, F.-V.F., a nifty collection of this state capital
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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587

)
Charlestown, 1851-1935, 35 covers, including advertising covers with colored ad for Virginia Free
Press, mourning cover, Trans-Atlantic covers, #9 on cover, etc.; mixed condition, F.-V.F., terrific material for the
West Virginia town collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

588

)
Dickinson Stores, 1820-45 Post Master William Dickinson correspondence, 52 stampless covers with
manuscript town cancels, from Mount Juliet to Postmaster William Dickinson at Dickinson Stores, Bedford County
VA, some slave content, one letter notes number of deaths from scarlet fever, many post office business letters, examine carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

589

)
Dickinson Stores, 1830-50 Post Master William Dickinson correspondence, 61 stampless covers with
manuscript town cancels, from Kanawha Salines, earlier letters written to William Dickinson Post Master at
Dickinson Stores, Bedford County VA, some slave content with many post office and general business letters, examine carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

590

590
592
)
Huntersville, 1852 manuscript town cancel “Frankfort VA” with rate “Paid 3" on folded letter sheet addressed to Huntersville VA, double circle with fancy feather design c.d.s. used as receiver, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

591

)
Kanawha Court House, 1811-88 including the Virginia period, approximately 100 covers, 22 stampless
with the balance franked; ten have manuscript town cancels, balance red & black circle c.d.s.’s, one with “Post Office Business Free” in circle; among the franked are an 1866 cover addressed in calligraphy, corner ad covers, one
with manuscript “Due 4¢”, fancy cancels; most with contents, F.-V.F., an opportunity for Virginia and West Virginia
collectors alike (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

592

)
Kanawha Court House, 1861 Kanawha C(ourt) H(ouse) VA c.d.s. with italicized “Paid” straight line, on a
stampless cover addressed to Lexington VA, Very Fine; with 1976 A.P.E.X. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

593

)
Kanawha Salines, 1830-55, 27 stampless covers, 8 manuscript town cancels, blame circle c.d.s., most
sent “Free”; some slavery content, F.-V.F., interesting reading, please review (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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594

595

596

594
595
)
Lewisburg, red “Kanawha C.H. VA” c.d.s. with manuscript “18¾” on outer lettersheet, addressed to
Fredericksburg VA, forwarded to Lewisburg VA and again to Clarksburg VA, with “Paid” straight line, manuscript direction to the postmaster “Post Master will confer/a favor on Mr Middleton/by forwarding this letter/to him as soon as
possible”, later was a town in WV; horizontal and vertical file folds and tiny tear at bottom, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
Martinsburg, twelve stampless covers when in Virginia, postmarks include brown double oval (2), red
double oval (3), red double circle, and 6 circle c.d.s., decent range of rate markings, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

596
597
)
Middleway, 1828 (Feb. 15) “Middleway VA” c.d.s. with manuscript date of “February 15" and ”Free", on
folded letter sheet addressed to James Barber (Barbour), Washington DC; father pleading to annul the draft call for
his underage son, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
James Barbour (June 10, 1775-June 7, 1842) was an American lawyer, politician and planter. He served as a
delegate from Orange County, Virginia, in the Virginia General Assembly, and as speaker of the Virginia House of
Delegates. He was the 18th Governor of Virginia and the first to reside in the current Virginia Governor’s Mansion.
After the War of 1812, Barbour became a U.S. Senator (1814-25) and the United States Secretary of War
(1825-28).

597

)
Parkersburg, 1835 Parkersburg VA [now WV] stencilled c.d.s. with manuscript “18¾” rate, on folded
lettersheet addressed to Harrisburg PA; business letter; file fold ending in small tear at top, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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598

598
601
)
Shepherdstown, 1834 (Nov. 22) red Shepherdstown VA origin with matching “Paid” straightline, along
with manuscript “18¾” rate, on folded lettersheet addressed to Lancaster City PA; letter was carried by hand from
Charleston to Shepherdstown and mailed from there, business letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

599

)
Shrewsbury, over 50 covers postmarked Shrewsbury, much slavery content; 11 franked, 44
stampless, with all being manuscript town cancels; many interesting business transactions involving negroes,
F.-V.F., a tremendous source of information for the collector; inspection urged (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

600

)
Shrewsbury, Post Master William Dickinson correspondence, 1820-30, 62 stampless covers with
manuscript town cancels, earlier letters written to William Dickinson Merchant, changes over to Post Master at
Dickinson Stores, Bedford County VA, some slave content with many post office and general business letters, examine carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

601

)
Shrewsbury, manuscript town cancel “Shrewsbury VA” with matching “Free/Jack Shrewsbury P.Mas”
on folded letter sheet addressed to Bowling Green KY, full complete strike arc Bowling Green KY c.d.s. used as receiver, redirected to Nashville TN, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

602

603

112

Ex 602
)
Wellsburg, two 1845 stampless covers, Wellsburg VA c.d.s. with “Paid/3" in oval addressed to Maysville
KY, and red Wellsburg VA c.d.s. with matching ”5" rate in double circle with fleurons addressed to Fishing Creek
VA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
Wheeling, approximately 130 covers in all; includes 19 stampless, with stamped covers including corner
ad cover for Monongahela Pre Rye Whiskies, illustrated ad covers for The Register, Caldwell & Peterson tool manufacturers, McAuley-Peters Tent & Awning Co., etc; we even note a Special Delivery cover; mixed condition,
F.-V.F., an exceptional collection, please examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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604

604
605
)
Wheeling, 1851 Wheeling VA c.d.s. on cover with “Paid/3" rate in fancy rayed box, on cover addressed to
Indiana PA; Wheeling will become WV’s first capital; edge flaws, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

605

)
White Sul. Springs, 1829 red “White Sul. Springs VA” with manuscript date “July 22" and ”18¾" rate on
outer folded letter sheet addressed to Philadelphia; now WV and home to the Greenbrier, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

606

)
Virginia stampless covers, 1818-48, over 120 stampless covers, towns include Berkley Springs,
Bethany, Blue Sulphur Springs (2), Buckhannon (2), Cabell Court House, Capon Springs, Charlestown (17),
Clarksburgh(4), Fairmont (2), Graves Creek (3), Guyandotte (2), Harper’s Ferry (10), Hedgesville, Huttonsville,
Kanawha Court House (6), Kanawha Salines, Lewisburg (4), Moorefield (Green), Morgantown (5), Parkersburg
(7), Penn’s Store (Tobacco ad), Phillipa(2), Point Pleasant (3), Romney (5), Salt Sulphur Springs, Shepherdstown
(12), Triadelphia, Weston, Wheeling (11), White Sulphur Springs (15), most with contents, with a few green cancels, unchecked for slave or political content, a choice virgin lot well worth exploring, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

607

)
Virginia stampless covers, 1830-1850, 11 better covers, with red Buffalo VA with matching “5" in circle
to Charlestown, manuscript Kanawha Court House to Richmond VA, Kanawha Court House to London England,
Lumberton VA to Clarksburg, Shepherdstown to Washington DC, red White Sulphur Springs with matching ”18¾"
rate to Harmony, red Wheel no outer rim to New York City, terrific material for the Virginia collector, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

608

)
Virginia manuscript town cancels, 1820-50, ten covers, includes Callaghans, Davis Mills(2), Emaus,
Glade Farms, Grafton, Middle Mountain (Unlisted), Pigeon Run, Taylor Store & Woodstock, seven of the covers
have original contents with Davis Mills, Middle Mountain, & Pigeon Run have slavery content, fairly easy to transcribe, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

609

H/m) West Virginia scenic picture post cards, 1905-60, a once-in-a-lifetime collection of several thousand is
offered, with classics, linens, and chromes, with many real photos, a few better include “Football Team of the
G.P.S., Lewisburg WV”, comic card of two women & a gent following a bus reading “There are plenty of Rubbernecks in Smithfield WV but I should worry?”, “Amusement Zone W.V. State Fair Park Wheeling WV” and “1911 Souvenir State Fair Class of Students …at The Elliot Commercial School…”, with a few single-day event cards;
duplication, Very Good to Excellent, truly a great collection; please review (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

610

)
West Virginia picture postcards, 1903-38, several hundred cards in four volumes and a box; mostly
West Virginia picture postcards, including a nice selection of real photos featuring single-day events; has panoramas of Old Chain Bridge Amesbury MA, Wickett Isle & Harbor Onset MA and Whittiers Birthplace Haverhill MA,
miniature leather with rebus design, ad card for Ball Band Rubbers; mixed condition, Very Good to Excellent, plenty
of premium cards present; inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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611

)
West Virginia postal history extravaganza by town, 1860-1995, over 3,000 covers and cards presented for your viewing pleasure, mostly mounted on pages; with approximately 400 ad covers, 150 picture postcards and 80 registered, includes First Flights, First Days, cacheted event, opening and closing dates of post
offices, postal stationery, RPOs, fancy cancels, towns include Anated, Anthem, Anawalt, Arden, Arlee, Alington,
Arbutus, Arbucks, Amos, Ambrosia, Amboy, Addison, Adamsville, Acme, Academy, Alvy, Auvil, Austen, Aurora,
Agusta, Atwood, Auburn, Athens, Ayers, Avon, Aplan, Affinity, Alma, Alpena, Avoca, Alum Bridge, Arbuckle, Addison, Adamsville, Acme, Academy, Alvy, Aulvil, Austen, Aurora, Agusta, Atwood, Aiburn, Athens, Ayers, Avon,
Aplan, Affinity, Alma, Alpena, Avoca, Beverly, Buffalo, Burning Springs, Burnsville, Buckhannon, Bristol, Brooklyn,
Brown’s Mills, Brown’s Town, Brushy Run, Barren Creek, Brown, Browning, Barboursville, Barracksville, Bartley,
Bridgeport, Bootsville, Borland, Boulder, Brownemont, Brady, Burnersville, Bull Creek, Burton, Big Isaac, Big Skin
Creek, Big Sprinks, Bim, Birch River, Blingamon, Blacksville, Bradshaw, Bramwell, Brandywine, Braxton C.H.,
Bluefield, Boardtree, Boaz, Boothsville, Blue Creek, Beatrice, Belfont, Big Bend, Bellton, Belington, Bert, Benwood,
Bensrun, Bemis, Bellsville, Bancroft, Baileysville, Bablin,Crickard, Cratesville, Cox’s Mill, Cowen, Clover Creek,
Cottageville, Cone, Circleville, Czar, Coal Valley, Coalburch, Clarksburgh, Clarksourg, Davis, Days Mills, Deep
VAlley, Deep Water, Dallis, Danville, Donald, Dotson, Dunbar, Dunlevie, Duke, Edray, Easton, Eastbank, East
Lynn, Eagle Mills, Eureka, Ethel, Etam, Endicott, Ellway, Elm Grove, Elliot, Ellenboro, Ella, Elk River, Elkins, Elm
Grove, Elk Horn, Elk Garden, Elk, Elizabeth, Egeria, Falls Mill, Falling Water, Fair Plain, Fabius, Franklin,
Frankford, Forman, Fort Gay, Forest Hill, Ford, Flemington, Flat Top, Fellowsville, Fayetteville, Farmington,
Freemansburgh, Frederick, Fraziers, Fungs Creek, French Creek, Fairmont, Gary, Gazil, Genoa, Gillespie, Given,
Gladesville, Glen Easton, Glen Jay, Glenwood, Greenland, Greenville, Grafton, Glenville, Green Hill, Green Bank,
Gormania, Good Hope, Guyandetta, Hacker’s VAlley, Holly Grove, Holman, Hope, Hernsham, Hendricks,
Henderson, Heights, Harvey, Hastings, Hartford City, Harrisville, Harpers Ferry, Harding, Hansford, Hanover,
Hammond, Hamlin, Halls Mills, Hall, Haddix, Hinkle’s Mills, Huttonsville, Hurricane, Hurricane Bridge, Hurlings,
Huffman, Hughston, Howesville, Howard, Horseshoe, Horner, Hopeton, Huntington, Holliday Cove, Hoarde,
Hinton, Ivy, Ivanhoe, Ira, Industrial, Job, Jesse, Jumping Branch, Keyster, Kingsville, Kimball, Keyston, Knight,
Kingwood, Letart, Lester, Lega, Lemen, Lefthand, Leewood, Leetown, Lewisburgh, Long, Lima, Lillydale, Little
Falls, Lindseey, Linden, Little Birch, Littleton, Lock Seven, Logan, Lumberport, Mannington, Marlington,
Mannington, Matewan, Mason, Mayton, Maywood, McClaine, Meadland, Meadville, Meadowville, Meadow Bluff,
Mercer’s Bottom, Meriden, Medley, Millpoint, Millville, Milo, Miletus, Millbranch, Middleway, Middlefork,
Middlebourne, Minongah, Minnora, Mineral Point, Mineral, Milton, Moundville, Moscow, Mossy, Mount Hope,
Morgantown, Mooresville, Moorfield, Newell, Nicholas C.H., Nicklow, North Mountain, Nimitz, Newwburgh, Ohley,
Oceana, Orpha, Oreide, Olive, Okonoko, Overhead, Ox, Parkersburgh, Parsons, Phildan, Patrick, Patterson Depot, Paw Paw, Peabody, Pecks Run, Pickaway, Piedmont, Palatine, Phillippa, Portland, Paint Creek, PAyton, Petroleum, Point Pleasant, Perrysville, Peerless, Peel Tree, Patton, Pennboro, Persinger, Quiet Dell, Reedsville,
Roe, Romney, Ronceverte, Rock Oak, Red House, Red House Shoals, Reedy, Resse’s Mill, Richwood, Red
Wood, Ridgeville, Richlands, Richwood, Ripley, Rippon, Rivesville, Roanoke, Raleigh C.H., Rock View, Red Sulphur Springs, Rowlesburg, Rusk, Salem, Salt Sulphur Springs, Sassafras, Saxman, Scott Depot, Selbyville,
Sharples, Shepherdstown, Shearard, Shinnston, Shirley, Short Creek, St. Albans, St. George, St. MArys, Salana,
Sisstersville, Six, Slab Fork, Smith, Sissionville, Snow Hill, Spencer, Strange Creek, Summersville, Summit Point,
Superior, Sutton, Simpon, Taylor, Texas, Thompson, Tipton, Tollgate, Toping Grove, Toson, Townsend Mills, Troy,
Union, Uppertract, Vadis, Valley Furnace, Vicars, Vivian, Wadestown, Walton, Wayne, War, Washburnm Webster,
Webster Springs, Welsh Glade, Welooms, West Liberty, West Milford, Weston, White Suphur Springs, Welch,
West Columbia, West Union, Williams, Wick, Wiggins, Wilbur, Williamson, Wellsong, Wadensville, Winfield,
Yawkey, Yorkville, Zela, Zenith, F.-V.F., put this on your “To View” list—there will be no regrets (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

612

)
West Virginia manuscript town cancels, 1820-50, approximately 65 stampless covers; towns include
Berkeley Springs, Braxton, Buckhannon, Buffalo, Bulltown (2), Cabell Court House (2), Clinton, Clarksburg, Coats
Mouth (3), Evansville, Fairmont, Falling Waters, Fayetteville, Frankford, Gauley Bridge (5), Glenville, Green Bank,
Greenbrier Court House, Huntersville (2), Kanawha Salines (2), Kingwood (2), Lewisburg, Locust Lane, Luneys
Creek (2), Monroe Court House, Morgantown, Mountain Cove, Phillippia, Phillippi, Paint Creek, Point Pleasant (3),
Princeton, Pruntytown (3), Romines Mills, Romney, Salt Sulphur Springs, Saltwater, Sheperdstown (2),
Shrewsbury (2), Sweet Springs, Triadelphia, Walnut Grove, Wardensville (2), Waughts Ferry, Weston, West Union;mixed condition, F.-V.F., most with contents; examine please (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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613

)
West Virginia postal history, thousands of covers, mostly from the twentieth century with a few stragglers from earlier: cacheted event, advertising with some illustrated, First Days, commercial, Post Office Business,
mourning, postal stationery, WWII Patriotics, Special Deliveries, and so much more; mixed condition, F.-V.F., a tremendous find for the cover dealer; examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

614

)
West Virginia county & post master cancels on cover, 16 covers including serrated ovals for
Kingwood, Wardensville, Lazearvlle and Beara; double-oval for Maysville; ovals for Sir John’s Run B&O Railroad;
double-circle for Ravenswood and Sardis, etc.; light duplication, mixed condition, mostly full strikes, F.-V.F., scarce
material (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

615

)
West Virginia postal history collection, 1861-88, over 170 stamped covers mounted on pages, all
identified as to originating town, with many corner ad covers, includes Baughman Hardware, H.F. Goff Leading
Hardware with billhead, West Virginia University.P. Wayman Sheriff Marshall, Second Hospital For Insane, Trinity
Parish, West Virginia Penitentiary with letterhead, Henry Marcus & Son pelts & hides with letterhead, Hospital for
the Insane, Our Jewel Roller Flour, generally clear strike of town cancels, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

616

)
West Virginia discontinued post offices, 1880-1935, 130 DPO covers on pages and loose, with Union
Village (S/R 7), Lockhart (S/R 4), Gunville (S/R 4), Mud Bridge (S/R 5), Peel Tree (S/R 4), Poplar (S/R 4), Schultz
(S/R 4), Rice (S/R 4), and more; the majority of covers are from the Prexie era, F.-V.F., please review (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Railroad and Waterway Covers

617

618

617
618
)
Balt & Ohio Rail Rd, 1846 blue “Balt & Ohio Rail Rd/Nov/12" c.d.s. with manuscript ”5" rate, on outer
folded lettersheet addressed to Martinsburg with manuscript “via/Harper’s ferry”; vertical filefold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
Sir John’s Run B & O R.R. Co., “Sir John’s Run B & O R.R. Co./Nov/15/1860" in oval with ”Free"
straightline, with manuscript “Free/C L Graffhing”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
Sir John’s Run’s post office & station of the B&O Railroad (on the Baltimore-Wheeling line) had approximately 25
inhabitants in 1860.
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619

)
Steamer “Hecla”, strong complete strike in red on outer lettersheet, addressed to Natchez MS, uncommon marking, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

Foreign Mail

620

621

622

623

116

620
621
)
1869, printed matter rate letter to Cuba, 2¢ brown (113) from Nueva York (New York), tied to printed
matter rate cover with black circular grid of squares cancel and black encircled NA1 cancel, addressed to Caibarién
(Cuba), with “circular Via Havana” routing marking and blue “Manuel Albareda, Nov 20, 1869, New York” merchant
marking on reverse, a few typical folding creases, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
1859, cover to London England, pair 12¢ (36) tied by Kanawha C(ourt) H(ouse) c.d.s., on cover, addressed to London, red “19" indicated that 19 cents was credited to the British postal service, hence the cover was
carried across the Atlantic by a British vessel, on annotated exhibition sheet, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

622
623
)
1859, cover to London England, pair 12¢ (36) canceled by circular grids with Kanawha C(ourt) H(ouse)
c.d.s., on mourning cover, addressed to London, red “3" indicated that 3 cents was credited to the British postal service, hence the over was carried across the Atlantic by an American vessel, on annotated exhibition sheet, F.-V.F.
Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
c. 1880, cover from Kingwood WV to Cawnpore India, 2¢ (183) tied to 3¢ (U164) with corner ad, with
Sea Post Office backstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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624

625

626

624
625
)
[Commission Merchants] Nashville TN. H.A. French & Son Grocers, 3¢ with partial inscription at right
tied by blue Nashville TN c.d.s., on brown embossed cameo ad cover, addressed to Kanawha Salines, stamp and
address upside down, with contents; toning right edge, horizontal filefold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
[Commission Merchants] Philadelphia PA, Staufer & Diehl, 3¢ tied by circular grid with 1858 Philadelphia PA c.d.s., on green cameo ad cover, addressed to Port Royal PA; ink docketing at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

626
628
)
[Food & Drink] 1908 Milwaukee WI, Peacock Brand Hams, 2¢ (319) tied by Milwaukee WI machine
cancel, to multicolored ad cover of peacock, addressed to Loyd WI; slightly reduced at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

627

)
[Grocers] Point Pleasant VA, Mitchell, Diltz & Co., 3¢ tied by Point Pleasant VA c.d.s., on brown embossed cameo ad cover, addressed to Winfield VA; ink docketing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

628

)
[Hand Drawn] Boy Before Wall, 3¢ (158) tied by geometric cancellation on 1879 cover, illustrated by
Frank Rockwell, from Brooklyn NY, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

629

)
[Hand Drawn] Colored Calligraphy Bird, 2¢ (210) tied by Peerless, WV c.d.s. on 1887 cover addressed
to Buffalo, WV; light toning, trivial tear at bottom, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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630

631

632

633

)
[Hand Drawn] Frame of nine hand drawn covers by Hal Robinson, a 30" by 20" frame with 9 hand
drawn covers, with clipped signature at bottom right, all sent to James Rice Jr in New York City & postmarked 1909
or 1910, one shows a fisherman asleep while fish are cavorting & two others show a painter at work; Hal Robinson
(1875-1933) was an artist of the naturalism school, shown in major galleries, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

631
632
)
[Hand Drawn] Woman Holding stick with Flag, 3¢ (158) tied by 1879 duplex on hand illustrated cover
of maid with stamp tied to stick, posted in Brooklyn NY, illustrated by Frank Rockwell, addressed to Russell MA,
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
)
[Hotel] Parkersburgh WV, Swann House, 3¢ cork-canceled with Parkersburgh, WV, c.d.s., on blue
embossed cameo advertising cover addressed to North Cornville, ME; with contents; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

633
634
)
[Hotel] Wheeling WV, Sprigg House, “Wheeling VA/May 19" c.d.s. with ”5" rate, on advertising blue illustrated cameo cover, addressed to Bever TX; light toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

634

)
[Machinery] Lynchburg VA, A.G. Dabney Foundry, 3¢ tied by Lynchburg VA c.d.s. on brown illustrated
cameo ad cover, addressed to Kanawha Salines, with contents; toning top edge, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

635

)
[Manufacturer] Elgin IL, Manufacturing City of the West, 2¢ tied by 1901 Elgin IL duplex, to allover illustrated advertising cover addressed to Chicago IL, design shows thirteen different factories with “The Gem Manufacturing City Of The West” banner, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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636

637

638

636
637
)
[Medical] Harrison’s Columbian Court Plaster, 1855 ornate black & white envelope advertising the
black court plaster with sample inside, manufactured for Apollos W. Harrison No 10 South 7th Street Philadelphia
PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
[Medical] New York City NY, Mrs. Z.R. Plumb Academy of Physical Culture, 3¢ tied by New York
fancy domestic cancel with New York c.d.s., on all over illustrated ad cover, addressed to Mercerville NY, with circular for the academy, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

638
639
)
[Music] Frederick MD, Wm. Knabe & Co Pianos, 3¢ tied by blue Baltimore MD c.d.s. on blue embossed
illustrated cameo ad cover, addressed to Frederick MD, with contents; light overall toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

639

)
[Shoes] Wheeling WV, M’ Clallens & Knox Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps, 3¢ (11) tied by Wheeling VA
c.d.s. on illustrated large black cameo ad cover, addressed to Ontonagon MI; toning at top and left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

640

)
[Stamps] 1864 Skowhegan ME, T.H. Dinsmore Revenue Stamps, 3¢ canceled & with Skowhegan ME
c.d.s., on allover illustrated advertising cover includes “Revenue Stamps For Sale”, addressed to South
Norridgewock ME, includes Treasury Department petition for payment of a bounty; reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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641

)
Advertising cover collection, late 1890’s - early 1900’s, from 2¢ Bureau with Triangles Issue Era, 50
covers with a wide variety of subjects: Iron and Brass Castings (Gears, Pulleys and Fly Wheels), Multicolor Cherokee Flour, Benzinger’s Magazine, Golden Russet Champagne Cider (two covers), American Tobacco with illustrated Indian, Dodge Manufacturing, Schools, Brown and Besly cabinets for office index and filing, New York
Condensed Milk Co., Minneapolis Flour, Diamond 54 Service Stations, T. Shriver & Co’s Iron Foundry, F.W. Stock
& Son’s Flour, Eureka Dynamo Belting, Norwich Nickel and Brass Works, I.A. Hall & Co. Reeds, Harness, Lingoes
and Mill Supplies (2 covers), American, Jr. Non-Drip Radiator Air Valve (two covers) and many more, a lovely group
with such great illustrations, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

642

)
Advertising cover selection, 1851-57, includes eight advertising covers, with Murphy & Co allover illustrated reverse cover, blue illustrated cameo ad for James Mazlitt liquors, blind embossed ad for Continental Hotel,
blue cameo for Fergusonville Academy with stamp with margin at left, red cameo for Morton & Griswold publishers,
blue cameo Amos Young Produce, red cameo in shape of a book for Ivison & Phinney publishers,and a blue illustrated cameo ad cover for McPherson & Thomas produce that unfortunately has a vertical tear at center, mixed
condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Exposition Covers

643
644
1856, Ohio State Fair, 1¢ (7) pen canceled on a rare early fair ad cover, F.-V.F. Scott $155.
Estimate $200 - 300

643

)

644

)
1888, Great West Virginia Exposition & State Fair, 3¢ tied by Wheeling, WV, c.d.s. on corner ad cover
for the Secretary of the West Virginia Exposition & State Fair, addressed to Charleston WV; reverse has blue illustration of entrance to fair with additional advertising; ink smears, F.-V.F., scarce and attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300

645

646

120

645
Ex 646
)
1893, Columbian Exposition, 3¢ (232) tied by Chicago Worlds’s Fair Station cancel to 15c Chile entire
(H&G B7) addressed to Chicago IL, Very Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
1893, Columbian Exposition, eight tickets, each graded by PCGS currency, consisting of: Chief Series
A - graded 66PPQ, Lincoln Series A - graded 65PPQ, Lincoln Series A - graded 58PPQ, Chief Series A - graded 64,
Handel - graded 64, Columbus - graded 64, Columbus Series A - graded 64PPQ, Washington Series A - graded
64PPQ.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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647

648

649

647
648
)
[Fraternal] Masonic Square & Compass (Mittineague MA) on two 1861, 3¢ rose (65), stamps tied by
two bold complete strikes of fancy cancel with Mittineague MA c.d.s., F.-V.F., ex Knapp. Skinner-Eno FR-M4c 1.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
[Letters] “US” (New Berne NC) on 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by full complete strike of fancy cancel to
cover with New Berne NC town cancel addressed to Ionia MI; light corner staining, stamp saddles along the top
edge and due to this has tiny edge flaws, F.-V.F. Skinner-Eno PT-US 5.
Estimate $200 - 300

649
650
)
[Pictorial] Eagle (Funkstown MD) on 1861, 3¢ rose (65), tied by circular grid with straight line
“Funkstown MD Feb 20", addressed to Frederick City MD, Very Fine, probably rare; with 2019 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

650

)
[Postal Markings] “Advertised” & “Unclaimed” (Bradford NH) on 1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94), tied by
straight line “Paid”, with Bradford NH town cancel, on cover addressed to Canaan NH, with straight line “Unclaimed”
& “Advertised ” in oval, return c.d.s. on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

651

)
Postal markings on cover, 1861-68, 5 covers with “Advertised” on cover to Brooklyn with contents, blue
“Advertised” to Norwalk CT, “Missent” on cover to Oyster Bay NY, “Not Called For” on cover to Nashville TN with
contents, carrier cancel on cover to Washington DC, and a blue carrier to Philadelphia with contents, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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652

)
[Stars] Hollow Star in Circle, 3¢ (65) tied by star cancel with Wilmington IL c.d.s., on 1861 cover addressed to Lockport NY, with Morris IL c.d.s. and boxed “Missent &/Forwarded”,with contents, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

653

)
Fancy cancels on cover, 1861-68, 22 covers, better includes Dayton Shield (S-E PS-ST 12), Albany
Clover (S-E PP-C 25), New Woodstock Star (S-E ST-St 24), Alexandria Flower (S-E GE-R 18), Dayton Mask (S-E
PH-M 29), choice covers, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Union Civil War Postal History
Including Selections from the Herbert Kagen Collection of Union and Confederate Postal History
654

)
1860, Fremont Campaign, two covers, includes allover “Maj. Gen. John C. Fremont” with flags around
his portrait (Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted) and Portrait Facing Left (Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted), terrific covers, trivial faults, inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

655

)
c. 1861, 3¢ entire, cancelled “Wheeling Park River Mail”, dated JUL 9 [no year] this is, per the consignor’s notes, a cover carried by the Wheeling-Parkersburg River Mail during the early days of the Civil War; addressed to Wheeling, VA; “See Chase” noted on reverse; hinge remnants and tear to back, though front remains
unmarred, F.-V.F., ex-1952 Meroni sale.
Estimate $250 - 350

656

)
1861-65, Civil War illustrated lettersheets, eight lettersheets, includes blue “Lady Liberty with The Union Forever…” (2), “Union” in red white & blue, blue “Sailor Hoisting Flag”, Magee “2nd Div. 9th A.C” flag, red Lady
Liberty “No North, no South…”, and lay with flag, very mixed condition, little war news, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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657

)
1861-65, correspondence “To Follow Regiment”, 15 covers, all addressed to William Everhart Great
Encampon Morgar County West Virginia, with manuscript “To Follow Regiment”, on with contents-camp news;
mixed condition, five missing stamps, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

658

)
1861-65, military addressed covers, 25 covers addressed to military bases, includes U.S. Marine
Corps Philadelphia, 8th N.Y. Heavy Artillery, Chief Qr Master Dist of Kansas, 75th Reg P. Dept of Cumberlaine,
Camp Ruff Battery H, one with contents, inspection invited; mixed condition, F.-V.F.(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

659

)
1861-65, War Department printed covers, 7 covers, includes “Bureau of Rebel Archives”, “Post Office
Regiment”, “Office Assistant Quartermaster, ”Bureau Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands", “Head Quarters, Army of the Potomac”, “Commissary General of Prisoners” & “Medical Department, U.S.A.”, F.-V.F., please
examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

660

)
1861, Magnus illustrated song sheets, excellent selection of Civil War lithography, includes six
Magnus illustrated song sheets plus the front and back covers, a illustrated song sheet by Magee, and a print of soldiers washing & bathing, small faults throughout, please examine, Fine (photo on web site)..
Estimate $200 - 300

661

)
1861-65, Soldier’s Due 3, 9 covers, includes two patriotics “All Honors to our Brave” (Bischel-unlisted,
W-unlisted), “Union and Liberty” (Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted), 4 straight line “Due 3", 2 ”Due 3" in lozenge and blue
“Due/3" in circle, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

662

663

662
Ex 663
)
1862, Civil War letter, home from Kanawha C.H. with war news, Kanawha C.H. VA c.d.s. on cover addressed to Lower Salem OH, datelined Meadow Bluffs (WV), with typewritten transcription, reads in part “…to join
companies G & D who had gone out to catch the rebel pickets, but did not succeed in catching the. The rebels were
camped at Salt Sulphur Springs and as soon as he heard of Crook’s advance he tuned up his old Jews harp and began playing that same old tune: S-k-a-d-d-a-d-d-l-e-”…"an old contraband whose master had gone to Heath’s force
taking 8 horses and a wagon along and leaving behind the darkie and four more horses…", with much more in this
vein, cover is split on three sides with staining at left, a great letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1862, Soldier’s Mail Due 3, 2 covers, both with manuscript “Soldier’s Letter”, both with Washington DC
c.d.s., one addressed to Cooper Shop Hospital, second to Willington CT; mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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664

665

666

664
665
)
1862 (June 28), free franked cover, sent from Sir John’s Run, VA, to Sandy Spring, MD, signed and
endorsed “Free” by Sir John’s Run’s Postmaster, addressed to his counterpart in Sandy Spring; great strike of “Sir
John’s Run/JUN/28/1862/B. & O. R. R. Co.” handstamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1863 (Dec. 26), cover sent from Kanawha C.H., VA, to Freesees Store, OH, containing the letter from
a solider of the 34th Ohio regiment, with report of the recent raid on Salem; cover bears 3¢ #65 tied by circle-of-wedges cancel with double-ring, fully dated Kanawha C.H. [Charleston, WV] c.d.s. at left, Very Fine, note the
c.d.s. reads “VA”, although West Virginia was granted statehood on June 20, 1863.
Estimate $200 - 300

666
667
)
1864, Prisoner’s Letter, Johnson’s Island, 3¢ (65) canceled by target & Sandusky OH c.d.s., on cover
addressed to Milestown MS, with oval hand stamp “Prisoner’s Letter/Johnson’s Island/Examined TOC”, includes
enclosure with same address, a scarce piece of postal history; pencil notation on reverse states “Missing Stamp”,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

667

)
1864, letter to Nashville TN, carried outside the lines, cover is addressed to Mr William A Carroll,
Nashville Tennessee, In care of Capt Marcumm, of Cop K 173 Regt OVS, To follow the Regt, with long two page letter from his wife, personal letter, with two swatches of fabric, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

668

)
1864, cover addressed to Secretary of War Joseph Holt, 3¢ canceled by grid and Philadelphia PA
c.d.s., addressed to Washington, Holt was the Secretary of War, was the Judge Advocate General during the Lincoln assassination trial; light toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
it was rumored that Holt held back evidence that might have helped the accused.
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669

670

669
670
)
1864 (June 24), soldier’s letter mailed at Kanawha C.H., VA, to Red-Lion, OH, small envelope, endorsed “Soldiers Letter” and confirmed by the commanding Captain, with double-ring
“Kanawha.C.H./JUN/24/1864/VA” c.d.s. at left; note the cancel still reads “Virginia” a year after West Virginia became a state; light overall foxing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1864 (Aug. 23), cover sent via B&O Railroad, from Paw Paw [WV] to Mulberry, OH, a lovely cover
bearing 3¢ #65 (slightly toned) canceled by eight-bar killer in blue, with matching oval “B. & O.
R.R./AUG23/1864/Paw-Paw” handstamp at lower left; the postmaster at Paw Paw, Jacob Ziller, also served as the
B&O’s ticket clerk; hinge remnants on back, nevertheless Very Fine, a rare cover, which is noted on back: “This
Cover Is Guaranteed As Genuine By [signed] Stanley B. Ashbrook”, “Siegel” penciled on reverse.
Estimate $300 - 400

Civil War Patriotic Covers
671

672

673

)
Beardless Lincoln, 1861-62, correspondence of three lettersheets picturing a beardless Lincoln in a thin
oval, same design as Walcott 155 less the signature at bottom, all addressed to Cousin Roscoe and sent by Luther,
one letter mentions the Slidell Affair, terrific trio of Lincoln collateral material, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 672
)
Twelfth New-Hampshire Regiment, three different regimental covers, two with eagle and flags (one on
white and one on dark buff), and one in red on amber depicting regiment with “The Union - It must be preserved” inscription. Each with Washington DC town marking and addressed to NH; Bischel 2441 with creased stamp, Bischel
2442 a stampless cover, F.-V.F. Bischel 2441-3.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
States & Regiments, 8 covers, 1861-65, includes Loyal Hoosier State (Bischel-3116, W-1765), Fourteenth Regiment NH (Bischel-2450, W-1358), 11th Regiment NH Volunteers (Bischel-2436var, W-1350var), Sixteenth NH Regiment (Bischel-2461var, W-1373var), 7th NH Regiment (Bischel-2431, W-1345), Loyal to the Union
Massachusetts (Bischel-3168, W-1670), Liberty Union Pennsylvania (Bischel-27, W-1625), and Co. 6, 7th Regiment Conn Volunteers (Bischel-2256, W-1443), mixed condition, some inexpensive stock, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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674

675

676

674
675
)
Revolutionary War Soldier Holding Flag (26), 1858 Hatch & Co. imprint at bottom, by rare Boston
printer extremely handsome example tied on a gorgeous 1861 Patriotic cover to Springfield, Mass, tied by light
black grid with matching “Lynn, Ms., Jun 15” c.d.s.; stamp with small faults, cover with horizontal fold hardly detracts, Very Fine. Scott $150. Walcott 1900.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
“Forever float that standard sheet…”, 1861 manuscript town cancel “Sandy Hook Md Aug 8", ”Paid"
rate crossed out, and “Soldiers Letter” addressed to Perkiomen Bridge PA, with three page letter and transcription,
description of life as a member of the camp band, with much camp and war news; light toning, piece out of backflap
resulting in piece out of top left corner, F.-V.F. Bischel unlisted. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $400 - 600

676
677
)
“God Speed The Right”, 3¢ (65) canceled by circular grid with Paris KY town cancel on patriotic cover
with eagle, shield & stars, addressed to Oregon OH, interesting pencil note on reverse “Enclosed will be found a
small piece of tobacco given me by Brother William and from which I learned the use of tobacco written this 6th day
of January 1870 by Jess Warwick” to whom the envelope is addressed, no contents, interesting, Very Fine. Bischel
4350. Walcott 2484.
Estimate $250 - 350

677

)
Eagle, Flag & Snakes, a spectacular multicolor design by Harback & sons of Philadelphia showing the
American Eagle destroying the Confederate Flag and 13 Secessionist Serpents, with Andrew Jackson, John C.
Calhoun and Fort Sumpter in background; verse on back reads, in part “The destruction of the Snake of South
Carolina, Nullification and Secession, and all her progeny by the National Bird, Extremely Fine and choice. A magnificent and very rare unused patriotic.
Estimate $200 - 300

678

)
Flags, two covers, the first “Then Conquer We Must.” addressed to Pittsburgh PA (Bischel-5463,
W2975var), the second “If Anyone Attempts to Haul It Down.” addressed to Providence RI (Bischel-5211, W-unlisted), clean covers, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

679

)
Flags, 10 covers, 1861-65, includes Eagle on Globe (Bischel-4726, W-unlisted), Eagle & Two Flags
(Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted), Monitor & Merrimac (Bischel-1053, W-627), “God Save The Union” (Bischel-5205,
W-3009var), “Baby Waker” (Bischel-5022, W-2766), “The Union & Constitution” (Bischel-5501, W-2975), “Protect
It” (Bischel-5416, W-3017) with enclosure with war news, Flag Facing Right (Bischel-5396, W-unlisted) and more,
mixed condition, a few unlisteds, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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680

680
686
)
Flags and “The star spangled banner…”, manuscript town cancel “Sissonsville WV/ Jan 25" with
manuscript ”Paid 3"; addressed to Astor House, New York City, with four-page business letter; corner fault lower
left, light edge wear, F.-V.F. Bischel 5565. Walcott 334var.
Estimate $250 - 350

681

)
West Virginia Civil War patriotic cover collection, 28 covers all originating in West Virginia; includes
Flag & Globe (Bischel-4945, W-2729var), Lady Liberty & Flag with contents (Bischel-4084, W-2331var), “Our Union Defenders” (Bischel-3592, W-1960), Soldier Bidding Farewell to Family (Bischel-2132, W-842var), N.Y. Engineers (Bischel-2586, W-1250) ex-Walcott, Map of Battle of Pittsburgh Landing (Bischel-1012, W-602), etc.; seven
with contents; mixed condition, F.-V.F., excellent break-up value (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

682

)
Miscellaneous subjects, 10 covers plus an illustrated lettersheet, includes George Washington
(Bischel-182, W-93), George Washington (Bischel-171, W-88), Vermont Soldier (Bischel-3561, W-2065), Conquer
We Must (Bischel-3651, W-1969), Liberty & Flag (Bischel-4095, W-2338), “We Have Beat…” (Bischel-639, W-unlisted), “When Through Life…(Bischel-unlisted, W-unlisted), ”We are coming…" (Bischel-1283, W-735), Liberty &
Flag (Bischel-4095, W-2338), Eagle (Bischel-4268, W-2630), and a Magee illustrated letter sheet (Bischel-4697,
W-2232), mixed condition, inspect closely, a few better are present, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

683

)
Civil War patriotics used during WWII, approximately 55 covers, all posted during 1941-1945, better
include Magnus battle scene, Magnus U.S. Capitol Washington, with sword pointing, “As It Will Be” with angel and
two children, Federal Hill Baltimore, with many characters & state design, a unique find, please examine, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

684

)
Civil War patriotic covers, eight different, includes “Flag & Cannons” (Bischel-4997, W-2761var), “Eagle & Shield” (Bischel-4468, W-2487), “Lady Liberty with Flag” (Bischel-4076, W-2328), “The War for the Union”
(Bischel-3474, W-1936), “Young America off to War” (Bischel-3373, W-1876var), one with contents, plus two
fronts, mixed condition, inspection urged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Sanitary Fair Covers
685

)
Sanitary Commission covers, 1861-83, 5 covers, includes two blind embossed “U.S. Sanitary Commission Soldiers Mail”, corner ad “United States Sanitary Commission Soldier’s Letter”, “U.S. Christian Commission” & “New England Soldier’s Relief Association”, nice selection of material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

686

)
Western Sanitary Commission Rooms wrapper, 2¢ (W55) canceled by target and St Louis MO c.d.s.,
on printed 1863 “Western Sanitary Commission Rooms St Louis” wrapper, scarce; edge faults, stain bottom right,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

687

)
Sanitary Fair covers, 1864, 3 covers, includes Sanitary Commission envelope with matching lettersheet
to Laporte PA, Sanitary Commission cover to Canandiagua NY, and a cover with letter date lined Camp Maryland
Heights with war & political news, interesting reading, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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688

688
689
)
U.S. Used in the Confederacy, Dinwiddie CH, Va., neat manuscript postmark, May 29, 1861, on a U.S.
5¢ Star Die to Peteresburg, Va.; faint, insignificant horizontal file fold, Very Fine. Used just two days before the
C.S.A. took control of their own postal system.; signed Kimbrough. C.S.A. Catalog $250. Estimate $200 - 300

689

)
U.S. Used in the Confederacy, Greenville CH, S.C., mostly clear c.d.s., Mar 25 on a U.S. Star Die to
Gen. Samuel M. McGower at Abbeville, C.H., S.C., Very Fine; signed Kimbrough. C.S.A. Catalog $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

690

)
U.S. Used in the Confederacy, Burkesville, Va., Very Fine May 13 c.d.s. ties U.S. 3¢ Type III (26) on a
pretty lemon cover to Farmville, Va.; includes an easily readable 2-page letter from a man to his son, a new recruit,
in part, “How long the War may last, I cannot yet imagine, although some flatter the idea that peace will be made
without firing a gun” and “As for peace, we should give the Northern abolitionists with Lyncoln [sic] at their head, one
good brushing before the matter closes, that they may know better how to treat the Southern Democracy…”; stamp
with nicked upper right corner, Very Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

691

)
[South Carolina] Green Pond, manuscript Nov 26, 1864 postmark and “Pdue 10c” on a blue & gray floral wallpaper cover to Miss Susan Reeder, Manning, S.C.; Soldier’s docketing, “From Wm. R(eeder), Palmetto
Guard __, Green Pond, So.Ca.; bottom flap turned up for display, F.-V.F. C.S.A. Catalog $200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

692

)
[South Carolina] Greenville Court House, two covers with 32mm c.d.s. and handstamped “PAID”, one
“5” (type B) to Pendleton, S.C., the other “10” type C to Amherst C.H., S.C., F.-V.F.; the latter signed P.A. Kaufmann.
C.S.A. Catalog $400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

693

)
[South Carolina] Spartanburg Court House, mostly clear c.d.s., Jul 17, 1863 with handstamped
“PAID/10” (type F) on a two-tone blue wallpaper cover to “Patterson P.O., Caldwell Co., No. Carolina/ Via Charlotte” with manuscript “Ch key box 79”; corner turned up for display, Fine; signed P.A. Kaufmann. C.S.A. Catalog
$200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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694

)
Amelia Court House, Very Fine strike 31mm Oct 8 [1861] c.d.s. with manuscript “Paid 10c” on a pretty
yellow cover to Port Gibson, Miss.; includes original letter mentioning, in part, a new “Hospatal [sic] at the CH”, Very
Fine. Listed in the C.S.A. Catalog as “unsupported”. C.S.A. Catalog $150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

695

)
Charlotte Court House, bold Jul 2 c.d.s. in brown with matching “PAID 5” (type B) (“5” struck twice) plus
manuscript “pd” on a cover to Dr. Wm. H. Dennis, Big Lick, Roanoke County, Va.; neatly repaired tears at left,
F.-V.F. appearance, Ex-Kohn, Emerson, Everett; signed Kimbrough. C.S.A. Catalog $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

696

)
Lunenburg Court House, manuscript Jan 24 [1861] postmark and “PAID/10” on a green & gray floral
wallpaper cover to Petersburg, Va.; bottom flap turned up for display, Fine. C.S.A. Catalog $200 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

697

)
Orange Court House, partly faded Nov 19 c.d.s. (“9” in manuscript) in red with matching “PAID” and
manuscript “5” (type A) on a cover to C.D. Clark, Capt & A.QM [Assistant Quartermaster, Manassas Junction, O & A
R R [Orange & Alexandria Railroad]; the contents concern the settling of accounts for government grain purchases,
F.-V.F.; signed Kimbrough. C.S.A. Catalog $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

698

698
701
)
[Commission Merchants] Petersburg VA, Thos Branch & Sons with Blue Paid, blue Petersburg VA
with integral 5 cts, with matching “Paid” straight line, addressed to Liberty VA with printer billhead, F.-V.F. C.S.A.
Catalog $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

699

)
1847, two slavery related stampless covers from Bedford VA, addressed to Col Wm Dickerson
Kanawha Salines, the first dated Nov 25 1847 reads in part :…I have a couple of young negro men now on the
Kanawha & under the comtrove of Jas S. Turner which I should be glad to hire to Dickerson & Shrewsbury during
the next year & at such price as they may be giving for similar hands. As agent for Stephen Martin I should also like
to hire to D.H. two other men unless Jno M Connaha who has the management by Martin’s auction has already
made engagements during the year 1848…", the second dated Dec 4th 1847 reads in part “Sirs I wish you to send
my boys home at Christmas not to stay but to return in a few weeks…”, fairly easy to transcribe, historic slave content, examine carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

700

)
1860-61, two tax receipts for slaves, 1860 for David Roberts with a 3.60 assessment for three slaves,
the second is 1861 for Henry Wills with a $1 assessment for a free male, scarce items, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

701

)
1861 (June 20), stampless cover sent Harper’s Ferry to Lexington, GA, final day of Confederate
postal service, orange cover bearing double-circle Harper’s Ferry c.d.s., with straightline “PAID” top center and
italicized handstamped “10" to the left; Harper’s Ferry was recaptured by Union forces on June 15, with June 20 the
last day the Confederates serviced mail in the town; slightly wrinkled at right, tape-repaired tear to backflap; neither
detracts, F.-V.F.+, a great piece of Harper’s Ferry postal history—two years to the day before West Virginia was
admitted to the Union.
Estimate $350 - 500
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702

703

704

702
703
)
1861 (June 23), stampless cover, sent Beverly, VA, to Georgia, an eye-catching straw yellow cover,
with manuscript origin and date at upper left and two “Paid 10" inscriptions at upper left; sent 20 days after the Union
victory at the Battle of Philippi, when Beverly was still in Confederate hands; some edge wear and corner flaws, with
tear to backflap, still F.-V.F., scarce usage—only manuscript postmarks are known for this time period.
Estimate $250 - 350
)
1861 (Oct. 28), stampless cover mailed from Travelers Repose to Carter’s Bridge, VA, Traveller’s
Repose [Bartow, WV] was a tavern located on the strategic Parkersburg-Staunton Turnpike, and became a post office during the Civil War; this cover bears manuscript “Travelers Repose/Oct 28" at top center, with ”Paid/5" at upper right; addressed to a Confederate colonel in Albemarle County, VA; lower corners slightly bumped; tear to back
under backflap of no consequence, F.-V.F., very few covers from Traveller’s Repose survive, ex-Dietz collection.
Estimate $350 - 500

704
705
)
1861, Huntersville VA stampless cover, manuscript town cancel “Huntersville VA/Sept 5", and ”5 Due"
rate, on cover addressed to “Buckingham Co. House VA”; staining top right, edge tear bottom left, F.-V.F.; with 1973
C.S.A. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

705

)
1861, “Paid/5" Charlestown VA, ”Charlestown VA/Nov 13"c.d.s. with “Paid/5" in circle, addressed to
Company H, 13th Regiment Va. Vols, Centreville VA, F.-V.F.; with 1977 C.S.A. certificate. Estimate $300 - 400

706

)
1861, Richmond VA handstamp “Paid 5 Cts”, three stampless covers all addressed to “Lieut
Mumford/Wise Brigade/Lewisburg VA”, each with Richmond “Paid 5 Cts” handstamp; staining and general wear,
F.-V.F.; with 1979 C.S.A. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
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707

)
1861-62, stampless cover collection. Lot of 29 stampless CSA covers. Includes Richmond VA with
fancy “Paid/5 cts”, Lauren C.H. S.C. boxed “Paid” & “5", Richmond VA with ”Paid/5" in circle, manuscript town cancel “Surry C.H. VA with matching ”Paid 10", Richmond VA with fancy “Paid/5 Cts”, Fairfax Station VA with “Paid 5",
Chester C.H. S.C. with ”Paid" & “5" in circle, a fantastic lot of these sought after stampless covers, mixed condition,
review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

708

)
1861-65, Civil War postal history group, approximately 95 covers from the Civil War era, starts with 25
patriotics including Magnus “Camp Scene” (Bischel-1348, W-776), “God, Our Country and Liberty” (Bischel-3957,
W-2203), Original Thirteen State Seals (Bischel-3055, W-1622var), Beardless Lincoln (Bischel-312, W-162), two
letters with war content, eight patriotics used during the centennial, and several military addresses, a handsome &
useful group, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

709

)
1861-65, postal history selection, lot of 17 covers. Includes six #1 with a pair & one with contents, three
#2, five #3, a #4, many with military addresses, front with “Prisoner’s Letter Johnson Island” in oval, U26 used April 6
1861 from Abbeville SC, must to reviewed to fully appreciate the value of this lovely lot, good bidding! F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

710

)
1861-65, three adversity covers, includes cover with red Buckingham C.H. VA c.d.s. with #11 on writing
paper with contents, second has pair #6 (faulty) tied to cover made from bond table, and third has #11 tied by Camden SC to cover made from lined writing paper and address partially erased, mixed condition as to be expected,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $250 - 350

711

)
1861-65, three advertising covers, includes blue cameo ad on backflap for Powhatan House Richmond, corner ad cover for McCorkle Son & Co Lynchburg with contents, and corner ad cover for Alleghany Springs
with contents, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

712

)
1861-65, three turned covers, first is #12 tied by target cancel on cover addressed to Richmond VA
turned from unreadable address, second is carried outside the mail, turned from Culpepper VA address with contents, last is a cover addressed to Liberty VA from North Garden VA, turned from Liberty VA address, with contents,
mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

713

714

713
714
)
1862 (Jan. 25), stampless cover sent from Romney, VA, to Augusta, GA, a lovely cover, with
well-struck “Romney/Jan/25/VA” c.d.s. at bottom center with handstamp “10" at lower left; neatly opened at left, but
sizable horizontal tear to back, F.-V.F. with a flawless front.
Estimate $150 - 200
)
1862 (May 22), cover sent Lewisburg to North Garden Depot, VA, mangled Northern “PAID”
handstamp, a small cover, with blurred Lewisburg c.d.s. at left, and arced “Paid/5" handstamp at right—the ”5" being the disfigured “3" of the Union ”Paid" handstamp available to the Confederate postmaster, fresh front; tears to
backflap; handstamp in blue (“V.M.Inc.”?) on reverse, Very Fine, a nice example of “when needs must” ingenuity.
Estimate $250 - 350
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715

715
716
)
1862, Orange Court House VA “DUE 10" adversity cover, handstamp on cover addressed to Liberty
VA, cover is made from document, business letter, scarce item and unlisted marking of this style, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

716

)
1862, Romney VA handstamp “10", Romney VA c.d.s. with manuscript ”Due" and “10" handstamp rate,
Vangham of Co B, 48th Regt VA Vol, addressed to Union Depot TN, with contents; stain bottom right of cover, letter
repaired, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

717

)
1862-63, adversity covers made from documents, three covers from the same correspondence, all
addressed to Liberty VA, first is made from a grocers receipt with contents, second is made from legal document
with contents, with extensive ink docketing, third is made from a document VA with contents, two with missing
stamps, mixed condition, excellent group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

718

)
1862-63, De La Rue issue cover grouping, 19 covers franked with #6 & 7, with two covers single franking, one with letter-war content, one cover turned with red Buchingham C.H. c.d.s., three manuscript town cancels,
great lot for internet sales, mixed condition, review, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

719

)
1863, Richmond VA “DUE 10" adversity cover, 1863 Richmond VA c.d.s. with italicized ”Due 10"
handstamp on cover, includes contents, cover is made from document; small faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

720

)
1863, three turned covers, 1.) first use Marion, N.C. with 10¢ type 2), second Taylorsville, N.C. with 10¢
type 1; 2.) first B[achelor’s] Retreat, S.C. stampless, second Abbeville, S.C. with sheet margin 10¢ type 1; and 3.)
first Rock Hill, S.C. target, second Bath C.H., Va., both with 10¢ type 2, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

721

)
1863-64, De La Rue issue cover grouping, 31 covers franked with #11 & 12, includes one with contents-family matter, nice range of shades, a couple of four margin examples, a few military addresses, terrific lot for
internet or bourse dealers, mixed condition, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $3,875 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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722

722
723
())
10-Star Flag (C.S.A. Catalog F10-3), cover front only with Culpepper C.H., Va. c.d.s., Jul 15, 1861 with
type A handstamped “Paid” and manuscript “10”, to Mr. James L. Scruggs, Holly Springs, Marshall Co., Miss.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

723

)
Large Hand Holding 11-Star Flag (C.S.A. Catalog F11-9), slogan 33: “Fast Colors…warranted not to
run.”; postmarked Tudor Hall, Va., Nov 19, 1861 (date slug rotated 90º counter clockwise) with red manuscript and
type E handstamped “Due 10”; extensive repairs, Very Fine appearance. C.S.A. Catalog $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

724

)
Camp Douglas/ Examined/ Prisoner’s Letter, mostly legible censor’s oval handstamp on a cover from
P.O.W. Jonathan Huntsucker, via “U.S.A. Fortress Monroe, Va., For Flag of Truce”, to his wife in Wise Court House,
Va., postmarked Sep 16 Richmond c.d.s. with handstamped “10”; a 10c greenish blue type 1 (11c) has been
added at upper right, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Confederate Provisional Issues

725

)
Barnwell Court House, S.C., 1861, 5¢ black (123XU1), mostly clear strike with boxed PAID on cover to
Rev. Iveson L. Brookes, Hamburg[h], S.C.; slight damp stain at upper left, F.-V.F. An excellent example of this rare
provisional, Ex-Parham, Marcus Brown, Richard Warren; signed P.A. Kaufmann.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Rev. Brookes was a fervent Southern Sectionalist and a staunch defender of slavery. His most famous defenses
were two pamphlets written during the crisis of 1850: “A Defence of the South against the Reproaches and
Incroachments of the North” (1850) and “A Defence of Southern Slavery against the Attacks of Henry Clay and
Alexander Campbell”(1851), the latter written at the request of South Carolina Governor, James Henry
Hammond.
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726

)
Columbia, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (18XU1), postmarked matching blue Sep 3 Columbia c.d.s., addressed to
“W. H. Chapman, Spartanburg ‘PO’, SC” with the instruction “Spartanburg PM please forward by daily mail”; in another hand, someone has “practiced” writing “Columbia” and rewriting the address; bottom back flap missing, other
edge wear, otherwise Fine. Ex-Clapp; signed P.A. Kaufmann. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

Confederate Regular Issues on Cover

727

727
)
1861, 5¢ green (1), tied by indistinct c.d.s., on CSA patriotic cover with flag & verse, addressed to
Winchester VA, with enclosure date lined Camp Longstreet, three pages with war news, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

728

)

728
729
1861, 5¢ green (1), pen canceled, addressed to Mount Meridian VA, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

729

)
1861, 5¢ green (1), pen canceled with manuscript town cancel, addressed to Hampton Sidney VA,
F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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730

730
731
)
1861, 5¢ green & 1862, 5¢ blue (1, 4), two 5¢ tied by indistinct c.d.s., on cover addressed to Liberty VA,
datelined Sept 16 1862, business letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

731

)
1861, 5¢ green, Stone 1 (1), stamp with three margins, in at left and affixed upside down, tied by decent
strike of Richmond, VA c.d.s. 28 Jan 1862 to folded letter concerning sale of candles by Dunlop Moncure & Co., addressed to Petersburg, Va., very clean and attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

732

)
1861, 5¢ green, 10¢ blue, 5¢ blue selection (1, 2, 4), 11 covers, includes seven #1, three #2 & a #4,
eight have contents, one is an advertising cover, two 1s are sound, the rest have various faults from trivial to parts of
stamps missing, a solid group well worth our low estimate, examination is urged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,325 if sound
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

733

733
734
)
1861, 5¢ green, Stone 2 (1), clear to large margins, tied by Jun 23 Pittsylvania C.H., Va. c.d.s. on a
cover from the Wise correspondence, addressed to George D. Wise Care of Gen. H.A. Wise, Richmond, Very Fine,
Ex-Judd. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
George Douglas Wise was Aide-de-Camp to his uncle, Brig. Genl. Henry A. Wise, who was the pre-war governor
of Va. A biography of General Wise is included.

734

)
1861, 5¢ dull green, Stone 2 (1), four nice margins, tied by Mar 3 Amelia C.H. Va. c.d.s. on a cover to
“Winterpock P.Office”, Chesterfield Co., Va.; top flap missing, otherwise Very Fine. Winterpock was the chief coal
mining town in the area from 1839-1883. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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735

735
736
)
1861, 5¢ green, Stone 2 (1), four margins, tied by manuscript “X” on a tissue paper cover postmarked
red-orange Feb 27 Orange CH, Va. c.d.s.; to Mrs. Spotswood W. Carmichael, Culpepper CH, Va.; quite fresh and
well preserved for a cover made from such fragile paper, Very Fine; signed P.A. Kaufmann. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
Spotswood Wellford Carmichael was a prominent physician from Fredericksburg, Va. who was an Army Surgeon,
serving at Culpepper CH, Chaffin’s Bluff, and Danville, Va. and Newman, Ga.

736

737

)
1861, 5¢ green, Stone 2 (1), horizontal pair, clear to large margins except just touching at right, tied by
light Aug 11 Laurens C.H., S.C. c.d.s. on a handmade cover to Cokesbury, S.C., Very Fine; signed Kimbough.
Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

737
738
)
1861, 5¢ dark green, Stone 1 (1b), tied by Dec 12 Richmond c.d.s. on small cover to R.M.T. Hunter,
Loyd’s [sic], Essex Cty, Va.; stamp is Fine, cover Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
Robert M.T. Hunter was C.S.A. Secretary of State, 1861-1862.

738

)
1861, 5¢ olive green, Stone A/B (1c), four nice margins, tied by weak, virtually unreadable Dec 13
Powhatan C.H., Va. c.d.s. in “tobacco juice brown” on folded letter datelined Powhatan CH, Dec 12, 1861; small
tear at top of cover, otherwise Very Fine. Letter is from B.F. Graves, Commissioner of Revenue for Powhatan
County, re a legal tax matter.; signed P.A. Kaufmann. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

You can bid live via the internet at www.StampAuctionNetwork.com.
Be sure and register beforehand with Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions and be approved first
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739

739
740
)
1861, 5¢ green and 1862, 5¢ blue (1, 6), tied together by Chester C.H., S.C. c.d.s., Aug 12, 1862 on a
cover to “J. S. Wilson, 1st Lieut Comdg Co D. 1st Batt, Cavalry S.C.V., Rantole Station [Johns Island, Charleston,
S.C.]“; each stamp with a comer crease and cover with edge faults and some staining / wrinkling.; includes original
letter headed “Chester, So. Ca., August 2nd 1862” saying ”This certifies that Private A. J. Harden, who is laboring
under Chronic Rheumatism is not yet according to my opinion able to perform military duty.” and more, [signed]
“Wm R McNeil (?), Att’d Physician”.
Estimate $200 - 300
Capt. John Simonton Wilson was in the House of Representatives when the Ordinance of Secession was passed
and raised the company of cavalry known as “The Chester Troop", in which he served as part of Fitzhugh Lees
Army of Northern Virginia. An original biography of Wilson written by a descendant accompanies.

740

741

)
1861, 10¢ blue, Hoyer & Ludwig printing (2), four good margins, tied by clear Apr 4 Orange C.H., Va.
c.d.s. on a cover to Greensboro, Ala., Very Fine; signed Kimbrough. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

741
742
)
1861, 10¢ blue, Paterson printing (2), three margins, pen canceled on folded letter postmarked manuscript “Gravel Hill, Va., Sept. 16/62”, to Lewis L. Crenshaw in Richmond; stamp with a vertical, pre-use crease,
F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
Lewis Crenshaw bought and remodeled the house that became the White House of the Confederacy shortly
before the Civil War and sold it to the City of Richmond in 1861.

742

)
1861, 10¢ light blue, Paterson printing (2a), tied across the flaps of a soiled cover by an incomplete
Lynchburg, Va. c.d.s. (stamp torn in half on opening); addressed to Miss Nannie Victor, Arrington Depot, Va. with
manuscript instruction “Stamp on Back” [clerks often missed the stamp and ended up charging postage due]; includes the original articulate 8-page soldier’s letter from the field to his sweetheart, enclosing a dried rose bud
[still present]; the lovesick letter, written in strong, easily read pencil, is datelined Lynchburg, Va., 4 July 1864; letter
with split file folds, cover with flap tears, Fine, unusual.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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743

744

745

746

138

743
744
)
1861, 10¢ light blue, Paterson printing (2a), four large margins, tied by light Sep 22 Chester C.H., Va.
c.d.s. on a cover to Capt. W.A. Walker, Adams Run, S.C.; opening faults at top; includes original letter to Capt.
Walker from John Simonton Wilson headed Logansville S.C., in part, “I send down…furloughs for six sick men
who in my opinion [are] not worse than five others here…”; the 2-sided letter goes on to discuss logistics for the rumored movement of his company to Maryland., Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1861, 10¢ light blue, Paterson printing (2a), four large margins, tied by bold Proctor’s Creek, Va.
c.d.s., Oct 2, 1862 across the flap of a homemade cover to Kenansville, N.C.; minor edge wear, F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

745
746
)
1861, 10¢ light blue, Paterson printing (2a), huge margins, Extremely Fine, canceled neat manuscript
“X” on a small cover postmarked manuscript “Little’s Mills N.C., Nov. 10th 1862”, addressed to Capt B.F. Little (Care
of Col. Marshall), 52nd Regt N.C. Troops, Gen. Pettigrew’s Brigade, Petersburg, Va., F.-V.F. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1861, 10¢ light milky blue, Stone Y (2e), three margins, tied by clear Chester C.H., S.C. Sept 20, 1862
double circle on turned cover to Mrs. Isabella Woodruff, “Equality P.Office, Anderson Dst.So.Ca.”; missent to Anderson C.H., S.C., where it was postmarked on Oct 5 and redirected to Equality with a manuscript “10 ford” crossed
out; original inside use was hand carried to Chester C.H, Very Fine, Ex-Wm. A. Fox; signed P.A. Kaufmann. Scott
$400+.
Estimate $300 - 400
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747

748

749

747
748
)
1861, 10¢ pale milky blue, Stone Y (2e), clear to oversize margins, tied by light Dec 1 Amherst C.H., Va.
c.d.s. on a small cover to Richmond, Care of Major Bushrod Hunter; light, insignificant vertical file fold, Very Fine;
signed Kimbrough. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
)
1861, 5¢ green (1), tied by White Sulphur Springs VA c.d.s. on cover addressed to Junction Store PO VA,
F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $400 - 600

749
750
)
1862, 5¢ blue (4), pair pen canceled tied by manuscript town cancel “Union VA” addressed to Lynchburg
VA, manuscript “Send by Express Feb 20 1863", stone 2, position 19 & 20, F.-V.F.; with 1972 C.S.A. certificate.
Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

750

)
1862, 5¢ blue (4), neatly pen canceled with manuscript town cancel “Petersburg VA/14 March 1862, on
cover addressed to Wytheville VA, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $300 - 400

751

)
1862, 5¢ blue, Stone 2 (4), vertical pair with four nice margins, tied by Jul 11 Pittsylvania C.H., Va. c.d.s.
on a Wise correspondence cover to George D. Wise/ Gen H.A. Wise in Richmond, Very Fine. Scott $450;.
Estimate $250 - 350
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752

753

754

752
753
)
1862, 5¢ blue, Stone 2 (4), clear to large margins, tied by lovely (inverted) strike Apr 30 Pittsylvania
C.H., Va. c.d.s., on a small cover to Edward S. Joynes at the War Dept. in Richmond (Joynes was the Chief Clerk of
the department); reduced slightly at top with part of flap missing, otherwise Very Fine; signed Kimbrough. Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), pair tied by bold “Proctor’s Creek VA” (S/R 6), addressed to
Milton NC, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400

754
755
)
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), tied by bold Richmond c.d.s., Apr 30, 1862, on a cover to
Amherst C.H., Va.; includes original soldier’s camp letter, written by a Private Sterling C. Wright from Camp Lee,
north of Richmond, where “there are about eight of nine thousand men” and where Wright had just witnessed the
hanging of a “northern spie”; small piece of insignificant text missing at lower left corner of the letter, a typewritten
transcript of which included, F.-V.F.; signed P.A. Kaufmann.
Estimate $200 - 300

755

)
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), pen canceled on folded letter postmarked manuscript
“South Santee SC, June 18-1862” on folded letter from G. Manigault to his wife in Wright Bluff, S.C.; the 3-page letter is a sad account of the times, speaking of “painful and destitute occurrences” and the death of “six grown negroes” from sickness, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

756

)
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6, 7), five covers, three with pairs, two with possible singles, one
with contents, please review; mixed condition, F.-V.F. Scott $600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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757

758

759

760

757
758
)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), pair pen-canceled with manuscript town cancel “W(hite)
S(alt) Springs Va/April 10th 1863", addressed to Salt Sulphur Springs, F.-V.F.; with 1976 A.P.E.X. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), pair (faulty) tied by indistinct c.d.s. on cover addressed to Liberty VA, 3¢ U.S. indicia can be seen under light, scarce, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

759
760
)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), four margin pair uncanceled on folded letter sheet, with
manuscript town cancel “Providence/Sept 25th 1862", addressed to Kanawha VA, business letter, Very Fine. Scott
$95.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), pair tied by Tulahoma, Ten. c.d.s., Apr 5, 1863 on a cover to
Capt. John B. Castleman, Col. Dukes Regiment, McMinnville, Tenn., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
Castleman commanded Company “D” of the 2nd Kentucky Cavalry. His wartime escapades included attempting
to free POWs from Camp Douglas near Chicago and burning U.S. supply boats at St. Louis. He was captured in
October of 1864 and sentenced to death for spying. President Lincoln suspended the execution. This cover was
featured in Patricia Kaufmann’s “Confederate Post” column in the June 2008 American Stamp Dealer & Collector;
a copy of the article is included.

761

)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), vertical pair tied by Mar 6 Pittsylvania C.H., Va. c.d.s. on a
Wise correspondence cover to George D. Wise/ Gen H.A. Wise in Richmond, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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762

763

764

765

762
763
)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), horizontal pair, crease right stamp, tied by semi-legible Mar
27 Prince Edward C.H., Va. c.d.s. in “tobacco juice brown” on a cover to Dr. Henry A. Mettauer, Surg[eon]. 6th
Regt. - Geo. Vol., Colquits Brigade, near Fredericksburg, Va. “via Richmond” in Richmond, Very Fine, Includes a
biographical timeline of Dr. Mettauer, Ex-Hambrecht; signed P.A. Kaufmann.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), four-margin horizontal pair, tied by manuscript “Pr[ince]
Ed[ward] C[ourt] Ho[use, Va.], Jany 17th 65” on a cover to Petersburg, Va., F.-V.F. Very late use of the 1862 5¢ Archer & Daly; signed Kimbrough.
Estimate $200 - 300

764
765
)
1863, 10¢ blue, type I (11), slightly gum-soaked edges, tied by heavy Sept Thomaston, Geo. c.d.s. on a
colorful (eight colors!) floral wallpaper cover to Madison, Ga.; corner turned down for display with a second, clear,
partial strike of the postmark under the fold, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
1863, 10¢ blue, type I (11), four margins, pen canceled on a cover postmarked manuscript
“Lunenenburg C.H. Va., Oct 31”, to Mr. E.B. Smithson, Camp Lee, Richmond, Va. with added instruction “If not at
Camp Lee please forward immediately to 22nd Va. Battalion Co B care of W C Winn”; as requested cover readdressed and postmarked Nov 17 Richmond c.d.s. and manuscript “2” [cents due]. Includes information on Ephraim
B. Smithson, who died while a P.O.W. at Point Lookout, Md., and Capt. William C. Winn, one of the leaders of Company B, Charlotte and Lunenburg Artillery.; signed P.A. Kaufmann.
Estimate $300 - 400
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766

766
767
)
1863, 10¢ blue, type I (11), large margins including top sheet margin, tied by Feb 7 Richmond c.d.s. on a
small cover to Loyds, Essex County, Virginia with manuscript “Via Flag of Truce” at lower left; this would have
been the inside cover in a Civilian North-to-South Flag of Truce cover; the outside cover would have been disposed
of at the transfer point; since the original contents are not present, the exact origin in the North cannot be determined, Very Fine; signed P.A. Kaufmann.
Estimate $250 - 350
The cover is addressed to Miss M.F. Hunter. Miss Hunter was the daughter of Robert M.F. Hunter, who was the
C.S.A. Secretary of State at the beginning of the war.

767

)
1863, 10¢ blue, type I (11), gum-soaked edges, tied by Winchester, Va. c.d.s. on an overpaid local drop
cover; includes original letter dated Sep 1, 1864, with excellent content regarding local wartime goings on including
treatment of wounded soldiers, on soldier having been in “at least thirty battles”, Very Fine; signed P.A. Kaufmann.
Estimate $200 - 300
Winchester changed hand more than 80 times during the war. According to local lore, the Postmaster would look
out his window to determine whether to use Confederate or Union stamps on the day’s mail.

768

769

768
769
)
1863, 10¢ blue, type I (11), tied by undated Madison C.H., Va. circle on an embossed lady’s envelope
featuring a Partridge in a Pear Tree, addressed to Mr. Warren Mosely, care of Major Boyle, Gordensville, Va., Very
Fine; signed Green, Kimbrough.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1863, 10¢ blue, type I (11), large margins, pen canceled on a homemade cover postmarked manuscript
“Goochland Co[urt] Ho[use], Va., 12th July”, to Mr. Robt Saunders, 3d Richmond Howitzers, 1st Va. Regt. Artillery, 2nd Corps, A.N. Va. [Army of Northern Virginia]. Saunders’ war record included. He was in many famous battles,including Cold Harbor and Gettysburg and was among Lee’s troops surrendering at Appomattox.
Estimate $200 - 300
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770

770
772
)
1863-64, 10¢ blue, type I & 10¢ greenish blue, type II (11, 12c), each with large margins and pen canceled on a cover postmarked manuscript “Pr[ince] Ed[ward] C[ourt] Ho[use, Va.] in the same hand; the first March
15 to Richmond, the second (light horizontal file fold) July 13 to Petersburg, Very Fine; the first signed P.A.
Kaufmann.
Estimate $200 - 300

771

)
1863, 10¢ blue (11), 6 covers, one has a nice full “Proctor’s Creek VA” c.d.s., one is turned stampless,
and on is on legal sized envelope addressed to Rockridge Count Court House, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $750
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

772

)
1863, 10¢ milky blue, type I (11a), bright fresh color and nearly 4 margins, tied by Chapel Hill, N.C. grid
with matching Nov 30 c.d.s. at upper left on a cover to Mrs. Mary A. Curtis, Hillsborough N.C; includes two original
letters of different dates from Mrs. Curtis’ niece, Alice DeRossett, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Mrs. Curtis was the wife of the Reverend Moses Ashley Curtis, an Episcopal priest and a renowned botanist in
the field of mycology—the study of fungi.

773

774

144

773
774
)
1863, 10¢ milky blue, type I (11a), four large margins and dazzling color, tied by a neat Newberry C.H.,
S.C. Jun 25, 1864, on an orange turned cover to Anderson C.H., S.C.; original use was as a legal size cover addressed “To The Tax Collector, Care of Clerk of the Court, Newberry C.H.” with manuscript “Charge Treasury Office” and handstamped blue straightline “PAID” with small part of a matching South Carolina c.d.s., Very Fine,
unusual.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1863, 10¢ blue (12), tied by indistinct c.d.s. to cover addressed to Pocatalgo SC, turned and mailed to
Camden SC, F.-V.F. Scott $135.
Estimate $250 - 350
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775

)
1863, 10¢ blue (12), tied by indistinct c.d.s. on turned O.B. Provost Marshall cover addressed to Fairfield
VA, on inside can be read “O.B./Provost Marshall/Lewisburg VA”, uncommon usage, missing backflap, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

776

)
1863, 10¢ blue, type II (12), large margins, tied by light green Chester C.H., S.C. c.d.s., Oct 21, on a
small lady’s envelope to Richmond, Extremely Fine; signed Kimbrough. Scott $255.
Estimate $200 - 300

777

)
1863, 10¢ blue, type II (12), extra large margins, neatly pen canceled on clean folded letter postmarked
manuscript “Amherst C.H., Va., July 3” to Dr. Francis T. Stribling, Western Asylum, Staunton, Va.,, Extremely
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Under the guidance of Dr. Stribling, the western Asylum’s Superintendent from 1869 to 1874, the hospital
became a leader in the movement to rehabilitate insane asylums. Stribling’s tenure is the subject of Alice David
Wood’s Dr. Francis T. Stribling and Moral Medicine: Curing the Insane at Virginia’s Western State Hospital,
1836-1874.
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Misc. Postal History and Ephemera
778

Coal & lumber company script collection, approximately 90 tokens issued by mining & lumber companies, includes Henry Waggy Lumber, The Simpson Creek Collieries, The Carbon Fuel Company, Fern Coal Co.,
Ridgeview Coal Co., Harlan-Ridgeway Mining Co., Dixport Coal Co., B.E. White & Son, Lake Superior Coal Co.,
Mary Frances Coal Co., and many more, different values although there may be an occasional duplicate, mostly
brass & aluminum, careful inspection of these scarce items should be well rewarded (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

779

)
1809-1924, Ephemera, ad for horse farm in Plymouth WV, tiny 13 star flag, check from the Executive Department of WV, 1815 discharge paper for Henry Gasebolt, 1809 receipt, 1924 Democratic National Convention
ticket, mint Civil War patriotic for Goldboro Bridge Fifth Regiment, 1862 telegraph, & two pages from a Civil War
code book, mixed condition but should be worth our low estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

780

780
781
)
1852, Valentine envelope, pair 3¢ (11) tied by circular grids with Frederick MD c.d.s., on allover design
cover, 7 7/8" by 5¼", addressed to Buckeystown MD; a few trivial edge stains, Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

781

)
1854 (Jan. 30), cover sent from Sheperdstown, VA, to the Governor of South Carolina, franked by
1851 3¢ tied by black Sheperdstown c.d.s., with a second 3¢, tied by blue Columbia, SC, Feb. 2 c.d.s., added to pay
forwarding costs to Milton (second stamp raised from first to show origin postmark); slight soiling and wear to lower
right corner of cover; backflap torn from opening around the wax seal, nonetheless at least F.-V.F., an interesting
usage.
Estimate $200 - 300

782

)
1860 (July 4), cover with letter enclosed, sent from Wheeling, VA, to Kingwood, VA, franked by a horizontal strip of three of #24, tied by two strikes of Wheeling c.d.s. in blue; left-hand stamp slightly stained top left, tear
to backflap of cover, still F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

783

)
c. 1860, three “Fort” circle date stamps, on three covers, includes Fort Atkinson WI on cover to
Munnersville NY, Fort Scott KS on cover, and Fort Edward NY on cover to Albany NY, useful material, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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784

)
1861, collection of freaks & oddities on cover, 23 covers with #65, including misperforated vertically
tied by Napoleon, OH, c.d.s. (with 1998 P.F. certificate); pair with vertical double perforations tied by MA c.d.s.; part
imprint with Middleton, MA, c.d.s.; drastically misperforated with blue Hartford, KY, c.d.s.; pair on corner ad cover
with huge straddle; narrow example with natural straight edge at right with Virginia City, N.T., c.d.s.; and stamp with
large diagonal preprinting crease on cover tied by Philadelphia, PA, c.d.s.; an exciting selection, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

785

)
1861-68, selection of better frankings, 7 covers, with #63 & #65 on cover (3) #68 & pair #63 on cover to
Cadiz Spain, #68 with New York Steamship handstamp, #68 on front to Portland OR, #77 on front to Prussia, #71 on
front to Paris, and #70 on legal size envelope to Frederick MD, mixed condition, inspection invited, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

786

786
787
1861 (Dec. 24), William Seward, War-Time Thank You note, written on Department of State stationery,
giving thanks for the gift of some grapes, expressing Christmas sentiments, bold clear signature.
Estimate $300 - 400

787

)
1863, Post Office Department Return Letter Office, brown envelope with imprint “Post Office Department” & “Return Letter Office”, “Due 3 Cents”, red Oct 10 1863 handstamp, addressed to Oyster Bay NY, at left is
printed “Notice To The Postmaster”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

788

)
1888-1996, inaugural & political postal history, a couple of hundred covers, includes Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Carter, Reagan, Clinton, Bush Inaugurals with useful duplication, John Kennedy memorials, RFK mourning cover, letter from Mrs. Joseph McCarthy, letter signed by FDR as Secretary of the
Navy, covers from Congress, Senate, Supreme Court, Vice President’s Office, ephemera & buttons, an easy
money maker, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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789

789
791
)
1898, Spanish American War patriotic cover, pair 1¢ (285) tied by Lynn MA flag cancel on multicolored
illustrated cover, addressed to Salem MA, Very Fine. Scott $20.
Estimate $500 - 750

790

)
1898-99, Spanish-American War patriotic covers, 8 covers, includes allover flag, eagle above U.S. &
Cuba flags, Uncle Sam as goat butting Spaniard, Lady Liberty with U.S. & Cuba flags, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

791

)
1901, Boxer Rebellion package wrapper, three color franking, 2¢ (279B), 5¢ (281) & 10¢ (283) tied on
package wrapper, with purple “China Military Postal Sta. No 1” handstamp, manuscript “Soldier’s Mail/Peking
China”, F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

792

1943, Bergoo, WV duplex hand stamp, wooden handle with heavy metal stamp; includes a metal box of
type, F.-V.F., a rare postal item.
Estimate $200 - 300
As of 2010, Bergoo’s population was 94.
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West Virginia Usages

793

780
781
)
1848 (Sept. 5), folded letter sent from Martinsburg, VA, to Hagerstown, MD, a lovely blue sheet,
franked by 1847 5¢ (#1) bearing a manuscript “X” cancel, with black “Martinsburg/Sep/5/Va.” c.d.s. at left; stamp
with large margins top and right, close to shaved bottom and left; cover is remarkably fresh and clean, Very Fine, a
nice example from this Eastern Panhandle town and county seat.
Estimate $400 - 600

794

)
1850 (May 10), cover from Charlestown to Shepherdstown, 5¢ orange-brown, as perfectly centered
a #1b as you could hope for, tied by red seven-barred circle cancel, with matching “Charlestown/May/10/Va.”
c.d.s. at upper left; cover (opened at left) is as flawless as the stamp; the back handstamped “J Waldo Sampson [in
triangle] 1847" with manuscript notation ”Nov ‘38 - Klein", Very Fine to Extremely Fine, we dare you to find one nicer.
Estimate $600 - 800

795

)
1850 (Dec. 21), folded letter sent from Wheeling, VA, to New Orleans, franked by a nearly
four-margined copy of #2 twice tied: once by seven-barred circle, and again by “Wheeling/Dec/21/Va.” c.d.s.; document is a co-partnership agreement dated Nov. 9, 1850; two vertical folds, the central one inconsequential, the lateral creasing the stamp, still, nearly Very Fine, a scarce Wheeling-cancelled First Issue; with 1977 APS photo
certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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796

797

798

799

150

796
797
)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), lovely horizontal pair tied on 1850 folded letter to Oshawa, Canada West, by red
grid cancellations and matching “New York, Feb 14" datestamp; with ”Queenston, U.C., Feb 16, 1850" transit
datestamp, manuscript “Prepaid to the lines” and “7" pence rate for Canadian postage due for distance of 61 to 100
miles; Toronto receiving backstamp; desirable Valentine’s Day usage to unusual destination in Canada; light vertical file folds do not affect the stamps; minor soiling is inconsequential, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied by blue Philadelphia PA c.d.s., on folded lettersheet, addressed to Frederick
City MD, personal letter, stamp has three full margins and sheet margin at right, Very Fine, an attractive gem for
your collection. Scott $450.
Estimate $500 - 750

798
799
)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), canceled by blue circular grid with matching Buffalo NY fancy oval c.d.s., on
folded lettersheet addressed to Westfield NY, stamp with four ample margins; edge flaws, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), canceled by blue circular grid with matching Philadelphia PA c.d.s., on folded
lettersheet addressed to Frederick City MD, stamp with three margins, in at bottom, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
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800

801

802

803

Ex 800
801
)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), four covers, nice range of shades, includes 5¢ tied by red numeral “5" on outer
folded lettersheet to Frederick MD, three folded lettersheets have 5¢ tied by blue number ”5" to Frederick Town MD,
all with blue Baltimore MD c.d.s., a choice group, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
)
1847, 5¢ gray brown (1a), with margins all around and sheet margin at right, tied by two strikes of red circular grid with matching “Boston 5/1 Aug” town cancel, on folded letter sheet addressed to Portsmouth NH, personal letter, Very Fine; with a 1991 & 2018 P.F. certificates. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

802
803
)
1847, 10¢ black (2), tied by blue Philadelphia PA c.d.s., on folded lettersheet addressed to Columbus
GA, business letter, four ample margins; vertical filefold, Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800
)
1847, 10¢ black (2), tied by blue cancel with matching Philadelphia PA c.d.s., on folded lettersheet addressed to Hamilton GA, business letter, just touches at top & bottom; vertical filefold, F.-V.F. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
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804

804
805
)
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), tied by New York c.d.s. on cover addressed to Killingworth CT with manuscript
“Circular, advertisement on backflap for Kiggins & Kellogg Wholesale booksellers NYC, NY; light stain upper left,
F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400

805

)
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), two singles tied by circular grid with indistinct c.d.s., on outer folded
letter sheet addressed to Frederick Md, F.-V.F. Scott $410.
Estimate $200 - 300

806

)
1851-58, 3¢ Washington (11//26), over 150 covers with 1851-1857 3¢ franking, includes #11 strip of
three to Frederick County, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad corner ad cover with matching letterhead, Blood’s Penny Post
handstamp, #26 with right selvedge with guideline, embossed lady’s cover, blue a magnificent collection including
“Forwd/3" in circle, #11 with right & left selvedge, two #26 with partial captured inscription, besides #10 there are
some intriguing shades, a few covers include contents, some interesting varieties with recuts, doubled framelines
etc., a treasure trove for the specialist, set aside sufficient time to examine these carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

807

)
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), clear to large margins, tiny corner crease, tied by New Orleans c.d.s. on 1865
folded letter to Bordeaux, France by the Steamer “Asia” via New York and London; name of addressee cut out,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

808

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (18, 24), 6 covers, with single on folded letter sheet to Baltimore, uncanceled single
on cover to Munsville, single on printed notice to Baltimore, single tied by Quaker cancel to printed fire insurance
brochure, vertical strip of three tied by Pittsburgh PA c.d.s. on cover to Pattersons Molland a horizontal strip of three
pen canceled with #18 as the middle stamp, faulty, with a red Oyster Bay c.d.s. on cover to Deering NH, sound
stamp catalogs $850, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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809

)
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I & 10¢ green, type III (28, 33), single of the 5¢ plus strip of four of the 10¢ (paying triple the U.S.-to-France rate of 15¢ per ¼-ounce via French Mail) on 1858 folded letter addressed to Bordeaux; stamps tied by New Orleans town cancels; the 10¢ strip with scissors-trimmed perforations at the bottom
and right; folded letter with the addressee’s name replaced in the address panel, Fine and scarce; with 1989 P.F.
certificate stating that the cover is repaired. Scott $1,830.
Estimate $600 - 800
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest used multiple for #33 is a strip of three, one on cover and one off.
However, this is a strip of four, and another cover in this sale sports a strip of five.

810

)
1857, 5¢ bright red brown, type I (28b), vertical strip of 3, tiny corner crease, tied by two New Orleans
c.d.s.s, Jul 29, 1858, on folded letter to Nantes, France by French packet via New York and Paris.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

811

)
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), horizontal strip of five, tied by New York town cancels, paying 5 times the
U.S.-to-Canada rate of 10¢, on amber court house cover addressed to Berlin Canada West, red straightline
“UNITED STATES PAID” and manuscript “50" at center; cover reduced at top into docketing, F.-V.F. and scarce.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest used multiple of #33 is a strip of four. If so, this is now the largest
known used multiple.
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812

813

814

815

816

154

)
1861, 1¢ blue (63), strips of three on three covers, includes strip pen canceled with Oyster Bay NY c.d.s.
on cover to Deering NH, strip tied by Albany NY c.d.s. on allover design for State of New York to Munsville NY, and a
strip canceled by “Paid” with “Rural Valley” manuscript town cancel addressed to Patterson Mills PA, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

813
814
)
1861, 3¢ pale pink (64), tied by Burlington VT c.d.s. on cover addressed to Fort Kent ME, Very Fine; with
1975 A.P.E.X. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
1861, 3¢ pink (64), tied by Albany NY c.d.s. on allover ad cover for State of New York Department of Public Works, addressed to Munnsville NY; stamp with short perf at top, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $500 - 750

815
816
)
1861, 3¢ pink (64), tied by Terryville NY c.d.s. on cover addressed to Munnsville NY, F.-V.F.; with 2019
P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
1861, 3¢ pink (64), tied by Vernon Centre NY c.d.s. on cover addressed to Munnsvile NY; lower right corner missing, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $775.
Estimate $400 - 600
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817

)
1861, 3¢ pigeon blood pink (64a), tremendously well centered pigeon blood pink with true color, neatly
tied on 1861 cover to South Newbury, Vt. by beautiful strike of “Freeport, Ill, Sep. 13, 1861" c.d.s.; small tear to the
back of the cover - an inconsequential flaw that doesn’t in any way affect the cover or stamp’s beautiful appearance,
otherwise Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

818

)
1861-68, 3¢ Washington, approximately 98 covers presented for your viewing pleasure, includes fancy
cancels, corner ad covers, blind embossed and cameo ads, on a small valentine cover, Western Union cover, State
of West Virginia House of Delegates, offered intact, unchecked for shades, please review carefully, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

819

819
821
)
1861, 10¢ yellow green (68), horizontal strip of six of the 10¢ and a horizontal pair of 3¢ rose (#65)—for a
total 66¢ postage affixed; manuscript 1864 cancels, on cover addressed “In care of the American Consul” to Singapore India; red New York Pkt. and London transit marks; strip with edge faults along the top and the cover without backflap, Fine and scarce, ex-Starnes.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Photo on the back cover
820

)
1863, 2¢ black (73), 13 covers, some better includes #73 on Clarion IA cover, 73 with guide arrow at right,
pair with blue target & town cancel, 73 straddle copy & 63 with “Paid” cancels, 73 on 1866 printed price list, 73 on Alabama printed bankruptcy notice, mixed condition, some choice items, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

821

)
1863, 5¢ brown (76), horizontal pair, very faintly cancelled in blue, at lower left of orange cover addressed to Quebec, Canada, with matching double-circle Portsmouth VA postmark at upper right of the cover and
numeral “20" at the upper left; proper backstamps; cover with light vertical file fold at center away from the stamps, a
Very Fine usage.
Estimate $250 - 350
Rated as a double-rate usage and, as such, the 10¢ postage was for naught; still, an attractive franking.
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822

823

824

825

822
823
)
1867, 2¢ black, F. grill, vertical bisect, used as part of 3¢ rate (93a), with right vertical bisect as part of
horizontal pair, pen cancelled, with manuscript ‘New London/Jan 23", addressed to Gettysburg PA; bisect with corner creases and pulled perf, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
)
1873, 10¢ brown (161), tied by fancy pinwheel cancel, with U.S. Shanghai Postal Agcy handstamp and
San Francisco transit, addressed to Frederick City MD, with blue backstamp on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

824
825
)
1875, 5¢ blue (179), canceled by fancy radial geometric, with U.S. Shanghai Postal Agcy handstamp
and San Francisco transit, addressed to Frederick City MD; roughly opened at right, mild edge toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), horizontal strip of five, strip of four and single stamp (formerly a
block of 10, stamps in a deep shade approaching the black brown shade) of the 10¢, plus a strip of three 5¢ Garfield’s, all tied by target cancels and New York duplex to the front of a 20c Mexican entire to Paris, France, with
green Mexican Wells, Fargo frank; entire cancelled by purple Wells, Fargo Guaymas, Mexico, Express marking; left
stamp of top strip with a corner fault, a Very Fine usage.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Linn’s Stamp Facts notes that the largest known used multiple for #209 is a block of 10, which may well be this
item—as only a close inspection will show it is not a block.
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826

826
827
)
1883, 4¢ blue green, horizontal bisect (211 var.), tied by Portland ME duplex, to hotel corner ad cover
addressed to Boston MA, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

827

)
1909, 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), two “Wagner” covers franked with plate blocks of six; top cover
with block tied to Special Delivery cover by Memphis Tenn duplexes; lower cover (Registered) with stamps
cancelled by violet Minnesota Junction, WI four-bar c.d.s.; both with appropriate markings and both having the
stamps paying the proper rate, plates are Very Fine, Scott does not price plate blocks used on cover, actual postal
usages—scarce thus. Scott $480 as used singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

828

)
1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), among the most beautiful and ornate exhibition covers you’ll ever
see; this stunning Hudson-Fulton souvenir from the exhibition is an eye-catching showpiece; to Paris, France, with
“Madison Square Sta., N.Y., Oct. 15, 1909" cancellation, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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829

830

831

832

158

829
830
)
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), real photo postcard of Graf Zeppelin in flight with two biplanes following,
with 65¢ tied by indistinct flag cancel, reverse has red South American flight in red, purple diamond First Round the
World flight cachet, addressed to Richmond CA, F.-V.F. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), uncanceled over Varick St. Sta. N.Y. postmark (it is likely the stamp did
not originate on cover), on large legal size air mail envelope with appropriate first Europe Pan-America round flight
and red Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin Sudamerikafahrt cachets, type address to Worcester, Mass, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

831
832
)
1930 (Jun 3-5), Europe-Pan-American Flight, Return Flight, Lakehurst to Seville (Michel 67 Jb),
cover with printed Klotzbach Zeppelin cachet franked with a $1.30 Zeppelin (C14) tied by New York machine cancel, Jun 2, and by Jun 7 Seville receiver, with U.S. return flight cachet and green Jun 23 New York Zeppelin receiver,
F.-V.F. Michel €400 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350
)
1930 (Jun 3-5), Europe-Pan-American Flight, Return Flight, Lakehurst to Seville (Michel 67 Jb),
cover with printed Klotzbach Zeppelin cachet franked with a $1.30 Zeppelin (C14) tied by Lakehurst flag cancel,
Jun 1, with U.S. return flight cachet and green Jun 23 New York Zeppelin receiver, backstamped Seville, Jun 7,
F.-V.F. Michel €400 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350
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833

834

835

836

833
834
)
1930 (Jun 3-5), Europe-Pan-American Flight, Return Flight, Lakehurst to Seville (Michel 67 Jb
var.), cover with printed Klotzbach Zeppelin cachet franked with a pair of 65¢ Zeppelins (C13) tied by Lakehurst
flag cancel, Jun 1, with U.S. return flight cachet and green Jun 23 New York Zeppelin receiver, backstamped Seville, Jun 7.
Estimate $250 - 350
)
1930 (Jun 3-6), Europe-Pan-American Flight, Return Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen (Michel
68 Ja, Jb), airmail postcard & envelope franked with, respectively, 65¢ & 1.30 Zeppelins (C13-C14) tied by
Lakehurst flag cancels with U.S. and German cachets, along with Jun 6 Friedrichshafen receivers, F.-V.F. Michel
€400 ($450).
Estimate $400 - 600

835
836
)
1930 (Jun 3-6), Europe-Pan-American Flight, Return Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen (Michel
68 Jb), cover with printed Klotzbach Zeppelin cachet franked with a $1.30 Zeppelin (C14) tied by Lakehurst flag
cancel, Jun 1, with U.S. return flight and German cachets and Berlin Airmail cachet, backstamped Friedrichshafen,
Jun 6, and Berlin, Jun 7, F.-V.F. Michel €250 ($280).
Estimate $300 - 400
)
1930 (Jun 3-6), Europe-Pan-American Flight, Return Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen (Michel
68 Jb var.), cover with printed Klotzbach Zeppelin cachet franked with a pair of 65¢ Zeppelins (C13) tied by
Lakehurst flag cancel, Jun 1, with U.S. return flight and German cachets and Berlin Airmail cachet, backstamped
Friedrichshafen, Jun 6, and Berlin, Jun 7, Very Fine. Michel €250+ ($280).
Estimate $300 - 400
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837

838

839

840

160

837
838
)
1930 (Jun 3-6), Europe-Pan-American Flight, Return Flight, Lakehurst to Friedrichshafen (Michel
68 Jb var.), cover with printed Klotzbach Zeppelin cachet franked with a pair of 65¢ Zeppelins (C13) tied by New
York machine cancel, Jun 2, with U.S. return flight and German cachets and Berlin Airmail cachet, backstamped
Friedrichshafen, Jun 6, and Berlin, Jun 7, F.-V.F. Michel €250+ ($280).
Estimate $300 - 400
)
1930 (May 18-Jun 5), South America Flight, three covers (Michel 66Hc, 68Ja, 68Jb), cover flown
Friedrichshafen - Lakehurst franked with a $2.60 Zeppelin; card and cover flown Lakehurst - Friedrichshafen
franked with 65¢ & $1.30 Zeppelins, respectively; covers with slight faults, not affecting stamps except for a tiny corner perf crease on the $2.60, F.-V.F. Michel €950 ($1,070). Scott $1,110. Sieger 64C, F, G; €2,025 ($2,290).
Estimate $600 - 800

839
840
)
1933, 50¢ Zeppelin First Day cover (C18), block of four 50¢ tied by New York Oct 2 machine cancel, red
three continent cachet and violet Century of Progress cachet, addressed to Chicago IL, F.-V.F. Scott $335.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
1933, 50¢ Zeppelin First Day cover (C18), four 50¢ tied by New York machine cancels on first day
cover, with red flight cachet and violet flight cachet, addressed to So. Boston MA, F.-V.F. Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350
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841

)
1939, Pan American Airways Transatlantic Survey Flight for F.A.M. 18, Horta to Lisbon, cover
franked with Portugal 5e Airmail canceled Horta, Mar 29 and backstamped Lisbon, Apr 1; carried on the flight by
Wright Aero representative, Arthur B. Gaylord, endorsed by him and addressed to himself c/o P.A.A., Lisbon; also
signed by an unknown Portuguese representative, Very Fine. An exceedingly rare cover, as this was not a
mail-carrying flight. AAMC TO 1317.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

842

)
1939, Pan American Airways Transatlantic Survey Flight for F.A.M. 18, Lisbon to Marseille, cover
franked with Portugal two 1.75e Airmails canceled Lisbon, Apr 1, and backstamped Marseille (Marignane Airport),
Apr 3; carried on the flight by Wright Aero representative, Arthur B. Gaylord, endorsed by him and addressed to himself c/o P.A.A., Marseille, Very Fine. An exceedingly rare cover, as this was not a mail-carrying flight. AAMC TO
1317.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

843

)
1939, Pan American Airways Transatlantic Survey Flight for F.A.M. 18, Lisbon to Southampton,
cover franked with Portugal two 1.75e Airmails canceled Lisbon, Apr 1, and backstamped Hythe, Southampton, Apr
5; carried on the flight by Wright Aero representative, Arthur B. Gaylord, endorsed by him and addressed to himself
c/o P.A.A., Southampton “c/o Hythe P/O.”, Very Fine. An exceedingly rare cover, as this was not a mail-carrying
flight. AAMC TO 1317.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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844

845

844
845
)
1939, Pan American Airways Transatlantic Survey Flight for F.A.M. 18, Return - Lisbon to Horta,
cover franked with Portugal two 1e stamps canceled Rossio (Lisbon), Apr 13, and backstamped Horta, Apr 15; carried on the flight by Wright Aero representative, Arthur B. Gaylord, endorsed by him and addressed to himself c/o
P.A.A., Horta, Azores, Very Fine. An exceedingly rare cover, as this was not a mail-carrying flight. AAMC TO 1317.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
)
1939, Pan American Airways First Mail-Carrying Flights for F.A.M. 18, Bermuda to Lisbon & Return, five covers, four being official P.A.A. envelopes: 1.) Hamilton to Horta and 2.) Hamilton to Lisbon, both are
censored, postmarked Hamilton, Sep 16, and backstamped Sep 20 (it is believed that the flight did not leave Hamilton until Nov 19 due to poor weather); 3.) Lisbon to Hamilton (Sep 4 to Sep 10) and 4.) Horta to Hamilton (Sep 24 to
Sep 25); the fifth cover is an ordinary envelope which was also carried on the Sep 24 Horta-Hamilton, both of which
bear a blue pictorial flight cachet, F.-V.F. A scarce group.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Offices in China and Officials

846

847

162

846
847
)
Offices in China, 1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), also 4¢ (K2) & 2¢ (K1) lightly cancelled on registered cover from Shanghai to Scotia NY, purple registered boxed and straight line; small tear K2 bottom left, Very
Fine. Scott $315.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
Navy Dept., 1873, 3¢ ultramarine (O37), tied by purple cancel with matching Washington DC c.d.s. on
four covers, all addressed to Philadelphia, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Stamps
Postmasters’ Provisionals

848

849

850

851

848
849
(H)
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), unused without gum, warm rich color; elusive unused stamp;
small corner crease at lower right; tiny 0.6mm tear in bottom margin, otherwise Fine; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $250 - 350
m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), blue cancellation, warm rich color; small thin spot, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

850
851
Ha
Providence, R.I., 5¢-10¢ brown carmine, plate proof on card (10X1TC4c, 10X2TC4c), complete
sheet of 12, with 5¢ in eleven positions and one 10¢ at top right, hinged on reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a), combination pair, o.g., hinged,
remarkably fresh and choice top quality multiple showing full wide selvage at top and right sides; incredible color
and clearly etched impression; a true condition rarity; unlisted in SMQ pricing guide as a rare combination of both
the 5¢ and 10¢ values, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1847 Issue

852

H
5¢ trial color proof (1TC1b), with cross hatching, premium quality trial color proof; gorgeous rich blue
shade, Extremely Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

853

m
5¢ red brown (1), pretty blue cancellation, marvelous well margined stamp with ravishing rich color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2001 P.F.C. and 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott
$390. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

854

854
855
856
857
858
m
5¢ red brown (1), blue cork cancellation, brilliant fresh top quality example with radiating color and nicely
balanced margins on all sides; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$350. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

855

m
5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, four full large margins all around with captivating deep rich
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500

856

m

857

m
5¢ red brown (1), blue numeral “5" rate marking, brilliant color and clearly etched impression; extremely
handsome example, F.-V.F. Scott $415.
Estimate $300 - 400

858

m
5¢ red brown (1), left margin single, red circular grid cancel, wide margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

164

5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, four large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500
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859

859

860
861
862
863
m
5¢ red brown (1), pretty red cancellation, vibrant rich color and ample margins on all sides, Very Fine.
Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

860

m

861

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), light red grid along with numeral cancellations, premium quality example of the terribly elusive dark brown shade; a flawless example with deeply saturated color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $800. SMQ VF-XF 85; $875.
Estimate $600 - 800

862

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), left margin single, red grid cancel, full margins all around, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80 and 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

863

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), four clear margins, red grid cancel and light partial manuscript cancel at top, rich
color, Very Fine centering. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

864

m
5¢ orange brown (1b), blue unframed circular grid cancel, four full large margins, Very Fine; with 2019
P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

865

m
10¢ black (2), lovely light red grid cancellation, wide margins and beautiful rich shade; a flawless top
quality example with excellent eye appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF
85. Scott $775. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,225.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

5¢ red brown (1), left sheet margin single, red grid cancels, full margins all around, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. STAMPS: 1847 Issue

866

867

868

869

870

166

Pa
5¢-10¢ Reproductions complete, plate proofs on card (3P4-4P4), blocks of 4, eye catching multiples
with wonderfully fresh colors; hinge remnants on reverse; blocks are seldom offered at public auction; 4P4 with trivial thin spot along the top edge of the upper left stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

867
868
(H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, desirable example of this terribly difficult reproduction of 1875 with pristine fresh color, Very Fine, only 4,779 sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$900. SMQ VF 80; $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
(H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, incredibly fresh example with glorious rich
color and finely etched impression, Very Fine, only 4,779 sold; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

869
870
(H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, fabulous deep dark color; a handsome example of
this 1875 reproduction in flawless condition with excellent eye appeal, Very Fine, only 3,883 sold in 1875; with 2018
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
(H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, exquisite example of this popular stamp; bold rich
color and finely detailed impression, Very Fine, only 3,883 sold; with 1978 Friedl and 2018 PF certificates. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1851 Issue

871

H
1¢ blue, type II (7), horizontal strip of 9, positions 92L2-100L2, margins clear to cut into, circular grid cancels; left stamp with a tear and diagonal crease, right stamp with a small crease. Scott $1,275+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Catalogued as three strips of three without any premium. Certainly one of the larger strips of this stamp as only a
strip of 10 could be larger. Excellent for the 1851 1¢ plating enthusiast.

872

873

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), red grid cancel, sharp color and impression with lovely complimentary cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

873
874
875
m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), sharp example with deep rich color showing full type characteristics, Very Fine;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

874

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), unobtrusive town postmark, three large margins, showing great type characteristics, only slightly cutting in at bottom, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

875

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), boldly struck “Jul 8" cancellation resulting in minor paper penetration from the
cancelling device, attractive type IIIa with luxurious rich color; small sealed tear at bottom, Choice Extremely Fine
appearance. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

876

H
1¢ blue, type IV (9), o.g., previously hinged, deep rich color with full large margins all around, Very Fine;
with 1997 P.F. certificate and 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,500. Estimate
$2,500 - 3,500
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877

877
878
879
Ex 880
m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), rich lavish color with sharp details within pleasing over-sized margins, Extremely
Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $925. Estimate $600 - 800

878

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical pair, well placed blue town cancellations of “Cincinnati, Ohio”, extremely
large margins and astounding color; a wonderful high quality showpiece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $180. SMQ VF-XF 85; $320 for two singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

879

(H)
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), unused without gum, three full margins, only slightly cutting into left, Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

880

E
3¢ Washington essay, by Danforth, Bald & Co., in green, red brown, scarlet, black and dull blue
(11-E10b), die on India, off card, measuring 29 x 29mm or larger, brilliant color and impression; a few tiny faults,
Very Fine. Scott $2,000. Brazer 33E-Iaa.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

881

ma
3¢ dull red, type I (11), vertical block of 6 (2x3), ample to large margins, deep rich shade, crisp impression, fresh, manuscript “X” cancels; light horizontal crease across the bottom of the center stamps, almost Very
Fine appearance. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
Used multiples greater than 4 of this stamp are extremely scarce in any condition.

168
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882

882
883
884
m
5¢ red brown (12), neat “Aug 3" cancellation, gargantuan margins and bold proof like color; among the
finest we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 11 attaining the
grade of XF-Sup-95J, with only 11 others grading higher; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott
$700. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $2,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

883

m
5¢ red brown (12), bold blue “Fond due lac, Wis” town cancellation, among the most attractive obtainable examples of this popular stamp; incredible contrast between the bold colored postmark and the marvelous rich
color of the stamp; seldom found with a colorful cancellation like this, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F.
certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $850. SMQ VF 80; $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

884

m
5¢ red brown (12), blue town postmark, large margins all around, Very Fine, ex Lexington; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

885

885

886
887
888
889
m
10¢ green, type I (13), neat grid cancellation, handsome well margined example of this tough type I
stamp; with stunning deep rich color and detailed impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $800. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,225.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

886

m
10¢ green, type I (13), red grid cancellation, fresh and choice example with intense color nicely complimented by the colored cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

887

m
10¢ green, type I (13), attractive manuscript penstroke cancellation, phenomenal color and impression;
a handsome large margined, completely sound stamp, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

888

m
10¢ green, type I (13), pen cancellation professionally removed, unused-appearing type I stamp with
gleaming bright color; this could be considered the “poor man’s” unused #13, as the stamp appears to be unused
except when viewed under black light, Very Fine; with 2014 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $400. Estimate $350 - 500

889

m
10¢ green, type II (14), neat town cancellation, desirable well centered example with lively color and
deeply incised impression, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90;
$350.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. STAMPS: 1851 - 1857 Issues

890

m
12¢ black, part India paper (17 var.), lovely blue town cancel, deep proof like impression and sharpness
which is enhanced by the variety on part India paper, portions of adjoining stamps at top and right with the other two
margins clear of the frame lines, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a scarce variety; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500

891

m
12¢ gray black (17), horizontal pair, gorgeous red grids and town cancellations, extraordinary quality
pair in unmatched condition; breathtaking color printed on clean white paper, and boardwalk margins on all sides;
simply amazing, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2012 and 2018 P.F. certificates. Scott $605.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1857 Issue

892

H
1¢ blue, type I (18), o.g., lightly hinged, unbelievably fresh and choice example with exceptional color
and centering; this tightly margined issue seldom is found in this marvelous state of preservation, Very Fine; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $2,100. SMQ VF 80; $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

893

m
1¢ blue, type I (18), light black cancellation, flawless example with radiating color, Very Fine; with 1984
P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

170
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A Rare and Exhibition Quality Classic Block

894

Ha
1¢ blue, type II-IIIA (20 & 22-21), plate 4, top margin block of 8, positions 4-7, 14-17L4; top row are all
type II, bottom row (per Neinken, p. 263) are IIIA-III-III(A)-IIIA, o.g., hinged; position 15 with a small tear at top right,
position 16 with a heavy vertical crease that breaks the paper, all stamps with hinge remnants, Fine and rare. Scott
$39,100.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
Extremely scarce and very important block as the type II stamps from plate 4 are near-impossible to find and
very desirable. An excellent exhibition piece, and thought to be the second-largest multiple with the type II from
plate 4.
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895

895
896
897
898
899
900
m
1¢ blue, type II (20), from the top row of plate 11, red carrier cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.F. certificate.
Scott $785.
Estimate $300 - 400

896

m

897

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), neat black cancellation, impressive example of type IIIA with beautiful rich color,
Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

898

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), vertical pair, beautiful strike of neat “New York, Jul 26, 1861" town cancellation,
eye catching multiple with wide natural straight edge at left; unusually large margins and deep color, Very Fine; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

899

m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), great type example showing clear recuts at top and bottom, clear town postmark,
F.-V.F.; with 2002 and 2009 P.F. certificates. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

900

HH
1¢ blue, type V (24), an awesome top sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, in a rare state of preservation; a beautiful example with extremely large margins and intense color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1998
P.F.C. and 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $675.
Estimate $500 - 750

901

1¢ blue, type III (21), well centered with sumptuous color, a true gem, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

901
902
903
m
5¢ red brown type I and 5¢ orange brown type II (28, 30), nice inexpensive group of these visually attractive classics; 28 partly reperforated at upper left, 30 with light horizontal crease at bottom of vignette and
reperforated at right, V.G.-Fine; both with 2018 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,350.
Estimate $300 - 400

902

m
5¢ brown, type I (29), very light black cancellation, exceedingly fresh stamp that could easily pass for an
unused, uncancelled stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate for pair from which it came - right
stamp. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

903

H
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), o.g., previously hinged, sharp proof like color, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

172
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904

905
907
908
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), red grid cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,375.
Estimate $500 - 750

904

m

905

H
5¢ brown, type II (30A), o.g., lightly hinged, extraordinary example of this challenging mint stamp; with
tremendous rich color and impressive centering, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $2,200.
SMQ VF 80; $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

906

m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), four wide margined examples, each capturing a portion of the imprint along left
or right side margins, neat red or black cancellations, nicely reconstructed strip; small faults, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,120 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

907

m
10¢ green, type V (35), black town postmark, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

908

sa

909

909
910
(H)
24¢ gray lilac (37), unused without gum, unusually rich color and razor sharp impression, Very Fine; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $525. SMQ VF 80; $525.
Estimate $500 - 750

910

12¢ black, plate I (36), block of 4, plated on the reverse as 11-12, 21-22L1, tied by light Mobile ALA town
cancels, with partial red cancel at right, V.G.-Fine appearance. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

H
30¢ orange (38), disturbed o.g. (pencil mark on gum), deep luxurious color on this tough stamp; short
perforation at left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $350 - 500
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911

Ha
30¢ orange (38), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, fresh bright radiating color and impression within
overly generous large margins which are often so tight for this issue; top left stamp with a small thin and a small internal tear, centered Very Fine; with 1972 P.F. certificate. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

912

H
90¢ blue (39), o.g., previously hinged, sharp proof like color, Very Fine; with 1987 and 1990 P.F. certificates. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

913

914

174

Ex 913
Ex 914
P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4), bright fresh colors, F.-V.F., includes
original Post Office “1851 Proof Specimens” envelope—fresh but with opening tears. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4), a fresh, nicely margined set; 30¢ thin
and slightly damaged at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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915

915
916
917
918
(H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, gorgeous deep rich color printed on clean white paper; a beauty, F.-V.F., only 3,846 sold; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

916

(H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, deep rich unmistakable reprint color, paper and impression, Very Fine, only 3846 sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

917

(H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, bright proof-like color and impression, Very Fine,
only 3846 sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500

918

(H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, flawless example with deeply saturated color, Fine,
only 3,846 sold; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

919

(H)
3¢ scarlet, Reprint (41), without gum as issued, gorgeous proof like color and impression and exceptionally well centered, full and complete perforations, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, this issue is notorious for incomplete
perforations; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

920

(H)
24¢ blackish violet, Reprint (45), without gum as issued, completely sound and attractive example of
this notoriously difficult reprint showing all its perforations - scarce thus, Fine, only 479 sold; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1861-1866 Issue

921

921
922
924
925
(H)
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), unused without gum, deep rich proof like color; small tear at bottom
left and short corner perf at bottom right, V.G.-Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.Estimate $600 - 800

922

m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), red town cancellation, intense color and clear impression; light
crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,710.
Estimate $500 - 750

923

P
1861, 1¢ blue, large die proof (63P1), measuring 140 x 214mm; some light facial toning, Fine. Scott
$700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

924

m
3¢ rose pink (64b), town postmark, beautiful stamp, exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine; with
2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

925

m
3¢ rose (65), Elm Leaf, Waterbury, Ct. cancel, great example of this difficult fancy cancel; pulled perfs at
bottom, V.G.; with 2019 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350

926

926
927
928
m
5¢ buff (67), black target cancellation, exceptional example of this tough stamp; unusually large margins
and strong color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $750. SMQ VF 80; $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

927

m
5¢ olive yellow (67b), blue Baltimore cancels, wonderful example of this difficult rare olive yellow shade;
reperforated at top, small repair at top left and vertical crease at bottom, otherwise Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Scott $4,780.
Estimate $600 - 800

928

H
10¢ yellow green (68), disturbed o.g., wonderfully centered and fresh, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
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929

929
930
931
S
12¢ black, specimen large die proof (69P1), mounted on large card, inscribed in green “Specimen
Postage Stamp from the National Bank Note Company, No. 1 Wall Street, New York”, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

930

(H)
12¢ black (69), unused without gum, wide even margins, snow white paper, crisp impression; short perf
at right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with clean 2012 P.F. certificate and 2019 graded VF 80 PF certificate stating
short perf at right. Scott $700. SMQ VF 80; $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

931

m
24¢ steel blue (70b), red circular grid cancel, lovely centering and sharp impression, Very Fine; with
2011 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $890.
Estimate $500 - 750

932

933
932
934
m
30¢ orange (71), San Francisco cogwheel cancellation, awesome well margined example with radiating
color and beautiful centering, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $210. Estimate $300 - 400

933

m
1861, 30¢ orange (71), with double perfs at bottom, pen-canceled (originally on a West Virginia receipt
for stamps), Very Fine, inspection invited, rare as illegal usage & error.
Estimate $250 - 350

934

H
90¢ blue (72), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example of this terribly elusive mint stamp; with breathtaking color and impression, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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935
936
937
2¢ black (73), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott
Estimate $350 - 500

935

H
$325.

936

m

937

P
3¢ scarlet, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf’d (74TC6), unused without gum, this is one of the key
stamps to any U.S. classics collection and greatly coveted by any U.S. classics collector; pulled perforation and thin
diagonal scrape at upper left, cleaned to remove some toning, nearly Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2¢ black (73), beautiful, Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

938
939
940
5¢ brown (76), unused without gum, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

938

(H)

939

m
5¢ brown (76), beautiful blue nearly socked-on-the-nose Baltimore c.d.s. cancel, gorgeous centered,
Extremely Fine, under valued as the SMQ does not ad a premium for these better color cancels; with 2018 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $425+.
Estimate $350 - 500

940

H
24¢ gray (78b), o.g., hinge remnant, desirable example of this scarce mint stamp; excellent centering;
trivial toned spots; reperforated at right; and faint horizontal crease at bottom which is difficult to see, otherwise Very
Fine; with 2017 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $300 - 400

941

m
24¢ blackish violet (78c), lovely geometric cancel, deep rich radiant color and impression, F.-V.F.; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $19,000.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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942

E
1864, 3¢ Lowenberg decalcomania essay, in rose, perf’d (79-E65P5b), plate proof on goldbeater’s
skin paper, impression of this issue are so fragile with flaking ink and weak paper easily creasing and breaking, so
larger multiples are scarce, a great large piece with 10 stamps, 6 of which are fully intact plus small portions of an
additional 5 stamps; a few light creases, F.-V.F. Scott $450 as six singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

1867 Grilled Issues

943

943
944
m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), with the entire stamp being grilled, it caused perf separations to usually cause perf
faults; usual pulled perforations at upper right and lower right, V.G.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400

944

m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), bold segmented cork cancellation, extremely fresh example in flawless condition,
Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

945

H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), traces of o.g., premium quality example of this terribly elusive Z grill; better centered than normally encountered; with brilliant color - in flawless condition, Fine; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$17,500 for full o.g.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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946

m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), complete impression within balanced borders which is so often poorly centered,
Very Fine, a premium example; with 1964 P.F. and 2019 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

947

m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), neatly struck rosette cork cancellation, spectacular example of this seldom offered
3 cent Z grill; choice centering and completely sound - rare thus; this stamp almost never is found in this remarkable
state of preservation, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

948

948
949
951
m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), fascinating star cancel, massive jumbo margins; short perforation at lower right
and two tiny perf faults at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

949

m
3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), interesting cancel, difficult issue to find so nice; a few slightly blunted perfs at top
left and left, Fine centering; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

950

m
E and F Grills (86//98), on Scott National page, containing 86, 88-90, 92-101, 93, 98; better than usual
quality, generally F.-V.F., an exceptional set from a knowledgeable and quality conscious collector. Scott $8,217
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

951

m
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), fancy star burst cancellation, among the finest known examples of this notoriously
difficult stamp; although millions were issued, few remaining examples exist with this combination of centering,
margins color and cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $27.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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952

952
953
m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), light black cancellation, extraordinary GEM-quality example featuring boardwalk
margins and mouth-watering rich color; an elite stamp that would please the most quality-conscious collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $325. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $4,750.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

953

m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), neat black cancellation, exceptional example of the more difficult E grill, with
strong color and choice centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$325. SMQ VF-XF 85; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

954

H
12¢ black, E. grill (90), o.g., previously hinged, stunning example of this extremely scarce mint stamp,
featuring the deepest and richest color imaginable; a nicely balanced stamp that would please any serious collector, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

955

955
956
957
m
15¢ black, E. grill (91), segmented black cork cancellation, premium quality well centered example with
ravishing rich color; a true condition rarity when found in this marvelous condition, Extremely Fine; with 2019
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

956

m
15¢ black, E. grill (91), tremendous red cancellation, tremendous example of this difficult E grill; outstanding deep rich color with a fabulous postmark, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $600 - 800

957

m
15¢ black, E. grill (91), neat segmented cork cancellation, exceedingly fresh example with detailed impression; flawless sound condition, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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958

958
959
960
961
m
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), neat segmented cork cancellation, lovely example with warm rich color; in flawless
condition, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

959

(H)
2¢ black, F. grill (93), unused without gum, massive stamp; natural straddle margin straight edge at right,
Extremely Fine appearance; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

960

m
2¢ black, F. grill (93), blue star in circle cancellation, awesome Black-Jack with superior centering, large
margins and an eye catching cancel; this stamp has it all, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $63.
Estimate $200 - 300

961

Ha

962

H
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), o.g., hinged, bright rich fresh color and impression, Very Fine, a pleasing example
of ths difficult stamp; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

963

964

182

3¢ red, F. grill (94), block of 4, o.g., bright fresh color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $3,000.

Estimate $600 - 800

963
964
m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), barely discernible cancellation, extremely good-looking example of this tough
grilled stamp; appears to be unused at first glance, Fine; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
(H)
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), regummed, well-margined with radiating color; much nicer than normally
encountered; barely visible corner crease at top left when dipped in fluid, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $825 for no
gum.
Estimate $350 - 500
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965

965
966
967
968
(H)
12¢ black, F. grill (97), unused without gum, scarce mint grill within balanced margins; tiny imperceptible
thin speck in grill, otherwise Very Fine, grossly undervalued in the catalog, a truly difficult unused stamp to find; with
2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

966

H
15¢ black, F. grill (98), o.g., lightly hinged, among the freshest example obtainable; a pristine stamp with
brilliant color, finely detailed impression and gleaming gum; a true condition rarity, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

967

m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), attractive red and blue cancellations, ravishing rich color and crisp clear impression, Very Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $295.
Estimate $300 - 400

968

m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), light black cork cancellation, exceedingly fresh sound stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2015
P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

969

969
970
971
m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), beautiful strike of circle of wedges cancellation, absolutely phenomenal top
quality example of this rare grilled stamp; the best centering one could ever expect on an example from this issue,
with strong color; well worth a substantial bid as another one like this may not appear on the market anytime soon,
Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

970

m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), boldly struck circle of wedges cancellation, handsome example with warm
rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

971

m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), quartered cork cancellation, wonderfully fresh and choice example with impressive centering and gleaming rich color, Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

972

m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), black cork cancel, absolutely phenomenal GEM-quality example of this difficult
grilled stamp; big beautiful margins and ravishing rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate and 2018
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $2,250. SMQ XF 90; $4,850.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1875 Re-issue of the 1861-1866 Issues

973

973
974
975
(H)
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), unused without gum, sharp rich color and proof-like impression on bright white
paper, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. SMQ XF 90; $650. Estimate $750 - 1,000

974

(H)
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), unused without gum, premium quality example in flawless condition with generous margins and radiating color, Very Fine, only 3,195 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $325.
SMQ VF 80; $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

975

(H)
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), regummed, tremendous appearing example with near perfect centering; small
corner crease at bottom left and a tiny perf crease at bottom right, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 3,195 sold; with
2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

976

(H)
3¢ brown red, Re-issue (104), unused without gum, very bright with
sharp impression; small sealed tear at right and left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
centering; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

977 H 5¢ brown, Re-issue (105), o.g., lightly hinged, phenomenal example of this terribly elusive 1875 re-issue; a desirable well margined stamp possessing rich color and sharp
detailed impression; a finer example would be difficult to find, Very Fine, only 672 sold; with
2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

978

184

H
10¢ green, Re-issue (106), o.g., previously hinged, desirable example
of this elusive 1875 Re-issue, with tremendous margins, lovely proof-like color
and wonderful overall freshness, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, among the choicest
of the mere 451 examples sold; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $5,100.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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979

(H)
24¢ dark violet, Re-issue (109), unused without gum, extremely fresh
and completely sound example with outstanding rich color printed on clean white
paper; much more difficult than the modest catalog value would indicate, Fine, only
346 sold; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

980 H 30¢ brownish orange, Re-issue (110), part o.g., bold prooflike color; a fresh and
pleasing example of this elusive stamp; vertical crease at right, otherwise Fine, only 346
sold; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

981

H
90¢ blue, Re-issue (111), slightly disturbed o.g., lovely example of this
important re-issue high value; an exceptionally fresh and choice stamp with sharp
detailed impression; among the few completely sound examples available to collectors, F.-V.F., only 317 sold; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

982 (H)90¢ blue, Re-issue (111), unused without gum, deep color and sharp impression;
reperforated at top, left and right, Very Fine centering; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1869 Pictorial Issue

983

983
984
986
P
1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (112-117P4, 120-122P4, 129P4), a bright, fresh set with large
balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $600 - 800

984

P
1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (112-117P4, 120-122P4, 129P4), 3¢ with split arrow at lower
right, bright and fresh, 6¢, 15¢ & 90¢ cut a little close on one side, F.-V.F. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $400 - 600

985

m
1¢-90¢ complete (112-122); better than usual quality, generally F.-V.F., an exceptional set from a knowledgeable and quality conscious collector. Scott $4,431 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

986

Ea
2¢ Postrider essay, small numerals, in orange brown (113-E3e), plate on stamp paper, perf’d,
gummed and grilled, block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, deeply saturated color; quite elusive when found as a choice
multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $320 for singles. Brazer 113E-De.
Estimate $200 - 300

987
988
989
990
2¢ brown (113), o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

987

H

988

HH
3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., never hinged, magnificent GEM quality example featuring large balanced
margins and brilliant color; a true condition rarity deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

989

HH
3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., never hinged, very difficult to find so fresh, Very Fine, Scott value is for o.g.,
never hinged is worth considerably more; with photocopy of 2018 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $225 as hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

990

HH
3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., never hinged, very difficult to find so fresh; light gum wrinkle, Very Fine, Scott
value is for o.g., never hinged is worth considerably more; with photocopy of 2018 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott
$225 as hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
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991

991
992
993
H
10¢ yellow (116), o.g., hinged, blazing rich shade; nice appearing mint stamp; reperforated at top, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750

992

m

10¢ orange (116), segmented cork cancel, striking deep color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300

993

m
$380.

12¢ green (117), dark purple cork cancel, striking color cancel, Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

994

994
995
996
997
(H)
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), unused without gum, nice-appearing example of the seldom-offered unused type I stamp; reperforated along left and bottom margins; trivial gun soaks in corners, otherwise Fine; with
2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

995

m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), neatly struck rosette cancellation, incredibly fresh top quality example
with vivid colors and precise centering, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $800. SMQ
XF 90; $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

996

m

15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), Very Fine; with 1990 and 2013 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

997

m

15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), rosette cancel; tiny thin speck, otherwise Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

998

999

998
999
(H)
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), unused without gum, desirable top-quality example of this elusive unused stamp; with breathtaking colors as fresh as the day it was printed; an extremely handsome fault-free stamp
that will please the lucky collector who bids high enough to secure it, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800
m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), eye catching NYFM cancellation (Weiss type GE-EN2), attractive example with a beautiful cancel; a flawless stamp with lovely rich colors and three certificates, F.-V.F., Ex: Kirke; with
1988, 2002, and 2018 P.F. certificates. Scott $190.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1000 H
24¢ green & violet (120), o.g., previously hinged, deep bold colors and impressions of this most attractive bi-color issue, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1001
1002
1003
1004
1001 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), disturbed o.g., rich sharp colors and impressions, Very Fine; with
2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1002 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), part o.g., exceedingly fresh with ravishing rich colors; a scarce unused stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1003 (H)
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), unused without gum, fresh and affordable example of this scarce unused 1869 Pictorial; tiny faults showing only in fluid; faint purple stain in right margin, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2015
Weiss certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $600 - 800
1004 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), radial cork and red transit cancellations, premium example with wonderfully rich colors and nicely balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $375. SMQ VF-XF 85; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1005
Ex 1006
1005 E
90¢ Washington, imperf plate essays (112-E2b), four of the five colors: dull violet, red brown, pale orange red, and blue, ungummed, large balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1006 E
90¢ Washington, imperf plate essays (112-E2b), two different colors: pale orange red, and blue, ungummed, large balanced margins, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1007
1008
1009
1007 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), bright proof like color and impression, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1008 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), registry cancel, unusually beautiful deep color; tiny pinhole in grill at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1009 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), unusually bright and fresh carmine that is often washed out; tiny and light
corner crease at top left, V.G. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

1010
1011
1012
1010 m
1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue (123), neat black cancellation, the “ultimate” example of this woefully scarce and
undervalued 1¢ re-issue; a flawless top quality stamp in a condition seldom encountered, Extremely Fine to Superb, of the 10,000 examples that were sold in 1875, few were ever postally used; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $425. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1011 m
1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue (123), blue cork cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF
90. SMQ XF 90; $1,200.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1012 m
1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue (123), rarely seen ultramarine cancellation, a phenomenal cancel on a choice
appearing stamp; unlisted in Scott’s Specialized catalog with a colored cancel; light horizontal crease along Franklin’s head; reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine, only 10,000 sold, few of which were ever used for postal purposes; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $500 - 750

1013
1014
1013 H
6¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue (126), small part o.g., large boardwalk margins all around; tiny thins, otherwise
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $600 - 800
1014 m
6¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue (126), manuscript cancels, lovely color within near-perfect jumbo margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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A Rare 12 Cent Re-Issue in Magnificent Condition

1015 H
12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue (128), full original gum, hinged, well centered and unusually pristine, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.F. certificate and 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $9,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Photo on the front cover
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1016 H
12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue (128), part o.g., sharply etched impression; small scuff and short corner perf
at top right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1017
1018
1017 m
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), neat black cancellation, warm rich colors; a handsome example of this challenging used stamp which is scarcer used than mint; small corner crease at upper right, otherwise
Very Fine, only 1,981 sold - few of which were ever postally used; with 1989 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1018 m
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), double oval New York postmark, great example of this only
type III that was ever issued as a single stamp with rich proof like color on bright white paper and fabulous centering;
added perf tip at lower left, Extremely Fine appearance; with clean 2000 P.F. and 2019 PSE certificates. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

1019
1020
1021
1019 H
24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), o.g., hinged, premium quality example with wonderfully rich
colors and crisp clear impression, Very Fine, only 2,091 sold; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1020 H
24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), rich proof-like color and impression, o.g., hinged, flawless example of this tough stamp, Very Fine, only 2,091 sold; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1021 m
24¢ green & violet, 1875 Re-issue (130), neat strike of “New York” registry cancellation, marvelous example of this tough used stamp; with radiating color; in flawless condition, Very Fine, only 2,091 sold, most of which
were never used; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,600. SMQ VF 80; $1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1022 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, 1875 Re-issue (131), o.g., hinged, phenomenal GEM quality example featuring boardwalk margins and proof like colors; among the most impressive #131’s obtainable, Extremely Fine, only
1,535 sold in 1875; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1023 H
90¢ carmine & black, 1875 Re-issue (132), slightly disturbed o.g., deeply etched impression with luscious colors, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1024
1025
1026
1024 H
90¢ carmine & black, 1875 Re-issue (132), o.g., lightly hinged, premium quality example in flawless
condition, with bright color, Fine, only 1,356 sold; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1025 H
90¢ carmine & black, 1875 Re-issue (132), traces of o.g., gorgeous proof-like color; handsome
well-margined example of this popular Re-issue, F.-V.F., only 1,356 sold; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1026 (H)
90¢ carmine & black, 1875 Re-issue (132), unused without gum, bold rich colors, Fine; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues
National Bank Note Co. Printings

1027 m
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, H. grill (134), neat black cancellation, incredible top quality example of this tough
grilled stamp; attractive margins and vivid color, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$200. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1028
1029
1030
1028 (H)
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), unused without gum, brilliant fresh color, an exceedingly rare grilled
stamp, especially in flawless condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1029 m
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), neat black cancellation, exceptional example of this difficult stamp;
much better centering than normally encountered on this issue, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $400. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $600 - 800
1030 m
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), gorgeous color and well impressed grill; small corner crease at bottom
right, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

1031 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), fancy black cancellation, one of the most appealing examples of this incredibly difficult stamps we have ever offered; a striking GEM with huge boardwalk margins and dazzling color;
you’ll likely never see a finer example of this stamp in which to bid one; small creases, that if weren’t present (and
are not noted on the accompanying PSE certificate) would have this as a grade of 95 or higher which would make
this one of the highest grades available, Extremely Fine, this stamp is 1 of 3 examples attaining the grade of XF-90J,
with only 4 others grading higher according to PSE’s population report; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J.
Scott $800. SMQ XF 90J; $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1032
1033
1032 m
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), neat black circle of wedges cancellation, warm rich color and choice
centering; corner crease at bottom left, otherwise Very Fine; with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1033 m
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), segmented cork cancellation, marvelous color and centering; a nice
looking example of this elusive grilled stamp, with a clearly identifiable grill; 0.5mm tear at top - in the 4th perf hole
from the left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

1034
1035
1036
1037
1034 m
1870, 1¢ ultramarine, I. grill (134A), unusual red negative cross cancel, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
1035 (H)
1870, 2¢ red brown, I. grill (135A), unused without gum, a flawless example of this newly listed I grill, the
deeply impressed smaller grill compared to the normal larger H grill; warm rich color and clear impression, F.-V.F.;
with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000 for an o.g. example.
Estimate $400 - 600
1036 m
1870, 2¢ red brown, I. grill (135A), huge stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85; $350 SMQ does not list Jumbo.
Estimate $500 - 750
1037 m
1870, 2¢ red brown, I. grill (135A), fancy black cancellation, incredibly fresh and choice example of the I
grill, with boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $325. SMQ XF 90;
$575.
Estimate $500 - 750

1038 m
1870, 10¢ brown, I. grill (139A), neat black cork cancellation, spectacular appearing example of the rare
10¢ I grill; a well margined stamp with scintillating color and clearly etched impression; a wonderful opportunity to
acquire a handsome example of this newly listed grill variety; single added perf at left, the 6th perf down from the
top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Ex 1039
Ex 1040
1039 P
1870, 1¢-90¢ complete, large die proofs (145P1-155P1), each measuring approximately 139 x
200mm, from presentation book with partial cloth binding from presentation book at left and gilt edged on other
sides, deep and rich impression and color; 1¢ has minor scuff on face, minor soiling, Very Fine overall. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1040 P
1870, 1¢-90¢ complete, hybrid large die proofs (145P1-155P1 var), each gilt edged, complete less 3c,
each measuring approximately 136 x 215mm, deep and rich colors, some with a little light soiling around edges,
Very Fine overall.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 1041
1041 P
1870, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India (145P3-155P3), an exceptional set with bright fresh colors and large balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $311.
Estimate $250 - 350
1042 m
1870, outstanding group of ten different ungrilled values (145//155), nice cancellations on each, except #152 which looks unused, but has had cancellation expertly removed; a few trivial flaws, generally F.-V.F.
Scott $1,203 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1043 m
1870-79, group of 12 (146//187), nice variety of fancy, NYFM or colored cancellations, handsome group
of Banknote issues selected for appearance and better cancels; highlights include 149 x (2), 153, 160, and 162; a
gorgeous selection; some with slight faults, but nothing of significance, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $659 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1044
1045
1046
1047
1044 (H)
1871, 7¢ vermilion (149), unused without gum, tremendous left sheet margin single featuring huge
JUMBO margins and ravishing rich color; unlisted in the SMQ pricing guide in the grade of VF-XF-85J, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 1984 P.F.C. and 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $290. SMQ VF 80; $425.
Estimate $600 - 800
1045 (H)
1870, 10¢ brown (150), regummed, extremely fresh and choice example, F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800 for no gum.
Estimate $350 - 500
1046 (H)
1870, 12¢ dull violet (151), unused without gum, awesome example of this terribly difficult stamp; choice
centering and crisp impression; this stamp has it all; well worth a serious bid, F.-V.F.; with 1988 and 2015 P.F. certificates, the latter graded F-VF 75. Scott $1,050. SMQ F-VF 75; $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
1047 H
1870, 12¢ dull violet (151), disturbed o.g., deep rich color; reperforated at right, V.G.-Fine; with 2012
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1048 ma
1870, 12¢ dull violet (151), block of 4, bold blue geometric cancellations, extremely handsome and completely sound example of this rare multiple; an eye catching exhibition quality showpiece that would enhance any
great collection, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1050
1049 (H)
1870, 15¢ bright orange (152), unused without gum, deep rich proof like color, Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
1050 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), neat circle of wedges cancellation, wide margins and brilliant color; an awesome
top quality stamp that would please the most discerning collector, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $220. SMQ XF 90; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

1051 (H)
1870, 30¢ black (154), unused without gum, premium example in flawless condition; with awesome deep
rich color printed on clean white paper; this rarity is missing from most collections, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1052 (H)

1870, 30¢ black (154), unused without gum, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1053 m
1870, 90¢ carmine (155), black grid cancellation, wonderfully fresh and choice example of extreme
beauty - quite scarce when found this nice, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $325.
SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Continental Bank Note Co. Printings

Ex 1054
1055
1054 P
1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (156P4-166P4), fresh colors and nice margins except 3¢
a little close at left, Very Fine. Scott $1,220.
Estimate $600 - 800
1055 HH
1873, 2¢ brown (157), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example in a marvelous pristine
mint state; gleaming example both front and back - as the gum is in Post Office fresh condition; a true condition rarity, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. and 2019 P.F. certificates. Scott $325 for “hinged”. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1056
1057
1058
1056 HH
1873, 3¢ green (158), o.g., never hinged, large margins example; gleaming fresh both front and back in a
marvelous state of preservation; unlisted in the Scott catalog value in never hinged condition, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2014 P.S.E. certificate for block/9, from which it came - top center stamp from the block. Scott $110 for
hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
1057 H
1873, 3¢ green (158), o.g., previously hinged, bold deep impression and color, Extremely Fine; with 2019
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1058 H
1873, 3¢ green (158), o.g., very lightly hinged, nice big margins and lively color, Extremely Fine; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate for pair, from which it came - this being left stamp from pair. Scott $110.
Estimate $200 - 300

1059 (H)
1873, 10¢ brown (161), unused without gum, brilliant fresh example with crisp, clear impression, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, ridiculously undervalued as unused in the catalog relative to scarcity; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1060 H
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), o.g., hinged, delightful top-quality example of this terribly difficult mint
stamp; breathtaking color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 and 2016 P.F. certificates. Scott
$2,200.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1061
1062
1061 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), fabulous red town cancellation, impressive well centered stamp; warm
rich color nicely complimented by the pretty postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $150. SMQ XF 90; $275.
Estimate $250 - 350
1062 (H)
1873, 15¢ yellow orange, vertically ribbed paper (163 var.), unused without gum, F.-V.F., carries a
50% premium in Scott for o.g.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Rare Hard Paper Special Printing

1063 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 6¢ dull rose (170), without gum as issued, crisp post office fresh color, rare to
find in such quality with complete perforations and sound, Fine, about 35 examples believed to have been certified
less than 1/3 of those certified have complete perforations and are sound; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded F 70.
Scott $18,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Photo on the front cover
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1064 H/m
1875, a dozen attractive issues (178//191), the mint stamps include a wonderful-appearing #178 unused (regummed), an o.g. #184, and an o.g. #189 with clear Bill Weiss certificate (although the stamp is
reperforated at top and right); used stamps include #182-188 and 190-191; a gorgeous-appearing selection; trivial
flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $930 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1065 Ea
1877, 1¢-90¢ P.B.N.C. Washington essay, in red brown (182-E3e), plate on old glazed paper, perf’d
and gummed, with imprint, sheet of 20, o.g., hinge remnants; a few minor perf separations, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Brazer 115aE-Fd.
Estimate $300 - 400
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American Bank Note Co. Printings

1066
1067
1068
1066 H
1879, 2¢ vermilion (183), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous showpiece with fiery bright color and oversized margins; a true GEM deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of
only 2 examples attaining the grade of XF-Sup-95J according to PSE’s population report, with only 2 others grading
higher; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $100. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1067 H
1879, 6¢ pink (186), o.g., hinged, decent looking banknote issue with sumptuous color; reperforated at
top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
1068 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, glowing rich shade; a premium quality bottom sheet margin single showing a small portion of imprint, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $600. Estimate $300 - 400

1069 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), horizontal strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, arresting color; tiny scrape on bottom of left center stamp, Fine. Scott $2,400 as four singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1070 H
1879, 30¢ full black (190), o.g., lightly hinged, incredible depth of color, Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1071
1072
1073
1071 S
1889, 90¢ carmine, overprinted “Specimen” in red (191SDa), unused without gum, one of the few existing examples of this stamp with a red “Specimen” overprint; this specimen is almost always found with black
Specimen overprint; this is the first example of the red “Specimen” overprint we have ever offered; so rare, it is listed
but priced with only a dash in the current Scott Specialized catalog; Bid high on this rarity as you might never see another one again; tiny tear at left, and trimmed perforations at the bottom, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1072 m

1879, 90¢ carmine (191), Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $350.

Estimate $200 - 300

1073 H
1882, 5¢ yellow brown (205), disturbed o.g., precise centering and glowing color; an extraordinary example of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $240.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,150 for full o.g.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1074
1075
1077
1078
1074 E
1881-82, 5¢ A.B.N.C. Garfield essay, in gray brown (205-E2), vignette with frame of horizontal lines,
die on India, die sunk on card, Very Fine. Scott $250. Brazer 115aE-Fd.
Estimate $200 - 300
1075 H
1881, 1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), o.g., lightly hinged, stunning example with beautiful rich color;
seldom does this stamp appear at public auction in this remarkable condition, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 6 examples at this impressive grade, with only 6 others grading higher; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $70. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
1076 H/m
1881, handsome group of 11 different issues (206-207, 209-210, 212-218), #218 has a light cancel;
others are unused with o.g. except #209, 212 & 215-216 which are regummed; nice “lookers”; a few trivial faults;
#209 reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $995 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1077 m
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), outstanding Maltese cross cancellation, marvelous GEM quality
stamp with massive JUMBO margins and dazzling color; an eye catching example deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $6. SMQ XF-SUP
95J; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
1078 HH
1883, 4¢ blue green (211), o.g., never hinged, handsome example in a marvelous mint state; with awesome rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1079
1080
1079 (H)a
1883 Special Printing, 2¢ pale red brown (211B), horizontal block of 6 with sheet margin at right, unused without gum, impressive example of the 1883 Special Printing; a handsome multiple with intense color, Fine;
with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $780 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
1080 P
1887, 1¢ ultramarine, large die proof (212P1), with imprint “C -178 / AMERICAN BANK NOTE
CO.N.Y.”, measuring 145 x 222mm, fresh and Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 500
1081 (H)
1888, group of 4 different (215-218), regummed, nice appearing group of bank note issues; small faults,
Fine appearance. Scott $490 for no gum (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1082
1083
1082 Ha
1888, 4¢ carmine (215), block of 4, o.g., hinged, bottom stamps very lightly hinged (appear as never
hinged), vivid color; small inclusion in “D” of “United”, upper left stamp, Fine. Scott $850. Estimate $300 - 400
1083 Ha
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), block of 4, o.g., hinged, bright eye-arresting color and impression; a few
minor perf separations, overall Very Fine block, difficult block. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1084

1084
1085
1086
1888, 30¢ orange brown, imperf proof on stamp paper (217Pa), pair, o.g., previously hinged, bright
fresh color; horizontal crease at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $300 - 400

1085 m
1888, 90¢ purple (218), Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate and 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF
90XQ. SMQ XF 90; $650 plus XQ premium.
Estimate $500 - 750
1086 m
1888, 90¢ purple (218), light black cancellation, nicely balanced margins; a handsome example with
warm rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $225. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

1890 Issue

Ex 1087
Ex 1088
Ex 1089
Ex 1090
1087 P
1¢-90¢ complete, small die proofs (219P2-229P2), all 11 values (219DP2 is not included), mounted on
original gray Roosevelt album card backing, each measuring approximately 28 x 29 mm; a couple tiny toned spots
and slight oxidation on 90¢, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1088 P
1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on India (219P3-229P3), except the 1¢ is on card (219P4), includes
both 2¢, a choice set with large margins and bright colors, Extremely Fine. Scott $804.
Estimate $400 - 600
1089 P
1¢-90¢ complete less the 2¢ carmine, plate proofs on India (219P3//229P3); 2¢ cut a little close, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $789.
Estimate $400 - 600
1090 P
1¢-90¢ complete less the 2¢ carmine, plate proofs on India (219P3//229P3); 2¢ close at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $789.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1091
1091 P
1¢-90¢ complete, plate proofs on card (219P4-229P4), all with large balanced margins, Very Fine.
Scott $785.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 1092
1093
1094
1095
1092 P
1¢-90¢ complete less the 2¢ carmine, plate proofs on card (219P4/229P4), good color and large margins except 2¢ just a little close, F.-V.F. Scott $585.
Estimate $300 - 400
1093 H
2¢ carmine, cap on both “2’s” variety (220c), o.g., lightly hinged, premium example of the caps on both
2’s variety, with warm rich color; much nicer than normally encountered on this challenging issue, F.-V.F.; with 2017
P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
1094 HH
3¢ purple (221), o.g., never hinged, radiant color and sharp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2019 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
1095 m
5¢ chocolate (223), indistinct cancel, bright fresh color, wide margins and lovely centering, certainly an
elusive stamp with this grade, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded Superb 98. SMQ SUP 98; $575.
Estimate $350 - 500

1096
1098
1099
1096 Ha
15¢ indigo (227), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh and choice multiple with outstanding
color, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
1097 H
30¢ black (228), o.g., hinged, matchless World Class example with gargantuan margins and ravishing
rich color; a true condition rarity, as this stamp is almost never found in this fantastic quality, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is the only example achieving the grade of XF-SUP-95J, with only 3 others grading higher - according to
PSE’s population report; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $280. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1098 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., hinged, deep color and clearly etched impression, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
1099 m
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1893 Columbian Issue

Ex 1100
Ex 1101
1100 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), gorgeous balanced set of 16
different values; each with outstanding color and most with old-time hinge remnant on reverse; a great set for the
money, Very Fine. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1101 P
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete, plate proofs on card (230P4-245P4), attractive, hinged set of card
proofs; strong colors throughout, Very Fine. Scott $2,110.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 1102
Ex 1103
1102 H/(H)
Columbians, 1¢ to $5 complete (230-245), attractive set of these popular stamps; 230-231, 234,
238-242 and 245 are regummed; 236 and 237 are o.g. never hinged; the rest including 243 and 244 have disturbed
o.g.; small faults on the high values, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,716.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1103 H/(H)
Columbians, 1¢ to 50¢ (230-240), o.g. (4¢ has disturbed gum and 10¢ is without gum), useful set to 50¢
from the world’s first commemorative set; some small faults, mostly F.-V.F. centering. Scott $1,199.
Estimate $200 - 300

1104
1106
1104 m
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet, “broken hat” variety (231 var.), massive balanced jumbo margins all
around, Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $600 without premium for var.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1105 m
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), many hundreds of unsorted/unchecked stamps, both on & off paper,
offered intact and unchecked for varieties or cancels, great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1106 m
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), neat black cancellation, one of the most remarkable examples obtainable; perfectly centered with dazzling color; simply awesome, Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
SUP 98. Scott $1. SMQ SUP 98; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1107 HH
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality left sheet margin single; gorgeous rich color and precisely balanced margins; a true GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $97.
Estimate $500 - 750

1108 HH/H Columbian, 3¢ green (232), bottom margin plate number and letter strip of 4, o.g., never hinged (right
stamp is lightly hinged), bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $327.
Estimate $200 - 300

1109 m
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), premium quality imprint pair, “Worlds Fair Station, Jun 26, 1893" machine cancellation, a seldom seen postmark; very pretty, Fine. Scott $16.
Estimate $250 - 350

1110
1111
1110 HH
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged; nicely balanced margins and fabulous rich shade,
Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F.C. and 2013 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
1111 H
Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous color, the highest SMQ price for this
stamp is for a Superb 98J, a stamp in the grade of Gem 100 is considerably more; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded Gem 100. SMQ SUP 98J; $825.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1112
1113
1112 m
Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), amazing example featuring boardwalk margins and gleaming bright
color; certainly one of the finest known examples of this stamp in used condition, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $72. SMQ XF 90J; $460.
Estimate $350 - 500
1113 H

Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1114
1115
1116
1114 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, top-quality certified stamp with outstanding centering; much
nicer than the scathing P.S.E. certificate calling this a VF 80; a wonderful opportunity for the astute bidder, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,000. SMQ VF 80; $1,125.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1115 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, ravishing rich color; a lovely example is flawless condition,
F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
1116 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., previously hinged (tiny specks of black album offset on gum), beautifully fresh, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1117 H

1117
1118
1119
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1118 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., lightly hinged (gum creases), rich color and detailed impression,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
1119 m
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), lightly struck cancellation, brilliant, fresh example with clear impression,
Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1120
1121
1120 HH
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., never hinged, Post office fresh mint condition; a true condition rarity as these high value Columbians are seldom encountered in this wonderful shape, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1121 HH
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., never hinged, gleaming bright color; a fabulous right sheet margin
single in a marvelous state of preservation, Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate for pair, from which it was taken - this being the top stamp from the pair. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1122
1123
1124
1122 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., small hinge remnant, fresh appearance; small thin, otherwise
Very Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350
1123 m
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), light double oval New York REGistry cancel, lovely example of this key
value, Very Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
1124 m
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), socked-on-the-nose Washington D.C. 1895 postmark; light paper
wrinkle, Very Fine centering; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1125
1126
1127
1125 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., previously hinged, bold emblazoned color and impression,
Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1126 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., hinged, bold prooflike color; a desirable high value Columbian,
F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1127 H
Columbian, $3 olive green (243a), o.g., hinge remnant, with a few tiny spots of gum glazing, well centered with bright color, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1128
1129
1128 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., previously hinged, lovely bright color; a couple small thins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
1129 (H)
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), regummed, great color and visually attractive example of this difficult high value; a few small faults, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

1130
1131
1132
1130 m
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), socked-on-the-nose U.S. German Sea PO 1893 postmark, Very
Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
1131 m
Columbian, $3 olive green (243a), neat registry cancellation, gorgeous olive green shade; a flawless
example with three certificates of authenticity, Very Fine; with 1984 and 1995 P.F.C.’s along with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $750. SMQ VF 80; $875.
Estimate $600 - 800
1132 m

Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), beautifully fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1133 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely impressive example with excellent
centering and warm rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$2,000. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,750.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1134
1135
1136
1134 (H)
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), unused without gum, unmatchable color and impression within
all-but-perfect margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1135 H
Columbian, $4 rose carmine (244a), o.g., hinged, marvelous example of the beautiful rose carmine
shade; a flawless top quality stamp with tremendous eye appeal, Very Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $2,000. SMQ VF 80; $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1136 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., hinged, among the most striking-appearing examples obtainable; huge JUMBO margins and eye-arresting color; horizontal crease at bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 1982
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1137
1138
1137 (H)
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), regummed over faults, nice inexpensive key value, Just Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
1138 m
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), neat registry cancellation, tremendous top quality example of this
tough used stamp; outstanding rich color, much more intense than usually found, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $950. SMQ XF 90; $2,150.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1139
1140
1139 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous jet-black color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1140 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), slightly disturbed o.g., jet-black color and sharp impression, Very Fine; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ VF 80; $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1141
1142
1143
1141 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., hinge remnant, good looking stamp with luscious rich color and sharp,
detailed impression; a couple of tiny thin specks, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1142 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., hinged, fresh and affordable example of this popular stamp; trivial light
creases, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2012 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1143 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., hinge remnant, handsome-appearing example with intense color and
clearly etched impression; reperforated at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1144
1145
1144 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., previously hinged, jet-black color; tiny margin stain at right and light inclusion at left, F.-V.F. centering. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
1145 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), disturbed o.g., great color; a couple tiny faults, F.-V.F. centering. Scott
$2,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

Columbian Blocks

1146 HHa
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), left margin horizontal block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright, fresh color; light
gum bend on upper right stamp, F.-V.F.. Scott $585.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1147 HHa
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), horizontal block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely color; top right stamp with inclusion, lower right light gum bend, F.-V.F.. Scott $585.
Estimate $250 - 350

1148
1149
1148 HH/Ha Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, except bottom right stamp which is previously hinged at top right, F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $470.
Estimate $250 - 350
1149 HHa
Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), vertical block of 6, o.g., never hinged, alluring color; blind perforation
on lower right stamp, F.-V.F.. Scott $840.
Estimate $250 - 350

1150 HHa
Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate for
block. Scott $560.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1151
1152
1151 Ha
Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged and small hinge remnant at bottom,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
1152 Ha
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, small hinge reinforcements,
bright and fresh appearance, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $500 - 750

1153 Ha
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), block of 4, disturbed o.g., very fresh and pleasing example of this
high-value multiple; a couple tiny thins at left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $4,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1894-1898 Bureau Issues

Ex 1154
1154 P
1894, 1¢-$5, large die proofs on India, sunk on card (247P1/263P1), consisting of 247P1, 250P1,
253AP1-261AP1, 262P1-263P1, reduced, each measuring approximately 79 x 82mm; several with trivial light toning spots, each are hinged on back, Fine, rare complete set. Scott $4,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Ex 1155
1155 P
1894, 1¢-$5, Roosevelt small die proofs on wove (247P2//263P2), 247P2, 250P2, 253AP2-261AP2,
262P2, 263P2, each measuring approximately 26 x 28mm; some hinge remnants, 1¢, 6¢, $1 and $2 small thins, as
often without gray card backing, Very Fine, only 85 sets produced. Scott $3,535.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1156
1157
1156 HH
1894, 2¢ pink, type I (248), o.g., never hinged, sensational top quality showpiece with unusually large
margins and bold rich color; a true condition rarity as this issue is seldom found so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $90. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1157 H
1894, 2¢ scarlet, type III (252a), o.g., lightly hinged, bold rich unmistakable shade, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $120.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1158
1159
1160
1158 H
1894, 2¢ scarlet, type III (252a), vertical pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2018 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
1159 HH
1894, 10¢ dark green (258), left plate number single, o.g., never hinged, luscious rich color and impression, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
1160 H
1894, 15¢ dark blue (259), o.g., very lightly hinged, incredibly large-margined stamp with breath-taking
color, F.-V.F., quite elusive like this; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

1161
1162
1163
1161 P
1894, 50¢ orange, large die proof (260P1 var.), printed directly on 79x115mm card, unlisted as such;
light soiling top center, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
1162 H
1894, 50¢ orange (260), bottom plate number single, eye-catching pre-printing paper fold, o.g., previously hinged, rich color, F.-V.F., an unusually scarce item with either the plate number or the paper fold; combined,
this is quite a showpiece. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
1163 Ha
1894, 50¢ orange (260), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, bright and fresh; light wrinkle on top left
stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1164 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), o.g., hinged, absolutely gorgeous deep rich color printed on clean white paper; a handsome example of this scarce stamp - the rarest regularly issued United States stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2019
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1165
1166
1165 (H)
1894, $5 dark green (263), unused without gum, sharp complete color and impression, Very Fine; with
2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1166 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F. reperforated at left; with photocopy of clean
1947 P.F. certificate for block and 2019 PSE certificate that states reperforated at left. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 1167
1167 H
1895, 1¢ to $1 (264-276A), fresh and pleasing selection up to the $1 type II; includes both $1 values,
#276A is expertly regummed, others are o.g. hinged; #274 and 275 reperforated at bottom; 276A reperforated at
top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,205.
Estimate $600 - 800
1168 ma
1895, 2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), bottom left full pane of 100, mute double-oval cancellations,
left three columns are #266 (Type II), right 7 are #267 (Type III); some selvage faults along left side, and some separated or reinforced perforations as one would expect, otherwise Fine, this is the first cancelled pane we have ever
encountered (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1169
1170
1171
1169 HH
1895, 2¢ pink, type III (267a), o.g., never hinged, impressive example of this challenging type III stamp in
the beautiful pink shade, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $75. SMQ XF 90; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1170 HH
1895, 6¢ dull brown (271), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice example of this watermarked
Bureau issue; immaculate, just like the very first day it was handed over the Post Office counter, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $325. SMQ VF-XF 85; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
1171 HH
1895, 8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., never hinged, wonderful top sheet margin single with vivid fresh color,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $300 - 400

1172 HH
1895, 10¢ dark green (273), top right plate number strip of 10, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally bright
and fresh; light natural gum wrinkle on position 5, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,960.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1173 H
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., lightly hinged, a true GEM of Philately with immense margins and scintillating rich color; the most impressive example we had ever had the pleasure to offer in one of our auctions, Superb,
this is the only example attaining the desirable grade of Superb-98J, with just one other grading higher; with 2013
P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott $210. SMQ SUP 98; $1,650.
Estimate $1,250 - 1,500
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1174
1175
1176
1177
1174 m
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), Superb, the SMQ does not list a value for a stamp in this grade, so the Scott
Values by Grade were used; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott Stamp Values SUP 98; $1,450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1175 H
1895, 50¢ orange (275), left sheet margin single with split arrow, o.g., fresh and nicely centered; sheet
margin reinforced, Very Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
1176 m
1895, $1 black, type I (276), sharp neat example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1177 m
1895, $1 black, type I (276), unusually light cancellation, top-quality example with a beautiful postmark
that doesn’t obscure the beautiful design; seldom found like this, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott
$95.
Estimate $200 - 300

1178
1179
1180
1181
1178 HH
1895, $2 bright blue (277), a lovely mint single, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and quite well centered, virtually Very Fine, a very difficult stamp to find in its original Post Office state. Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1179 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous deep, rich color; tiny corner crease at bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1180 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), bottom margin imprint single, o.g., hinged, a beautiful example with deep
dark color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2012 P.F. certificate for strip/3, from which this stamp was taken - middle
stamp from the strip. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
1181 H
1895, $2 dark blue (277a), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome example of the dark blue shade; a beautifully
centered stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $900. SMQ VF-XF
85; $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1182 Ha
1895, $2 bright blue (277), block of 4, o.g., small hinge remnant, premium-quality multiple with electrifying color; a solidly centered multiple that’s fresh to market, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1183 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), top margin plate number single, o.g., previously hinged, an eye-arresting luscious $5 Marshall, Extremely Fine, plate blocks of this top-value are rare, plate number singles are highly sought after and are a premium item, especially in this top-notch quality; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF
90; $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Photo on the inside back cover
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1184 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), awesome example with the deepest and
richest color you’ll ever see on this issue; an eye catching showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 1974 P.F. and 2008
P.S.E. certificates. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1185 H
1895, $5 dark green (278), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, extremely
attractive multiple of the desirable $5 Marshall; wide selvage at top; beautiful color and superior centering; as plate
blocks are virtually unobtainable, this beautiful showpiece is the nest best thing; left and right stamps with small thin
spots, Extremely Fine appearance with the middle stamp sound and of exceptional quality, plate strips of this high
value are exceedingly rare. Scott $8,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Photo on the inside back cover
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1186 HH/H 1898, 3rd Bureau issue (color changes), 1¢ to 15¢ complete (279-284), nice looking group of the 1898
new colors, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, no #280, but there is a #280b (the orange brown shade) as well
as a #279B imprint and plate number strip of 3; a few trivial flaws, generally F.-V.F. Scott $666 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1187
1188
1187 HH
1898, 5¢ dark blue (281), a magnificent top margin imprint single, o.g., never hinged, bold prooflike color,
Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken - this being left stamp from the
pair. Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400
1188 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged, bottom margin part arrow single with natural
straight edge at right; excellent centering, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

Ex 1189
1189 E
Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 complete, large die bi-color essays (285-E8/293-E7), a pristine set, die-sunk on
slightly reduced cards (7½ x 5¾" from 8" x 6"), Extremely Fine. The centerpiece of a Trans-Mississippi collection.
Scott $6,550.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Ex 1190
Ex 1191
1190 E
Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 complete, large die bi-color essays (285-E8/293-E7), 285-E8, 286-E8, 287-E8,
288-E5, 289-E4, 290-E4, 291-E8, 292-E6, 293-E7, all with overall foxing and staining, 2¢, 8¢ and 50¢ with light
hinge thinning to card, 5¢ with repaired internal tear into stamp design, generally Fine appearance. Scott $6,550.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1191 E
Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 complete, large die bi-color essays (285-E8/293-E7), die-sunk on full 8" x 6"
cards; the $2 has two tiny tone spots on the proof, the 8¢ & 10¢ have minor edge flaws on the cards, otherwise Very
Fine. Scott $6,550.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1192 HHa
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, tremendous well centered multiple in a magnificent mint state; seldom found so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $280 for singles. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,500 for singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1193 HHa
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), top left block of 40, almost a full pane; with wide top plate number and left arrow block, o.g., never hinged; light gum wrinkle affecting two stamps near the bottom, perforation separations at left and right of bottom arrow line, generally F.-V.F.. Scott $3,180 (photo on web site). Estimate $600
- 800
1194 HHa
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), bottom left corner margin plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged;
thin on bottom right selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $1,080 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1195
1196
1197
1195 H
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., hinged, incredible large-margined stamp with beautiful deep rich orange color; a great stamp, Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $875.
Estimate $500 - 750
1196 m
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), East Clarendon, VT “Admiral Dewey” cancellation, eye catching example
with one of the most interesting cancellations you’ll ever see, Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
1197 HH
Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown (289), o.g., never hinged, lively rich shade; a premium quality mint stamp,
Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $375. SMQ VF 80; $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

1198
1199
1200
1198 HH
Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet (290), o.g., never hinged, lavish rich color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
1199 H
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example with robust color; a pleasing
stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
1200 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., very lightly hinged, select example of this popular issue; superior centering and gleaming color; a great stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1201
1202
1203
1201 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., lightly hinged, Jet-Black color on clean white paper; a very pleasing
example of this lovely issue; small filled thin spot—of little consequence and barely noticeable, otherwise F.-V.F.;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800
1202 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), disturbed o.g., deeply etched impression and rich sharpness of color, Very
Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
1203 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., very lightly hinged, gorgeous rich shade; very pleasing $1 Trans, Fine;
with 2015 P.F. certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,400. SMQ F 70; $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1204
1205
1206
1204 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., previously hinged, rich jet black color; reperforated at right, Just Fine;
expert handstamp on reverse. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500
1205 m
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), neat duplex cancellation, desirable example featuring wide natural straight
edge along right side; scarce thus, as nearly all straight edge examples have been reperforated, Extremely Fine.
Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
1206 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and attractive example, with robust color
and clearly etched impression, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1207
1208
1209
1207 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., hinged, attractive-appearing example with rich color; faint internal crease; reperforated at left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $600 - 800
1208 H

Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., hinge remnants, sharp impression, Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $600 - 800

1209 (H)
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), regummed, handsome appearing example with vibrant color; tiny
thin spot at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $825 for no gum.
Estimate $600 - 800

1210
1211
1212
1210 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), disturbed o.g., nice inexpensive key value; small diagonal crease
at top right, F.-V.F. centering; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1211 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), slightly disturbed o.g., nice inexpensive high value; small thin at
lower right, V.G. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400
1212 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), duplex cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate and 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. STAMPS: 1901 Pan-American Issue

U.S. Stamps
1901 Pan-American Issue

1213 S
Pan-American, 4¢ chocolate & black, center inverted, overprinted “Specimen” (296aSE), o.g.,
lightly hinged, extremely attractive example of this scarce “Specimen” overprint; with easily readable overprint
along top margin of the stamp; rare thus, as many times these overprints are hard to detect or have been professionally lightened; a wonderful opportunity for any serious collector looking for an example with lots of eye appeal;
small sealed tear at left, otherwise Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Photo on the front cover

1214 P
Pan-Americans complete, small die proofs (294P2-299P2), extraordinary complete set of the Roosevelt small die proofs; each with original gray card backing having been taken from one of the Roosevelt presentation
albums produced in 1903 by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving, Extremely Fine, only 85 sets were produced.
Scott $3,450.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1215 S
Pan-Americans complete, overprinted “Specimen” (294SE-299SE), o.g., hinged, attractive set of
these rarely offered Specimen overprints; a lovely complete set in flawless condition, F.-V.F. Scott $1,410.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1216 HHa
1¢ Pan-American (294), bottom plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous rich color; a premium example of this elusive bottom plate showing two plate numbers and position arrow; immaculate both front and back in
a remarkable mint state, Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
1217 HH/Ha 2¢ Pan-American (295), bottom margin plate and arrow block of 100, o.g., approximately half never
hinged and half hinged or slightly disturbed gum, a quite remarkable multiple that can be difficult to find in any condition considering these stamps are well over a century old; some perf separations, light creases affecting 14 stamps,
two stamps with pieces missing, light toning along left row of stamps, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,000 as plate blocks
& singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1218 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh top left corner margin single with captivating color and clearly etched impression, Extremely Fine, excellent positional piece showing reversed 4C and
siderographers’ initials; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1219 HHa
4¢ Pan-American (296), top right plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged (small spot of gum disturbance on
top left stamp, position 2), very fresh and attractive; a few minor perf separations in top selvage between imprint,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,930.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1220 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, lovely mint stamp with large margins and intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $230. SMQ XF 90; $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1221 HHa
10¢ Pan-American (299), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely contrasting colors and impressions, Very
Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

1902-1908 Regular Issues
1222 H/m
1¢ to 50¢ (300/314), attractive group of a dozen examples from the 1902-03 regular issue; all unused except #314 single which is used; includes #300-301, 303-310 and a 314 horizontal pair; an attractive well-margined
group of these popular stamps; a few small faults, generally F.-V.F. Scott $973 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1223
Ex 1224
1225
1223 H
1¢ blue green, double pre-printing paper fold (300 var.), o.g., very lightly hinged, an eye catching error; nice wide folds, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1224 H
1¢ blue green and 2¢ carmine (300b, 301c), booklet panes of 6, o.g., very lightly hinged, attractive
panes with great colors, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
1225 HH
2¢ carmine (301c), position E, booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice example
with beautiful color; this lot includes the original booklet covers (although they are in rough shape), F.-V.F. Scott
$950.
Estimate $500 - 750

1226
1227
1228
1229
1226 H
4¢ brown essay (303-E3), on retouched photo sensitive paper, an incredibly scarce essay rarely offered
in any condition; trivial thin spots, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1227 HH
15¢ olive green (309), o.g., never hinged, radiant rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
1228 H
50¢ orange (310), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent GEM-quality stamp; extra-large margins and deep
saturated color; a heart-pounding example to please the most quality-conscious collector, Extremely Fine; with
1991 and 2006 P.F. certificates. Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750
1229 Ha
50¢ orange (310), block of 4, o.g., hinged, bright, fresh color; a few reinforced perforations, F.-V.F., an attention-grabbing block. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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A Superb Gem High Value

1230 HH
$1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, deeply etched impression with boldly emblazoned color on lily white
paper, Superb, a true “matchless” gem; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $33,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Photo on the front cover
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1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1231 HH
$1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous deep color and clear impression; seldom found in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1232 HH
$1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, vivid and fresh mint stamp with breathtaking color; challenging in this
immaculate condition, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1233 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, wonderful well centered example with brilliant color, Extremely Fine; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1234 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, lively color and clearly etched impression; a very pleasing stamp, Very Fine;
with 1983 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
1235 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, well-margined example with beautiful centering; single slightly nibbed perforation at lower right, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1236
1237
1236 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., hinge remnant, choice well-centered stamp with lively color; minor paper “buckling” from the hinge that remains—not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine; with clear
1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1237 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., lightly hinged, beautifully centered $2 Madison with great color; reperforated at
bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500

1238
1239
1240
1238 H
$5 dark green (313), o.g., lightly hinged, premium quality example with deeply saturated color, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1239 H
$5 dark green (313), o.g., hinged, brilliant color; very nice-looking example; light thin spot present in the
watermark area, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1240 H
$5 dark green (313), disturbed o.g., wonderfully fresh stamp with an impressive appearance; trivial thin
spot; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1241
1242
1243
1241 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
1242 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, well margined top quality example with bold color and clear impression, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $575. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
1243 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, nicely balanced example with ravishing rich color; natural inclusion fiber on reverse only - does not show on the front, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate for
pair, from which it was taken - right stamp from the pair. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

1244
1245
1244 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair with part plate finisher initials imprint at left, o.g., never hinged, fresh and gorgeous position pair; light selvage wrinkles (not mentioned on certificate), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.F.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95XQ. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,950 plus XQ premium.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1245 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate
and 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1246
1247
1246 H
1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (318), o.g., previously hinged, lovely set of three
balanced margins, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1247 H
1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (318), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), lovely example of this scarce paste-up coil single (the paste-up is along the right side of the stamp); beautiful rich color; small
repair at bottom right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1248
1249
1250
1248 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf, type I (320), left plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Superb, the highest price
the SMQ lists is for Gem 100, a stamp in this grade of Gem 100J Jumbo is worth considerably more; with 2018
P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
1249 (H)
2¢ carmine, International Vending Co. perfs (320), pair, regummed, Fine for the issue; with 2015 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1250 H
2¢ scarlet, International Vending Co. perfs (320b), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Fine for the issue; with
1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Rare Early Experimental Coil

1251 H
2¢ carmine, type II, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (322), an exceptional pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
wonderfully bright and fresh; minor separation at bottom, F.-V.F.; with 1988 & 2006 P.F. certificates. Scott $17,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
An outstanding example of this rare experimental coil.

Photo on the front cover
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1904-1907 Commemorative Issues
1252 HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), right margin arrow block of 25, o.g., never hinged, bright and post office
fresh; natural straight edge at left with light gum bend along straight edge, F.-V.F. Scott $4,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1253
1254
1253 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), o.g., never hinged, magnificent right sheet margin single with beautiful
centering and radiant color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $300. SMQ XF 90;
$750.
Estimate $600 - 800
1254 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice example with fully unblemished gum, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2017 P.F. certificate for pair from which it came - top stamp from the
pair. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
1255 HH/Ha 2¢ Jamestown (329), vertical block of 20, o.g., hinge remnant on bottom 2 stamps (18 stamps never
hinged), wonderfully fresh multiple, much nicer than normally found on this difficult issue; the right ten stamps are
particularly well centered with several “gradable” examples, F.-V.F. Scott $1,405 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1256 HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, premium large margined example of this most difficult stamp;
beautiful rich shade; a striking example for the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $310. SMQ XF 90; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1257 m
5¢ Jamestown (330), machine cancel, deep blue color within a deeply etched impression on stark white
paper, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issue, DL Watermark
1258 HH/H 1908-17, 1¢ to 3¢ (331a//502b), booklet panes of 6, o.g., mostly lightly hinged (some never hinged),
handsome selection of 14 different better Washington-Franklin booklet panes neatly presented on homemade
pages; a beautiful group that includes #331-332a, 374-375a, 405b and 406a, 424d and 425e, 462-463a,
498e-499e, and 501-502b; all selected for color, centering and overall appearance; #375a with a light crease, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,163 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1259
1260
1259 H
50¢ violet (341), o.g., hinge remnants, absolutely gorgeous well centered example amid unusually large
and balanced margins; a magnificent top quality stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $275. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1260 ma
50¢ violet (341), bottom margin plate block of 45; several perf separations, F.-V.F., by-and-far one of, if
not the largest blocks available used. Scott $1,670 as blocks and singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1261
1262
1261 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., very lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous top-quality example; scintillating
color and proof-like impression; if color and impression are your thing, then this stamp is a “must have”, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $450. SMQ VF-XF 85; $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
1262 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome and desirable stamp with extra-large margins and
captivating color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $450. SMQ VF-XF
85; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1263
1264
1265
1263 HH
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (349), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
1264 m
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (349), machine cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
1265 HH
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), pair, o.g., never hinged (natural gum wrinkles), wonderfully fresh multiple
with fabulous rich color, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

1266
1267
1266 H
1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), line pair, o.g., hinged, handsome example of this difficult coil; with gorgeous color of great intensity, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $350 - 500
1267 m
1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), line pair, machine cancel, complete margins surrounds this uncommon
item, Very Fine and scarce for this genuine coil, difficult to find used in full line pair; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1268 HH
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., never hinged (vertical natural gum crease at right),
choice example of this exceedingly scarce never hinged coil with brilliant color, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1269
1270
1269 HH
4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), o.g., never hinged, very difficult coil to find so nice; tiny natural
inclusion and tiny nick at lower left, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1270 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate and 2018
P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1909 Bluish Paper Issue

1271 HH
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), handsome and rarely offered right sheet margin single with partial
imprint in the selvage, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only (blue owner’s handstamp on gum), beautiful
color of great intensity, Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1272 H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), o.g., hinged, desirable bluish paper with deep saturated color and
detailed impression; a flawless example of this under valued stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1973 P.F.C, 2004 P.S.E., and
2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $1,800. SMQ F-VF 75; $1,300.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1273 H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), o.g., lightly hinged, attractive example of this difficult bluish paper,
with warm rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1274
1275
1276
1274 H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and choice example of this notoriously difficult stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1275 (H)
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), regummed, very difficult issue; reperforated at bottom, otherwise
F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1276 H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), part o.g., complete impression on clearly bluish (gray) paper, Fine for
the issue; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

A Rare and Choice Bluish Paper Block

1277 Ha
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), block of 4, beautiful contrast between ink and paper, o.g., previously
hinged, tremendous well-centered multiple with the left two stamps being particularly choice examples, Very Fine;
with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Photo on the inside back cover
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1278
1279
1278 H
1909, 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., lightly hinged, a fantastic 10¢ bluish paper, much nicer than
usually encountered; woefully undervalued, as this particular example is in a remarkable state of preservation; well
worth a serious bid, Very Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1279 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., hinged, decent example with exceedingly rich color; an affordable
Bluish Paper; reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1280 ma
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), block of 4, a great looking stamp from this very difficult set; tiny tear
at left and bottom right stamps with short perf at bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$17,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1281
1282
1281 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., hinged, extremely fresh and choice; an attractive example, F.-V.F.; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1282 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), lovely pale ultramarine color complemented by bluish paper,
disturbed o.g., choice bottom sheet margin single, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1909 Commemorative Issues

1283
1284
1285
1283 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, the “ultimate” example of this tough bluish paper issue; with maximum margins, unlike anything we’ve ever seen on this normally “tight” issue; this elite stamp is deserving of placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP
95J. Scott $300. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,700.
Estimate $1,250 - 1,500
1284 Ha
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), block of 4, 3mm spacing, o.g., lightly hinged, a fresh and pleasing multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $369.
Estimate $350 - 500
1285 Ha
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), right plate block of 6, o.g. (upper left & middle left stamps never hinged),
fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1286 HH
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), o.g., never hinged, with portions of adjoining stamps all around, Superb, Gem 100 is the highest grade the SMQ lists, a Jumbo Gem is worth considerably more; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $225.
Estimate $250 - 350
1287 HHa
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), complete top right pane of 70, o.g., never hinged, bright color and Post
Office fresh; many usable stamps if properly broken down; central horizontal and vertical creases and gum wrinkles
affect a little over 1/3 of the stamps; selvage creased with pieces missing right; a couple tiny inclusions, F.-V.F. appearance, ex Family Estate. Scott $2,440 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1288 HHa
2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), bottom right full pane of 60, o.g., never hinged, stamps have nice fresh appearance; several perforation separations and light gum bends with creasing and soiling on right selvage, generally
F.-V.F.. Scott $1,858 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1910-1911 Washington-Franklin Issue, SL Watermark

1289
1290
1291
1289 HH
1¢ green (374), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP
95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
1290 H
10¢ yellow (381), o.g., previously hinged, rich bright radiating color, sharp impression within
unmatchable jumbo margins, Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ SUP 98J; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
1291 m
10¢ yellow (381), neat black cancellation, extraordinary well margined example with intense color; an impressive little GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $6. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

1292
1293
1294
1292 HHa
10¢ yellow (381), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, decent example of this challenging plate;
rich color; minor perf separations, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
1293 HHa
1¢ green, imperf (383), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Superb, SMQ value is for four never
hinged Gem 100 singles; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $440 as four singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
1294 HH/H 2¢ carmine, vertical coil (386), paste-up strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, two center stamps never
hinged, difficult to find in larger multiples, an impressive example of this tough coil issue, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $910 as pair and two singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
www.kelleherauctions.com
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Two Rare Coils

1295 m
3¢ deep violet, the “Orangeburg” coil (389), the key value of all Washington / Franklin coils; tiny colored in scuffs along top edge and small crease at top right, nearly Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Photo on the front cover

1296 m
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (391), line pair, neat black town cancellation, the Top-Of-The-Pop - a stunning
GEM quality multiple showing portions of adjacent stamps along top and bottom; electrifying color and clearly
etched impression; a Bo Derek “10" that would enhance the finest collection, Superb, this outstanding line pair is 1
of only 3 examples attaining the fantastic grade of SUP-98 - and is the highest graded Scott #391 line pair according
to P.S.E.’s population report; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $1,500. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $5,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1297
1298
1297 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (388), o.g., hinged; tiny hinge thin, F.-V.F. appearance; with photocopy of
2018 P.S.E. certificate for pair. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1298 HH
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (391), o.g., never hinged, rich color and sharpness of impression line single,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1299
1300
1299 m
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line pair, wavy black machine cancellation, premium quality well centered coil with bold proof like color, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $500. Estimate $500 - 750
1300 m
3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), pair, non-contemporary cancellation, gorgeous looking coil featuring beautiful centering and striking rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $200 for “used”.
Estimate $300 - 400

1301
1302
1303
1301 HH
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., never hinged, bright sharp detailed color and impression,
Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1302 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh with rich color; tiny inclusion on bottom of right stamp, still Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
1303 m
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue
1304 HH/Ha 1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (397), block of 60, striking large Balboa multiple from the lower right pane;
horizontal perforations between rows 5 & 6 reattached with hinges; bottom plate block intact (vertical perforations at
outside margins reinforced with hinge), and the block as a whole has deep rich color and was beautifully printed; upper right stamp with corner crease, some perforation separations at top, F.-V.F. overall, with some better individual
stamps, a great showpiece to enhance any collection or exhibit. Scott $1,760 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
From the front, 17 stamps appear hinged; catalogued as 17 hinged, 43 n.h.

1305
1306
1305 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (399), o.g., never hinged, awesome stamp with bold color and razor sharp
impression; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $160.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $500 - 600
1306 HH
$360.

10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1307
1307 HH
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 10 (401-404), o.g., never hinged, handsome group of four different perf
10 issues; all with gleaming fresh gum, especially the desirable 10¢ value; #402 is reperforated at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,195.
Estimate $600 - 800

1308
1309
1308 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., hinge remnant, dynamite fresh color; handsome example of
this popular and highly prized issue, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
1309 HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never hinged, dazzling rich shade on bright white paper;
nice-appearing example; trivial gum soak at top right corner that happened subsequent to the certificate’s issuance, otherwise F.-V.F.; with clear 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1912-1917 Washington-Franklin Issues

1310
1311
1310 HH
1914, 7¢ black (407), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, premium quality position piece with
jet-black color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80 for pair, from which it was taken - right stamp
from the pair. Scott $150. SMQ VF 80; $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
1311 Ha

1914, 7¢ black (407), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $310.
Estimate $250 - 350

1312
1313
1312 Ha
1912, 1¢ green, Kansas City roulette (408 var.), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged; corner crease at lower right, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate, backstamped CAS & pencil signed.
Estimate $500 - 750
1313 Ha
1912, 2¢ carmine, Kansas City roulette (409 var.), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants;
thin on bottom center stamp, F.-V.F., signed and handstamped W.C. Michaels (WCM).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1314
1315
1316
1314 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (419), o.g., never hinged, handsome well margined example in a wonderfully
fresh mint state, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
1315 HH
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., never hinged, lively color and clearly etched impression,
F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
1316 HH
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., never hinged, bold sharp color and impression within huge
margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, SMQ value does not list Jumbo, the actual SMQ value should be much higher
if they listed a price for this grade; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ VF-XF 85; $725 SMQ only
lists 85.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1317
1318
1319
1317 H
1912, $1 violet brown (423), o.g., hinged, bold color and sharp impression; a very fresh and pleasing example, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
1318 H
1912, $1 violet brown (423), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example with vibrant color, F.-V.F.; with
2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
1319 H
1912, $1 violet brown (423), glazed o.g. from improper storage, wide-margined stamp with marvelous
color, Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1320
1321
1320 H
1913-15, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (424-440), o.g.,
hinged, extraordinary complete set of the single-line watermarked perf 10’s, including both shades of the 12-cent
value, #435 and 435a; overall exceptional centering, F.-V.F. Scott $1,308.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1321 HH
1914, 1¢ green (424), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP
98; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1322
1323
1322 m
1914, 4¢ brown (427), massive boxed and balanced margins all around with bright fresh color; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $925.
Estimate $800 - 1,000
According to the PSE population report, there have only been two stamps to achieve this lofty grade, both stamps
were used. The highest grade listed in the SMQ for this issue is Gem 100 and a stamp in this lofty grade should
be worth much more.
1323 HH
1914, 5¢ blue (428), o.g., never hinged, well margined example in a fabulous state of preservation; a true
GEM worthy of the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1324 HHa
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (438), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, one of the finest known examples of
this elusive plate; a fabulous top quality example in pristine mint condition, with breathtaking color and clear impression; we cannot recall offering another #438 plate block that rivals the quality of this incredible showpiece, Very
Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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1325
1326
1325 HH
1914, 30¢ orange red (439), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally well centered with sharp rich color; minor
scuffed perf at bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate and 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
1326 m
1914, 1¢ green, horizontal flat plate coil (443), line pair, purple machine cancel, deep color and rich impression complimented by unobtrusive cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate and 2014
P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

1327
1328
1329
1327 H
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2004 P.S.E. certificate and 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1328 HH
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), line pair, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bend affects
right stamp), handsome well centered multiple with the most brilliant color imaginable; seldom encountered in
never hinged condition with choice appearance, Very Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1329 m
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), line pair, duplex cancel, Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1330
1331
1330 H
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, o.g., hinged, wide margins and radiating color,
Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
1331 HH
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), line pair, o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous top
quality coil in a wonderful mint state; sensational rich color and finely etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,550. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1332
1333
1334
1332 m
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, double struck “Albany” cancellation, remarkably
fresh and choice high quality example of this terribly elusive genuinely used coil in flawless condition, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $425. SMQ VF-XF 85; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
1333 m
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, machine cancel, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
1334 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1981 and
1992 P.F. certificates. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1335
1336
1335 H
1915, 2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), o.g., hinged, decent example of this scarce type I coil single; trivial thin at lower left corner, otherwise Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate for pair from which it came, this the bottom stamp. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1336 m
1914, 1¢ green, horizontal rotary coil (452), light wavy line machine cancel, delectable example with
pleasing color and impression, Superb; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

1337
1338
1339
1337 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2006
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $300 - 400
1338 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., hinged, electrifying color; a
very attractive multiple; left stamp with a tiny thin spot at upper right corner, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
1339 m
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), machine cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1340 HH
1915, 2¢ carmine, type III, horizontal rotary coil (455), 11 pairs and a line pair, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., get your wholesale horizontals here. Scott $572 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1341
1342
1341 HH
1916, 4¢ brown, horizontal rotary coil (457), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with unusually large margins; gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $325. Estimate $300
- 400
1342 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

1343 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, without crease (459), line pair, o.g., never hinged, captivating rich shade; a beautiful multiple that is seldom found without the crease along the joint line; a wonderful opportunity, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,500. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1344
1345
1346
1344 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, without crease (459), line pair, o.g., never hinged, delightful
example of this elusive imperforate coil issue, with ravishing rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1345 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil, without crease (459), line pair, o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this exceedingly difficult line pair when found without the crease that usually comes between the
stamps; a condition rarity in gleaming fresh condition, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$1,500. SMQ VF 80; $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1346 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this
imperforate coil - with normal crease between the two stamps, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75.
Scott $875. SMQ F-VF 75; $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1347 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), leader strip of line strip of 8, mostly imperforate, perforated between third and fourth stamp, o.g., never hinged; a few light bends on two stamps near leader strip, Very
Fine overall, an amazing specialized item that is likely unique and could be a centerpiece of any decent Washington
/ Franklin coil collection. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1348
1349
1350
1348 H
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), o.g., hinged, huge margins and rich color; an outstanding-appearing example of this tough stamp; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
1349 H
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), o.g., previously hinged, beautiful impression;
small thin at top, Very Fine appearance. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
1350 m
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), neatly struck cancellation, an extraordinary example of this terribly difficult stamp; large margins and beautiful centering along with spectacular rich color; although
this stamp has an SMQ pricing guide value of only $850.00, we expect this stamp to attain a record price when the
gavel falls at public auction, as this is the most beautiful imaginable used #460 deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 4 examples attaining this coveted grade of XF-Sup-95, with only 2 others grading higher - according to PSE’s population report; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott
$140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1351
1352
1351 HHa
1916, 4¢ orange brown (465), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality example of
this terribly difficult plate; as fresh and choice as the very first day it was printed, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1352 HHa
1916, 5¢ blue (466), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, wonderful state of preservation; a marvelous
plate with radiating color, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1353
1354
1353 HHa
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., never hinged, tremendous double
error block showing portions of 13 surrounding stamps; as pretty as they come, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1354 Ha
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the double error in a block of 12, slightly disturbed o.g., 5¢ errors with disturbed o.g. and five 2¢ stamps are without gum, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1355
1356
1357
1355 HH
1916, 10¢ orange yellow (472), o.g., never hinged, vibrant rich shade; a lovely well margined copy of this
difficult stamp, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken lower left stamp from the block. Scott $230.
Estimate $350 - 500
1356 HHa
1916, 11¢ dark green (473), bottom left corner margin block of 9 with engraver’s initials, o.g., never
hinged (Pos. 4 an 5 with natural gum crease), handsome multiple with fabulous rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F.
certificate. Scott $810 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
1357 HH
1916, 20¢ light ultramarine (476), o.g., never hinged, ravishing rich shade; an impressive example in
Post Office fresh condition, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1358 HH
1916, 30¢ orange red (476A), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine for this; with 1984 P.F. certificate and 2017
P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott $4,250 as Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Scott catalog prices this stamp in a grade of Fine, this stamp in a grade of F-VF 75 is worth considerably more,
Scott Stamp Values lists this stamp at $6,400 in a grade of Fine to Very Fine. From the unique discovery sheet of
100.
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1359
1360
1361
1359 HH
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), o.g., never hinged, electrifying color and impression within large and balanced margins, truly impressive position piece, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1360 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous fresh pastel color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
1361 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh color; a very pretty example of this difficult
stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1362
1363
1364
1362 HH
1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, handsome example with radiating color, Very Fine; with
2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $475. SMQ VF 80; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
1363 H
1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., very lightly hinged, desirable example of this popular stamp with dazzling
rich color and steep impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$210. SMQ VF-XF 85; $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
1364 HH
1917, $5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, desirable left
sheet margin single in immaculate fresh condition, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
1365 HHa
1916, 1¢ green, imperf (481), centerline block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Superb, SMQ value is for four never hinged Gem 100 singles; with
2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $300 as four
singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
1366 HHa
1916, 2¢ carmine, type I, imperf (482), complete sheet except
for two blocks where the errors were, o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1365
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1367
1368
1369
1367 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g., hinge remnants, nice appearing example of this
scarce and undervalued unwatermarked type II stamp; thin spot at top right corner, otherwise Very Fine; with 2019
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1368 H
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), slightly disturbed o.g. which we feel is a bit harsh, choice
example with lively color, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1369 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), pair, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
1370 HH
1922, 10¢ orange yellow, horizontal coil (497), 18 pairs and three singles, o.g., never hinged; a few
with small gum skips, F.-V.F.. Scott $1,550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1371
1372
1371 H
1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 (498-504,506-518), o.g., lightly hinged, premium
quality set of perf 11’s, including a handsome plate number single of #500, F.-V.F. Scott $566.
Estimate $250 - 350
1372 HH
1917, 1¢ green, imperf between (498b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and well
centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1373 HH/H 1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, o.g., previously hinged (24 stamps never hinged), exceptionally well centered for this difficult issue, the best we have seen, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
www.kelleherauctions.com
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The Very Rare 2 Cent A.E.F. Booklet Pane

1374 H
1917, 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, slightly disturbed o.g., very well centered for this
difficult booklet pane, without the normal faults that so often are found with this oversized item, Very Fine; with no
more than 20 believed to exist, with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Issued in the Fall (September) of 1917, for use by the United States Expeditionary Forces in the European
Theater of WWI. With a very short window of use which lasted about a month, as an act of Congress enabled all
mail to be sent free of charge by active members of the Military, fully intact panes are indeed rare.
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1375
1376
1375 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, blazing color and detailed impression, F.-V.F., unmistakable type Ia; with 2018 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
1376 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, lovely vibrant color exemplifies the stark 5¢ error, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $627. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1377 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 4, o.g., previously hinged (5¢ error never hinged);
usual straight edge on top 2¢ stamps, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750

1378
1379
1378 HHa
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., never hinged; usual straight edges along
top as always, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1379 HHa

1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1380 HHa
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a complete sheet of 100, o.g., stamps never hinged, bright
and fresh; but lots of edge separation and left selvage missing, errors Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $1,850 ++ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1381 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), bottom right complete sheet of 100, o.g., approximately 75 stamps never
hinged and bottom two rows of stamps with disturbed gum and a couple stamps near the top are hinged, error
stamp and eight surrounding 2¢ stamps are Fine and never hinged, generally F.-V.F., Scott value is for error block
of nine, two plate blocks and singles. Scott $1,161 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1382
1383
1384
1382 HH
1917, 7¢ black (507), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM quality stamp with precise centering and intense color printed on clean white paper, Superb. Scott $55. SMQ SUP 98; $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1383 HHa
1919, 13¢ apple green (513), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, center stamps are
exceptionally fresh and well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $240.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1384 HH
1917, 15¢ gray (514), o.g., never hinged, bright color within large oversized margins, Extremely Fine, uncommonly nice and fresh; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1385 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, sharp color within large balanced
margins, Extremely Fine, a much tougher to find stamp than indicated by the catalog value, this a top-notch example; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1386
1387
1386 H
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., lightly hinged, nicely balanced example with rich
color, Very Fine; with photocopies of 2009 A.P.S. and 2018 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was
taken - this being top right stamp. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
1387 H
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., hinge remnant, extremely fresh and choice,
F.-V.F.; with photocopies of 2009 A.P.S. and 2018 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this stamp was taken this being top right stamp. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1918-1923 Issues

1388
1389
1388 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., lightly hinged, a tremendous example of this popular stamp; extremely large margins and bold rich shade, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $500.
SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
1389 HH/Ha 1918, $5 deep green & black (524), left arrow block of 4, o.g., top left stamp lightly hinged (3 stamps
never hinged), bright and fresh; perforation separation at left margin, tiny thin speck on bottom left stamp, Very Fine.
Scott $1,180.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1390
1390 HH
1919, 1¢ to 3¢, Offset imperf (531//535), six top-quality multiples: #531-532 line pairs; 533-534 pairs;
534A pair, and 535 line pair, all in pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $859.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1391
1392
1393
1391 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), o.g., never hinged, large gargantuan margins with
portions of adjoining eight stamps, Superb, the SMQ only lists this stamp in Gem 100, this stamp graded Gem 100J
is worth considerably more; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
1392 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), o.g., never hinged, large margined right sheet margin
single with vivid color; a GEM stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with photocopy of 2018 P.F. certificate for block/6,
from which it was taken - top right stamp from block. Scott $175.
Estimate $250 - 350
1393 HH/Ha 1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), block of 4, o.g., 2 right stamps never hinged, bottom right
natural gum crease, bright and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

1394
1395
1394 HHa
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), bottom margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, incredible JUMBO-margined multiple in a wonderful state of preservation; the quintessential example of this tough
type V plate block, destined for the finest collection, Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP
98; $2,850 as six singles.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1395 ma
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), bottom margin plate block of 6, Benton Harbor, Mich duplex cancels, massive margins with portions of adjacent stamps at sides; small wrinkles along top
light wrinkles/creases, Superb, unpriced as a used plate block. Scott $825 as a block and pair.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1396 ma
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), left margin plate block of 6, Benton Harbor, Mich duplex
cancels, portions of adjoining stamps at right and bottom; creases and a couple small thins, Superb, unpriced as a
used plate block. Scott $825 as a block and pair.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1397 H
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), bottom margin single with part arrow, o.g., previously
hinged, ravishing color and impression which details the unique and rare Type VII characteristics, Extremely Fine to
Superb, a fiercely sought after item especially in this top notch quality; with photocopy of 1977 P.F. certificate for
block and 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,350.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1398 H
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), plate number single, o.g., previously hinged, fresh example of this elusive offset type—especially when found as an attractive plate single; hinge thins in center, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1399
1400
1401
1399 HH
1918, 3¢ violet, Offset imperf (535), o.g., never hinged, large gargantuan margins with portions of adjoining eight stamps with deep rich complete impression which is most uncommon on this offset issue, Superb; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J (SMQ does not price this stamp higher than Gem 100). SMQ Gem 100J;
$125 for plain 100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1400 H
1919, 3¢ Victory, deep red violet shade (537a), o.g., lightly hinged, Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
1401 m
1923, 1¢ green, rotary sheet waste, perf 11 (544), straight line machine cancel, difficult to find so nice;
tiny thin speck at center, nearly Fine centering; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1402
1403
1404
1405
1402 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged, well centered with warm rich colors, Very Fine; with
photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken - bottom left stamp from block. Scott $240.
Estimate $300 - 400
1403 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice, Very Fine; with 2019
P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $240. SMQ VF 80; $270.
Estimate $200 - 300
1404 m
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), ravishing colors and deeply etched impression, Extremely Fine to Superb, the SMQ does not list a price for a stamp in this grade, if a price was available, it would be considerably higher,
the PSE population report reports this as the highest reported used stamp of this issue; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $200.
Estimate $500 - 750
1405 HH/Ha 1920, $2 carmine & black (547), centerline block of 4, o.g., bottom stamps never hinged / top stamps
hinged, awesome deep rich color on this magnificent multiple, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1406
1407
1406 HH
1920, 5¢ Pilgrim (550), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,575.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1407 HH
1920, 5¢ Pilgrim (550), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1922-1925 Regular Issue

1408
1409
1410
1408 HH
1923, 9¢ rose (561), o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM example with perfectly balanced margins and
dazzling rich color; the “ultimate” example of this stamp, Superb Gem; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem
100. Scott $25.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1409 H
1923, 10¢ orange, imperf horizontally (562a), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, Fine centered to the
right as usual, only 50 pairs issued; with 2008 and 2018 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1410 P
1923, 12¢ brown violet, large die proof on India (564P1), measuring 148x196mm, usual cloth binding
and gilt edged from the presentation book, Extremely Fine and rare. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1411
1412
1411 HHa
1922, 15¢ gray (566), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality multiple; a stunning full wide top - rarely found on this issue, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1412 HHa
1923, $1 violet black (571), top plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, pleasing wide top - with deeply saturated color, F.-V.F. Scott $300 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

1413
1414
1413 HHa
1923, $2 deep blue (572), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example of this
tough plate block; with sensational color; as choice as they come, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1414 HHa
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Extremely Fine
to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,700 as four NH singles.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1415 HHa
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and well centered; a
few usual light gum bends, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1416 HHa
1923, $5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, striking deep color;
bottom left pair (positions 5 and 6) with natural gum crease, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1417 m
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), unusually light black cancellation, matchless GEM with precise centering and gleaming bright colors; a stunning top quality stamp that would enhance any great collection, Superb, this is
1 of only 7 examples to achieve the grade of Sup-98, with just 1 other grading higher; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott $15. SMQ SUP 98; $440.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1923-1998 Issues

1418 HHa
1923, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste (578), bottom margin block of 10, imperforate at bottom, o.g., never
hinged, brilliant fresh color; a pleasing multiple with pencil “11 x 10" notation in bottom selvage well away from any of
the stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

1419
1422
1423
1419 HH
1925, 3¢ violet, rotary (584), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
1420 HHa
1925, 3¢ violet, rotary (584), bottom left complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, several exceptionally
well centered singles in top three rows; missing top selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $6,185 as singles & plate block (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1421 HHa
1926, 7¢ black, rotary (588), top left complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,921 as
singles & plate block (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1422 HH
1926, 8¢ olive green, rotary (589), o.g., never hinged, magnificent World Class example featuring large
balanced margins and warm rich color; a true condition rarity as this rotary perf 10 issue is seldom found like this,
Superb, 1 of 9 attaining the grade of Sup-98, with only 4 others grading higher - according to PSE’s population report; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1423 HHa
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1424
1425
1426
1424 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged, magnificent top sheet margin single with
prooflike color; as this stamp is seldom found this well centered, finding an example in this quality is a rare
occurence, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $450. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $2,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1425 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine lake, horizontal coil, type I (599b), line pair, o.g., never hinged, beautiful example of
the relatively new listing of the scarcer carmine lake shade, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $950. SMQ VF 80; $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
1426 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, striking top quality type II coil with
breathtaking color, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $200. SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
1427 HH/Ha 1923, 2¢ Harding, flat plate (610), 200 different plate number blocks with different plate numbers or plate
positions, o.g., previously hinged, some of the stamps are never hinged; some small stamps, but the majority of the
plate blocks are sound, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1428 HHa
1923, 2¢ Harding, flat plate (610), 52 plate blocks with different plate number or positions, a few usual
skips and bends, but overall condition is generally sound, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,470 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1429 HHa
1923, 2¢ Harding, imperf (611), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, the finest known example of
this challenging center line block; huge boardwalk margins on all sides and gleaming fresh gum; deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $110.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1430 P
1925, 5¢ Lexington-Concord, large die proof on India (619P1), reduced, measuring 201 x 120mm,
blue 1318980 serial number on reverse; some edge and corner card creasing and India creasing at lower right,
Very Fine overall, very scarce large die proof. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1431 HH/Ha 1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), plate blocks of 8, different plate numbers or positions, consisting of 620 (14 o.g., 10 NH), 621 (4 o.g.), the majority of the plate blocks are sound, o.g., previously hinged, some
never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,790 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1432 HHa
1926, 13¢ green (622), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh with some respectable
singles if you wish to break up; missing top selvage, vertical gum skip through 10 center stamps and a few tiny gum
skips at left, F.-V.F. Scott $2,086 as plate block & singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1433
1434
1433 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, very fresh; a few typical light gum bends,
F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
1434 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged (a couple trivial light gum wrinkles at right),
exceptionally well centered for this difficult sheet, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1435
1436
1435 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally well centered; tiny gum wrinkle in bottom selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
1436 HH

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, overall Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

1437 HHa
1928, Hawaii complete (647-648), full panes of 100, bright fresh set, o.g., never hinged; #647 with corner selvage missing at top left; a couple light selvage creases on #648, F.-V.F.. Brookman $3,725 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1438 HHa
1929, 2¢ George Rogers Clark (651), 97 plate blocks with different plate numbers, o.g., never hinged,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,940 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1439 HHa
1929, 2¢ George Rogers Clark (651), 85 plate blocks with different plate numbers, a few plate blocks
with damaged selvage are not counted, o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,768 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1440
Ex 1441
1440 HHa
1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, premium group of 11 different blocks in Post Office fresh condition; much nicer than normally encountered, F.-V.F. Scott $1,726 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1441 HH/Ha 1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), plate blocks of 4, o.g., mostly never hinged, attractive set of
this difficult issues; all in mint condition except #661 which is lightly hinged; a wonderful opportunity; 661 and 662
plates with small creases, generally Fine. Scott $3,415.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1442
1443
1442 HH
1929, 7¢ Kans. (665), o.g., never hinged, a perfect GEM with bold rich color and equally balanced margins; simply stunning, Superb, 1 of 11 examples at this grade, with only 4 others grading higher; with 2019 P.S.E.
certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $50. SMQ SUP 98; $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1443 HHa
1929, 7¢ Kans. (665), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, well centered Kansas Nebraska plate blocks are scarce; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 1444
Ex 1445
Ex 1446
1444 HHa
1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh group of 11
different values in Post Office condition, Fine. Scott $2,122 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1445 HH/Ha 1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), blocks of 4, o.g., hinged, some never hinged, fresh group of
these tough Nebraska overprinted blocks with deep rich colors throughout, Fine. Scott $1,061 for singles.
Estimate $400 - 600
1446 HH/Ha 1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), plate blocks of 4, o.g., mostly never hinged, very fresh and
pleasing examples of these tough issues; an attractive well rounded set that would enhance any collection; 670 with
slight crease; 675 with some perf separations, otherwise Fine. Scott $4,985.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1447 HHa
1931, 50¢ lilac, rotary (701), bottom right complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,030
as plate block & singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1448
1449
1448 H
1934, 3¢ Wisconsin, imperf horizontally (739a), vertical pair with left sheet margin, o.g., hinge remnant
(natural gum crease not mentioned on accompanying certificate), phenomenal centering; a beautiful example of
this error, Extremely Fine; with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
1449 H
1934, 7¢ Parks, imperf vertically (746a), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with
1968 P.F. certificate and 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ex 1450
1450 HHa
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; a few tiny natural gum skips, Very Fine. Scott $443.
Estimate $200 - 300

1451
1452
1451 HH
1956, $5 Hamilton (1053), o.g., never hinged; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem
100; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
1452 HH
1956, $5 Hamilton (1053), o.g., never hinged, perfectly centered amid large even margins; a true World
Class GEM stamp, Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1453 HHa
1962-71, Christmas issues (1205//1445), full sheets of 50 or 100, 15 attractive Christmas sheet issues
from years 1962-1971; includes 1205, 1240, 1257b,c, 1276, 1276a, 1321, 1321a, 1336, 1363, 1384, 1414, 1418b scarce Tagging omitted (catalogs for $1,000.00), and 1445-46, o.g., never hinged, a wonderful holding of these
popular issues, Very Fine. Scott $1,995 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1454 HHa
1966, $5 Moore (1295), top left complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, very fresh nearly 50 year old
sheet, offered for nearly face value; trivial top right corner selvage missing, Very Fine. Scott $1,003 as plate block &
singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1455 HH
1975, 13¢ 13-Star Flag coil, misperfed (1625 var.), pair, two nearly complete misperfed coil rolls of 500
that appear to have had a few stamps removed when the seal was broken and once the person realized the error,
quickly brought them to a philatelist to sell, one coil roll nearly misperf in half and the other misperf approximately
one third, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1456 HH
1982, 4¢ Stagecoach coil, untagged (precancelled), imperf (1898Ac), strip of 6, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, only 50-75 pairs issued. Scott $1,125.
Estimate $500 - 750

1457 HH
1983, 5¢ Motorcycle coil, imperf pair (1899a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 32 pairs and 3 strips
have been discovered. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1458 HH
1995 (25¢) Presorted First-Class, imperf (2911a), plate number M11111 strip of 7, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $1,400 as 3½ pairs.
Estimate $500 - 750

1459 P
1998, Space Shuttle, $3.20 magenta and $11.75 cyan (3261Pb, 3262Pb), corner margin singles, both
on uncoated paper, very rare proofs that are unpriced and only listed with a dash in the Scott Specialized catalog,
without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1460 HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, deep sharp color and impression;
with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $4,100.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Photo on the front cover

1461
1462
1461 HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), o.g., never hinged, tremendous GEM quality example featuring large even margins and sparkling rich color; quite scarce when found in this marvelous state of preservation, Superb, 1 of 30 at this
impressive grade, with only 1 other grading higher; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98;
$1,375.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1462 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1463 P
1923, 24¢ carmine, large die proof (C6P1), reduced, measuring 111 x 97mm, black serial no. 70112 on
reverse, only 5 proofs were produced, Very Fine and rare. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1464
1465
1466
1464 HH
1927, 20¢ Map & Planes (C9), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J.
SMQ SUP 98J; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
1465 HH
1927, 10¢ Lindbergh (C10), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98.
SMQ SUP 98; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1466 HH
1927, 10¢ Lindbergh (C10), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98.
SMQ SUP 98; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

1467
1468
1467 HH
1928, 5¢ Beacon (C11), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ
SUP 98; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
1468 HH
1930, 5¢ Winged Globe (C12), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98.
SMQ SUP 98; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

1469
1470
1469 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, pristine set of these popular issues in remarkably fresh condition, Very Fine; each stamp with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,640.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1470 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, premium mint set with lively colors,
F.-V.F.; each stamp with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,640.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1471 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, dead-on perfect centering with
large margins and intense color, Superb Gem, quite possibly the finest known example of this popular stamp; with
2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $250. SMQ Gem 100; $4,450.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1472 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, sensational deep rich color; a perfectly centered
GEM stamp deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP
98. SMQ SUP 98; $1,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1473
1474
1473 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, handsome bottom sheet margin single with lively
bright color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $240. SMQ VF-XF 85;
$350.
Estimate $250 - 350
1474 m
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), duplex cancel, nicely floating within balanced margins, Extremely Fine
to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1475
1476
1477
1475 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
1476 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
1477 m
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), neat slogan cancellation, wonderful rich shade; a beauty, Very Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $350. SMQ VF 80; $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1478 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, a perfect GEM with awesome rich color; seldom
found in this marvelous Post Office fresh mint state, Superb; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott
$925. SMQ SUP 98; $4,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1479 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), a choice mint example, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800

1480
1481
1480 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), left plate number single, o.g., never hinged, intense color and detailed
impression, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
1481 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips and bends), huge boardwalk
margins; seldom seen with margins like this, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1482
1483
1482 m
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), slogan machine cancel, matchless GEM with large balanced margins
and phenomenal color, Superb Gem, a condition rarity deserving placement in the finest collection; with 2018
P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott $550. SMQ Gem 100; $6,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1483

278

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin counterfeit (C15 (CF1)), neat cancellation, impressive fake of this popular
airmail stamp; huge margins and true color; listed in the counterfeit section of the Scott Specialized catalog as number CF1, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1484
Ex 1485
1486
1484 HH
1931, 5¢ Winged Globe, rotary (C16), rotary issues are exceptionally difficult to find in high grades, o.g.,
never hinged, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
1485 HH
1935-37, China Clipper complete (C20-C22), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2013 and 2016 P.S.E.
certificates, C20 graded Gem 100 and C21-22 graded Superb 98. SMQ $885.
Estimate $500 - 750
1486 HH

1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

Airmail Blocks and Plate Blocks
1487 HH/Ha 1918-23, First & Second Issues selection (C1-C2, C5, C6), blocks of 4, #C1 with plate number at top,
C2 with horizontal centerline, two blocks of #C5; #C1 lower left stamp n.h., C2 bottom pair n.h., C5 bottom pair of
one block and entire second block (on fresher paper!) n.h.; #C1 small thins at top left and bottom right, small inclusion at top left, C2 has thin at top left and wrinkle on left stamps, C5 has a perforation disc indent on lower left stamp
of n.h. block, C6 has tiny thins at top, a nice selection of these popular issues. Scott $1,680 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1488 ma
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top margin plate block of 8, incredibly bright color and overall freshness, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1489 HH/Ha 1918-23, First & Second Issue (C1-C2, C4-C5), blocks of 4, o.g., bottom two stamps of #C1 are never
hinged, C2 has hinge remnant in center, C4 and C5 are never hinged, nice fresh group; small thin on bottom right
stamp of #C2, F.-V.F. Scott $1,190 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
1490 ma
1918-23, first issues (C2, C3, C5), blocks of 4, two each of #C2 and C5, four of C3; only a few small
faults, F.-V.F., great elusive group of early airmail blocks. Scott $940 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1491 ma
1918, 16¢ dark green (C2), top margin plate block of 8, cancelled Brooklyn, N.Y. Recd./Sta. B/Apr 4 1919
c.d.s.’s, perfect color on clean white paper, design shows in great detail, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1492 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin red and blue TOP plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged
(previously hinged in selvage only); light gum bends and gum skips at top right and top left stamps, F.-V.F.; with
1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1493 HH/Ha 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), plate block of 12, o.g., previously hinged (most of the stamps are
never hinged), bright and fresh color, overall Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1494 ma
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin red and blue TOP plate block of 12; light crease on position 5 and light perforation separations, F.-V.F., incredibly scarce used.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1495 ma
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), bottom margin plate block of 12; minor perforation separations and reinforcements, F.-V.F., scarce large multiple. Scott $330 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1496 ma
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), full wide top margin plate block of 6, lovely New York postmarks; light wrinkle on
center stamp and a couple tiny thin specks, Very Fine, plate blocks are scarce used. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1497 HHa
1928, 5¢ Beacon (C11), plate blocks of 6, over 70 red or blue “TOP” plate blocks, with many different
plate numbers; includes five with the constant red plate scratch, o.g., never hinged; one plate with creases, mostly
F.-V.F.. Scott $4,485 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1498
1499
1498 Ha
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate no. 21172 block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and well
centered, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
1499 HHa
1937, 50¢ China Clipper (C22), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, awesome wide top example - a
rare position showpiece, as there are less than 100 full wide tops known to exist; a wonderful opportunity to acquire
a great rarity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1500 HH/Ha 1938, 6¢ Eagle (C23), approximately 200 different plate blocks of four, all sorted into 70+ arrow plate
blocks and 120+ without arrow plate blocks and then sorted by right plate number and then sorted by left plate number, a phenomenal collection with plenty in Durland T to Y rarity, a perfect collection to continue or find some of
those more elusive plate numbers for your already existing collection, o.g., mostly never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Airmail Special Delivery
The following fifteen lots comprise one of the most comprehensive collections formed of this most interesting
and colorful issue. Formed by an ardent collector/trader, this holding, once dispersed will have represented
one of the most significant and relatively complete holdings available within the marketplace and includes
some of the most sought-after positions and types.
1501 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), collection with each of the four plate block types, each with
different plate numbers or little varieties that the true CE2 specialist can appreciate, includes some of the more difficult thick red, thin blue type II or type III plate blocks, containing 72 type I, 93 type II, 33 type III and 54 type IV plate
blocks, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $12,270 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1502 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of the rare type III plate blocks, with many different plate numbers, containing 74 different plate blocks of four and 5 plate blocks of ten, o.g., some never hinged /
some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $10,920 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1503 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), collection of the rare type II and type III plate blocks, with different plate numbers of these difficult issues that are likely missing from even the most advanced CE2 plate block
collections, containing 54 different type II plate blocks of four and 59 type III plate blocks of four and 5 type III plate
blocks of ten, o.g., some never hinged / some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $10,920 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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1504 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of the early experimental type I plate block
types as described by Sloat and Yokota as well as a group of type IV plate blocks, with many different plate numbers, containing 106 type I plate blocks of 10, 30 type I plate blocks of 8, 2 type Ia plate blocks of 10, 2 type Ib plate
blocks of 10, 24 type Id plate blocks of 10 and 260 type IV plate blocks of 10, F.-V.F. Durland $8,140+ (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1505 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of 445 type IV plate blocks with some duplication of different plate numbers or little varieties that could be an interesting study for the CE2 specialist, o.g., some
never hinged / some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $6,675 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1506 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), collection of large plate blocks, with different plate numbers
that could be interesting for the CE2 specialist with 30 type I plate blocks of eight, 6 type II plate blocks of ten and 26
type III plate blocks of ten, F.-V.F. Durland $3,640 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1507 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of the early experimental plate block types as
described by Sloat and Yokota, with many different plate numbers, containing 56 type Ia plate blocks, 45 type Ib
plate blocks and 300 type Id plate blocks, o.g., some never hinged / some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $4,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1508 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of the early experimental plate block types as
described by Sloat and Yokota, with many different plate numbers, containing 356 type I plate blocks and 65 type
Id plate blocks, F.-V.F. Durland $4,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1509 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), collection with each of the four plate block types, with very
mild duplication, includes some of the more difficult thick red, thin blue type II or type III plate blocks, containing 107
type I, 20 type II, 3 type III and 14 type IV plate blocks, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $3,180 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1510 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of type IV plate blocks from the Robert
Markovits stock, with many different plate numbers, containing 162 type IV plate blocks and 33 type IVd, scoop
plate blocks, F.-V.F. Durland $2,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1511 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of 159 type I plate blocks of four with many experimental issues, some duplication of different plate numbers that could be an interesting study for the CE2 specialist, with 95 type I plate blocks and 64 of what Yokota referred to as type Id plate blocks, o.g., some never hinged
/ some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $1,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1512 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of 16 type II plate blocks of four, mostly different plate numbers that could be interesting for the CE2 specialist, F.-V.F. Durland $1,560 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1513 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), collection of early experimental type I plate blocks that was
part of the basis to study the earliest plate blocks of this issue, with different plate numbers that could be interesting
for the specialist, containing 18 type Ia plate blocks of four and 96 type I plate blocks of four, o.g., some never
hinged / some lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Durland $1,140 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1514 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of plate blocks of ten with some duplication of
different plate numbers that could be an interesting study for the CE2 specialist, with many X, Y and Z rarities, containing 13 type I, 9 type II, 23 type III and 4 type IV, F.-V.F. Durland $5,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1515 HH/Ha 1936, 16¢ Airmail Special Delivery (CE2), accumulation of 34 full sheets, mostly different plate numbers that could be interesting for the CE2 specialist with 10 type I sheets, 1 type Ia sheet, 7 type II sheets, 4 type III
sheets and 13 type IV sheets, F.-V.F. Durland $1,465 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1516
1517
1518
1516 HH
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), a lovely mint single, wonderfully fresh and well centered with pristine, never hinged
o.g., Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $800-1,000
1517 HH

1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and quite well centered, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

1518 H

1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., lightly hinged, very fresh with rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

1519
1520
1521
1519 HH
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800
1520 HH

1888, 10¢ blue (E2), o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400

1521 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal GEM quality example with balanced margins and
radiating color; this pristine showpiece is destined for the finest collection, Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott $140. SMQ SUP 98; $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1522
1523
1522 HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh example
printed on clean white paper, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate for strip/3, from which it was taken - middle stamp
from the strip. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
1523 H
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), o.g., previously hinged, large margins all around, Extremely Fine; with 2004
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ XF 90J; $305.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Plate Number and Imprint Strips

1524 H
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), top imprint & plate no. 73 strip of 4, o.g., left stamp lightly hinged, others never
hinged, bright and fresh; straight edge at right, centered to right, minor separation in selvage, about Fine. Scott
$5,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

1525 HH
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), bottom margin plate number strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, deep
rich color and post office fresh; a couple wrinkles on first and second stamp, otherwise Very Fine, imprint plate
blocks and strips are exceedingly rare. Scott $12,200 as plate# strip & singles.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Plate Blocks

1526 Ha
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinged, ravishing rich color printed on clean white paper;
there is some minor perf strengthening along the vertical rows; but this is minor and isn’t considered a fault; a very
handsome top plate position with tremendous eye appeal, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1527 HHa
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), bottom right corner margin plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, fresh of well
centered, one of the best over sized corner margin plate blocks we have every seen, Choice Extremely Fine. Scott
$5,800.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1528
1529
1528 HH/Ha 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), top margin plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (3 stamps never hinged),
Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1529 Ha
1922, 10¢ gray violet (E12), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant on top right stamp, five stamps
never hinged, attractive well centered example with lovely color, Very Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

1530 H
Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (F1), o.g., hinged, rich radiant color and sharp impression on lily-white
paper within balanced jumbo margins, Superb, matchless gem; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. SMQ
SUP 98J; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1531 HH
1879, 1¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J8), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh example of this rare 1879 Special Printing; this stamp, in pristine mint
condition, is probably unique as such; a great rarity missing from even the most
advanced collections, V.G.-Fine, 9420 sold, of which very few were ever saved;
with 1995 P.F.C. and 2018 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $16,000 is for “hinged”.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1532 H 1879, 2¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J9), o.g., previously hinged, nearly Fine;
with 1971, 2007 and 2018 P.F. certificates. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1533 (H)
1879, 30¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J13), unused without gum,
nice appearing example of this terribly elusive Special Printing; gorgeous fresh
shade; thin spot; horizontal crease at top, otherwise F.-V.F., only 179 sold in 1879;
with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000 for an o.g. example.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1534 H 1879, 50¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J14), o.g., previously hinged, very
fresh and well centered for this issue, Very Fine; with 1994 P.F. and 2019 P.S.E. certificates.
Scott $7,500.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Photo on the front cover

1535 H
1879, 50¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J14), o.g., hinged, a great example of this single from the most difficult postage due set; natural straight edge at
left, horizontal crease, small thin at upper right and small corner perforation crease at
lower left, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1536
1537
1538
1539
1536 H
1879, 30¢ brown (J6), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome well centered example with warm rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $350. SMQ XF 90; $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
1537 H

1879, 50¢ brown (J7), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1538 HH
1891, 3¢ bright claret (J24), o.g., never hinged, bright rich unmistakable bright claret color, unusual to
find balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1539 m
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), double oval cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

1540
1541
1542
1540 HH
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh top sheet margin single; an incredible rarity
when found in never hinged condition, V.G. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1541 HH
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), left sheet margin single, o.g., stamp never hinged, post office fresh with crisp
color, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750
1542 HH
1894, 2¢ deep claret (J32), o.g., never hinged (minor gum crease not mentioned on accompanying certificate), Impressive well centered example of this tough stamp; intense color printed on clean white paper, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $240. SMQ VF-XF 85; $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1543 HHa

1543
1544
1545
1894, 2¢ deep claret (J32), a Bright, fresh block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $960 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

1544 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged, lovely rich shade; a difficult stamp to find in choice condition, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2008 P.S.E. certificate for block/6, from which it was taken - Pos. #1 from block/6.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
1545 H
1895, 50¢ deep claret (J37), o.g., hinged; horizontal crease and reperforated at right, Very Fine centering. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

1546
1547
1546 HHa
1895, 3¢ deep claret (J40), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (slight natural gum bend along bottom
of lower three stamps), phenomenal high quality example of this extremely elusive plate block; a gorgeous full wide
top with breathtaking color and clear impression; a finer example probably does not exist, F.-V.F. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1547 HHa
1910, 1¢ deep claret (J45), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous rich color; premium quality
wide top with excellent eye appeal, Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1548
1549
1550
1551
1548 HH
1910, 3¢ deep claret (J47), o.g., never hinged, extra large margined example with deep color; quite nice
for this challenging issue, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1549 HH
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), o.g., never hinged, decent example of this major rarity; every bit as scarce as Scott
#J58; a pretty stamp in a wonderful mint state, Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1550 H
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), o.g., barest trace of hinge, handsome example of this rarely offered stamp; with the
deepest and richest color we’ve ever seen on this issue; a few short perforations at bottom, otherwise F.-V.F.; with
1980 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1551 m
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), straightline manuscript cancellation, wonderfully fresh example with bold color; trivial light crease, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

1552
1553
1554
1552 HHa
1917, 1¢ carmine rose (J61), full wide top margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, choice Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350
1553 HHa
1917, 30¢ carmine rose (J66), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, incredible depth of color; a handsome example of this seldom encountered multiple, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1554 Ha
1917, 50¢ carmine rose (J67), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, desirable
multiple with outstanding fresh color; woefully under valued in Scott; light natural gum
creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
1555 HH
1930, 50¢ carmine (J76), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
1555
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1556
1557
1556 HH/Ha 1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), awesome
GEM quality example; a full wide top with tremendous centering and glowing rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $500 - 750
1557 HHa
1919, 4¢ on 2¢ rose (K2), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, lovely example in remarkably fresh
condition with fully unblemished gum, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1558
1559
1558 HH
1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue (K5), o.g., never hinged, wide margined example with sensational rich color; a pristine example in a marvelous mint state, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $160. SMQ
XF 90; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1559 HH/Ha 1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue (K5), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), attractive
multiple with radiating color, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1560 HH
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP
98. SMQ SUP 98; $3,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Photo on the front cover

1561
1562
1561 HH
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
1562 HH/Ha 1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., previously hinged (top and bottom
stamps never hinged), Extremely Fine to Superb, SMQ value is calculated as four XF-Sup 95 NH singles and two
XF-Sup 95 previously hinged singles; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $6,160 as
singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1563 HHa
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive green (K8a), right plate block of 32, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully bright and
fresh; but centering is just average, 4 stamps with straight edges at top, V.G.-Fine. Scott $6,240 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1564
1565
1564 HHa
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (noticeable perf indent on top
right stamp), a beautiful wide top with spectacular color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
1565 HH/Ha 1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (K10), right plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never
hinged), dazzling rich shade; a premium quality example, F.-V.F. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500

1566
1567
1568
1569
1566 m
1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (K10), neat black cancellation, remarkably fresh well centered stamp
with gleaming color, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
1567 H
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
1568 HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), o.g., never hinged, choice example with huge margins and intense
color, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $260.
Estimate $250 - 350
1569 Ha
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), right plate block of 6, o.g., hinged (natural gum creases), brilliant
fresh color; an elusive multiple, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1570
1571
1570 H
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., lightly hinged, beautiful fresh color and gorgeous centering; a
great stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $550. SMQ XF 90; $825. Estimate $750 - 1,000
1571 HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, lovely example of this
rare position showpiece; in marvelous mint condition without a single skip or bend, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

1572
1573
1574
1575
1576
1572 H
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), o.g., very lightly hinged, fabulous GEM quality of this popular stamp;
a true JUMBO in every sense of the word; rarely found in any quality approaching the example offered here, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 2 at this lofty grade, with only 3 others grading higher; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $425. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,100.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1573 HH
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,275.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1574 HH
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, absolutely gorgeous top margin single with partial imprint in selvage, F.-V.F.; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $600 - 800
1575 H
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), o.g., very lightly hinged, handsome example with gorgeous rich
color, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $425. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
1576 m
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), perfectly struck Shanghai cancellation, exceptional example of this
scarce and undervalued used high value; a flawless top quality stamp, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $750. SMQ VF 80; $725.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1577

1578
1579
1580
1581
1577 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢ yellow (O1), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example with radiating color,
Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1578 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 6¢ yellow (O4), o.g., hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example with impressive centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $275. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1579 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), wide jumbo margins, area of disturbed o.g. from hinge removal, Very Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500
1580 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 24¢ yellow (O8), o.g., lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh GEM quality stamp featuring deeply saturated color and precise centering, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
1581 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 24¢ yellow (O8), area of disturbed o.g. from hinge removal, Very Fine; with
2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

1582

1583
1584
1585
1586
1582 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 1¢ carmine (O10), o.g., hinged, nicely balanced, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1583 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ carmine (O11), o.g., previously hinged, very tough stamp to find so nice, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $600 - 800
1584 (H)
Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ carmine (O11), skillfully regummed (appears never hinged), well centered
with bright color, nearly Very Fine. Scott $250 without gum.
Estimate $250 - 350
1585 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 3¢ carmine (O12), a gorgeous unused single, o.g., very lightly hinged, well centered with bright, rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
1586 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 6¢ carmine (O13), o.g., hinged, handsome well-margined stamp; deep rich carmine color; a beautiful example of this tough Executive Department issue, Extremely Fine, seldom encountered in
such wonderful condition; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $2,050.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1587
Ex 1588
1589
1587 H
Interior Dept., 1873, 30¢ vermilion (O23), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh example with deeply
saturated color, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $290. SMQ VF 80; $300. Estimate
$300 - 400
1588 P
Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢-90¢ complete, large die proofs (O25P1-O34P1), measuring 139 x 218mm, gilt
edged from salesman’s presentation book; 3c & 10c have light soiling, Very Fine, scarce and undervalued set.
Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1589 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 90¢ purple (O34), o.g., hinged, bright rich pastel color and sharp impression on the
high value Justice department, F.-V.F., Scarce this nice. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800

1590
1591
1590 H
State Dept., 1873, 24¢ dark green (O65), o.g., previously hinged, large jumbo margins, F.-V.F.; with
2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
1591 H
State Dept., 1873, 90¢ dark green (O67), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1592
1593
1592 (H)
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), unused without gum, among the most impressive examples
imaginable; extremely large margins and bold color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85 XQ. Scott $850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $975.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1593 H
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), o.g., previously hinged, very difficult high value State Department; some gum on the face of the stamp and some perf flaws at left, V.G.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1594
1595
1596
1594 H
War Dept., 1873, 1¢ rose (O83), o.g., hinge remnant, gorgeous fresh stamp with beautiful centering; a
wonderful opportunity to purchase a stunning #O83, Extremely Fine, this is the only example achieving the impressive grade of XF-90, with just one other currently grading higher - according to PSE’s population report; with 2019
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $240. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
1595 HH
War Dept., 1873, 6¢ rose (O86), o.g., never hinged (trivial tiny natural gum skips), very pristine and fresh,
very tough to find stamp, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1596 HH
War Dept., 1873, 6¢ rose (O86), o.g., never hinged, very pristine from freshly broken block; trivial tiny
natural gum skips, Fine; with photocopy of 2019 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1875 Special Printings

1597

1598
1599
1600
1601
1597 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 6¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O18SD), without gum
as issued, breathtaking fresh color; decent example of this major rarity; pulled perf and a few short perfs at lower
left, otherwise Fine, only 83 examples sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1598 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O21SD), without gum
as issued, desirable example with bold prooflike color and razor sharp impression; among the few completely
sound examples available to collectors, Fine, only 78 examples sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1599 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O22SD), without gum
as issued, lively bright shade; decent example of this tough stamp; scissor trimmed perforations at left, right and
bottom as is almost always the case with these scarce 1875 Special Printings, otherwise Fine, only 77 examples
sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
1600 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O23SD), without gum
as issued, difficult specimen with fresh appearance; pulled perforation at left and another at right, Very Fine centering; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1601 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 30¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O23SD), without gum
as issued, rich vibrant color; an acceptable example of this seldom offered stamp; a couple slightly scissor blunted
perforations along left side, otherwise Fine, only 75 examples sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

1602
1603
1604
1602 S
Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 10¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen” (O40SD), without gum
as issued, Very Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1603 S
Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen” (O41SD), without gum
as issued, very difficult stamp to find this well centered and sound, Fine, only 107 issued, ex Golden; with 2019
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1604 S
Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen” (O41SD), without gum
as issued, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1605
1606
1605 S
Navy Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ ultramarine, overprinted “Specimen” (O45SD), without gum
as issued, excellent appearing example with generous margins and vivid color; small tear at upper left; thinned at
center, otherwise Very Fine, only 102 examples sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1606 S
State Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 1¢ bluish green, overprinted “Sepcimen” (error) (O57SDa),
without gum as issued, very rare Specimen variety; inclusion above “S” of “U.S.”, nearly Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

1607
1608
1609
1607 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O79SD), without
gum as issued, decent example of this Special Printing; beautiful rich shade; partly reperforated at top right, generally Fine, rare - only 75 examples sold in 1875; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
1608 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O80SD), without
gum as issued, lively rich shade; a decent example of this rarely offered 1875 Special Printing; short perfs at left,
otherwise Fine, only 99 examples sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
1609 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O82SD), without
gum as issued, extremely fresh example with bold prooflike color; a flawless example of this tough stamp, Fine, only
72 examples sold; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $650 - 800

1610 S
War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen” (O93SD), without gum as
issued, desirable example of this War department Special Printing; a flawless example with robust color, Fine, only
106 examples reportedly sold in 1875; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1879 "Soft Paper" Issues

1611 HH
Agriculture Dept., 1879, 3¢ yellow (O95), o.g., never hinged, attractive left sheet margin single in a condition seldom seen; with full and unblemished gum, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1612
1613
1612 H
Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ vermilion (O103), o.g., hinged, choice example of this rare 1879 soft paper Official; completely sound and attractive - scarce thus, Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1613 H
Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ vermilion (O103), o.g., previously hinged, lovely appearing single of this difficult issue; 10mm internal sealed tear across top of Winfield’s head and reperforated at right, otherwise Fine; with
2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1614 HH
Treasury Dept., 1879, 6¢ brown (O110), o.g., never hinged (natural gum wrinkle), tremendous bottom
left corner margin single with enormous margins and warm rich color, Very Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate for
strip/5, from which it came - left stamp from strip. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
1615 HH/Ha Official Mail, 1983, $1-$5 (O132, O135, O138), full sheets of 100, o.g., some never hinged / some
hinged, three impressive and eye catching sheets; the $1 and $5 sheets are particularly choice and seldom seen
because of their high denominations - face value is over $600.00, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1616
1617
1618
1619
1616 m
1875, 36¢ rose (PR18), blue brush Wash cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb, the SMQ does not report a
used stamp with this premium cancel or a stamp of this issue in such a high grade; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $300.
Estimate $600 - 800
1617 m
1875, 84¢ rose (PR22), circle of wedges cancel, very scarce used and sound, Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1618 m
1875, 96¢ rose (PR23), small part of blue brush stroke cancel, Just Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1619 m
1875, $6 ultramarine (PR26), blue brush stroke cancellation, most impressive example of this rare used
newspaper stamp; exuberant color printed on lily white paper; seldom found completely sound and choice like this,
F.-V.F.; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1620
1621
1620 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 2¢ gray black (PR33), without gum as issued, impressive 1875 special printing
with vivid color and razor sharp impression; a flawless top quality example, Very Fine, only 5,000 sold; with 2018
P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $700. SMQ VF 80; $570.
Estimate $400 - 600
1621 H
1879, 24¢ red (PR64), o.g., hinged, unusually choice centering; a lovely example with great color; a single pulled perforation at lower left, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1622
1623
Ex 1624
1622 HH
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2012 P.F. certificate for
pair. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1623 HH
1894, 2¢ intense black (PR91), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75.
Scott $1,075.
Estimate $300 - 400
1624 m
1896, $20 to $100 (PR123-PR125), neat black cancellations, except PR123 which the PF declines opinion, attractive trio of better used Newspaper stamps; PR123 is cataloged as unused, no gum because the accompanying cert. declines opinion on the cancel; others are quite scarce with genuine postmarks, otherwise F.-V.F.;
PR123 with 2006 P.F. certificate that declines opinion on genuineness of the faint cancellation. Scott $590.
Estimate $200 - 300

Parcel Post

1625
1626
1625 HH
1913, 3¢ carmine rose (Q3), o.g., never hinged, awesome World Class example featuring JUMBO margins and beautiful rich color; destined for a collection of distinction, Superb, 1 of 7 examples attaining the wonderful
grade of SUP-98J, with only 3 others grading higher - according to PSE’s population report; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott $24. SMQ SUP 98J; $1,300.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1626 HH
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous wide bottom plate no. 6259 selvage single
with bold, intense color on bright paper, wonderfully well-centered; mild toning at left, otherwise Extremely Fine;
with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1627 Ha
1913, 20¢ carmine rose (Q8), block of 9, with sheet margin at left, disturbed o.g., wonderfully fresh and
choice large multiple of this exceedingly difficult Parcel Post issue; tremendous appeal, F.-V.F. Scott $990 for
singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

1628
1629
1630
1628 HH
1913, 25¢ carmine rose (Q9), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, clearly etched impression with
breathtaking color on bright white paper possessing huge boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine, a beauty! worthy of
another shot at grading, this example should be bumped up at least one grade; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-Sup 95. Scott $145. SMQ XF-Sup 95; $925.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1629 HH
1913, 25¢ carmine rose (Q9), o.g., never hinged, striking top sheet margin single with breathtaking fresh
color and crystal clear impression, Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $145. SMQ XF
90; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
1630 HH
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate and 2017 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1631 HH/Ha 1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), bottom plate block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 bottom stamps never
hinged), bright and fresh; a few small trivial perf separations, Very Fine, catalog value quite undervalued as the four
single stamps catalog $1,540.00. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1632
1633
1634
1632 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1633 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice stamp in immaculate
mint condition, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $190. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
1634 HH
1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.F. certificate graded XF
90. SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1635 HH
1913, $1 carmine rose (Q12), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ VF-XF 85; $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
1636 HH/Ha 1913, 1¢ carmine rose (Q1), bottom right complete pane of 45, with plate numbers, imprints and engraver’s initials at lower right corner, o.g., lightly hinged (41 stamps never hinged); a few light perf separations,
F.-V.F. Scott $653 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1637 H
Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 10¢ dark green (JQ4), o.g., lightly hinged, phenomenal example of
this challenging issue; extra large margins and dynamite color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2019 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $110. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 1638
1638 P
Special Handling, 1928-29, 10¢-25¢ complete, large die proofs (QE1P1-QE4P1), each measuring
201 x 153mm, nicely matched set of approved proofs dated March, 23, 1925 and June 18, 1928 and signed by Postmaster General, Harry S. New, each stamped with blue serial no. on reverse; light staining at bottom of 10¢ and
15¢. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1639 HH
Special Handling, 1925, 25¢ yellow green (QE4a), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

Postal Stationery
1640 E
Envelope, 1860’s, 20¢-40¢ Nesbitt & Co. essays, set of 20¢, 24¢ and 40¢ essays in red, green and blue
on buff; a few small faults, Very Fine appearing. Undersander $2,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Revenue

1641
1642
1643
1644
1641 m
1862, First Issue, 10¢ Certificate, imperf (R33a), barely visible trace of cancellation, desirable example
of this tough stamp; super intense color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1642 m
1862, First Issue, $3 Charter Party, imperf (R85a), light manuscript cancellation, extra large margins
and eye catching rich color; one of the most pleasing examples available, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2019
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $200.
Estimate $350 - 500
1643 m
1862, First Issue, $20 Probate of Will, perf’d (R99c), gorgeous fresh color; a couple tiny perf faults,
Very Fine centering; with 2018 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1644 m
1863, First Issue, $25 Mortgage, imperf (R100a), neat manuscript cancellation, a stunning example
with nicely balanced margins and radiating color; certainly among the finest known examples of the rare revenue
stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1645 m
1863, First Issue, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, imperf (R101a), neat manuscript cancellation, fabulous
GEM quality example in a remarkable state of preservation; large balanced margins and scintillating color; deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $325.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1646 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $25 blue & black (R130), light manuscript cancellation, GEM quality fault free stamp in a condition seldom encountered, Extremely Fine; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1647 (H)a
Wine, 1942-54, 1/5¢ to $10, 57 different values (RE108//RE203), full panes of 50 or 100 as issued, includes Scott #RE108-113, 115-128, 130-131, 133, 135-141, 144-147, 149, 151-154, 160, 173-174, 180, 183-186,
188, 190-193, 195-196, 199-200, 203, without gum as issued, never hinged, Face Value is $5,997.00, Very Fine.
Scott $33,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Duck Stamps
1648 H/(H)
1934-2011 complete (RW1-RW78), most o.g.; a few without gum, desirable set of 78 different values
neatly presented on White Ace pages; there are some great-looking stamps throughout this set; couple with minor
faults, generally F.-V.F. Scott $4,475 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1649
1650
1649 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), o.g., never hinged, handsome top sheet margin single with extra-large
margins and beautiful color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $950.
Estimate $600 - 800
1650 HH
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2019 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1651
1652
1653
1651 HH
1962, $3 Pintail Drakes (RW29), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP
98. SMQ SUP 98; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
1652 HH
1963-65, 3 different (RW30-RW32), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; each with 2019
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $560.
Estimate $350 - 500
1653 HH
1967, $3 Old Squaw Ducks (RW34), o.g., never hinged, very difficult stamp, Superb; with 2019 P.S.E.
certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ SUP 98; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

1654 HHa
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), block of 6 with plate number at bottom, o.g., never hinged, a beautiful
multiple in Post Office fresh and choice condition; a plate block catalogs for $3,500; a wonderful opportunity for the
astute buyer, Very Fine. Scott $1,950 for singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1655 HHa
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, premium quality example in a marvelous state of preservation; with warm rich color and detailed impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1656
1657
1656 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, stunning example of this difficult
plate block; beautiful centering, gleaming fresh color, and a large sheet margin at top, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1657 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), full wide top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a beautiful fresh plate
with tremendous rich color, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1658
1659
1658 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), bottom left wide plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F.
certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1659 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pristine mint example with
sharp detailed impression, Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

Computer Vended Postage

Ex 1660
1660 HH
Computer Vended Postage Stamps, 1989, Washington DC, Machine 12 (CVP26-CVP30), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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CONFEDERATE STATES: Provisional Issues

Confederate States
1661

Currency group, 1861-64. Lot of 5 notes. Includes $10 with vignette of field artillery & bust of R. Hunter,
$20 with vignette of Tennessee State House & bust of Alexander Stephens, $50 Bust of Jefferson Davis, 1861 Bank
of Virginia $1, 1868 Louisiana Quarterly Ten Dollar Drawing, mixed condition, examine carefully, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Provisional Issues
1662 H/m/) Provisionals, 1861-65, small group, consisting of 56X1 mint, 56X2 used, 62X1 mint, 62X3 used, 62X4
used, 65X1 used, and two New Orleans provisionals on cover, one a cameo ad cover, scarce material, please examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1663
1664
1665
1666
1663 m
Athens, Ga., 1861, 5¢ purple (5X1), an attractive example with decent margins and a faint manuscript
cancel; but faulty, included repaired upper left corner, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1664 m
Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (16X1), strong color and nice margins except just touching inner frame
at bottom; couple shallow thins, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350
1665 H
Columbia, S.C., 1861, blue oval control handstamp (18XU4 var.), cut from the reverse of the envelope, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1666 (H)
Fredericksburg, Va., 1861, 5¢ blue on bluish (26X1), unused without gum, clear to large margins; couple small, well executed repairs, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

1667
1668
1669
1667 m
Mobile, Ala., 1861, 2¢ black (58X1), four clear margins and neat double circle datestamp; tiny, nearly invisible repair lower left corner (backstamped “Mended, N.E.S. Co.”), Fine appearance; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
1668

Mobile, Ala., 1861, 5¢ blue (58X2), clear to mostly large margins, tied on small piece by light double circle datestamp; tiny fault at upper left, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

1669 m
Nashville, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ carmine (61X2), large margin at bottom, just touching on the other sides,
faint blue town cancel with a manuscript “13”, no doubt from docketing, F.-V.F.; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott
$650.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1670
1671
1670 m
New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ brown (62X3), single, Paid cancel, full jumbo margins all around with sheet
margin at left, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
1671 m
Petersburg, Va., 1861, 5¢ red (65X1), position 5 with ornaments above “W.E. Bass, P.M.” inverted, clear
to mostly large margins with usual blue town cancel; faint vertical crease and bit of light soiling, otherwise Very Fine;
with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

Regular Issues

1672
1673
1672 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent example of this terribly difficult stamp; nicely balanced margins and radiating color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$1,000. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1673 H
1862, 10¢ rose (5), o.g., heavy hinge remnant, ravishing rich color; a spectacular top quality example of
this notoriously difficult stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott
$2,400. SMQ VF-XF 85; $2,650.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1674

1674
1675
1862, 10¢ rose (5), tied on piece by a lovely strike Mt. Carmel, S.C. c.d.s., Jul 24, large margins except
close or just touching at top, nearly Very Fine and most attractive; signed Kimbrough. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
s

1675 HH
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), o.g., never hinged, massive margins with adjoining stamps
all around; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J (the SMQ does not list this stamp in this grade). SMQ
Gem 100J; $400 for grade 100.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1676
1677
1678
1676 HH
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), o.g., never hinged, with large portions of adjoining stamps on top, left and bottom
and sheet margin at right, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ Gem 100; $1,900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1677 (H)
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), unused without gum, a nice inexpensive example of this key stamp of the
Confederate issues; vertical and diagonal creases, Very Fine appearance; with 2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
1678 H
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “T-E-N” (9a), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely example of the milky blue shade; a flawless top quality example with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2018 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,000. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1679
1680
1681
1682
1679 HH
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), o.g., never hinged, with portions of adjoining stamps on all sides, Superb, the highest SMQ value for this stamp is Gem 100, this stamp is a Gem 100J and is worth considerably more;
with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
1680 HH
1863, 20¢ green (13), o.g., never hinged, with large portions of adjoining stamps on all sides, Superb, the
highest SMQ value for this stamp is Gem 100, this stamp is a Gem 100J and is worth considerably more; with 2019
P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J. SMQ Gem 100; $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1681 HH
1863, 20¢ green (13), o.g., never hinged, with portions of adjoining stamps at left, right and bottom, interesting double transfer (double 20) variety, Extremely Fine to Superb, the SMQ does not report prices for jumbo
stamps of this issue, a value in the grade of XF-Sup 95J should be considerably higher; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $300.
Estimate $400 - 600
1682 HH
1862, 1¢ orange, unissued (14), o.g., never hinged; with 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ
Gem 100; $2,550.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1683 H/m
Mint & used collection, 1861-64. Lot of 35 items mounted on pages. Includes used 1-2, 4-5, mint 4, 6-7,
8, 9 (TEN), 10 (Frame lines), 11-12, 13, 14, 11-12 private perfs, also includes 7 block of four, 11 bottom margin strip
of three, 12 block of four (2), and numerous mint & used examples, a pleasant viewing, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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U.S. Possessions
Canal Zone
1684 HHa
1939, 25th Anniversary Commemoratives, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (120-135), panes of 50, Scott #125,
126 and 128 lack side selvage, others are full, F.-V.F., a rare set of sheets of this scarce issue. Scott $9,493 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1685 HH/Ha 1904, 1¢ on 20c violet (16), five sheets of 100 (one missing one stamp, some missing selvage), o.g.,
some never hinged / some hinged / some tropicallized o.g., unusual group of complete sheets, sure to be some varieties for the specialist; some perf separations and hinge reinforcements, a few usual faults as you typically find on
sheets from this climate, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,063 as blocks of four (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

1686 HHa
1926, 30¢ olive brown, sharp “A” (93), top F plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh;
small rust marks on left selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine centering. Scott $250 as hinged.
Estimate $350 - 500

Hawaii

1687
1688
1687 H
1853, 13¢ dark red, thick white paper (6), o.g., previously hinged, four large margins and deep rich
color, could be finest known example, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1995 P.F. certificate and 2019 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $875.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1688 (H)
1864, 2¢ black (24), Plate 7A, Type VI, position 6, unused without gum, ample margins and vivid color,
Very Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1689 (H)a
Kahului Railroad, 1894, 6¢ red and 18¢ black, complete sheets of 50, without gum as issued, lovely full
sheets of these popular issues; several perf separations, generally F.-V.F. Meyer-Harris 152, 154 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Philippines

1690
1691
1690 H
1901, $5 dark green (225), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptional example with beautiful centering and sumptuous color, Extremely Fine, only 782 were sold in 1901; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1691 H
1901, $5 dark green (225), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine; signed A. Diena.
Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

1692
1693
1694
1695
1692 HH
1904, 6¢ brownish lake (231), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal GEM quality stamp with nicely balanced
margins and gleaming rich color printed on lily white paper; a striking stamp worthy of placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb, among the finest of the 11,500 issued; with 2018 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $190.
Estimate $600 - 800
1693 HH
1904, 6¢ brownish lake (231), o.g., never hinged, lively rich shade and crystal-clear impression, Very
Fine; with photocopy of 2006 P.F. certificate for block from which it came. Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
1694 H
1904, $2 dark blue (238), bottom plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, decent example of this extremely scarce plate position; deep rich color; light horizontal crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
1695 H
1904, $2 dark blue (238), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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1696 H
1944, 2c rose, handstamped “VICTORY” (463a), booklet pane of 6, o.g. with glassine interleaving adhering, quite fresh and well centered; normal bit of staining around staple holes and very minor gum soaks at bottom
edge, still Very Fine. Scott $12,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Undoubtedly among the finest of just 28 panes produced.

Photo on the inside front cover

1697 (H)
1944, 2c rose, handstamped “VICTORY” (463B), unused without gum, wonderfully fresh and bright,
F.-V.F., only 41 of the 2c rose Rizal were reportedly issued; the Brewster census includes just eight unused examples (none used), five of them faulty and the other three “appearing fake”. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
THE FINEST RECORDED EXAMPLE OF THIS, PERHAPS THE RAREST OF THE “VICTORY”
HANDSTAMPS.
It is generally accepted that 41 examples of the 2c rose Rizal received the “VICTORY” handstamp. However,
Geoffrey Brewster believes, based upon his census, that the quantity is more like 10-15. The census records
about 70% of each of the two stamps considered more rare, the 12c Triumphal Arch (Scott 476, 36 issued), and
the l p Barasoain Church (Scott 484, 21 issued). The five genuine unused examples of the 2c rose recorded by
Brewster represents just 12% of the “issued quantity”. Furthermore, the issued quantities of #476 & 484 were
published by the Bureau of Posts. That Bureau only published a total of 24,441 issued of the two 2c values
combined. According to Brewster, the quantity of 41 for the 2c rose is believed to be an estimate by Philippines
philatelic “insider”, William S. Meyerson, who was stationed in Tacloban at the time the stamps were issued.
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1698 H
1944, 6c dark brown, handstamped “VICTORY” (466), an extraordinary top plate No. F129927 single,
wonderfully fresh and virtually perfectly centered with full, slightly tropicalized (dry) o.g.; small stain in selvage only,
Extremely Fine, Brewster estimates 108 of the 6c brown were overprinted; his census includes 20 unused examples, 5 used, and six on cover. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
A truly exceptional example of one of the rarer of the “Victory” handstamps.

1699 H
1944, 6c yellow green, handstamped “VICTORY” (467), o.g., fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely
Fine; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1700 H
1944, 6c dark brown, handstamped “VICTORY” (468), o.g., fresh color; a single “shorter” perf at top,
otherwise F.-V.F., 206 of the 6c brown with the first “COMMON-WEALTH” overprint were issued. The Brewster
census includes 47 examples; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $4,750.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1701
1702
1703
1701 H
1944, 6c carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (469), o.g., fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine, only 235
were issued. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1702 H
1944, 6c orange, handstamped “VICTORY” (470), o.g. with the barest trace of hinging, quite well centered; with just slightest bit of oxidation, otherwise Very Fine, only 141 were issued. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1703 H
1944, 6c dark green, handstamped “VICTORY” (471), o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1704
1705
1704 H
1944, 10c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (473), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and fresh,
F.-V.F., only 450 were issued. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1705 H
1944, 10c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (474), type I overprint with broken “V”, o.g.; bit of
extraneous overprint ink, F.-V.F., Brewster’s census records 36 unused type I and 20 unused type II. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1706 H
1944, 12c ultramarine, handstamped “VICTORY” (475), o.g., lightly hinged; light toning along right
edge, otherwise F.-V.F., only 221 were issued; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1707 H
1944, 12c bright blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (476), an extraordinary mint single, o.g., very lightly
hinged, incredibly fresh and bright and virtually perfectly centered; very faint vertical gum bend, mentioned only for
strict accuracy, otherwise Extremely Fine, just 36 of the 12c Triumphal Arch were issued; Brewster’s census includes 27 examples, two of them “probably fake”. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Despite the trivial flaw, this is, without a doubt, one of the finest recorded examples of this rare stamp.

Photo on the front cover

1708 HH
1944, 12c purple, handstamped “VICTORY” (477), o.g., never hinged, never hinged examples of the
better handstamped Victory overprints are extremely rare. Scott $500+.
Estimate $400 - 600

1709 H
1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (478), o.g., deep rich color, Fine and rare, only 122
were issued. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1710 H
1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (479), o.g., exceptionally well centered, Very Fine,
only 200 were issued. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1711
1712
1711 H
1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (480), traces of tropical o.g. as often, Very Fine; with
2007 P.F. certificate for block. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1712 H
1944, 16c dark blue, handstamped “VICTORY” (480), slightly toned, lightly hinged o.g.; small tone
spot at top, otherwise Fine, only 500 were issued; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1713 H
$450.

1713
1714
1944, 30c orange red, handstamped “VICTORY” (482), o.g., fresh and well centered, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

1714 H
1944, 30c orange red, handstamped “VICTORY” (483), o.g., exceptionally fresh with vibrant color,
F.-V.F., only 200 were issued. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

1715 H
1944, 1p red orange & black, handstamped “VICTORY” (484), trace of o.g.; heavy gum stains, as
usual, with several perf flaws, V.G., only 21 of the 1p Barasoain Church are believed to have been overprinted;
Brewster lists 15 of them in his census including two that are “possible fakes”. Scott $6,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Brewster opines that “VF centering may not exist, and all copies may be faulty because translucent staining
appears to be ubiquitous on this stamp”.
1716 H
1944, “VICTORY” handstamp balance lot (464//U45), seven items comprising 464 plate block, 465,
478, 481, O39, O40, and U45; all bright and fresh, all bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $420 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1717 H
Airmail, 1944, 4c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” (C63), right sheet margin single, o.g. with
interleaving adhering, fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine, only 122 were issued; the Brewster census includes 71
of them. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1718
1719
1718 (H)
Special Delivery, 1944, 20c dull violet, handstamped “VICTORY” (E8), regummed, fresh and reasonably well centered, only 138 were issued; the Brewster census includes 53 unused, six used, and 8 on-cover examples. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800
1719 H
Special Delivery, 1944, 20c blue violet, handstamped “VICTORY” (E9), type I overprint on a nice bottom margin imprint single, o.g., bright and fresh, F.-V.F., only 600 were issued. The Brewster census records 100
unused examples, only nine of them type I—this example apparently being #9. Scott $550+.
Estimate $500 - 750

1720 HHa
Postage Due, 1899, 5¢ deep claret (J3), block of 9, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2018 P.F. certificate. Scott $270.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1721
Ex 1722
1721 H
Postage Due, 1899, 50¢ deep claret (J5), o.g., barest trace of hinge, fresh and attractive example that
could pass as never hinged, Very Fine; with 2002 Rapp certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1722 H
Postage Dues, 1944, 4c-30c complete, handstamped “VICTORY” (J16-J22), o.g.; all but the 4c with
(mostly) minor gum soaks, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1723 H
Local, 1943, Free Philippines Guerrilla Postal Service, 2c blue, tied by violet oval “Posted in the Free
Philippines/ Mindanao Guerilla Area/ 25 Dec 1943/ M.D. No. 10” on a 2c Entire with a 2c red (U41, 411) postmarked
Esperanza, Agusan the same day; also bearing “Tenth Military Dist.” censor, “By Officer Courier”’and “We Depend
on Gen. MacArthurs Pledge to Return” handstamps, Very Fine, a rare use of the Guerrilla Postal Service issue on
cover; with 1980 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
This stamp was issued during World War II for use on the island of Mindanao. Only 500 were printed and just 36
covers are recorded, many of them unaddressed.

724

1
(H)
Local, 1943, USAFFE Southern Cebu Guerrilla Postal Service, set of four, without gum as issued,
Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1725 (H)
Local, 1943, Guerrilla Postal Service, two items, 1.) a U.S. 6¢ Airmail envelope postmarked violet oval
“Posted in the Free Philippines/ Mindanao Guerilla Area/ 15 Dec 1944/ M.D. No. 10” with matching Censor oval; unaddressed, light vertical file fold; 2.) USAFFE Southern Cebu Forces blank all-purpose postal Receipt Form for
Telegrams, Registered Mail or Insurance; faint all-over toning, without gum as issued, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1726
1727
1726 P)
Japanese Occupation, 1942, proof of the overprint on a blank tan card (NUX1/2P), fresh and clean
with a manuscript “OK” approval marking, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1727 H)
Japanese Occupation, 1943, Official postal card, 2c red with small 1938 “COMMONWEALTH”
(NUZ1b), a clean mint card, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1728
Ex 1729
1728 P
Japanese Occupation, 1943, National Heroes souvenir sheet, proof of stamps only (NP8P), two
proofs: one on off-white paper, cut to finished size, with the stamps properly located closer to the bottom than the
top; the second a horizontal pair of impressions on white paper with the stamps centered, top to bottom, with registration marks at lower left, ungummed; the first has light moisture stains at top from hinging, the second has a tiny
faint stain in the lower left margin, both noted only for strict accuracy, otherwise Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
1729 Pa
Japanese Occupation, 1942, Red Cross Food Conservation complete, plate proofs (NB1P-NB3P),
blocks of 4, ungummed, bright and fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine, a rare and desirable set of
blocks.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1730
1731
1730 (H)
Japanese Occupation, 1943, Unissued National Heroes souvenir sheet (NB8 var.), green inscriptions instead of black and double frame around stamps, ungummed, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
About 200,000 were printed but never issued. They were discovered in the vaults of the Main Post Office during
the battle to retake Manila in February 1945. It is believed that only about 100 intact sheets survived the
subsequent fire and wholesale looting.
1731 H
Official, 1944, 2c rose, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (O38), o.g., fresh and nicely centered, Very
Fine; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

1732 H
Official, 1944, 6c dark brown, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (O40A), slightly tropicalized, lightly
toned o.g., nicely centered; few light bends, one tending toward a crease, with a few small, barely noticeable abrasions at left and two “shorter” perfs at lower right, otherwise Very Fine, Brewster estimates that 50 were issued; his
census includes 23 unused singles, an unused block of 4, and a used single. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Quite an attractive example of the exceedingly rare 6c Official with the handstamped “VICTORY” overprint.
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1733
1734
1733 H
Official, 1944, 10c rose carmine, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (O41), type I overprint, o.g.,
fresh and bright, F.-V.F., Brewster notes that a total of 665 of both types were issued; his census counts 61 unused
type I and 172 unused type II, including three panes of 50; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
1734 H
Official, 1944, 20c light olive green, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (O43), o.g. with interleaving
adhering, very well centered; tiny, pinhead size stain at upper right, otherwise Very Fine, Brewster estimates that
about 150 were issued. This example is his “Category No. 3” with regard to the position of the “O.B.” overprint. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1735
1736
1735 H)
Envelope, 1944, 4c McKinley, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (U44), mint entire with blank “Return” corner card, flap sealed, Very Fine, Brewster estimates that just 32 of the 4c McKinley envelope were overprinted; his census includes seven unused and eight used examples. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
1736 H)
Envelope, 1944, 2c Juan de Cruz, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (U43), entire with general return corner card “MONEY ORDER…” imprint, addressed by a Cpl. Lindemann to himself and cand Tacloban, Leyte
c.d.s. on Jan 16, Very Fine. Scott $77.
Estimate $150 - 200

1737 H)
Postal Card, 1944, 1944, 2c green, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet (UX20), a nice mint card; faint
bit of soiling at lower right, F.-V.F., Brewster estimates that only 220 were issued; signed Economist Stamp Co.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1738
1739
1738 H)
Postal Card, 1944, 2c red with large “COMMONWEALTH”, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet
(UX22 var.), the rare card with the “VICTORY” handstamp located below the “COMMONWEALTH” overprint,
rather heavy, mottled all-over toning, otherwise Very Fine, Brewster estimates that only 50 of the 2c red Rizal postal
card with the “VICTORY” handstamp below “COMMONWEALTH” were overprinted; his census includes only four
unused and two used examples; signed Economist Stamp Co. Scott $425 +++.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Brewster referred to this card “one of the rarities of the entire handstamped “VICTORY” issue.”.
1739 H)
Postal Card, 1944, 2c red with small “COMMONWEALTH”, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet
(UX21), a lovely mint entire, Very Fine, Brewster estimates that just 54 of the 2c red Rixzal postal card with the small
“COMMONWEALTH” were overprinted; his census includes only seven unused examples—no used examples are
recorded. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1740
1741
1742
1740 H)
Postal Card, 1944, 2c red with large “COMMONWEALTH”, handstamped “VICTORY” in violet
(UX22), the “normal” variety with the “VICTORY” overprint located on the stamp, faint paperclip stain at lower left,
Very Fine, Brewster estimates that 150 of the 2c red Rizal postal card with the large “COMMONWEALTH” were produced with the “VICTORY” overprint on the stamp; his census includes 12 unused and six used examples; signed
Economist Stamp Co. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
1741

Revenue, 1936, Certificate of Ownership of Large Cattle, 1 peso red, stamp inscribed “Philippine Executive Commission”; executed Dec 29, 1943 in Malolos, Bulacan, for the sale of one male Cow for 600 pesos; exceptionally clean and fresh, Very Fine, Warren W-797?
Estimate $350 - 500

1742

Revenue, 1936, Certificate of Ownership of Large Cattle, 1 peso blue, stamp inscribed “Commonwealth of the Philippines”; executed Jan 2, 1942 in Bongabon, Mindoro, for one male Caraboa; couple small repaired burn holes at upper right & lower left, otherwise quite fresh and well preserved, F.-V.F., Warren W-796.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Puerto Rico

1743 HH
Postage Due, 1899, 10¢ deep claret (J3), o.g., never hinged, among the finest known; precise centering
amid extra-large margins with wonderful overall freshness; a true condition rarity for the finest collection, Superb;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $375.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,200

Ryukyus

1744 Pa
1950, 3y Reforestation Week, imperf proof (15P5), block of 4, positions 6-7, 16-17, without gum as issued, difficult to find as multiple, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,200 as singles. J.S.C.A. 15 var.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1745
1746
1745 HH
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet, center “0” in wrong font, 9/9 “Kai Tei” (17/17c), se-tenant pair, with normal stamp at right and center “0" in wrong font at left, o.g., never hinged, very scarce se-tenant pair; very light crease
long bottom perfs, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $6,000. J.S.C.A. 17/17vf var.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1746 H
1952, 100y on 2y rose violet, center “0” in wrong font, 8/8 “Kai Tei” (17/17d), se-tenant pair, with normal stamp at left and center “0" in wrong font at right, o.g., lightly hinged, very scarce se-tenant pair; a tiny bit of light
soiling at top of right stamp, Very Fine; expert signed in pencil on the back of each stamp. Scott $5,100. J.S.C.A.
17/17vf var.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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